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2.1 IMPORTA NT ENGINECHARACTERISTICS ;
and the parameters com:geometrical relationships d. The factors impor-Tn this chapter, some basic aperation are develope

monly used to characterize engine
tant to an engine user are.

over its operuling range
1. The engine's perlormance thin (his operating range and the2, The enpines fuel consumpuon Wi cost of the

mequired fuel3, The engine's noise s within this operating rangeand air pollutant emission:
4, ‘The inihal cost of the esyzie and ts installation& The reliability and durability of the etgine, its maintenance requirements, and

how these affect engine avanlability and operating costs
-usually the primary eonsidel-

n can satisfy eqvironmental
(he performance, efficiency.

of the other factors listed

ontrol total engine Operating COSTS
)o whelher the eagine ml operate

kk ig concerned primarily with
tics of engines: the omission

luce their great importance.

These factors ©

wvion of (he user——an
regula tions This boo
and emissions charactects
above does not, nanny way, TE
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Engine performance is more precisely defined by

CHAPTER |1. The maximum power (or the maximum torque) available at each speed within

 

the useful engine operating range

2. The range of speed and power over which engine operationis satisfactory

The following performance definitions are commonly used: |i

ENGINE Maximum rated power. The highest power an engine is allowed to develop |
for short periods of operation.

DESIGN Normal rated power. The highest power an engine is allowed to develop in
PERATING continuousoperation.
RAM ETERS Rated speed. The crankshaft rotational speed at which rated poweris devel-

oped.

2.2 GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES OF
RECIPROCATING ENGINES

The following parameters define the basic geometry of a reciprocating engine (see
Fig. 2-1):

Compressionratio r,:

_ maximum cylinder volume_Vj, + ¥,
 

= : - 2.1* minimum cylinder volume V, @1)
where V;, is the displaced or swept volume and V, is the clearance volume.
Ratio of cylinder bore to piston stroke:

and the parameters com: Rr, -2 (2.2)
eloped. The factors impot- L

Ratio of connecting rod length to crank radius:

R= I (2.3)
ig range and the cost of the a .

; In addition, the stroke and crank radius are related by
in this operating rangein Pp L=2a

intenance requirements, and Typical values of these parameters are: r, = 8 to 12 for SI engines and r, = 12 to
costs 24 for CI engines; B/L = 0.8 to 1.2 for small- and medium-size engines, decreas-

mg to about 0.5 for large slow-speed CI engines; R =3 to 4 for small- and

isually the primary consider- medium-size engines, increasing to 5 to 9 for large slow-speed CI engines.
on can satisfy environmental The cylinder volumeV at any crank position @ is

i the performance, efficiency, 1B?
on of the other factors listed vV=Vye+ “4, (l+a—s) (2.4)
‘tance.
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= T TC
|
L

vj |
|
!_ uc

FIGURE 2-1
Geometry of cylinder, piston,
and crankshaft whete B= bore,
}—connecting road length, a = crank radius, =
crank angle.

connecting cod,
L = stroke,

 
where s is the distance between the crank axis and the piston pin axis (Fig. 2-4),
andis given by

=acos0+(2 —a? sin’ oy? (2.5)
The ungle 0, definedas shownin Fig. 2-1,is called the crank angle. Equation (2.4)
with the above definitions can be rearranged:

V 4 44(,—N[R+1— cos 6- (R? — sin? 6)"7] (2.6)
c

1 surface area A at any crank position 0 is given by
(2.7)

The combustion chambe
A= Ag + Ap + mB+ a — 5)

where A, is the cylinder head surface area and A, is ihe piston crown surfacearea, For flat-topped pistons, A, = nB?/4. Using Eq.(2.5), Eq. (2-7) can be rear-
ranged:

BLA=Ay, + Apt on [R +1 —cos 9 —(R? ~ sin? ayy (2.8)
aracteristic speed is the mean piston speed Sp:

5, =2LN
d of the crankshaft. Mean piston speedis often a

An important ch
(2.9)

where N is the rotational spee
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der, piston, connecting rod,
there B=bore, L= stroke,
length, a= crank radius, @=

piston pin axis (Fig. 2-1),

2 (2.5)

orank angle. Equation (2.4)

— sin? 6)'!74 (2.6)

rank position 6 is given by

s) (2.7)
is the piston crown surface
(2.5), Eq. (2-7) can be rear-

R2 — sin? 9)!/7] (2.8)

ston speed S,:
(2.9)

fean piston speed is often a
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FIGURE 2-2

180 Instantaneous piston speed/meanpiston speed
Crank angle, 0 BC asa function of crank angle for R = 3.5.

more appropriate parameter than crank rotational speed for correlating engine
behavior as a function of speed. For example, gas-flow velocities in the intake
and the cylinder all scale with S,. The instantaneous piston velocity S, is obtained
from

ds
=> 1B dt (2 0)

The piston velocity is zero at the beginning of the stroke, reaches a maximum
near the middle of the stroke, and decreases to zero at the end of the stroke.
Differentiation of Eq. (2.5) and substitution gives

8, 2, cos @5,72 sin 6 [ + (R? —sin?oyarr| (2.11)
Figure 2-2 shows how S,varies over each stroke for R = 3.5.

Resistance to gas flow into the engine or stresses due to the inertia of the
Moving parts limit the maximum mean piston speed to within the range 8 to 15
m/s (1500 to 3000 ft/min). Automobile engines operate at the higher end ofthis
range; the lower end is typical of large marinediesel engines.

2.3. BRAKE TORQUE AND POWER

Engine torque is normally measured with a dynamometer.! The engine is
clamped on a test bed and the shaft is connected to the dynamometer rotor.
Figure 2-3 illustrates the operating principle of a dynamometer. The rotor is
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46 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

eeny
Stator *

 
- ——— Force F

Wom

\ i————

\ a Load— cell

f= a ‘| FIGURE 2-3N = Schematic ofprinciple of operation of dynamometer 

coupled electromagnetically, hydraulically, or by mechanical Miction Lo a stalor,
which is supported 10 low friction bearings. The stator is bulnecd with the rotor
stationary, The torque exerted on the stator wilh the rotor (irhing is measured
hy balancing the stutor with weights, springs, or pneumatic means.

Using Ure notation in Fig, 2-3, if the torque exerted by (he engine 1st
T = Fb (2.12)

The power P delivered by the engine and absorbed by the dynamometeris the
productof torque and angular speed:

P =2xNT (2.13a)

where N is the crankshaft rotational speed. In SI units:

P(kW) = 2xN(rev/s)T(N «m) x 10-3 (2.135)

or in U.S.units:

N(rev/min) T(lbf- ft)P(hp) =———5 A(hp) Ss) (2.130)
Note that torque is a measure of an engine’s ability to do work; poweris the rate
at which workis done.

The value of engine power measured as described above is called brake
power P,,. This power is the usable power delivered by the engine to the load—in
this case, a “ brake.”

 2.4 INDICATED WORK PER CYCLE

Pressure data for the was im the cylinder over the opersbog cycle of the engine
van be used 10 caleulute the wark transfer from the gas (o tbe piston The evlin-
der pressure and corresponding cylinder volume throughout the engine wyele can
be plotted on a pl’ diagram as showh in Fig. 2-4. The /ndicated work per eyele
Wt (per cylineler) is ablained by integrating around the curve to obtain the

+ The term indicated is used because such p-V diagramsused to be generated directly with a device
called an engineindicator.
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of operation of dynamometer

tical friction to a stator,
balanced with the rotor

stor turning is measured
ic means.

by the engine is T:
(2.12)

the dynamometer is the

(2.134)

3 (2.13b)

(2.13¢)

do work; poweris the rate

bed above is called brake
- the engine to the load-—i0

gerating cycle of the engine
zas to the piston. The cylin-
ughout the engine cycle can
The indicated work per cycle
ind the curve to obtain the

be generated directly with a device
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2-stroke 4-stroke 4-stroke

Evoh

 
   
 

2 e 2
3 Zz a
a 4 g ‘Blowdown
u 5 eo owcowh
5 . ; *.— Expansion 5 Compression SS \
3 2 ke “s : tt INNO Exhaust a
3|\\Q> tf cy Pel 2] GeeOo é : “= ee : Intake = r
| — <4 oh clomkesyIVC.

TC Vol. BC TC Compression Yo], BC Tc Bye Vol, BC

(a) (b) (¢}

FIGURE 2-4
Examples of p-V diagrams for (a) a two-stroke cycle engine, (b) a four-stroke cycle engine; (c) a
four-stroke cycle spark-ignition engine exhaust and intake strokes (pumping loop) at part load.

area enclosed on the diagram:

Wei = be dV (2,14)
With two-stroke cycles (Fig. 2-4a), the application of Eq. (2.14) is straightforward.
With the addition of inlet and exhaust strokes for the four-stroke cycle, some
ambiguity is introduced as two definitions of indicated output are in common
use. These will be defined as:

Gross indicated work per cycle W,,,.
compression and expansion strokes only.

Net indicated work per cycle W.;,. Work delivered to the piston over the
entire four-stroke cycle.

Work delivered to the piston over the

In Fig. 2-4b and c, W,,, is (area A+ area C) and W,,, is (area A + area C)
— (area B + area C), which equals (area A — area B), where each of these areasis
regarded as a positive quantity. Area B + area C is the work transfer between the
piston and the cylinder gases during the inlet and exhaust strokes and is called
the pumping work W, (see Chaps. 5 and 13). The pumping work transfer will be to
the cylinder gasesif the pressure during the intake strokeis less than the pressure
during the exhaust stroke. This is the situation with naturally aspirated engines.
The pumping work transfer will be from the cylinder gases to the piston if the
exhaust stroke pressure is lower than the intake pressure, which is normally the
case with highly loaded turbocharged engines.t

 

t With some two-stroke engine concepts there is a piston pumping work term associated with com-
Pressing the scavengingair in the crankcase.  
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48 OWTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

The powerpercylinderis related to the indicated work per cycle by
 W 4 |

p,— tes (2.15)
NR

where ny Is the mimber of crank revolutions for each power stroke per cylinder.
For four-stroke cycles, #/_ equals 2; fo two-stroke cycles, iy equals 1. This power
iy the indicated power; Le. the rate af work transfer fram the gas within the

11 differs from ihe brake power by the power absorbed Wicylinder Lo the piston. driving engine accessories, and (in the case of grossovercoming eoine Inctiog,
indicated power) Lhe pumping power,

In discussing indicated quantities of the four-stroke cycle engine, such as
worl: per eyele Or power. the definition used for “indicated” (ie., gross OF net)
ahaalways be explicily stated. The gross idicated output, the definiiian most

chosen where possible in this book tor (lie following
ed primarily to identify the nnyact of the cant

<ses on engine performanee, ete. The
definition, It represents

commonly used, will be
reasons. Indi¢ated quantities tire ns
pression, combustion, and eiparsiun proce
gross indicated output ig, therefore, the most appropriate
the aum of (he useful work avarable at the shaft and the work required to tver-
comeall the engine losses. Furthermore, ikestandacd engine fest codes* define
procedures for measuring brake power and Imetion power (ihe(rictian power test
provides a close approximation to the {otal lost power in the enpine). Thesim of
brake power and friction power provides an alternative way of estimating imdt
cated power; the value obtaiied Is a clos¢ approamation to the gross indicated
power.The termy brake and indicated arc usedto describe other parumeters such
as mean effective pressure, specitte fuck consumption, and specific emissions (see
the following sections) in a Manner aimilar to that used for work pen cycle and
power.

2.5 MECHANICAL EFFICIENCY
died work per eyele or power is used Lo

An additional portion is used to
4 other mechanical components
All af these power requirements

We have seen that part of the gross indice
expel exhaust pases and induct fresh charge.
overcome the friction of the bearnps, pistons, am
of the etiging, und to drive (he engme accessones-
are grouped together andcalled fricrion power P,.t Thus:

P,,=P,+ Py (2.16)
+ is difficult to determine accurately, One common approach

or motor the engine with 4 dynamometer(1.6.
weyre the power whieh his to be

Friction paws

for ligh-speed cngines Is lo drive
operate Lhe engine without firing it) and me

+ The various components of friction power are examined in detail in Chap. 13.
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supplied by the dynamometer to overcomeall these frictional losses. The engine
speed, throttle setting, oil and water temperatures, and ambient conditions are
kept the same in the motored test as under firing conditions. The major sources
of inaccuracy with this method are that gas pressure forces on the piston and
tings are lower in the motored test than when the engineis firing and that the oil
temperatures on the cylinder wall are also lower under motoring conditions.

The ratio of the brake (or uscful) power delivered by the cngine to the
indicated poweris called the mechanical efficiency n,, :

PB, P
ee 2.174 P,, Ps (2.17)

Since the friction power includes the power required to pump gas into and outof
the engine, mechanical efficiency depends on throttle position as well as engine
design and engine speed. Typical values for a modern automotive engine at wide-
open or full throttle are 90 percent at speeds below about 30 to 40 rev/s (1800 to
2400 rev/min), decreasing to 75 percent at maximum rated speed. As the engineis
throttled, mechanicalefficiency decreases, eventually to zero at idle operation.

2.6 ROAD-LOAD POWER

A part-load powerlevel useful as a reference point for testing automobile engines
is the power required to drive a vehicle on a level road at a steady speed. Called
road-load power, this power overcomes the rolling resistance which arises from
the friction of the tires and the aerodynamic drag of the vehicle. Rolling resist-
ance and drag coefficients, Cp and Cy, respectively, are determined empirically.
An approximate formula for road-load power P,is

P, = (CrMyg + Pa Cp A, SS, (2.184)

where C, = coefficient ofrolling resistance (0.012 < Cz < 0.015)°
M,, = massof vehicle [for passenger cars: curb mass plus passenger load of

68 kg (150 Ibm); in U.S. units W, = vehicle weight in Ibf]
g = acceleration due to gravity

Pp, = ambientair density
Cp = drag coefficient (for cars: 0.3 < Cp S 0.5)°
A, = frontal area of vehicle
S, = vehicle speed

With the quantities in the units indicated:

P(KW) = [2.73C, M,(kg) + 0.0126C,, A,(m7)S,(km/h)*]S,(km/h) x 1073

(2.185)

[Cr W(tbf) + 0.0025C, A,(FA)8,,(mi/h)? 18,(mi/h)
a 375

 
or—-P(hp) (2.18¢)
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 50 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

27. MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE
While lorque is i valuable mesure of a particular engine s ability to do work, i!A more usefol relative wigine performance micasure iS

eyele by the evlinder volume displaced per
erce pase Wmsures and is called the

dcpends on engine size.
obtained by dividiog the work per

‘The parameter so obtuined has units oft
jmep). Since, from Eq.(2.15),

Ph
Work le = —*ork per cycle W

cycle.
mean efect(he pressure

punk revolutians for each power stroke per cylinderwhere ng is the number of ¢ cycles), then(two for four-stroke cycles; one for twoestroke
Prep= — 2.19mep=Fy (2.194)

For SI and U.S. units, respextively,
POeWiiy © LDFPUWMigSO (2.19)meplkPa) =pikPa) pi(din? NV (rew/s}

. Piping x 396,0002 =_— _ x = Zmrepiib/in’) V{in?)N(rev/min) (2.19¢)
Mean effective pressure can also be expressed in terms of torque by using

Eq.(2.13):
6.28ngT(N mmmep(kPa) = eer (2.204)
75.AnyT (bt: ftor mep(lb/in”) = /SAmyT(orf) (2.20b)V,{in-)

freelive pressure of good engine Gesigms is well
wide range of engine sizes, Thits,

ops tan be compared with (his
jesipner has used the engine's

The maximum brake mean ¢
established, arid 15 essentially Canslanml OVEr w
ihe actual bmep thal a particular engine devel
norm, atid the effectiveness with which (he engine ¢Also, for design calculalions, ihe engine dis-

c or power, Ala specified speed, can
brep for (hat parteokar appli-

displaced volume can be assessed,
ent required to provide a piven tangyplacem: te values 1Or

he estimated by assuming appropri
caliomTypical values for bmep wre as follows. For naturally aspirated epark-
Witton cngInes, maximum valiies are 30 the range 850 ia 1050 kPa ( ~ 125 to150 Ib/in®) al the engine gpecd where Maxum iorque is Oblained igbout 3000
rev/min), At the maximum rated power. bmep values are 10 i TS pereemt lower,For turbocharged automotive spark-gnition engines the maximabriep is
the 1250 to 1700 kPa (180 Lo 250 ib/in”) range. At the maximum rated power,
bmep is in the 900to i400 kPa (130 ta 200 \b/in*) range, For naturally aspiratedfour-stroke diesels, {he maximum bmep is in the 700 10 900 kPa (100 to 130
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Ib/in?) range, with the bmepat the maximum rated power of about 700 kPa (100
Ib/in’). Turbocharged four-stroke diesel maximum bmep values are typically in
the range 1000 to 1200 kPa (145 to 175 lb/in*); for turbocharged aftercooled
engines this can rise to 1400 kPa. At maximum rated power, bmepis about 850
to 950 kPa (125 to 140 Ib/in’). Two-stroke cycle diesels have comparable per-
formance to four-stroke cycle engines, Large low-speed two-stroke cycle engines
ean achieve bmep values of about 1600) KPa.

An example of how the above engine performance parameters can be used
to initiate an engine design is given below.

Example. A four-cylinder automotive spark-ignition engine is being designed to
provide a maximum brake torque of 150 N-m (110 lbf- ft) in the mid-speed range
( ~ 3000 rev/min). Estimate the required engine displacement, bore and stroke, and
the maximum brake power the engine will deliver.

Equation (2.20a) relates torque and mep. Assume that 925 kPa is an appropri-
ate value for bmep at the maximum engine torque point. Equation (2.20a) gives

G2EA_ fT

bmep

mat?) 6.2K «x 2 4 LSO3

¥(dm") (kPa) 925 = 2 dm?mie

For a four-cylinder engine, the displaced volume,bore, and stroke are related by
Tv

V,=4x« — BL
7 4

Assume B = L; this gives B = L = 86 mm.

The maximum rated engine speed can be estimated from an appropriate value
for the maximum meanpiston speed, 15 m/s (see Sec. 2.2):

Symax = 2LNinax > Ninax = 87 rev/s (5200 rev/min)

The maximum brake power can be estimated from the typical bmep value at
maximum power,800 kPa(116 Ib/in*), using Eq. (2.195):

bmep(kPa)V(dm3)N,,,,(fev/s) 800 x 2 x 87kW) = =
PomaxlkW) ng x 10° 2x 103
 

= 70 kW

28 SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION
AND EFFICIENCY

In engine tests, the fuel consumption is measured as a flow rate—mass flow per
unit time m,. A more useful parameter is the specific fuel consumption (sfe}—the
fuel {low rate per unit power output. It measures how eMficiently an engine is
using the fuel supplied to produce work:

_ thysfe=3 (2.21)
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52 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

With units,

sfe(mg/J) =i (2.222)
(a

or sfo(g/kW -h) = F = 608.3 sfc(Ibm/hp -h) (2.22b)
4 (ibn

or sfo(Ibm/hp -h) =a— 1.644 x 103 sfo(g/kW -h) (2.22¢)
ably, For SE engines typical best valties of
bour 75 yest = 270 o/kKWeh = 6.47 Ibm/

{in large engines can £e helaw 55
Low values of sle are abviously desu
brake specilic fuel consumption are a
hp-h, For Cl engines, best values arc lower aye
ug/) = 200 g/kW ° bh = 0.32 lbm/hp> hh,

The specific fuel consumption has wits. iArelates the desired engine ourpur (work per evele or power) to the necessary input(fuel flow) would have more fundamental value. ‘The ratio of the work producedper cycle to the gmount of fucl enerey supplied per cycle that can be released ip(he combustion process ig commonly used for this parpose. Lis a moasure Of the
engine's efficiency rhc fuel energy sapphed which ean be released by cor bustinj supplied to the engine per vycle times ihe healing

defines its enerey content, li is
hich @ knewn miss af fuel is

by the vambustion preeess
own to their

dimensionless parameter thal

is given by the mass of fue
value of the fuel, The heating value of a Mel, Quy.

{ test procedure in Ww
smal energy teleused

mibustion products coal d
determined io a standardize
fully burned with air, aod the (he
ig absorbed by a cilorimeter 4s the co
original ternperature.

This measure of an engine’s
version efficiency 1 + 18 given by

w._ __(Pn/N)__ _* (2.23)
4 =SS ;Sm, Quy (tiny MR/N)Onv thy Onv

“ efficiency,” which will be called the fuel con-

 

where m, is the mass of fuel inducted per cycle. Substitution for P/my, from Eq
(2.21) gives

_— (2.24a)
1s ~ sfc Quy ,
 

 ously been called thermal efficiency or enthalpy
ferred because it describes this quantity more

tions of engine efficiency which will be devel-
definitions of heating value (see Sec. 3.5). The

cent, however. In this text, the lower

+ This empirically defined engine efficiency has previ
efficiency. The term fuel conversion efficiency is pre!
precisely, and distinguishes it clearly from other defini
oped in Sec. 3.6. Note that there are several different
numerical values do not normally differ by more than a few perheating value at constant pressureis used in evaluating the fuel conversion efficiency
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or with units

1

> sfe(eng/NQu(M/k) (2.240)

1, (2.24e)
sfo(g/kW - h)Qyy(MI/kg)

ny ae (2.244)~ sfe(Ibm/hp- h)Q,,y(Btu/Ibm)

Typical heating values for the commercial hydrocarbon fuels used in
engines are in the range 42 to 44 MJ/kg (18,000 to 19,000 Btu/lbm). Thus, specific
fuel consumption is inversely proportional to fuel conversion efficiency for
normal hydrocarbonfuels.

Note that the fuel energy supplied to the engine per cycle is not fully re-
leased as thermal energy in the combustion process because the actual com-
bustion process in incomplete. When enoughair is present in the cylinder to
oxidize the fuel completely, almost all (more than about 96 percent) of this fuel
energy suppliedis transferred as thermal energy to the working fluid. Wheninsuf-
ficient air is present to oxidize the fuel completely, lack of oxygen preventsthis
fuel energy supplied from being fully released. This topic is discussed in more
detail in Secs. 3.5 and 4.9.4.

2.9 AIR/FUEL AND FUEL/AIR RATIOS

In engine testing, both the air mass flow rate rn, and the fuel mass flow rate m,
are normally measured. The ratio of these flow rates is useful in defining engine
operating conditions:

Air/fuel ratio (A/F) = 2 (2.25)
Mbp:

Fuel/air ratio (F/A) = “ (2.26)a

The normal operating range for a conventional SI engine using gasoline fuel is
12 < A/F < 18 (0.056 < F/A < 0.083); for CI engines with diesel fuel, it is
18 < A/F < 70 (0.014 < F/A < 0.056).

2.10 WOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY

The intake system—the air filter, carburetor, and throttle plate (in a spark-
ignition engine), intake manifold, intake port, intake valve—restricts the amount
of air which an engine of given displacement can induct. The parameter used to
measure the effectiveness of an engine’s induction process is the volumetric effi-
ciency 4,. Volumetric efficiency is only used with four-stroke cycle engines which
have a distinct induction process. It is defined as the volume flow rateof air into
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54 iNTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

the intake system divided by the rate at which volumeis displaced by the piston
2gNeEN (2.274)

where p,, is the inlet air density. An alternative equivalent definition for volu-
metric efficiency is

ny = a_(2.27b)
° PaiMa

where m, is the imitss of air inducted into the cylinder per eyele.
The inlet density may eithey be taken uy atmosphere aiv density (mn which

case Wy, measures the pumping performance of the entire inlet system) or imity be
laken as (he air density in the inlet manifold (in whieh case H,. measures (he

af the inlet port and valve analy). Typical maximus values
are in the range 80 to 90 percent The valia-

an far Sl engines, Voluniciric
pumping performance
of 7, for aaturally aspirated engines
metric efheicacy for diesels is somewhal higher th
oficicniey is discussed more fully in See, 6.2.

2.11 ENGINE SPECIFIC WEIGHT AND
SPECIFIC VOLUME

Engine weight and bulk volume fo
applications. Two parameters useful
engine to another are

ra given rated power are important in many
for comparing these attributes from one

engineWeiEnt (2.28)
Specific weight =: 5 yaled power

engine volume (2.29)
Specific volume = rated power

to be useful in engine compAnsons, a consistent definiuoy
For these parameters “engine” must be
of what components
adhered to. Thest parameters indicate
designer hag used the engine materials and packay

and auxiliacies are inebuded in the term
the effectiveness with whieh the engine

ed (he engine components”

212 CORRECTION FACTORS FOR
POWER AND VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY
The pressure, humidity, and temperature of the ambient air inducted into an
enging, al u given engine speed, affect the air mass flow rate and the power

adjust measured wide-open-throttle poweroutpul. Correction luctors are used (oand volumetric efficiency values (o standard atmospheric conditions to provide a
more aveuraté basis for comparisons between Guygines. Typical standard ambient
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conditions used are:

 Dry air pressure | Water vapour pressure | Temperature
736.6 mmHg | 9.65 mmHg 29.4°C
29.00 inHg 0.38 inHg 85°F

The basis for the correction factor is the equation for one-dimensional
steady compressible flow through anorifice or flow restriction of effective area A,
(see App. C):

. Ar Po \ 2y ( P y" ( Pp yryeOa oot ND (2.30)
J RT yr 1 Po Po

In deriving this equation, it has been assumed that the fluid is an ideal gas with
gas constant R andthat the ratio of specific heats (c,/c, = y) is a constant; py and
T, are the total pressure and temperature upstream ofthe restriction and p is the
pressure at the throatof the restriction.

If, in the engine, p/p, is assumed constant at wide-open throttle, then for a
given intake system and engine, the massflow rate of dry air m, varies as

 

Po

JT
For mixtures containing the proper amountof fuel to use all the air avail-

able (and thus provide maximum power), the indicated powerat full throttle P;
will be proportional to r,, the dry air flow rate. Thusif

Pig = Cp Pim (2.32)

where the subscripts s and m denote values at the standard and measured condi-
tions, respectively, the correction factor C, is given by

Ps.d Thy aCp = —— |= 2,x Pm — Pom (2) ( 33)
where p,, = standard dry-air absolute pressure

Py, = Measured ambient-air absolute pressure
P.m = Measured ambient-water vapourpartial pressure

T,, = Measured ambient temperature, K
7, = standard ambient temperature, K

 

m, © (2.31)

The rated brake power is corrected by using Eq. (2.33) to correct the indi-
cated power and making the assumptionthatfriction power is unchanged. Thus

Py = Cp Pim — pm (2.34)

Volumetric efficiency is proportional to m,/o, [see Eq. (2.27)]. Since p, is
Proportionalto p/T, the correction factor for volumetric efficiency, C},, is

Cc, Nos T, uepata [ot (2.35)Nom m.
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56=INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

2.13 SPECIFIC EMISSIONS AND
EMISSIONS INDEX

Levels of emissions of oxides of nitrogen (nitric oxide, NO, and nitrogen dioxide,
NO,, usually grouped together as NO,), carbon monoxide (CO), unburned
hydrocarbons (HC), and particulates are important engine operating character-
istics.

The concentrations of gaseous emissions in the engine exhaust gases are
usually measured in parts per million ar percent by volume (which corresponds
to the mole fraction multiplied by 10° or by 10°, respectively). Normalized indt-
catots of emissions levels are more useful, however, and two of these are in
commonuse. Specific emissions are the mass flow rate of pollutant per unit power
output:

sNO, = “S (2.36a)

sCO = = (2.36b)
 

 
  

sHC = “He (2.36c)P

  
  
   
    
 
 
 

Moart
PsPart = (2.364)

Indicated and brakespecific emissions can be defined. Units in common use are
ug/J, 2/kW -h, and g/hp- h.

Alternatively, emission rates can be normalized by the fuel flow rate. An
emission index (EI) is commonly used: e.g.,

Hyg, (B/S)EI ——_——_— (2.37NOs=Ti(kg/s) )
with similar expressions for CO, HC, and particulates.

2.14 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

The importance of the parameters defined in Secs. 2.8 to 2.10 to engine per-
formance becomes evident when power, torque, and meaneffective pressure are
expressed in terms of these parameters. From the definitions of engine power
(Eq. (2.13)], mean effective pressure [Eq. (2.19)], fuel conversion efficiency [Eq.
(2.23)], fuel/air ratio (Eq. (2.26)], and volumetric efficiency [Eq. (2.27)], the fol-
lowing relationships between engine performance parameters can be developed.

 
 

  
  
  

 
For power P:

N F/A

p= np Mg Lt /A) (2.38)R
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For four-stroke cycle engines, volumetric efficiency can be introduced

P= Nye NV Ouy Padl/A): (2.39)

For torque T:

T- MyMeMa@uay paF/A) (2.40)dir

For meaneffective pressure:

mep = 1/1, Quy Pa{F/A) (2.41)

The power per unit piston area, often called the specific power, is a measure of the
engine designer’s success in using the available piston area regardless of cylinder
size. From Eq. (2.39), the specific poweris

P thy te NLOQwy ty,E/A) 2.42
A, 2 (2.42)

Meanpiston speed can be introduced with Eq.(2.9) to give

P = "yp Ih So QuyPak f/ 4) (2.43)
A, -

Specific power is thus proportional to the product of meaneffective pressure and
mean piston speed.

These relationships illustrate the direct importance to engine performance
of:

1. High fuel conversionefficiency

2. High volumetric efficiency

3. Increasing the output of a given displacement engine by increasing the inletair
density

4, Maximum fuel/air ratio that can be usefully burned in the engine

5. High mean piston speed

2.15 ENGINE DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE DATA

Engine ratings usually indicate the highest power at which manufacturers expect
their products to give satisfactory economy, reliability, and durability under
Service conditions. Maximum torque, and the speed at which it is achieved, is
usually given also. Since both of these quantities depend on displaced volume, for
comparative analyses between engines of different displacements in a given
engine category normalized performance parameters are more useful. The follow-
ing measures, at the operating points indicated, have mostsignificance :*
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1. At maximum ornorma!rated point:

Mean piston speed. Measures comparative success in handling loads due
to inertia of the parts, resistance to air flow, and/or engine friction.

g = Brake mean effective pressure. In naturally aspirated engines bmepis not
stress limited. It then reflects the product of volumetric efficiency (ability to

2 induct air), fuel/air ratio (effectiveness of air utilization in combustion), and
2 a fuel conversionefficiency. In supercharged engines bmep indicates the degree

of success in handling higher gas pressures and thermalloading.
i, Power per unit piston area. Measures the effectiveness with which the
, ch a piston area is used, regardless of cylindersize.
* Specific weight. Indicates relative economy with which materials are |

used.oa C

ia 3 Specific volume. Indicates relative effectiveness with which engine space |
has been utilized. |

33 2. At all speeds at which the engine will be used with full throttle or with |4 7 i maximum fuel-pumpsetting:
eg oa Brake mean effective pressure. Measuresability to obtain/provide high air
7 flow and useit effectively over the full range.
om 3. At all useful regimes of operation and particularly in those regimes where the
s 7 a engine is run for long periods of time:
7, Brake specific fuel consumption or fuel conversion efficiency.

Brake specific emissions.
ras

‘oo t Typical performance data for spark-ignition and diesel engines over the
Sead normal production size range are summarized in Table 2.1.4 The four-stroke

cycle dominates exceptin the smallest and largest engine sizes. The larger engines
are turbocharged or supercharged. The maximum rated engine speed decreases as
engine size increases, maintaining the maximum mean piston speed in the range
of about 8 to 15 m/s. The maximum brake meaneffective pressure for turbo-
charged and supercharged engines is higher than for naturally aspirated engines.
Because the maximum fuel/air ratio for spark-ignition engines is higher than for
diesels, their naturally aspirated maximum bmeplevels are higher. As engine size
increases, brake specific fuel consumption decreases andfuel conversionefficiency
increases, due to reduced importance of heat losses andfriction, For the largest

1o-ZZ 14-20 12-18 10-12

4 4S 48,28 2 
» diesel engines, brake fuel conversionefficiencies of about 50 percent and indicated
5 fuel conversion efficiencies of over 55 percent can be obtained.

, és,
4088 8° &
‘Zee Pea
bel egs es
i238 Es Bes PROBLEMS445 3 3-4 Ss .
aR ESS 2.1. Explain why the brake mean effective pressure of a naturally aspirated diesel engine

18 lower than that ofa naturally aspirated spark-ignition engine. Explain why the
bmepis lower at the maximum rated power for a given engine than the bmep af(he
Maximum torque.
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60 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

ow, macxlinuny torque, and maxinun power af changing2.2. Describe the impactonair Il
wil [nam 2 valyes per cylinder to 4 valves (2 inleta spark-ignition engine cylinder ht

and 2 exhaust) per cylinder.
2.3. Calculate the mean piston speed, bmep, and specific power of the spark-ignition

engines in Figs, |, 1-9, and 1-12 at their wusienim rates power.
2.4, Caleulate the mean piston speed, bmep, ant specific power of the divsel engines in

Figs. 1-20, 1-21, 1-22, 1-23, and 1-24 at their roaxtmuim mated power. Ariefly explain
any significant differences.

2.5. Develop an equation for the power requ'
Lill of wnvle o, in terms of vehicle speed, mass, [rontal ar
sient of rolling resistanee, &, und acceleration duc to yraviry, Calcnlate this power
when the car mass if 1500 ky, Lhe hill angle is | > dieuraes, and the velpcle speed is
SU ini/h

2.6. The spark-ignition engine in Fip. 1-4 is operating at a meji(y piNion spead of 10 m/s.
The measured air Mow is 60 je/s Calculate the volumetric elficiency based on atmo-

ired to drive a vehicle at constant speed up a
si, drag covMicient, coclfi-

spheric candilions.
2.7. The diesel engine of Fig. 1-20 is operating with a mean piston speed of 8 m/s. Calcu-

late the air flow if the volumetric efficiency is 0.92. If (F/A) is 0.05 what is the fuel
flow rate, aod the mass of Mel |ajeeted pet cylider per eyele”

2.8. The brake Niel conversion efficiency of a spurk-iguition exeiite is 0.3, wud varies Hithe
with fie) (ype. Caleulite the brake spectic fuel consuimpion for isavcline, gasoline,
methanol, wud bydrecen (celevant dasa are in App. D)

29, Yuare doing a preliminary design study ot a turboeharged four-stroke diesel
The mesimurn rated pawer is limited by stress considerations to a hrakeengine.

mean ellective pressure of 200 kia avid masini value of the meapiston speed of
12 m/s.
(a) Derive cur equolist relating (he engine inlet pressure (pressure i the inlet cuani-

fuld at the Wirbochyrmer compressor cxit) to the fuel/air ratio wt Chis mxueiTeiT
egine Paruiogerers (eg, yoruraled power operating poem Other reaiproculing

vpn to this exyuaiticanroetric élficieney, fue) conversian wilivienew, Minep, he) ay
also.

(b) The maximurn rate
mate sensible values for numt
mine the maxtmutn rated speed af(his prelimimary wage Wesigt.

(c) Sf the pressure ralacross (he compressor ia 2, estimate rhe uyerall fuel/air and
dur/fuel mulios at the maximura red power, Asslime appwogyiate values for any

4§ brake pawer requirement for this engine is 400 kW. Esu-
wer of cylinders, cylinder bore, stroke, and dejer-

other parameters you may heed,
2.10. In the reciprocating engine, during the power or Gxpansion stroke, {he was pressure

force acting on the piston is transmitted to the crankshaft via the connecting rail
List the forces avling on We piston during this part of the operating cvele Show the
direction of the lerets uctinat an the piston on a sketch of the piston, vylinder, con-
necting rod, crank arrangement. Write out the force balance for the piston (a) along
the cyliiider axis and (b) iramsverse to the cylinder axis in the planc ermtaining the

clingrod, (You are not tsked to manipulate or solve these tajlia lors)connect

211. You are desyming a four-stroke evcle diesel enjue lo provide a brake power ot aa)
{uscd on Typical Yalues forkW naturally aspirated ae its maarmun rated speed

brake mean effective pressure and masmun mean piston speeel, estimate the
required engine displacermnt, and the bore and stroke for sensible cylindee geometry
and numberof enginw cylinders. What is the maximum tated enpine speed (rev/min)
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ed. Based on typical values for
zan piston speed, estimate the
ke for sensible cylinder geometry
jumrated engine speed (rev/min)
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for your design? What would be the brake torque (Nm) and thefuel flow rate (g/h)
at this maximum speed? Assume a maximum mean piston speed of 12 m/s is typical
of good engine designs.

2.12. The powerper unit piston area P/A,(often called the specific power) is a measure of
the designer’s success in using the available piston area regardlessofsize.
(a) Derive an expression for P/A, in terms of mean effective pressure and mean

piston speed for two-stroke and four-stroke engine cycles.
(b) Compute typical maximum values of P/A, for a spark-ignition engine (e.g., Fig.

1-4), a turbocharged four-stroke cycle diesel engine (e.g., Fig. 1-22), and a large
marine diesel (Fig. 1-24). Table 2-1 may be helpful. State your assumptions
clearly.

2.13. Several velocities, time, and length scales are useful in understanding what goes on

2.14,

inside engines. Make estimates of the following quantities for a 1.6-liter displacement
four-cylinder spark-ignition engine, operating at wide-open throttle at 2500 rev/min.
(a) The mean piston speed and the maximum piston speed.
(b) The maximum charge velocity in the intake port (the port area is about 20

percent of the piston area).
(c) The time occupied by one engine operating cycle, the intake process, the com-

pression process, the combustion process, the expansion process, and the exhaust
process. (Note: The word process is used here not the word stroke.)

(d) The average velocity with which the flame travels across the combustion
chamber.

(e) The length of the intake system (the intake port, the manifold runner, etc.) which
is filled by one cylinder charge just before the intake valve opens and this charge
enters the cylinder (i.e., how far back from the intake valve, in centimeters, one
cylinder volume extends in the intake system).

(f) The length of exhaust system filled by one cylinder chargeafter it exits the cylin-
der (assume an average exhaust gas temperature of 425°C).

You will have to make several appropriate geometric assumptions. The calculations
are straightforward, and only approximate answers are required.
The values of mean effective pressure at rated speed, maximum meanpiston speed,
and maximum specific power (engine power/total piston area) are essentially inde-
pendent of cylinder size for naturally aspirated engines of a given type. If we also
assume that engine weight per unit displaced volumeis essentially constant, how will
the specific weight of an engine (engine weight/maximum rated power) at fixed total
displaced volume vary with the number of cylinders? Assume the bore and stroke
are equal.
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10.1 ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF PROCESS

The essential features of the compression-ignition or diesel engine combustion
process can be siimmarized as follows. Fuel is injected by the firel-injeetion
syelem inte the engine cylinder toward the end of the compression Stroke, just
before the desired start of combustion, Figures 1-17, 1-18, and 1-19 flustrate the
myor components oF common diesel fuel-injection systems. The liquid fuel,
usually injected at high velocity as one or more jets through small orifices or
nozzles in the injector tip, atomizes into small drops and penetrates into the
combustion chamber. The fuel vaporizes and mixes with the high-temperature
high-pressure cylinder air. Since the wir lemperature and pressure are above the
luel's ignition pnint. spontaneous ignition of portions of the dlready-mixed fuel
ind air occurs after a delay period of a few crank angle degrees. The eylinder
Pressure increases as combustion of the Sucl-wir mixtiire oceuns. The consequent
Compression of the unburned portion of the charge shariens the delay before
ikniton for the fuel and air which has. mixed fo within combustible limits, which |thea burns rapidly. Tt alse reduces the evaporation time of the remaining liquid
{Wel. Tajection continues until the desired amountoffuel has entered the cylinder.
Atomization, vaporization, facl-air mixing, and combustion continue until essen-
Nally all the fuel has passed through cach process. In addition, mixing of the air
remaining in the cylinder with burning and already burned gases continues
throughout the combustion and expansion processes.

491
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492 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

It will be clear from this summary that the compression-ignition com-
bustion process is extremely complex. The details of the process depend on the
characteristics of the fuel, on the design of the engine’s combustion chamber and
{uel-injection system, and on the engine's operating conditions. Uf is an unsteady,
heterogencous, threc-dimensional com bustion process, While an adequate cou-
ceptual understanding of diesel engine combustion has been developed, to date
an ability to describe many of the critical individual processes in a quantitative
manneris lacking.

Some important consequences of this combustion process on engine oper-
ation are the following:

1. Since injection commences just before combustion starts, there is no knock
limit as in the spark-ignition engine resulting from spontaneous ignition of the
premixedfuel and air in the end-was. Hence a higher engine compressionratio
can be used in the compression-ignilion engine, improving its fuel conversion
efficiency relative to the SI engine.

2. Since injection timing is used to control combustion timing, the delay period
between the start of injection and start of combustion must be kept short (and
reproducible). A short delay is also needed to hold the maximum cylinder gas
pressure below the maximum the engine cat tolerate, This, the spontaneous
ignition characteristics of (he Tuel-air mixture must be held within a specified
range, This is done by requiring that diesel fucl have a cetame mumber (a
measure of the ease ofignition of thal fuel in a typical dicsel environment, see
Sec, 10.6.2) above a certain value.

3. Since engine torque is varied by varying the amountoffuel injected per cycle
with the engine air flow essentially unchanged, the engine can be operated
unthrottled. Thus, pumping work requirements are low, improving part-load
mechanicalefficiency relative to the SI engine.

4. As the amount of fuel injected per cycle is increased, problems with air uti-
lization during combustion lead to the formation of excessive amounts of soot
which cannot be burned up prior to exhaust. This excessive soot or black
smoke in the exhaust constrains the fuel/air ratio at maximum engine power
to values 20 pereent (or more) lean of stoichiametric. Hence, the maximum
indicated meaneffective pressure (in a naturally aspirated engine) is lower than
values for an equivalent spark-ignition engine.

5, Because the diesel always operates with lean fuel/air ratios (and at part load
with very lean fuel/air ratios), the effective yaluc of y (=c,/e,) over the expiiti-
sion process is higher than in a spark-ignition engine. This gives a higher fuel
conversion efficiency than the spark-ignition engine, for a given expansion
ratio (see Sec. 5.5.3).

The major problem in diesel combustion chamber design is achieving suffi-
ciently rapid mixing between the injected fucl and the air in the cylinder to com-
plete combustion in the appropriate crank angle interval close to top-center. The
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foreumng discussion indicives (and move detailed analysis will eomfirm) that
MININgE tiles control the fuel burning rate. Commercial dicsel chgines are rile
Willa very large cane of cvlinder sizes, will eylinder bores varying (rem about
70 to 9O0 min, The mean piston speed it muxirmurn rated power is approximalely
COnsL Over This size range (see Sec. 2.2), so the maximum pated Chijine speed
will be inversely proportional to the siroke [see Eq, (2,9)). For a iked crank
angle mferval for combustion (of ander 40 to 30" (6 maintain Nigh fuel conversion
elliciency), the (ime available for combustion will, therelore, seale wilh (he strake
Thus, at the small end of tbe diesel envine sive ciloge, the mixing between the
injected Mel and the air must lake place on a time seale some LO times shorter
Hii in engines at (he lunge endl of this ranyve, tl would be expected, rherefare,
that the design of the cnprne combustion ebumber {incliding the inlet part and
valve) und the fuelinjgeetion system would have fe change sithstanuially ower this
sie range to poovide ilic fel and ate indtien inside (he cylinder required to
achieve (le desired Mel-wir Misiig tale. AS enpine size decreases. more Viperous
fir motion 's required while less fuel jet penciration is feewssary. It is tits logic,
promirily, that leads (a the different diesel combustion chamber desizoy ane
(cl Injection systems found in practice aver (he hirge size range of commercial
hese! engines,

10.2 TYPES OF DIESEL COMBUSTION
SYSTEMS

Diesel engines are divided into two basic categories according to their com-
bustion chamberdesign: (1) direct-injection (DI) engines, which have a single open
combustion chamber into which fuel is injected directly; (2) indirect-injection
(IDI) engines, where the chamber is divided into two regions and the fuel is
injected into the “prechamber” which is connected to the main chamber
(situated above the piston crown) via a nozzle, or one or more orifices. IDI
engine designs are only used in the smallest engine sizes. Within each category
there are several different chamber geometry,air-flow, and fuel-injection arrange-ments.

10.2.1 Direct-Injection Systems

In the laryest-sive cngines, when: mixing rate requirements are least stringesit,
quiescent direct-Injection sysiems of the type shown in Mig, 10-1a wpe used. The
MoMONLUM afl coerey of (he injected fuel jets are sufficient to achieve ndequaite
Wet diswibutfon and rates of ming with the ain Additional orpanmed air
MOUle not required, The combustion chamber shape is usually a shallow baw
Nie vrown of(he piston, and a centeal Mulithole tijeetor ts user,

As engine #6 decrenses, Mercasing Anoints of airswirl wre used to wehieve
ister fuel-aiy THAIS Hitless Air swirl is peneraled by suilable desian of (he inte!
Port (see Seo 8.4): he swirl rate van be Ioereased ws (he piston approdehes TC by
Trchny the civ foward the cylinder wais, into a bowlhinepisioa type of combustion
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(a) ®) (c)

FIGURE10-1

Common types of direct-injection compression-ignition or diesel engine combustion systems: (a)
quiescent chamber with multihole nozzle typical of larger engines; (b) bowl-in-piston chamber with
swirl and multihole nozzle; (c) bowl-in-piston chamber with swirl and single-hole nozzle. (5) and (c)
used in medium to small DI engine size range.

chamber. Figure 10-1b and c shows the two types of DI engine with swirl in
commonuse. Figure 10-15 shows a DI engine with swirl, with a centrally located
multihole injector nozzle. Here the design goal is to hold the amountofliquid
fuel which impinges on the piston cup walls to a minimum. Figure 10-1¢ shows
the M.A.N. “M system”with its single-hole fuel-injection nozzle, oriented so that
most of the fuel is deposited on the piston bowl walls. These two types of designs
are used in medium-size (10- to 15-cm bore) diesels and, with increased swirl, in
small-size (8- to 10-cm bore) diesels.

10.2.2 Indirect-Injection Systems

Inlet generated air swirl, despite amplification in the piston cup, has not provided
sufficiently high fuel-air mixing rates for small high-speed diesels such as those
used in automobiles. Indirect-injection or divided-chamber engine systems have
been used instead, where the vigorous charge motion required during fuel injec-
tion is generated during the compression stroke. Two broad classes of IDI
systems can be defined: (1) swirl chamber systems and (2) prechamber systems, as
iMustrated in Fig. 10-2a and h, respectively, During compression, air is forced
from the main chamber above the piston into the auxiliary chamber, through the
nozzle ororifice (or set oforifices), Thus, toward the end of compression, a vigor-
ous flow in the auxiliary chamberis set up; in swirl chamber systems the connect-
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(a) (6)

FIGURE10-2

Two commontypes of small indirect-injection diesel engine combustion system: (a) swirl prechamber;(b) turbulent prechamber.

ing passige and chamber are shaped so that this flow within the auxiliary
chamber rotates rapidly.

Fuel is usually injected into the auxiliary chamber at lower injechon-system
pressure thanis typical of D1 systems Mrough a pintle nozale as a single spray, ae
shown 10 Fig. 1-14. Cambusiion starts in the alsiliary chamber; the pressure yise
associated with combustion forees Auld back mia the muin chamber where the jet
sung from (he dazzle entranis and mixes with (he main chamberalr. The glow
plug shown on the right of the prechamberin Fig, 10-2is a cald-starting aid, The
plug t heated prior to startin the engine to ensiire ignition of fuel early in the
wivine crumking process,

 

10.2.3. Comparison of Different Combustion
Systems

he number of different combustion chamber Lypes proposed and thed since the
begiiminvs of diesel engine development is substantial. Over (he years, however,
Hhrowel (he process of evalution und ihe increased Unders(anding af (he physical
anid chemical processes invelved, only a few designs based on a sound principle
hive survived. ‘Che important charucteristios af (hose chambers now most com-
monly used are summarized in Table 10.1, The numbers for dimensions and
Opersiing characteristics are typical ranges for each different type ofdiesel engine
and combustion systeut.

The largest, slowest speed, engines for power generation or marine appiica-
MOUS lise Upen quiescent chambers which are essentially dise shaped: Ube motion
BF the fel jets 1 responsible for distributing and noking the fuel. These are
Usually iwo-stroke cycle engines, In the next size range, in large truck und loco-
Mowe cnymes, a quiescent chamber consisttag of a shallow dish or bowl ia the
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TABLE 10.1

Characteristics of Common Diesel Combustion Systems

Directinjection Indirect injection

Medium High swirl High swirl Swirl Pre-
System Quiescent—swirl “M” multispray chamber chamber

Size Largest Medium Medium— Medium— Smallest Smallestsmaller small

Cycle 2-/ 4-stroke 4-stroke 4-stroke 4-stroke 4-stroke
4-stroke

Turbocharged/ TC/S TC/NA TC/NA NA/TC NA/TC NA/TC
supercharged/
naturally
aspirated

Maximum speed, 120-2100 1800-3500 2500-5000 3500-4300=3600 4800» 4500
rev/min

Bore, mm 900-150 150-100 130-80 100-80 95-70 95-70
Stroke/bore 3.5-1.2 1.3-1.0 1.2-0.9 1.1.0.9 1.1-0.9 1.1-09
Compression 12-15 15-16 16-18 16-22 20-24 22-24ratio

Chamber Open or—Bowl-in- Deep bowl Deep bowl- Swirl pre-  Single/
shallow piston in-piston in-piston chamber multi-
dish orifice

pre-
chamber

Air-flow Quiescent Medium High swirl Highest Very high=Very turbu-
pattern switl swirl swirl lent in pre-

in pre- chamber
chamber

Number of Multi Multi Single Multi Single Single
nozzle
holes

Injection Very high High Medium High Lowest Lowest
pressurecnnUEEEEIEEEESESEEERE

piston crown is often used. The air utilization in these engincs is low, but they are
invariably supercharged or turbocharged to obtain high power density,

In the DI category, as engine size decreases arid Maximum speedrises, swirl
is used increasingly to obtain high-cnoywpyh fuel-air mixmg rales. The swirl is wens
erated by suitably shaped inlet ports, and is amplified during compression BY
forcing most af the air toward the cylinder axis into the deep bowhinepision
combustion chamber, In about the samesize ravige, an alternative system We (lie
multihole tozzle swirl system is (he M.A.N. " M " system (or wall-wetting ayater)\
where mast of the Miel from the single-hole pile wozale is placed on the wall of
the spherical bow! in the pistan crown,

In the smallesi enyine sizes, the [DI engine has traditionally beer uved 10
obtain the vigorous dir motion required for high fuelair mixing Miles, Phere wee
several dillerent geometries in use. These either generale substantial ewirl in tHE
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auxiliary chamber during thelatter part of the compression stroke, using a nozzle
or connecting passage that enters the auxiliary chamber tangentially, or they
generate intense turbulence in the prechamber through use of several small ori-
fices and obstructions to the flow within the prechamber. The most common
design of swirl chamber is the Ricardo Comet design shown in Fig. 10-24. An
alternative IDI engine to the two typeslisted in Table 10-1 is the air cell system.
In that system the fuel is injected into the main chamber and not the auxiliary
“air cell.” The auxiliary chamber acts as a turbulence generator as gas flowsinto
and outofthecell.

10.3 PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF
COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE
COMBUSTION

studies OF photographs of diesel enpine combustion. vornibined wilh analyses of
ehpine cylinder pressure dai, have led to a widely necepled deseriptive model of
(he Compressioneignition engine conbustion process, The concept of Avai-release
rds imporivat(o understanding this made, 1 is defined as the rate at whiely
(he chemical energy of the fuel is released by the combustion process, It can be
cileulated from eviodee pressure versus crank angle data, ay the eneruy olease
required to create (he measured pressure, usine the techniques described in See.
104, The combustion model deboes four separate phases of diesel combustion,
cach phase being controlled by different physigal or chemical processes, Although
(he relative unportance of each phase does depend on the conbustion systein
ised, ood engine operatme conditions, these lour phases are common ta all diesel
engines.

10.3.1 Photographic Studies of Engine Combustion

wh speed photogriply at several thousund frames per second has been used
exicustively to study diesel engine combuslion. Some of these studies have been
carriod Gut tt combustion chambers very close (o those used in practice, diner
noiini engine operating conditions (og, Ret. | and 2), Sequences of individual
frames from movies provide valuable information on the natire nf the enn
Huson process in the different lypes ol diesel engines. Preore LOY shows four
COGS on chamber ceomerpics that have been studied photographically, These
are (ila quiescent chamber typical of diesel engines in (he 3 (6 20 din“/eylinder
Hiiphicnent used for industrial, marine, and rail traction apphcitions (only the
burtong of @ single fuel spray of (he mullispray combustion system could be
‘Midied?); (h) & smaller high-speed DI engine with swirl and fourfuel jets centrally
injected, ic) an MAN. “M" BI system: and W) se Ricarda Comet VY swirl
chawiber }DI system!

The vombustion sequences were recorded on color film and showthefol-
lowingfeatuvos-
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FIGURE 1-3
Pour diesel combuisien chambers Used to obtain plotapraphs of the compression-igmilen wm-
hustion prowess shown in [iy [0:4 v0 colur plates (ay quiescent [9] chainmber: (b) mulhhole nozzle DIchamber with swith: cm p. 400) (ce) MLA.N. SM" DL ohimmber, (d) Miearda Comet 11 ewirl chumber,"?

Fuel sprayls). The fuel droplets retlect light from spot lamps and define the
extentoftheliquid fuel spray prior to complete vaporization,

Premixed flame. These regions are of too low a luminosity to be recorded
with the exposure level used. The addition of a copper additive dope t the fuel
gives these normally blue flames a green color bright enough to render (hen
visible.

Diffusion flame. The burning high-temperature carbon particles im (hig Name
provide more than adequate luminosily and appear as yellow-white, As the flame
cools, the radiation fromthe particles changes color through orange to red.

Over-rich mixture. The appearance of a brown region, usually gurroucded
by a white ¢liffusion flame, indicates an excessively fich mixture region wheresubstantial soot particle production has occurred. Where this fiel-rich goot-lacden
cloudcontacts unburned air there isa hot white diffusion flame.
‘Table 10,2 summurizes (he characteristics of these diferent regions, discernable in
the photographs shown in Fig. 10-4 on the color plate. 
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() (d)

Figure 10-4a shows a sequence of photographs from one combustion event
of the single spray, burning under conditions typical of a large quiescent DI
engine. The fuel spray is shown penetrating into the chamber. Ignition occurs at
— 8° in the fuel-air mixture left behind on the edge of the spray not far from the
injector. The flame then spreads rapidly (—7°) along the outside of the spray to
the spray tip. Here someof the fuel, which has had a long residence time in the
chamber, burns with a blue-green low-luminosity flame (colored green by the
copper fuel additive). The flame engulfing the remainder of the sprayis brilliant
white-yellow from the burning of the soot particles which have been formed in

  
 

20° 31°

FIGURE10-4 (On ColorPlate, facing this page)
Sequence of phoiogtuphs from high-speed movies taken in special visualization diesel engines shuwn
in Fig. 10-3: (a) combustion ofsingle spray burning under large DI engine conditions; (6) combustion
of four sprays in DI engine with counterclockwise awirl: (c) combustion of single spray in M,A\N
“M” D1 diesel; (vf) combustion in prechamber (on left) and main chamber (on tight) in Ricarde
Comet (19) swirl chamber diesel. 1250 rev/min, imep = 827 kPa (120 Ib/in?}!-* [Courte:wy Ricardo
Consulting Engineers.) 
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TABLE 10.2

Interpretation of diesel engine combustion color photographs!eCEEE

Color Interpretation 

Grey Background; the gas (air in early
stages, combustion products later)
is transparent and not glowing

Green Early in combustion process; low
luminosity “ premixed ”-type flame,
rendered visible by copper added to
fuel. Later; burned gas above
about 1800°C

Carbon particle burnup in diffusion
flame, 2000-2500°C

Yellow, orange-red Carbon burnupin diffusion flame
at lower temperatures; last visible
in film at 1000°C

Brown Soot clouds from very fuel-rich
mixture regions. Where these meet
air (grey) there is always a white
fringe of hot flamees

White, and yellow-white

the fuel-rich spray core. At this stage (— 1°), about 60 percentof the fuel has been
injected, The remainderis injected into this enflamed region, producing a very
fuel-rich zone apparent as the dark brown cloud (11°). This soot cloud moves to
the outer region of the chamber (11° to 20°); white-yellow flame activity con-
tinues near the injector, probably due to combustion of ligaments of fuel which
issued from the injector nozzle as the injector needle was seating. Combustion
continues well into the expansion stroke (31°C).

This sequence shows that fuel distribution is always highly nonuniform
during the combustion process in this type of DI engine. Also the air which is
between the individual fuel sprays of the quiescent open-chamber diesel mixes
with each burning sprayrelatively slowly, contributing to the poorair utilization
with this lype of combustion chamber,

Figure 10-4 shows a combustion sequence from the DI engine with swirl
(the chamber shown in Fig. (0-35), The inner circle corresponds to the deep bowl
in the piston crown, the outer circle to the cylinder Liner, The fuel sprays (of
which two are visible without obstruction from(he injector) first appear al ~ 1
At —7" they have reached the wall of the bowl; the lips of (he sprays have: been
deflected slighily hy the anticlockwise swirl, The frame at —3° shows the first
ipnition, Bright luminous flame zones are visible, one on cach spray, Out by the
bow! walls, where fuel vapor has been blown around by fhe swirl. larger greenish
burning regions indicating the presence of premixed flame can be seen, The fuel
downstream of cach spray is next lo ignite, burning yellow-white due to the sao!
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formed by the richer mixture. Flame propagation back to the injector follows
extremely rapidly and at TC the bowlis filled with flame. At 5° ATC the flame
spreads out over the piston crown toward the cylinder wall due to combustion-
produced gas expansion and the reverse squish flow (see Sec. 8.4). The brown
regions (13°) are soot-laden fuel-rich mixture originating from the fuel which
impinges on the wall. The last frame (30° ATC) shows the gradual diminution of
the soot-particle-laden regions as they mix with the excess air and burn up. The
last dull-red flame visible on the film is at about 75° ATC, well into the expansion
stroke.

Figure 10-4c shows the combustion sequence for the M.A.N. “M”-type DI
engine. In the version of the system used for these experiments, the fuel was
injected through a two-hole nozzle which produces a main jet directed tangen-
tially onto the walls of the spherical cup in the piston crown, and an auxiliary
spray which mixes a small fraction of the fuel directly with the swirling air flow.
More recent “M”systems use a pintle nozzle with a single variable orifice? At
—5° the fuel spray is about halfway round the bowl. Ignition has just occurred of
fuel adjacent to the wall which has mixed sufficiently with air to burn. The flame
spreads rapidly (—2°, 1°) to envelop the fuel spray, and is convected round the
cup by the high swirl air flow. By shortly after TC the flame hasfilled the bowl
and is spreading out over the piston crown. A soot cloud is seen near the top
right of the picture at 5° ATC which spreads out around the circumference of the
enflamed region. There is always a rim of flame between the soot cloud and the
cylinder liner as excess air is mixed into the flame zone (10.5°). The flameis of the
carbon-burning type throughout; little premixed green flame is seen evenat the
beginning of the combustion process.

Figure 10-4d shows the combustion sequence in a swirl chamber IDI engine
of the Ricardo Comet V design. The swirl chamber(on theleft) is seen in the view
of the lower drawing of Fig. 10-3d (with the connecting passageway entering the
swirl chamber tangentially at the bottom left to produce clockwise swirl). The
main chamberis seen in the plan view of the upper drawing of Fig. 10-3d. Two
sprays emerge from the Pintaux nozzle after the start of injection at — 11°. The
smaller auxiliary spray which is radial is sharply deflected by the high swirl.
Frame | shows how the main spray follows the contour of the chamber; the
auxiliary spray has evaporated and can no longer beseen. Thefirst flame occurs
at —1° in the vaporized fuel from the auxiliary spray and is a green premixed
flame. The flame then spreads to the main spray (TC), becoming a yellow-white
carbon-particle-burning flame with a greenfringe. At 4° ATC the swirl chamber
appears full of carbon-burning flame, which is being blown down the throat and
into the recesses in the piston crown by the combustion generated pressure rise in
the prechamber. The flame Jet impinges on the piston recesses entraining the air
in the main chamber, leaving green patches whereall carbon is burned out (4°,
11°, 15°), A brownsoot cloud is emerging from the throat. By 15° ATCthis soot
cloud has spread around the cylinder, with a bright yellow-white flame at its
Periphery. This soot then finds excess air and burns up, while the yellow-white
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502 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

flame becomes yellow and then orange-red as the gases cool on expansion. By
38° ATC mostof the flame is burnt out.

Magnified color photographsof the flame around a single fuel spray under
conditions typical of a direct-injection diesel engine, shown in Fig. 10-5 on the
color plate, provide additional insight into the compression-ignition and flame-
development processes.* These photographs were obtained in a rapid compres-
sion machine: this device is a cylinder-piston apparatus in which air is rapidly
compressed by moving the piston to temperatures and pressures similar to those
in the diesel engine combustion chamber at the time of injection. A single fuel
spray was then injected into the disc-shaped combustion chamber. The air flow
prior to compression was forced to swirl around the cylinder axis and much of
that swirl remains after compression.

Figure 10-5a shows a portion of the liquid fuel spray (which appears black
due to back lighting) and the rapidly developing flame 0.4 ms after ignition
occurs. Ignition commences in the fuel vapor—air mixture region, set up by thejet
motion and swirling air flow, away from the liquid core of the spray. In this
region the smaller fuel droplets have evaporated in the hot air atmosphere that
surrounds them and mixed with sufficient air for combustion to occur. Notice

that the fuel vapor concentration must be nonuniform; combustion apparently
occurs around small “lumps” of mixture of the appropriate composition and
temperature. Figure 10-5b shows the same flame at a later time, 3.2 ms after
ignition. The flame now surrounds most of the liquid spray core. Its irregular
boundaryreflects the turbulent character of the fuel spray andits color variation
indicates that the temperature and composition in the flame region are not
uniform.

Figure 10-5c shows a portion of this main flame region enlarged to showits
internal structure. A highly convoluted flame region is evident, which has a
similar appearance to a gaseous turbulent diffusion flame. The major portion of
the diesel engine flame has this character, indicative of the burning of fuel vapor—
air pockets or lumps or eddies of the appropriate composition. Only at the end of
the combustion process is there visible evidence of individual fuel droplets
burning with an envelope flame. Figure 10-5d shows the same region of the com-
bustion chamber as Fig. 10-5c, but at the end of the burning process well after
injection has been completed. A few large droplets are seen burning with individ-
ual droplet flames. It is presumed that such large drops were formedat the end of
the injection process as the injector nozzle was closing.

 

FIGURE10-5 (On Color Plate, facing page 498)
Photographs from high-speed movie of single fuel spray injected into a swirling air flow in a rapid-
compression machine. (a) Spray and flame 0.4 ms after ignition; scale on right in millimeters.
(b) Flame surrounding spray 3.2 msafter ignition. (c) Magnified photograph of main portion of flame.
(@) Individual droplet burning late in combustion process after injection completed. Air temperature
~ 500°C. 50 mg fuel injected.* (Courtesy Professor M. Ogasawara, Osaka University.)
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10.3.2 Combustion in Direct-Injection,
Multispray Systems

Figure 10-6 shows typical data for cylinder pressure (p), fuel-injector needle-lift,
and fuel pressure in the nozzle gallery through the compression and expansion
strokes of a direct-injection diesel. The engine had centralfuel injection through a
four-hole nozzle into a disc-shaped bowl-in-piston combustion chamber. Therate
of fuel injection can be obtained from the fuel-line pressure, cylinder pressure,
nozzle geometry, and needle-lift profiles by considering the injector as one or
more flow restrictions;* it is similar in phasing and comparable in shape to the
needle-lift profile. There is a delay of 9° between thestart of injection andstart of
combustion [identified by the change in slope of the p(9) curve]. The pressure
rises rapidly for a few crank angle degrees, then more slowly to a peak value
about 5° after TC. Injection continues after the start of combustion, A rate-of-
heat-release diagramt from the same study, corresponding to this rate of fuel
injection and cylinder pressure data, is shown in Fig. 10-7. The general shape of
the rate-of-heat-release curve is typical of this type of DI engine overits load and
speed range. The heat-releasc-rate diagram shows negligible heat release until
toward the end of compression whenaslight loss of heat during the delay period
(whichis due to heat transfer to the walls and to fuel vaporization and heating) is

 

  
FIGURE10-6

df td} | I. 1 \ | : oe ‘
E50 60 S40 S30 Te 20 40 60 BO Cylinder pressure Py injector needle lift Lys and

injection-system fuel-line pressure p,, as functions of
Crank angle, deg crank angle for small DI diesel engine.‘

 

' The heat-releage rate plotied here is the met heat-ralouse rate (See Sec, 104), Ul is the sum of the
thlinge of sensitle internal energy of the cylinder gases and [he work done on the piston. It differs
front the rate af Fuel energy released by combustion by the heal transferred to ibe combustion
SHimber wally: The beat loss to the walls is 10 (o 25 percent of the fuel heating value in amuller
CN eid! IL aw lew dn larger engine dives, This net feat release can be used ws an indicator of wotuul teat
Telense Wihen ihe heat logy ts sniall.
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504 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

evident. During the combustion process the burning proceeds in three distin.
guishable stages. In the first stage, the rate of burning is generally very high and
lasts for only a few crank angle degrees. It corresponds to the period of rapid
cylinder pressure rise. The second stage corresponds to a period of gradually
decreasing heat-release rate (though it initially may rise to a second, lower, peak
as in Fig. 10-7). This is the main heat-release period and lasts about 40°. Nor-
mally about 80 percent of the total fuel energy is released in the first two periods,
The third stage corresponds to the “tail” of the heat-release diagram in which a
small but distinguishable rate of heat release persists throughout much of the
expansion stroke. The heat release during this period usually amounts to about
20 percent of the total fuel energy.

From studies of rate-of-injection and heat-release diagramssuch as those in
Fig. 10-7, over a range of engine loads, speeds, and injection timings, Lyn® devel-
oped the following summary observations.First, the total burning period is much
longer than the injection period. Second, the absolute burning rate increases pro-
portionally with increasing engine speed; thus on a crank angle basis, the
burning interval remains essentially constant. Third, the magnitudeofthe initial
peak of the burning-rate diagram depends on the ignition delay period, being
higher for longer delays. These considerations, coupled with engine combustion
photographic studies, lead to the following model for diesel combustion.

Figure 10-8 shows schematically the rate-of-injection and rate-of-burning
diagrams, where the injected fuel as it enters the combustion chamber has been
divided into a number of elements. The first element which enters mixes with air

and becomes “ready for burning”(i.c., mixes to within combustible limits), as
shown conceptually by the lowest triangle along the abscissa in the rate-of-
burning figure. While someof this fuel mixes rapidly with air, part of it will mix
much more slowly. The second and subsequent elements will mix with air in a
similar manner, and the total “ready-for-burning” diagram, enclosed by the
dashed line, is obtained. The total area of this diagram is equal to that of the
rate-of-injection diagram. Ignition does not occur until after the delay period is
over, however. At the ignition point, some of the fuel already injected has mixed
with enough air to be within the combustible limits. That “premixed” fuel-air
 

Pressure,MPa
FIGURE10-7

Cylinder pressure p, rate of fuel
injection *,, and net heat
release rate Q, calculated from Pp
for small DI diesel engine,
1000 rev/min, normal injection
timing, bmep = 620 kPa.*
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Rate of injection

2s

 
Injection Ignition Rate of burning

   
Crank angle, deg

FIGURE10-8

Schematic of relationship betweenrate offuel injection and rate offuel burnin g or energy release.®

mixture (the shaded region in Fig. 10-8) is then added to the mixture which
becomes ready for burning afier he end of the delay period, producing ihe high
intial rate of burning as shown. Such a heat-relense profile js generally observed
wilh this type of naturally aspirated D1 diesel engine, Photography (such as these
in Fig. W0-da and pl) show that up ta the heat-release-rate peak, flame regions of
loW green lummasity are apparent because the burning is predominantly of (he
premixed part of the spray, Alter the peak, as the amount of premixed mixture
available for burning decreases and the amount of fresh mixture mixed to be
“ready for burning”increases, the spray burnsessentially as a turbulent diffusion
flame with high yellow-white or orange luminosity due to the presence of carbon
particles.

To summarize, the following stages of the overall compression-iguition
diel combustion process can be defined, They are identified on the typical beat-
release-ralit cliitigram for a DI engine in Fig, 10-9,

Ignition delay (ab). The period between thestart of fuel injection into the
combustion chamber god the start of combustion [determined fromthe change
i ope on the p-# diagram, or from a heat-release analysis of the p(0) data, or
from «a luminesity detector],

Premixed or rapid combustion phase (he). In ibis phase, combustion of the
fuel whieh has mixed with air lo within the fammability limits during the ien-
lian delay period occurs rapidly in a few crunk angle deprees, When this burning
Mixture i udded lo the fuel which becomes ready for birting and burns during
(his phase, the high heat-release rates characteristic of thie pliase resil|
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§ | —— Mixing-controlled combustion phase| | i Late 7i —+-— combustion
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\ | i e
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| Crank angle, deg 1mil

i) | FIGURE10-9
Typical DI engine heat-release-rate diagram identifying different diesel combustion phases.

Mixing-controlled combustion phase (cd). Once the fuel and air which pre-
| mixed during the ignition delay have been consumed, the burning rate (or heat-

| release rate) is controlled by the rate at which mixture becomes available for
burning. While several processes are involved—iiquid fuel atomization, vapor-
ization, mixing of fuel vapor with air, preflame chemical reactions—therate of
burningis controlled in this phase primarily by the fuel vapor-air mixing process.
The heat-release rate may or may not reach a second (usually lower) peak in this
phase; it decreases as this phase progresses.

Late combustion phase (de). Heat release continues at a lower rate well into
the expansion stroke. There are several reasons for this. A small fraction of the

|| fuel may not yet have burned. A fraction of the fuel energy is present in soot and
fuel-rich combustion products and canstill be released. The cylinder charge is
nonuniform and mixing during this period promotes more complete combustion

| and less-dissociated product gases. The kinetics of the final burnout processesbecomeslower as the temperatureof the cylinder gases fall during expansion.

10.3.3. Application of Model to Other
Combustion Systems

In the MAN. “M” DI engine system, and in IDI systems, the shapes of the
heat-release-rate curve are different from those of the quiescent or moderate swirl

M\| DI shownin Fips. 10-7 and 10-9, With the "M™system, the initial heat-release
“spikeis much less pronounced (in spite of (he fact that a large fraction of the

| fuel is injected during the delay period) though the total burning period is about
ihe same. Lyn* has suggested thal the lowerinitial burning rate is due to the fact
thal the smaller number of nozzle boles (one or two instead of about four oF
more) and the directing of the main spray tangentially to the wall substantially
reduce (he free mixing surface area of the fuel jets, However, since the buraing
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rates after ignition are relatively high, mixing must speed up. This occurs due to
the centrifugal forces set up in the swirling flow. Initially, the fuel is placed near
the wall, and mixingis inhibited by the effect of the high centrifugal forces on the
fuel vapor whichis of higher density than the air and so tends to remain near the
wall. Onceignition occurs, the hot burning mixture expands, decreases in density,
and is then moved rapidly toward the center of the chamber. This strong radial
mixing is the rate-determining process. An additional delaying mechanism exists
if significant fuel is deposited on the wall. At compression air temperatures, the
heat transferred to the fuel film on the wall from the gases in the cylinder is too
small to account for the observed burning rates. Only after combustion starts will
the gas temperature and heat-transfer rates be high enough to evaporate the fuel
off the wall at an adequate rate.

In the swirl chamber IDI engine, where the air in the main chamberis not
immediately available for mixing, again the rale-delermining processes are diili-
ent.” There is no initial spike on \he rate-of-liew(-release curve as was the cast
with DI engines. The small size of the chamber, together with the high swirl rate
generated just before injection, results in considerable fuel impingement on the
walls. This and the fact that the ignition delay is usually shorter with the IDI
engine due to the higher compression ratio used account for the low initial
burningrate.

Based on the above discussion Lyn® proposed three basic injection, mixing,
and burning patterns important in diesel engines:

A. Fuel injection acrass the chamber with substantial momentum, Mixing pro-
ceeds immediately as fuel enters the chamber jindis little aflected by com-
bustion,

& Fuel deposition on the combustion chamber walls. Negligible Wiking during
the delay period doe jo fimiled evaporwrion. After ignition. evaporation
becomes rapid and ils rate 18 controlled hy weeess of bot vases (oO the surface,
radial ouxmy being induced by differential cenurifagal forces, Burning is there-
fore delayed by the igmitranlag

Fuel distributed near the wall: mixing proceeds during the delay, but at a rate
smaller than in mechanism A. After ignition, mixing is accelerated by the
same mechayism as in mechanism B.

a

Pizure [0-10 shows, schematically, the construction of the burning-rale ur
hual-release-rale diagrams ((rom (he same injeclion-rale diagram) lor the DI
diesel Combustion system with a central mullihele uezzle, for the “M "type DI
diesel, and for the swirl chamber (DL For the DI engine with multiliole nozzle,
mechanism A is predominant. For the DT engine with fuel sprayed tangentially to
the wall, mechanisms B and C prevail: the delayed mixing prevents excessively
huh jnitial burning rates, For the IDI swirl chamber engine, the shorter ignition
Ucliy logethey with mixing process C during the delay period produces 4 gradual
increase in burning rate, as shown in Fig. 10-10e,
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Injection Injection—erhaninwn C Injectiona. — __.~ Meelniam Cai

 
 

 
 
=" Tioluyed! mixing by

(nechinisms B and C { _ Delayed mixing byImmediate mixin,
acs) / mechanism C

¥ by mechanism A  

= Time7—_~ - Time — a ine
Ignition Long Short

delay (@) delay () delay (©)
FIGURE10-10

Schematic injection-rate and burning-rate diagramsin three different types of naturally aspirated
diesel combustion system: (a) DI engine with central multihole nozzle; (b) DI “M ”-type engine with
fuel injected on wall; (c) IDI swirl chamber engine. Mechanisms A, B, and C defined in text.®

10.4 ANALYSIS OF CYLINDER
PRESSURE DATA

Cylinder pressure versus crank anule data over the compression and expansion
strokes of the engine operating cyele ean be used to ablaqunobtalive miornia-
tion oothe progress of combustion. Suilable methods of analysis whichyield (he
rate of release of the fuel’s chemical energy (ollten called heat release), or rate of
fuel burviny, through the ciesel engine combustion process will now be described,
The methods of analysis are similar to those describud In Sec. 9.2.2 for spark-
ignition engines and start wilh the first law of thermodynamics for an open
systems which is quasi static (L6., unifurnm in pressure and temperuture). The first
law for such a system (see Fig. 9-11) is

dQ dV . dU
dt Pa + tinh, = (10.1)i dt

where dO/de is the heal-fransfer rate across the system boundary inte the system,
pull/di} is the cae of work transfer done by (he systera due to systém boundary
displacement, m18 the miess flow rate ino the system across the system boundary
at location 7 (flow out of the system would be negative), A; 1s the enthalpy of tux t
entering of leaving the system, und U is the energy of the material contitined
inside the system boundary

The following problems make the application of this equation to diesel
combustiondifficult:

1. Fue) is injected inv the cylinder, Liquid fuel is udded to the cylinder which
vaporizes and mixes with air to produce @ fvel/air rate Jisiribulion which is
nanuniform and verics With lime, The process is 001 qliash static

2. The composition of (he burned gases (also nonuniform) is not knows
The accuracy of available correlations for predicting heat transfer in diesel
engines is mot well defined (see Chap. 12),
Crevice regions (such a9 the volumes berween the piston, rings. and ©

w

ylinder>

wall) constitute 4 few percent of the clearance volume. The gas in (hese reinsfore,
is cooled (o close (o the wall teaiperature; increasing its densily and, there
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the relative importance of these crevices. Thus crevices increase heat transfer
and contain a nonnegligible fraction of the cylinder charge at conditions that
are different from the rest of the combustion chamber.

Due to difficulties in dealing with these problems, both sophisticated
methodsof analysis and more simple methodsgive only approximate answers.

10.4.1 Combustion Efficiency

In both heat-release and fuel mass burned estimations, an important factoris the
completeness of combustion. Air ulilization in diesels is limited by the onset of
black smokein the exhaust. The smokeis soot particles which are mainly carbon.
While smoke and other incomplete combustion products such as unburned
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide represent a combustion inefficiency, the
magnitudeof that inefficiency is small. At full load conditions, if only 0.5 percent
of the fuel supplied is present in the exhaust as black smoke, the result would be
unacceptable. Hydrocarbon emissions are the order ofor less than 1 percent of
the fuel. The fuel energy corresponding to the exhausted carbon monoxide is
about 0.5 percent. Thus, the combustion inefficiency [Eq. (4.69)] is usually less
than 2 percent; the combustionefficiency is usually greater than about 98 percent
(see Fig. 3-9). While these emissions are important in termsof their air-pollution
impact (see Chap. 11), from the point of view of energy conversion it is a good
approximation to regard combustion and heatrelease as cssentially complete.

10.4.2 Direct-Injection Engines

For this type of engine, the cylinder contents are a single open system. The only
mass flows across the system boundary (while the intake and exhaust valves are
closed) are the fuel and the crevice flow. An approach which incorporates the
crevice flow has been described in Sec. 9.2.2; crevice flow effects will be omitted
here. Equation (10.1) therefore becomes

dQ av... du
dt? dt t tiphy =

Two common methods are used to obtain combustion information from

Pressure data using Eq. (10.2). In both approaches, the cylinder contents are
assumed (o be al a uniform temperatiire al each instant in time during the com-
bustion process. One method yields fuel energy- or heat-release rate, the other
method yields a fuel mass burning rate. The term apparent is often used to
Wescribe these quantities since both are approximations ta the real quantities
Which cannot be determined exactly,

(10.2)

HEAT-RELEASE ANALYSIS.If U and Ayin Eq, (10.2) are taken to be the sensible
iiternal energy of the cylinder contents und the sensible enthalpy of the mjected

ll
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510 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

fuel, respectively,t then dQ/dt becomes the difference between the chemical
energy or heat released by combustion of the fuel (a positive quantity) and the
heat transfer from the system (in engines, the heat transfer is from the system and
by thermodynamic convention is a negative quantity). Since h, , ~ 0, Eq. (10.2)
becomes

dQ, dQ, dQ_dV dU,
di dtdtatt (10.3)

The apparent net heat-release rate, dQ,/dt, which is the difference between the
apparent gross heat-release rate dQ,,/dt and the heat-transfer rate to the walls
dQ,,/dt, equals the rate at which work is done on the piston plus the rate of
changeof scnsibic internal energy of the cylinder contents.

If we further assume that the contents of the cylinder can be modeled as an
ideal gas, then Eq. (10.3) becomes

 

 

dQ, _ 4 aT 10.at 8 dt” dt (10

From the idea! gas law, pV = mRT, with R assumed constant,it follows that

dp dV dT
D VT (10.5)

Equation (10.5) can be used to eliminate T from Eq.(10.4) to give

dQ, _ c,\ dV c,._. dp(14 Sp Taare
d dV 1 dor Qn,__7 yo (10.6)di y-ie dt yl. at

Here > is the ratio of specific heats, c,/c,. An appropriate range for » for diesel
heat-release analysis is 1.3 to 1.35; Eq. (10.6) is often used with a constant value
of » within this range. More specifically, we would expect y for diesel engine
heat-release analysis to have values appropriate to air at end-of-compression-
stroke temperatures prior to combustion (~1.35) and to burned gases at the
overall equivalence ratio following combustion (+ 1.26-1.3). The appropriate
values for y during combustion which will give most accurate heat-release infor-
mation are not well defined.” ®

More complete methods of heat-release analysis based on Eq. (10.2) have
been proposed and used. These use more sophisticated models for the gas proper-
ties before, during, and after combustion, and for heat transfer and crevice
effects.? However, it is also necessary to deal with the additionalissues of: (1)
mixture nonuniformity (fuel/air ratio nonuniformity and burned and unburned
gas nonuniformities); (2) accuracy of any heat-transfer model used (see Chap. 12);

+ Thatis, U = U, = U(T) — UQ298 K) and h, =h,, , = h,(T) — h, (298 K); see Sec. 5.5 for definition.
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Gross and net heat-release profile during com-
0 bustion, for a turbocharged DIdiesel engine in mid-

load, mid-speed range, showing relative magnitudeg
-—50 0 50 100 150

of heat transfer, crevice, and fuel vaporization and
Crank angle, deg ATC heatup effects.

and (4) the effects of the crevice regions, These addiuonal phenomena must be
dealt wilh at an equivalent level of aceursey for more complex heal-rélease
models to be worth while. For many engineering applications, Bq. (10,6) 1s ade-
quate for diesel engine combustion anulysis.

Additional insight can be obtained by incorporating a model (or the largest
of the effects omitted from Bq, (10.6), the heat inanster dO),/de (see Chap. 12); we
thereby obtain a close approximation ty the yross heat-release cate. The integral
of the gross beat-release rate over (he complete combustion process should then
equal (to within a few percent only, siiice the analysis is not exact) the mass of
fuel injected m, times the fuel lower healing value Oru: Le.,

dt

Of course, Eqs. (10.1) to (10.4), (10.6) and (10.7) also hold with crank angle 0 as
the independentvariable instead of time t.

Figure (0-11 illustrates (he relative nuignitude of gross and net beat release,
Neal Lransler, ereyice effects, und heat of vaporization and heating up of the fuel
for a turbocharged Bl dickel chine operating in (be mid-lond, mid-speed range
The vet heat release is the gross heat release due to combustion, léss the heat
tranafer to the Walls ereviee effects, nd the efleet of fel vaporization and heatuyy
(which was omitted ahove by neglecting the mass addition tern in didn), This
list term is sufficiently small to be neglected. The eathulpy of vaporizition of
diesel fuel is less than ( percent of its heating value: the eneray change associated
Wii lisating dip Mel vapor from injection lemperatuce to typical compression at
lem peratures is about A percent of the fuel heating value, The bear transfer inte
BNiled over the duration of the combustion period is 10 to 25 percent of the total
Hent released,

tend dQe» = | ACen gy my Quay (10.7)start

FUEL (ASS BURNING RATE ANALYSIS.If the in ternal enzrgies of the fuel, air,
and burned gases in Eq. (10,1/ are evaluated relalive to a eansistent datum (such
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512 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

as that described in Sec. 4.5.2), then this equation can be used to obtain an appar-
ent fuel mass burning rate from cylinder pressure versus crank angle data. (With
such a species energy datum the “heat release” is properly accounted for in the
internal energy and enthalpy terms.) Following Krieger and Borman,” Eq.(10.2)
can be written as

d adveod dmSom) = —p 4Oa (10.8)
Here Q is the heat transfer to the gas within the combustion chamber(thatis,
Q = —Q,,), m is the mass within the combustion chamber, and dm/dt has been
substituted for m,.

Since the properties of the gases in the cylinder during combustion
(assumed to be uniform and in chemical equilibrium at the pressure p and
average temperature T) are in general a function of p, T, and the equivalence
Tatio @,

u=u(T, p, d) and R= R(T,p, ¢)

Therefore

iu _ du dT,du dp,du di
di OT dt|Op dt|op at (10.94)

dR ORdT @Rdp Rd
di 3T dt | dp dt Od dt (10.37)

Also,

m L+(F/A)o= + (2 - 1) rae 10.10O= Ho (* (F/A), (0g
and dd _ Lt AFAly dm (10.11)

dt  (F/A)my dt

(F/A)is the fuel/air ratio; the subscript 0 denotes the initial value prior to fuel
injection and the subscript s denotes the stoichiometric value, It then follows that

lL dm —(RT/V)\(dV/dt) — (du/ép)(dp/dt) + (1/m\(dQ/dt) — CB (10.12)
m dt u—h, + D(éu/6p) — C1 + (D/R)\ER/8¢)]

where

Ldp 1 0Rdp 1 av
pdt Rdopdt V at

a T(éu/éT)
~ 1 + (T/R\6R/8T)

p Lt F/Alon
(F/A), Mo
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Pressure,MPa FIGURE10-12

Cylinder pressure p and fuel mass
burning rate calculated from p, as
a function of crank angle, using

i | i the Krieger and Borman method?
160 TC 200 220 240 260 for DI diesel engine at 3200 rev/

Crank angle, deg min andfull load.

Fuelmassburningrate,mg/deg 
Equation(10.12) can be solved numerically for m(t) given mo, Po, p(t), and appro-
priate models for the working fluid properties (see Sec. 4.7) and for the heat-
transfer term dQ/di (see Chap.12).

Figure 10-12 shows cylinder pressure data for an open chamber DI diesel
and fuel mass burning rate dm/d@ calculated from that data using the above
method. The heat-transfer model of Annand wasused(see Sec. 12.4.3). The result
obtained is an apparent fuel mass burningrate. It is best interpreted, after multi-
plying by the heating value of the fuel, as the fuel chemical-energy or heat-
release rate. The actual fuel burning rate is unknown because notall the fuel
“burns” with sufficient air available locally to produce products of complete
combustion. About 60 percentof the fuel has burnedin thefirst one-third of the
total combustion period. The integral of the fuel mass burning rate over the
combustion process should equal the total fuel mass burned: in this case it is 3
percent less than the total fuel mass injected. Note that chemical energy con-
tinues to be released well into the expansion process. The accuracyof this type of
calculation then decreases, however, since errors in estimating heat transfersig-
nificantly affect the apparentfuel burning rate.

Krieger and Borman also carried out sensitivity analyses for the critical
assumptions and variables. They found that the effect of dissociation of the
product gases was negligible. This permits a substantial simplification of Eq.
(10.12). With no dissociation, u = u{T, ¢), and R = R/M can be taken as con-
stant, since the molecular weight M changeslittle. Then

dm_[1 + (c,/R)Ip(dV/dt) + (c,/R)V(dp/dt) — (dQ/dt)
dt hy + (¢,/R\pV/m) — u — D(du/de)

where J). as before, is [1 + (F/A)o|m/[(F/A), i)]. Given the uncertainties inherent
in the heat-teansfer model and the neglect of nonuniformities and crevices, Eq.
(10.12) represents an adequate level of sophistication.
} ‘The othersensitivity variations studied by Krieger and Borman were: shift-
ing ofthe phasing of the pressure data 2° forward and 2° backward; translating
the pressure data +34 kPa (5 lb/im*); changing the heat transfer +50 percent:

 

(10.13)
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Po, Ty, Va, my

 

Prechamber / “Main chamber \ )ws,

an \
SE

Pir Ti, Ys m

FIGURE10-13

—__. Schematic defining variables in main chamber
Lena (subscript 1) and prechamber(subscript 2) for IDI 

engine heat-release analysis.

increasing the jnilial mass 5S percent The iwital masa change had @ negligible
effect on the fuel burning rate calculations. The heat-transter chunges of +30
percent changed (lie mags of fwel burned by about +5 percent. The change in
phasing of the pressure data was more sienifigant. LL needs ta be stressed that
wecurate (in magnitide and phasing) pressure data are 4 most Wnportant require
ment for useful heal-relewse or fuel mass burning rate isrtalysis.

10.4.3 Indirect-Injection Engines

In IDI dicsel engines, the pressures in each of the two chambers, main aod aux-
iliury, are wot the same during the combustion process. Since combusiion slams
in the auxiliary or prechamber, the fuel encrny release in the prechamber causes
the pressure there to rise above the main chamber pressure. Depending on com-
bustion chamber design and operating conditions, the prechasber pressure rises
to be 0.5 lo § atm above that in the main chamber, This pressure difference
cuuses a flow of fuel, air, and burning and burned gases into the main chamber,
where additional energy release new occurs, The analysis of the DI diesel in the
previous section was based oo uniform pressiire throughout the combustion
chamber. For VDT engines the effect of the pressure difference between the chani-
bers must usually be meluded,

Figure 10-13 shaws an [DI combustion chamber divided al the nozzle into
two opensystems. Applying the first law [Big, (10.1)] to the main vhamber yields

dO,_aV, dm dU,ae14,O48 are 10.14at at + Ma. dt dt (0g
and to the auxiliary chamberyields

dQ, mdm,_dU, (10.15)
dt ata|OF dt dt
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Here dm/dt is the mass flow rate between the chambers with positive flow from
the prechamber to the main chamber. If dm/dt > 0, hy, =h,; if dm/dt <0,
ha. = hy. If we define U, and U, as sensible internal energies and hy as the
sensible enthalpy of the fuel, then dQ,/dt und dQ,/di represent the net heat-
release rates—the difference between the combustion energy-release rates and the
rates of heat transfer to the walls.

If we use an ideal gas model for the working fluid in each chamber, with
Cy, Cp, and M constant, the relation p,V, = m,RT, and p,V; = m, RT, can be
used to eliminate m and T from the dU/dt terms and, with the fact that h,, = 9,
can be used to write Eqs. (10.14) and (10,15) as

dQy y av, 1 apy dm
Mi YF aN apr pamdt y-1?! dt “y—-1 Ys dt P21 (10.16)
aQ, 1 ap, dm
dt pnd2a Pe 10.de yt? ae TO Ge (10.17)

WhenEqs.(10.16) and (10.17) are added together, the term representing the en-
thalpy flux between the two chamberscancels out, and the following equation for
total net heat-release results:

#0 iseg, My L(y, sy= —(h-+h-4) 101dt dt dt p18 ae yd ve + v, Be) ae
The comments madein the previous section regarding the interpretation of the
net heat release (it is the gross heat release due to combustion less the heat
transfer to the walls, and other smaller energy transfers due to crevices, fuel
vaporization, and heatup) also hold here.

In practice, Eq. (10.18) is dilficult to use since it requires experimental data
for both the main and auxiliary chamber pressures throughout the combustion
process. Access for two pressure transducers through the cylinder head is not
often available; even when access can be achieved, (he task of obtaining pressure
(lata from two different transducers under the demanding thermal loading candi-
fions found in IDI diesels, of sufficient accuracy such thal the difference between
the pressures (of order 0.5 to 5 atm) at pressure levels of 60 to 80 atm can be
\lerpreted, requires extreme diligence tn techwique,!’'! Figure 10-I4a and b
shows apparent net heat-cclease rate profiles for an ID! diesel obtained wsing Bq.
(10.08) with » = 135."! Curves of dO/dt and dO/dé ave shown at three different
speeds and essentially constant fuel mass injected per eyele. While the absolute
heat-releuse rates inerease with increasing speed, the relative rates are essentially
independent of speed, indicating that combustion rates, which depend on fuel-acr
Mixing rales, scale approximately wilh engine speed,

Equation (10.18) (or its equivalent) has been used assuming P2 =p, and
Using either main chamber or auxiliary chamber pressure data alume. The error
associated with this approximation can beestimated as follows. If we write p, =
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(a) ()

FIGURE10-14
Calculated net heat-release-rate profiles for TDI diesel engine at constant load (0.29 < @ < 0.32). (a)
Heat-release rate in kilowatts. (b) Heat-release rate in joules per degree.**

p, + Ap then Eq.(10.18) becomes

dQ» ah  Ythan
dt yl de yd oat

If the last term is omitted, Eq. (10.19) is identical to Eq. (10.6) derived for the DI
diesel, Since the term V(dp,/dt)/(y — 1) is much larger than the first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (10.19) during the early stages of the combustion process,
the error involved in omitting the last term is given to a good approximation by
[¥AV, + Va)]d(Ap)/dp,. In the inital stages of combustion this error can be quite
large (of order 0.25 based on data in Ref. 10 close to TC). Later in the com-
bustion process it becomes negligible (of order a few percent after 20° ATC),!9
Thus, neglecting Ap will lead to errors in predicting the initial heat-release rate.
The magnitudeof the error will depend on the design of the combustion chamber
and on engine speed and load (with more restricted passageways, higher loads
and speeds, giving higher values of Ap and, therefore, greater error). Later in the
combustion process the error is muchless, so intearated heat-release data derived
ignoring Ap will show a smaller error.

A model analogous to the above, but using the approach of Krieger and
Borman? (see Sec. 10.4.2), for the TDI diesel has been developed and used by
Watson and Kamel.!° The energy conservation equation for an open system
developed in Sec. J4,2,2, with energy and enthalpy modeled using a consistent
datum (see Sec. 4.5.2), with appropriate models for convective and radiation heat
transfer and for gas properties, was applied to the main chamber and also to the
prechamber. These equations were solved using accuratcly measured main
chamber and prechamber pressure data to determine the apparent rate of heat
release (here, the rate of fuel burning niultiplied by the fuel heating value) im (he
main chamber and prechambers through the combustion process. The engine wie
a Ricardo Comet swirl chamber IDI design. Some results are shown in Pig.

V,_ (Ap)
y-1 dl

 
(10.19)
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9o 0,04 -xg
2 ni
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0 i |
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Crank angle, deg Crank angle, deg
(a) (8)FIGURE10-15

Calculated gross heat-release rates in IDI swirl-chamberdiesel engine at full load. 1 Prechamber heat
release. 2 Main chamber heat relense. Top figures: integrated heat release. Bottom figures: heat-
release rate. (a) 1320 rev/min; (b) 2K(M) rev/‘milr,t®

10-15. For this particular engine, at low engine speeds two-thirds of the heat
release occurs in the prechamber; at higher engine speeds about two-thirds ofthe
heat release occurs in the main chamber.

10.5 FUEL SPRAY BEHAVIOR

10.5.1 Fuel Injection 2

The fuelis introduced into the cylinder of a diesel engine through a nozzlé with a
large presaure differential across. the nozzle orifice, The cylinder pressure at injec
lionis typically in the range 50 to 100 atm. Fuel injection pressures iw (he range
200 to 1700 atm are used depending on the engine size and type of combustion
‘ystem employed. These large pressure differences across the injector nozzle are
fequured so that the injected liquid fuel jet will enter the chamberat sufficiently
high velocity to (1) atamize into small-sized droplets to enable rapid evaporation
and (2) traverse the combustion chamber in the lime available and fully wtilize
the wir charge.

Examples of common diesel fuel-injection systems were described briefly in
Sec. 1.7 andillustrated in Figs, 1-17 to 1-19. (See also RefS 12 and 13 far more
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518 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

extensive descriptions of diesel fuel-injection systems.) The task of the fuel-
injection system is to meter the appropriate quantity of fuel for the given engine
speed and load to each cylinder, each cycle, and inject that fuel at the appropriate
time in the cycle at the desired rate with the spray configuration required for the
particular combustion chamber employed. It is important that injection begin
and end cleanly, and avoid any secondaryinjections.

To accomplish this task, fuel is usually drawn from the fuel tank by a
supply pump, and forced throughafilter to the injection pump. The injection
pumpsendsfuel under pressure to the nozzle pipes which carry fuel to the injec-
tor nozzles located in each cylinder head. Excess fuel goes back to the fuel tank.
Figures 1-17 and 1-19 show two common versions of fuel systems used with
multicylinder engines in the 20 to 100 kW per cylinder brake power range which
operate with injection pressures between about 300 and 1200 atm.

In-line injection pumps(Fig. 1-17) are used in engines in the 40 to 100 kw
per cylinder maximum power range. They contain a plunger and barrel assembly
for each engine cylinder. Each plunger is raised by a cam on the pump camshaft
and is forced back by the plunger return spring. The plunger stroke is fixed. The
plunger fits sufficiently accurately within the barrel to seal without additional
sealing elements, even at high pressures and low speeds. The amount of fuel
delivered is altered by varying the effective plunger stroke. This is achieved by
means of a control rod or rack, which moves in the pump housing and rotates
the plunger via a ring gear or linkage lever on the control sleeve. The plunger
chamber above the plunger is always connected with the chamber below the
plunger helix by a vertical groove or bore in the plunger. Delivery ceases when
the plunger helix exposes the intake port (port opening), thus connecting the
plunger chamber with the suction gallery. When this takes place depends on the
rotational position of the plunger. In the case of a lowerhelix, delivery always
starts (port closing) at the same time, but ends sooner or later depending on the
rotational position of the plunger. With a plunger with an upper helix, port
closing (start of delivery) not port opening is controlled by the helix andis varied
by rotating the plunger. Figure 1-18 illustrates how the plunger helix controls
fuel delivery.'*

Distributor-type fuel-injection pumps(such as thatillustrated in Fig. 1-19)
are normally used in multicylinder engines with less than 30 kW per cylinder
maximum power with injection pressures up to 750 atm. These pumps have only
oneplunger and barrel. The pump plunger is made to describe a combined rotary
and stroke movementby the rotating cam plate. Thefuel is accurately metered to
each injection nozzle in turn by this plunger which simultaneously acts as the
distributor. Such units are more compact and cheaper than in-line pumps but
cannot achieve such high injection pressures. The distributor-type fuel-injection
pumpis combined with the automatic timing device, governor, and supply pump
to form a single unit.

Single-barrel injection pumps are used on small one- and two-cylinder
diesel engines, as well as large engines with outputs of more than 100 kW per
cylinder. Figure 10-16 shows the layout of the injection system and a section
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Fucl-injection pump : “Veo
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FIGURE10-16

Fuel-injection system with single-barrel pump. Left: system layout. Right: section through fuel-
injection pump. (Courtesy Robert Bosch GmbH and SAE.'*)

through the fielingection pump!” Such pumps are driven by an auxiliary cam
on the engme camshaft, Also used extensively on linger engines are unit jjeetars
where the pump und injector nozzle are combined into a single writ, Aw example
of a unit iijector and its driving mechanism used on i lurge tweestrake cycle
dievel engine iy shown in Fig. 10-17. Fuel, supplied to the injector through a
luel-disitthuliog manifold, enters (ke cavity or plunger chamber ahead of (he
plunger through a metering orifice. When fuel is to be injected, the cam via the
rocker arm pushes down the pliner, closing the metering orilite and compres-
sing the fuel, causing it to flow through check valves and discharge into the
cylinder through the injector nozzles or orifices. The amountof fuel injected is
controlled by the rack, which controls the spill of fuel into the fuel drain manifold
by rotating the plunger withits helicalrelief section via the gear.

Tho most important part of the injection system is the nozzle. Examples of
different fwerle types and a nozzle liwlder assembly are shown in Fig. 1-18. The
nozzles shown are fluid-controlled needle valves where the needle is forced
against the valve seat by a spring. The pressure of the fuel in ile pressure
chamber above the nozzle aperture opens the nozzle by the axial force it exerts
On the conical surface of the nazzle needle, Needle valves are used Lo prevent
Jnibble from (he nozzles when injeelion is net occurrine (is impertant to keep
the yolome of fuel lefi between the needle and nozzle orifices (the sac volume) as
‘mall ay possible to prevent any fuel Mowing into ihe cylinder aller iniection is
Over, to control hydrocarbon emissions (see Sec. 11.4.4). Multihole nozzles are
used with mos! cirect-injeciion systems; the M.AJN. “M” system uses a single
hole nugale. Pintle nozzles, where the needle projects ilo and through the nexele
hole, ane wed it Indirect-injection engine systems, The shape af the pin on the
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—— Plunger  

-- Spray tip

FIGURE10-17

Unit fuel injector and its driving mechanism, typically used in large diesel engines.*5

end of the nozzle needle controls the spray pattern and fuel-delivery character-
istics. Auxiliary nozzle holes are sometimes used to produce an auxiliary smaller
sprayto aid ignition and starting. Open nozzle orifices, without a needle, are also
used,

The technology for electronic control of injection is now available, In an
electronic injector, such as that shown in Fig. 10-18, a solenoid operated control
valve performs the injection timing and metering functions in a fashion analo-
gous to the ports and helices of the mechanical injector. Solenoid valve closure
initiates pressurization and injection, and opening causes injection pressure decay
and end of injection. Duration of valve closure determines the quantity offuel
injected, The unit shown uses camshaft/rocker arm driven plungers to generate
the injection pressure, and employs needle-valve nozzles of conventional design.
Increased flexibility in fuel metering and timing and simpler injector mechanical
design are important advantages.!° {

Accurate predictions of fuel behavior within the injection system require
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FIGURE10-18

Electronically controlled unit fuel-injection system.*®

sophisticated hydraulic models: Hiroyasu*’ provides an extensive referencelist of
such models. However, approximate estimates of the injection rate through the
injector nozzles can be madeasfollows. If the pressure upstream of the injector
nozzle(s) can be estimated or measured, and assuming the flow through each
nozzle is quasi steady, incompressible, and one dimensional, the mass flow rate of
fuel injected through the nozzle mh1 is given by

tiny = Cy Aya/2p, Ap (10.20)

where A, is the nozele minimum aren, Cp the discharge coelfisent, p, the fuel
density, and Ap the pressure drop across the nozzle. If the pressure drop across
the Nowle and the nazzle open area are essentially constant during the injection
Period, the massoffuel injected is then

AG

m= Cp Ay 20, Ap 360N (10.21)

Where AW is (he nozzle Open period in erank angle degrees and N 1s engine speed,
Equations (10,20) and (10.21) iusipate the dependence of injected amounts of fuel
SF injection system and engine parameters,
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FIGURE10-19

Schematic ofdiesel fuel spray defining its major parameters.'*

10.5.2 Overall Spray Structure

The fuel is introduced into the combustion chamber of a diesel engine through
one or more nozzles ororifices with a large pressure differential between the fuel
supply line and the cylinder. Different designs of nowzle ure used (¢.g., single-
orifice, multiorifice, throttle, or pinile; see Fig. 1-18), depending on the needs of
the combustion system employed. Standard diesel injectors usually operate with
fuel-injection preysures between 200 and }700 atm, At bine of mjectton, the air tn
the cylinder has a pressure of 50 io 100 aim. temperature about 1000 K, and
density between 15 and 25 ke/m*, Nozzle diameters cover the range 0.2 to | mm
diameter, with Jength/diameter ratios from 2 Ww 8, Typical disullate dese! fuel
properties are; relative specific pravily of (1.8, viscosity belween Jand 10 ky/m§
and stirface tension about 3LO°* N/m (at 300 K). Figure LO-L9 jNusirales the
structure of a typical DI engine fucl spray. As the liquid jet leaves (he neyzte ul
becomes turtrulent and spreads owt as it enirains and mixes wilh the surrounding
wir, The initial jet velocity is greater than 10? m/s. The outer surface of thie yer
breaks up into drops of order LO um diameter, close to the nozzle exit. 1 he liquid
columm leaving the nozzle disintegrates within the cylinder @yer w finite lenvtli
called the breakup length inte drops of different stzes, AS one moves away from
the nozzle, the mass of air within the spray iereases, the spray diverges, 1s widtli
increases, and the velocity decreases. The fuel drops evaporate as this air
cnirainment process proceeds, The tip of the spray penetrates further inte thie
combustion chamber as injection proceeds, but af a decreasing rate, Pigute 1050
shows photographs of a diesel fucl spray injected into quiescent! air iy) a rapide
compression machine which simulates diesel conditions!” Two different phar
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2 3 3.3 3.5 ms FIGURE 10-20

orm Shadowgraph and back-illuminated pho-
tographs of evaporating spray injected into
nitrogen at 3.4 MPa and 670K in rapid-

E compression machine. Times in milliseconds
d are after start of injection: injection duration

3.3 ms. Top (shadowgraph) photographs
show full vapor and liquid region. Bottom
(back-illuminated) photographs only show

2 3 3.3 3.5 ms liquid-containing core.!®

tographic techniques, back lighting and shadowgraph,t have been used to
distinguish the liquid-containing core of the jet and the extent of the fuel vapor
region of the spray which surroundsthe liquid core. The region of the jet closest
to the nozzle (until injection ceases at 3.3 ms) contains liquid drops and liga-
ments; the major region of the spray is a substantial vapor cloud around this
narrow core which contains liquid fuel.

Different spray configurations are used in the different diesel combustion
systems described earlier in this chapter. The simplest configuration involves
multiple sprays injected into quiescent air in the largest-size diesels (Fig. 10-1a).
Figures 10-19 and 10-20 illustrate the essential features of each spray under these
circumstances until interactions with the wall occur. Each liquid fuel jet atomizes
into drops and ligamentsat the exit from the nozzle orifice (or shortly thereafter).
The spray entrains air, spreads out, and slows downas the massflow in the spray
increases. The droplets on the outer edge of the spray evaporate first, creating a
fuel vapor-air mixture sheath around the liquid-containing core. Thehighest
velocities are on the jet axis. The equivalenceratio is highest on the centerline
{and fuel-rich along most of the jet), decreasing to zero (unmixed air) at the spray
boundary, Once the sprays have penetrated (o (he outer regions of the com-
bustion chamber, they interact with the chamber walls. The spray is then forced
to flow tangentially along the wall. Eventually the sprays from multihole nozzles

 

} The back lighting identifies regions where sufficient liquid fuel (as ligaments or drops) is present to
Atlenuite the light, The shadowgraph technique responds to density gradients in the test section, so it
Wentities regions where fuel vapor exists.

aaa
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FIGURE10-21

Sketches of outer vapor boundary of diesel fuel spray

-2 en ; from 12 successive frames of rapid-compression-chamber wal machine high-speed shadowgraph movie showing
-3—Ff interaction of vaporizing spray with cylindrical wall of

0 ! 2 3 4 5 combustion chamber. Injection pressure 60 MPa,
Radius, cm Time between frames 0.14 ms.?°

interact with one another. Figure 10-21 showsdiesel fuel sprays interacting with
the cylindrical outer wall of a dise-shaped combustion chamber in a rapid.
compression machine,tinder typical ditvel-injection conditions. Thecylinder wall
causes the spray to split with about half flowing circumferentially in either direc-
tion. Adjacent sprays then interact forcing the flow radially inward toward the
chamber axis.?°

Mostof the other combustion systems in Figs. 10-1 and 10-2 use air swirl to
increase fuel-air mixing rates. A schematic of the spray pattern which results
when a fuel jet is injected radially outward into a swirling flow is shown in Fig.
10-22. Because there is now relative motion in both radial and tangential direc-
tions between theinitial jet and the air, the structure of the jet is more complex.
As the spray entrains air and slows down it becomes increasingly bent toward the
swirl direction; for the same injection conditionsit will penetrate less with swirl
than without swirl. An important feature of the spray is the large vapor-
conlaining region downstreamof the liquid-containing core. Figure 10-24 shows
schlieren photographsof four fuel jets injected on the axis of an IDI diesel engine

— Nozzle hole

 
Core Upstream edge

/ FIGURE 10-22
/ Schematic af fuel spray injected raelrally outward

/ J from the chamber asia jute switling air low Shape
Ale swirl of equivalence ratio (pb) distvibution witli jet Is

,~ = indicated.
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- 
FIGURE10-23

Schlieren photographs of vaporizing sprays injected into swirling air flow in transparent prechamber
of special IDI diesel.?' Left: high sensitivity, showing boundaries of the vaporregions ofspray. Right:
low sensitivity, showing liquid-containing core (dark)in relation to vapor regions(mottled).

prechamber with high clockwise swirl. The photograph on the left, with high
sensitivity, shows the outer houndary of the fuel Vapor region of the spray; the
low-sensitivity photograph on the right locates the liquid phase vepions of the
spray! The interaction between the swirl and both liquid and yupor spray
regions 18 evident, as is We spray interaction with (he chamber wall,

Other spray flow patterns are used, The spray may enter the swirling air
flow tangentially as ia the M.A.N, “M" system shown in Pig. 10-1¢. The spray
then interacts immediately with the combustion chamber walls.

To couple the spray-development process with the ignition phase of the
combustion,it is important to know whichregions of the spray contain the fuel
injected at the beginningof the injection process. These regions of the sprays are
likely lo autoignile first. Each spray develops as follows. At the start of injection
the liquid fuel enters the quiescent air charge. atomizes, moves outwurd [rom the
nozzle, and slows downrapidly as air is entrained into the spray and accelerated.
This start-tip process forms a vortex or “pull” at the head of the spray. The
injected fuel which follows encounters less resistance; thus drops from that fuel
averlake (he droys from first-injectod fel, foreing ibem ourwaril (oward the per
Iphery of the spray. Al the Up of the unsteady spray the drops meet the highest
acrodyiinie resistance und slow down, but the spray continues to penetrate tbe
ait charge beeanse droplels retarded at the tip are continually replaced hy new
highe-mamentuc hater-injected drops?" Accordingly, deoplets in the periphery
of ihe spray and behind the dp af the spray come framthe earliest injected fuel.*"
As Figs. 10-20and 10-23 indicate, these drops evaporale quickly,

10.5.3 Atomization

Underdiesel engine injection conditions, the fuel jet usually forms a cone-shaped
Spray (it the nozzle exit. This type of behavior is classified us the atomization
break up fepime, and it produecs droplets with sizes very inch Jess (han the
norle exit diameter, This behavior is different from ather modes of liquid jet
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breakup. At low jet velocity, in the Rayleigh regime, breakup is due to the
unstable growth of surface waves caused by surface tension and results in drops
larger than the jet diameter. As jet velocity is increased, forces due to the relative
motion of the jet and the surrounding air augment the surface tension force, and
lead to drop sizes of the order of the jet diameter. This is called the first wind-
induced breakup regime. A further increase in jet velocity results in breakup
characterized by divergence of the jet spray after an intact or undisturbed length
downstream of the nozzle. In this second wind-induced breakup regime, the
unstable growth of short-wavelength waves induced by the relative motion
between the liquid and surrounding air produces droplets whose averagesize is
muchless than the jet diameter. Further increases in jet velocity lead to breakup
in the atomization regime, where the breakup of the outer surface of the jet
occurs at, or before, the nozzle exit plane and resulls in droplets whose average
diameter is much smaller than the nozzle diameter. Aerodynamic interactions at
the liquid/gas interface appear to be one major component of the atomization
mechanism in this regime.?* 7+

A sequence of very short time exposure photographs of the emergence of a
liquid jet from a nozzle of 0.34 mm diameter and L,/d, = 4 into high-pressure
nitrogen at ambient temperature is shown in Fig. 10-24. The figure shows how
the spray tip penetrates and the spray spreads during the early part ofits
travel.25 Data such as these were used to examine the dependence of the spray
development on gas and liquid density, liquid viscosity, and nozzle
geometry.24-*© The effects of the most significant variables, gas/liquid density
ratio and nozzle geometry, on initial jet spreading angle are shown in Fig. 10-25.
For a given geometry (cylindrical hole and length/diameter = 4), the initial jet
spreading or spray angle increases with increasing gas/liquid density ratio as
shown in Fig. 10-25a. Typical density ratios for diesel injection conditions are
between 15 x 10-7 and 30 x 10°. Ofseveral different nozzle geometry param-
eters examined, the length/diameter ratio proved to be the most significant (see
Fig. 10-256).

Forjets in the atomization regime, the spray angle @ was found to follow
the relationship

61. (p,\3-=— oe) 10.22tan 5-4 an(21) 3 ( )
where p, and p, are gas and liquid densities and A is a constant for a given nozale
veometry.t The data in Fig. 10-25a are filted by A=4.9, This behavior ts in
accord with the theory that aerodynamic interactions are largely responsible lor
jet breakup. Note that the data in Fig, 10-255 show a contiauous trend as ihe jet
breakup regine makes a transition from second wind-induced breakwp (solid

 

+ An empirical equation for A is A = 3.0 + 0.28 (L,/d,), where L,/d, is the length/diameter ratio of {Hit
nozzle.?5
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Steady state
FIGURE10-24

Piolognipls slewity initial emergence and steady slate (Hottom right) of high-pressiire liquid spray.
Nine between frames 21 ys. lyihi: water, Gas: nitrogen at 1380 kPa. Ap across jjovz\e 11 MPa.
Novele digmetet 44 nim25

symbols) to atomization regime breakup (open symbols). The growth of asro-
dynumic surfice waves is known to be responsible for jet breakup im [he second
wintliiduced breakup reine. Such a mechanism can explain the ubserved data
trends in the atomization regime, if an additional mechanism is invoked to
explanozzle geometry effects. One possible additional mechanismis liquid
favitation. A criterion for the onset of jet atomization at the nozzle exit plane was
developed, For (py/p,(Rey We)? > 1 (which is true for distillate fuel injection
applications) Ute design criterion is

1/2
p@ <k (10.23)Pg
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| (a) Initial spray angle of atomizing jets versus density ratio (y/o, = gas density/liquid density) [OF

(xed novzle geometry shown Yanous fluids and gases af liquid pressures of 3.4-93 MPa Noiale
diameters ¢, = 0.254, 0,343, and 0.61 mm.7? (h) Initial spray angle versus density ratio for a wide
range of nogzle geometries. L,/d, = vozzle length/diameter ratio (RI = rounded inlet geometry). solld

| symbols indicate jets Which break up and diverge downstream of nozzle exit. Open symbols bndiedte
jet breakup at nozzle exit.?°
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where k is an empirical constant depending on nozzle geometry in the range 6 to |
12 (k = 18.3/,/A).

Jet breakup trends can be summarized as follows. The initial jet divergence
angles increase with increasing gas density. Divergence begins progressively
closer to the nozzle as gas density increases until it reaches the nozzle exit. Jet
divergence angles increase with decreasing fuel viscosity; divergence begins at the
nozzle exit once the liquid viscosity is below a certain level. Nozzle design affects
the onset of the jet atomization regime. Jet divergence angles decrease with
increasing nozzle length. For the samelength, rounded inlet nozzles produceless
divergent jets than sharp-edgedinlet nozzles. Theinitial jet divergence angle and
intact spray length are quasi steady with respect to changes in operating condi-
tions which occur on time scales longer than about 20 ys.?> Note that while all |
these results were obtained under conditions where evaporation was not
occurring, the initial spray-development processes are notsignificantly affected
by evaporation (see Sec. 10.5.6). |

  
0

10.5.4 Spray Penetration

The speed and extent to which the fuel spray penetrates across the combustion
chamber has an important influence onair utilization and fuel-air mixing rates.
In some engine designs, where the walls are hot and high air swirl is present, fuel |
impingement on the walls is desired. However, in multispray DI diese! com- |
bustion systems, overpenetration gives impingement ofliquid fuel on cool sur-

} faces which,especially with little or no air swirl, lowers mixing rates and increases
emissions of unburned andpartially burned species. Yet underpenetration results
in poorairutilization since the air on the periphery of the chamber does not then
contact the fuel. Thus, the penetration of liquid fuel sprays under conditions
typical of those found in diesel engines has been extensively studied.

Manycorrelations based on experimental data and turbulent gasjet theory
have been proposed for fuel spray penetration.1’ These predict the penetration S
of the fuel spray tip across the combustion chamberforinjection into quiescent
air, as occurs in larger DI engines, as a function of time. An evaluation of these
correlations*’ indicated that the formula developed by Dent,?® based onagasjet
mixing model for the spray, best predicts the data:t

1/4 74 1/4S= 3.07(22) (da) (10.24)Py I iy

where Ap is the pressure drop across the iiozzle, t is time after the start of inijec-
fon, and d,, is the nozzle diameter. All quantities are expressed in SI units: 1 in

= pas densily/liquid density) for
pressures of 34-92 MPa Nowale
¢ versus density ratio for 4 wide
= rounded inlet geometry), Solid ——

ozzle exit, Open symbols indicate {For nozzles where 2 <li, <4, and for t> 0,5 ms. At exceptionally high chamber densities
(> 100 num) Eq (10.24) overpredicts penetration.
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FIGURE10-26

Spray tip penctration as function of time at various ambient pressures (p,) and injection pressures(p,).
Fueljets injected into quiescent air at room temperature.”®

seconds, S and d,, in meters, Ap in pascals, p, in kilograms per cubic meter, and T,
in kelvins.

More detailed studies have examined the spray tip location as a function of
time, following start of a diesel injection process in high-pressure bombs. Data
taken by Hiroyasu et al.,?? shown in Fig. 10-26, illustrate the sensitivity of the
spray tip position as a function of time to ambient gas state and injection pres-
sure for fuel jets injected into quiescent air at room temperature. These data show
that the initial spray tip penetration increases linearly with lime t (ie. the spray
tip velocity is constant) and, following jet breakup, then increase as Vt. Injection
pressure has a more significant effect on the initial motion before breakup;
ambient gas density has its major impact on the motion after breakup. Hiroyasu
et al. correlated their data for spray tip penetration S(m) versus time as

2Ap\1/2t < threak: S= 0.9(722) t1
10.25

Ap ue 1/2 |
t > Threak S = 2.95 7" (d,, t)g

where

29p,d,,break En (10.26)
(p, App?

and Ap is the pressure drop across the nozzle (pascals), p, and p, are the liquid
and gas densities, respectively (in kilograms per cubic meter), d, is the nozzle
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1s), p, and p, are the liquid
sic meter), d, is the nozzle
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FIGURE10-27

(2) Measured outer boundary ofsprays injected into swirling air flow. (b) Spray tip penetration as a
function of time for different swirl rates. Solid lines show Eq. (10.27).7°

diameter (meters), and t is time (seconds). The results of Reitz and Bracco?* indi-
cate that the breakup or intact length depends on nozzle geometry details in
addition to the diameter (see Fig. 10-255). Note that under high injection pres-
sures and nozzle geometries with short length/diameter ratios, the intact or
breakup length becomesvery short; breakup can occur at the nozzle exit plane.

The effect of combustion air swirl on spray penetration is shown in Fig,
10-27. Figure 10-274 shows how the spray shape and location changes as swirl is
increased; Fig. 10-27b shows howspraytip penetration varies with time and swirl
rate.?° These authors related their data on spray tip penetration with swirl, S,,
through a correlation factor to the equivalent penetration, S, without swirl given
by Eq. (10.25):

S, aR NS\~!
3 — 10.‘ (1+ 3th ) (10.27)
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§32 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

where R, is the swirl ratio which equals the swirl rate in revolutions per minute
divided by the engine speed N (revolutions per minute), and v, is the initial fuel
jet velocity (meters per second). The curves in Fig. 10-276 correspond to Eq,
(10.27). Swirl both reduces the penetration of the spray and spreads outthe spray
more rapidly.

10.5.5 Droplet Size Distribution

Previous sections in Sec. 10.5 have discussed the overall characteristics of the
diesel engine fuel spray—its spreading rate and penetration into the combustion
chamber. While the distribution of fuel via the spray trajectory throughout the
combustion chamber is important, atomization of the liquid fuel into a large
number of small drops is also necessary to create a large surface area across
which liquid fuel can evaporate. Here we review how the dropsize distribution in
the fuel spray depends on injection parameters and the air and fuel properties,
Since the measurement of droplet characteristics in an operating diesel engineis
extremely difficult, most results have come from studies of fuel injection into
constant-volume chambersfilled with high-pressure quiescent air at room tem-
perature.

During the injection period, the injection conditions such as injection pres-
sure, nozzle orifice area, and injection rate may vary. Consequently, the droplet
size distribution at a given location in the spray may also change with time
during the injection period. In addition, since the details of the atomization
process are different in the spray core and at the spray edge, and the trajectories
of individual drops depend ontheir size, initial velocity, and location within the
spray, the drop size distribution will vary with position within the spray.?? None
of these variations has yet been adequately quantified.

The aerodynamic theory of jet breakup in the atomization regime sum-
marized in Sec. 10.5.3 (which is based on work by G. I. Taylor) leads to the
prediction that the initial average drop diameter D, is proportional to the length
of the most unstable surface waves :??

q "

D,=C— a" (10.28)
Ay Ye

 

where ¢ is the liquid-fuel surface tension, p, is the gas density, v, is the relative
velocity between the liquid and gas (taken as the meaninjection velocity v,), C is
a constant of order unity, and A* is the dimensionless wavelength of (he fastest
growing wave, A* is a function of the dimensionless number (p,/p,4Re,/We))
where the jet Reynolds and Weber numbers are given by Re, = pp) dy// and
We, = ju; d/o and d, is the nozzle orifice diameter. 2* goes to 3/2 as this
number increases aboye unity. Near the edge of the spray close to the nozzle,thls
equation predicts observed drop size trends with respect to injection velocity, fuel
properiics, nozzle L/d, and nozzle diameter, though measured mean drop sizes
are larger by factors of 2 to 3.3° However, within the dense early region of the
spray, secondary atomization phenomena—coalescence and breakup——occut
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FIGURE10-28

Droplet size distribution in diesel fuel spray injected through throttling pintle nozzle into quiescent
room-temperature air at 11 atm, Nozzle opening pressure 9.9 MPa. Pump speed 500 rev/min. Drop-
lets are sampled well downstream ofinjector at given radial distances from spray axis.>?

which will change the droplet size distribution and mean diameter. The down-
stream dropsize in the solid-cone sprays used in diesel-injection systems is mark-
edly influenced by both drop coalescence and breakup. Eventually a balanceis
reached as coalescence decreases (due to the expansion of the spray) and breakup
ceases (due to the reduced relative velocity between the drops and the entrained
gas)?"

Measurements of droplet size distributions within a simulated diesel spray
indicate how size varies with location. Figure 10-28 shows the variation in drop
size distribution with radial distance from the spray axis, at a fixed axial location.
The drop sizes were measured with a liquid immersion technique where a sample
of dropsis collected in a small cell filled with an immiscible liquid. Size distribu-
tions can be expressed in termsof:

1, The incremental number of drops An within the size range D, — AD,/2 <
D, < Dy + AD,/2

2. The incremental volume AV of dropsin this size range
3. The cumulative number of dropsn less than a given size D,
4, The cumulative volume V ofdropsless than a given size D,

Since the drops are spherical:
dn 6 dV
— =—, — 10.dD, D3 dD, (10.29)
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FIGURE10-29

Normalized drop-size cumulative frequency distribution in spray injected into ambient-temperature
air for air pressures from 0.1 to 5 MPa. Throttling pintle nozzle with nozzle opening pressure of
9.9 MPa. Median drop diameter D,, = 1.224Dgy.°?

The distributions shown in the figure are frequency distributions of drop
volume.?? The peak in the distribution shifts to larger drop diameters as the
radial position decreases: on average, the drops are smaller at the periphery of
the spray.

To characterize the spray, expressions for drop size distribution and mean
diameter are desirable. An appropriate and commonly used mean diameteris the
Sauter mean diameter:

Dey = (| D} in)/({ D3 an) (10.30)
where dn is the number of drops with diameter D, in the range D, — dD,/2 <
D,< D,+ dD,/2. The integration is usually carried out by summing over an
appropriate number of drop size groups. The Sauter mean diameter is the diam-
eter of the droplet that has the same surface/volume ratio as that of the total
spray.

Various expressions for the distribution of drop sizes in liquid sprays have
been proposed. One proposed by Hiroyasu and Kadota?” based on the chi-
square statistical distribution fits the available experimental data. Figure 10-29
shows how the chi-square distribution with a degree of freedom equal to 8 fits
well to experimental measurements of the type shown in Fig. 10-28. Here D,, is
the median drop diameter which for this chi-square curve is 1.224D,,,. The non-
dimensional expression for dropsize distribution in sprays injected through hole
nozzles, pintle nozzles, and throttling pintle nozzles given by the chi-square dis-
tribution is

D, \3 Da 135(24) exp | -3(22)|24) (10.31)V Dsx Dw Dou
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Effect of fuel-injection pressure and nozzle geometry and size on Sauter mean drop diameter. (a)
(ileet of nozzle length/diameterratio L,/d, and injection pressure. (b) Effect of nozzle diameter d, and
injection pressure.1?

An empirical expression for the Sauter mean diameter Dsy (in micrometers) for
typical diesel fuel properties given by Hiroyasu and Kadota’? is

Deu = A(Ap)~ 9-1350-124 vers (10.32)

where Ap is the mean pressure dropacross the nozzle in megapascals, p, is the air
density in kilograms per cubic meter, and V, is the amount offuel delivered per
cycle per cylinder in cubic millimeters per stroke. A is a constant which equals
25.1 for pintle nozzles, 23.9 for hole nozzles, and 22.4 for throttling pintle nozzles.
Other expressions for predicting Dg, can be found in Ref. 17.

The effects of injection pressure, nozzle geometry and size, air conditions,
and fuel properties on Sauter mean diameter in sprays obtained with diesel fuel-
injection nozzles have been extensively studied. Various immersion, photo-
graphic, and optical techniques for making such measurements have been used.!7
Some of the major effects are illustrated in Figs. 10-30 and 10-31 which show
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536 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

average Sauter mean diameters determined optically from studies of steady diese]
fuel sprays in a pressurized vessel. Figure 10-30 shows that nozzle size affects the
mean drop size in the expected direction. Nozzle length/diameter ratio is also
shown to be important: an L,/d, = 4 gives the minimum mean dropsize at low
and intermediate injection pressures. This L,/d, also corresponds to the minimum
value of spray breakup length and to the maximum spray coneangle. Fuel vis-
cosity and surface tension also affect mean drop size as shownin Fig. 10-31, with
the effects being mostsignificant at lower injection pressures.

10.5.6 Spray Evaporation

The injected liquid fuel, atomized into small drops near the nozzle exit to form a
spray, must evaporate before it can mix with air and burn. Figure 10-20 showed
the basic structure of an evaporating diesel spray under conditions typical of a
large direct-injection engine. Back illumination showed that a core exists along
the axis of the spray where the liquid fuel ligaments or drops are sufficiently
dense to attenuate the light beam. Once the start-up phase of the injection
process is over, the length of this core remains essentially constant until injection
ends. This core is surrounded by a much larger vapor-containing spray region
which continues to penetrate deeper into the combustion chamber: the core
extends only partway to the spray tip. Additional insight into the physical struc-
ture of evaporating sprays can be obtained from the schlieren photographs taken
just after the end of injection in a prechamberengine with air swirl, shown in Fig,
10-32, The lowest magnification picture (A) shows the overall structure of the
spray. The only liquid-containing region evident is that part of the core nearest
the nozzle which showsblack on theleft of the photograph. The spreading vapor
region of the spray, carried around the chamberby the swirling air flow, appears
mottled due to local turbulent vapor concentration and temperature fluctuations.
The dark region within the spray vapor region is due to soot formed where the
fuel vapor concentration is sufficiently high. It is probable that, after the breakup
length, the dense black liquid core of the spray is composed of individual droplets
but the concentration is so high along the optical path that the light beam is fully
extinguished. However, the last part of the core close to the nozzle tip (B) dis-
perses sufficiently for individual features to be resolved. The small black dots are
liquid fuel drops in the size range 20 to 100 ym. Fuel drop vaportrails can be
observed in the highest magnification photo (C) corresponding to various stages
of evaporation. These range from drops showinglittle surrounding vapor to
vapor trails with little liquid remaining at the head. The vaportrails show
random orientations relative to the spray axis, presumably due to local air turbu-
lence. The process of droplet evaporation under normal engine operating eondi-
tions appearsto be rapid relative to the total combustion period.?!

Let us examine the drop evaporation process in more detail, Consider a
liquid drop at close to ambient temperature injected into air at typical end-of
compression engine conditions. Three phenomena will determine the history of
the drop under these conditions:
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Shadowgraph photographsat three magnifications taken just after the end of injection of diesel-fuel
spray into swirling air flow in prechamherofspecial diesel engine Nozzle hole diameter = 0.25 mm.2!

1. Deceleration ofthe drop due to aerodynamic drag
2. Heattransfer to the drop from theair
3. Masstransfer of vaporized fuel away from the drop
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Olameter

‘Tomperati fe FIGURE10-33

Schematic of variation of mass, diameter, tem-
perature, evaporation rate, heat-transfer rate from
air, and heat-transfer rate to liquid drop core as
function of time during evaporation process of

| individual drop in diesel environment at the time
Time of injection.

 
 

As the droplet temperature inereases die to heat transfer, the fuel vapor pressure
increases and the evaporation rate increases, As the rnass cransfer rate of vapor
away from the drop increases, so the traction of the heat transferred to the drop
surface which is available (o increase further the drop temperature decreases, Ay
the drop velocity decreases, the convective heat-transfer coefficient between the
air and the drop decreases. The combination of these factors gives the behavior
shown in Fig. 10-33 where drop mass, temperature, velocity, vaporization rule,
and heat-transfer rate fromthe air are shown schematically as a function of time
following injection.*? Analysis of individual fuel drops 25 am in diameter,
injected into air at typical diesel conditions, indicates (hut evaporation (imes are
usually less than 1 ms.34

Such an analysis is relevant to drops that are widely separated (e.g. at the
edge of the spray). In the spray core, where drop number densities are high, the
evaporation process has a significant effect on the temperature and fuel-vapor
concentration in the air within the spray. As fuel vaporizes, the local air tem-
perature will decrease and the local fuel vapor pressure will increase. Eventually
thermodynamic equilibrium would pertain: this is usually called adiabatic satura-
tion.?? Calculated thermodynamicequilibrium temperatures for ¢li¢sel spray con-
ditions are plotted in Fig. 10-34 as a function of the fuel/air mass ratio for
n-dodecane and n-heptane. Theinitial liquid fuel temperature was 300 K. The
ratio of fuel vapor to air mass at these equilibrium conditions is also shown. To
the left of the peaks in the m,,/m, curves, only fuel vapor is present. To the right
of these peaks, liquid fuel is also present because the vapor phase is saturated.?°
Liquid fuel vaporization causes substantial reductions in gas temperature. While
this equilibrium situation may not be reached within the spray, these results are
uscful for understanding the temperature distribution within an evaporating
spray.

To quantify accurately the fuel vaporization rate within a diesel fuel spray
requires the solution of the coupled conservation equations for the liquid drop-
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lets and the air within the combustion chamber. Various phenomenological
models and computational fluid dynamic models have been developed for this
purpose(see Secs. 14.4.3 and 14.5.5). In the most sophisticated of these, the spray
is assumed to be composed of discrete computational particles each of which
Tepresents a group of droplets of similar size, temperature, etc. The distribution
functions in droplet size, velocity, temperature, etc., produced by the fuel injector
are statistically sampled and the resulting discrete particles are followed along
lagrangian trajectories as they interact and exchange mass, momentum, and
energy with the surrounding gas. Drops interact directly with each other via
collisions and indirectly via evaporation by modifying the ambient vapor concen-
tration and gas temperature. Studies with such models indicate that, under
normal diesel engine conditions, 70 to 95 percent of the injected fuel is in the
vapor phase at the start of combustion. Evaporation is more than 90 percent
complete afler 1 ms. Huwever, only 10 to 35 percent of the vaporized fuel has
mixed to within flammability limits in a typical iedium-speed DI diesel engine.
Thus combustion is largely mixing-limited, rather than evaporation-limited.?® Of
course, under cold-starting conditions, evaporation becomes a major constraint.

10.6 IGNITION DELAY

10.6.1 Definition and Discussion

The ignition delay in a diese! cngine was defined as the time (or crank urigle)
interval between the start of injection and the start of combustion. The star! of
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540 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

injection is usually taken as the time when the injector needle lifts off its seat
(determined by a needle-lift indicator), The start of combustion is more difficult
to determine precisely. It is best identified from the change in slope of the heat-
release ratc, determined from cylinder pressure data using the techniques
described in Sec. 10.4, which occurs at ignition. Depending on the character of
the combustion process, the pressure data alone may indicate when pressure
change due to combustion first occurs; in DI engines under normal conditions
ignition is well defined, but in IDI engines the ignition point is harderto identify.
Flame luminosity detectors are also used to determinethefirst appearance of the
flame. Experience has shown that under normal conditions, the point of appear-
ance of the flame is later than the point of pressure rise and results in greater
uncertainty or error in determining the ignition point.

Both physical and chemical processes must take place before a significant
fraction of the chemical energy of the injected liquid fuel is released. The physical
processes are: the atomization of the liquid fuel jet; the vaporization of the fuel
droplets; the mixing of fuel vapor with air. The chemical processes are the pre-
combustionreactionsofthe fuel, air, residual gas mixture which lead to autoigni-
tion. These processes are affected by engine design and operating variables, and
fuel characteristics, as follows.

Good atomization requires high fuel-injection pressure, small injector hole
diameter, optimum fuel viscosity, and high cylinder air pressure at the time of
injection (see Sec. 10.5.3). The rate of vaporization of the fuel droplets depends on
the size of the droplets, their distribution, and their velocity, the pressure and
temperature inside the chamber, and the volatility of the fucl. The rate of fuel-air
mixing is controlled largely by injector and combustion chamber design. Some
combustion chamber and piston head shapes are designed to amplify swirl and
create turbulence in the air charge during compression. Some engine designs use
a prechamberor swirl chamber to create the vigorous air motion necessary for
rapid fuel-air mixing (see Sec. 10.2). Also, injector design features such as the
number and spatial arrangement of the injector holes determine the fuel spray
pattern. The details of each nozzle hole affect the spray cone angle. The penetra-
tion of the spray depends on thesize of the fuel droplets, the injection pressure,
the air density, and the air-flow characteristics. The arrangement of the sprays,
the spray cone angle, the extent of spray penetration, and the air flow all affect
the rate of air entrainment into the spray. These physical aspects of fuel-injection
and fuel-spray behavior are reviewed in Sec. 10.5,

The chemical componentofthe ignition delay is controlled by the precom-
bustion reactions of the fuel. A fundamental discussion of autoignition or sponta-
neous hydrocarbon oxidation in premixed fuel-air mixtures is given in Sec. 9.6.2.
Since the diesel engine combustion process is heterogeneous, its spontaneous
ignition process is even more complex. Though ignition occurs in vapor phase
regions, oxidation reactions can proceed in the liquid phase as well between the
fuel molecules and the oxygen dissolved in the fuel droplets. Also, cracking of
large hydrocarbon molecules to smaller molecules is occurring. These chemical
processes depend on the composition of the fuel and the cylinder charge tem-
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perature and pressure, as well as the physical processes described above which
governthe distribution of fuel throughoutthe air charge.

Since the inition characteristics of the fuel affver the ignition delay, this
property OF a fel is Very important in derermininy diesel engine operating char-
aetenstics sich as fuel conversion effiiency, amoothness of operation, mistire,
smoke emussions, woise, and case of starting, The ignibon quality of a fuel is
defined by its cciane number. Cetane number is determines by comparing the
iwulion delay of the fiel with that of prumary reference fuel mixtures in a stan-
dacdized engine test (see below). For low cetane fuels with tae long an alien
delay, most of the fuel is injected before ignition oscurs. which results in very
rapid bueving rates once combustion stirts with high rates of pressure rise anc
high peak pressures. Under extreme conditions, when autoignition of most of the
injected fuel occurs, this produces an audible knocking sound, often referred to as
“diesel knock.” For fuels with very low cetane numbers, will an exceptionally
lon delay, ignition may occursufficiently Jate in the expansion pruieess for the
burning process to be quenched, resulting in incomplete combustion, reduced
power output, and poor fuel conversion efficiency. For higher cetane number
fuels, with shorter ignition delays, ignition occurs before most of the fuel is
injected. The rates of heat release and pressure rise are then cotiralled primarily
by the rate of injection and fuel-air mixing, and smoother ensine operition
results.

10.6.2 Fuel Ignition Quality

The ignition quality of a diesel fuel is defined by its cetane number. The method
used to determine the ignition quality in terms of cetane number is analogous to
that used for determining the antiknock quality of gasoline in terms of octane
number. The cetane numberscale is defined by blends of two pure hydrocarbon
reference fuels. Cetane (n-hexadecane, C,,H3,), a hydrocarbon with high ignition
quality, represents the top of the scale with a cetane numberof 100. An isocetane,
he;amethylnonane (HMN), which hasa very low ignition yualily, represents the
bottom of the scale with a cetane number of 15.¢ Thus, cetane nambel (CN)is
HIVeN by

CN = percent n-cetane + 0.15 x percent HMN (10.33)

The engine tised in velane number determination iy a siyndardived sinwle-
cylinder, Variable compressioy ratio engine with apevial loading and accessory
S(lipnicol and instrumentation, The engine, the operating condipons, and the
Nest procedure ane specilied hy ASTM Method D613,2” The operating require-
Tens inelude; engine speed—900 rev/min: coulant temperuture— )OO'C: intake
air temperature—65.6°C (150°F); injection timing—13° BTC; injection

 

 

¥ In the origitial procedure umethylnapihalene (C,,H,,,) with a cetane number of zero represented
the bottom of thescale. Heptametliylnouune, a more stable compouril, huis replaced it.
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542 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

pressure—10.3 MPa (1500 Ib/in?). With the engine operating under these condi-
tions, on the fuel whose cetane numberis to be determined, the compression ratio
is varied until combustion starts at TC: ie, an ignition delay period of 13°
(2.4 ms at 900 rev/min) is produced. The above procedure is then repeated using
reference fuel blends. Each time a reference fuel is tried. the com pression ratio is
adjusted to give the same 13" ignition delay. When the compression ratio
required by the actual fuel is bracketed by the values required by two reference
blends differing by less than five cetane numbers, the cetane numberofthe fuel is
determined by interpolation between the compression ratios required by the two
reference blends.

Because of the expense of the cetane number test, many correlations which
predict ignition quality based on the physical properties of diesel fuels have been
developed.***? A calculated cetane index (CCI)is often used to estimate ignition
quality of diesel fucls (ASTM D976*°), It is based on API gravity and the mid-
boiling point (temperature 50 percent evaporated). It is applicable to straight-run
fuels, catalytically cracked stocks, and blends of the two. Its use is suitable for
most diesel fuels and gives numbers that correspond quite closely to cetane
number. A diesel index is also used. It is based on thefact that ignition quality is
linked to hydrocarbon composition: n-paraffins have high ignition quality, and
aromatic and napthenic compounds have low ignition quality. The aniline point
(ASTM D611*!—the lowest temperature at which equal volumes of the fuel and
aniline become just miscible) is used, together with the API gravity, to give the
diesel index:

API gravityDiesel index = aniline point (°F) x 100 (10.34)

The diesel index depends on the fact that aromatic hydrocarbons mix completely
with aniline at comparatively low temperatures, whereas paraffins require con-
siderably higher temperatures before they are completely miscible. Similarly, a
high API gravity denotes low specific gravity and high paraffinicity, and, again,
good ignition quality. The diesel index usually gives values slightly above the
cetane number. It provides a reasonable indication of ignition quality in many
(but notall) cases,

10.6.3. Autoignition Fundamentals

Basic studies in constant-volume bombs, in steady-flow reactors, and in rapid-
compression machines have been used to study the autoignition characteristics of
fuel-air mixtures under controlled conditions. In some of these studies the fuel
and air were premixed; in some, fuel injection was used. Studies with fuel injec-

 

t API gravity is based on specific gravity and is calculated from: API gravity, deg = (141.5/specific
gravity at 60°F) — 131.5,
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(a) Ignition delay as function of reciprocal air temperature for light oil spray injected into constant-
villume combustion bomb, Injection preeire 98 MPa (100 atm), Air pressures luilicated.*? (b) Vert
lion) delay x (presswre)- measured in sted y-Mow reactor for No. 2 uivsel fuel as function of reciproeal
temperature, Fuel/air equivalence ratio ¢ varied from 0.3 to 1.0.47

tion into constant-temperature and pressure environments have shown that the
temperature and pressure of the air are the most important variables for a given
fuel composition. Ignition delay data from these experiments have usually been
correlated by equations of the form:

E

Tia = Ap" exp (z4) (10.35)
where tj is the ignition delay (the time between the start of injection and the
start of detectahle heat release), E, is an apparent activation energy for the fuel
Aliloignition process, R is the universal gas constant, and A and n are constants
dependent on the fuel (and, to some extent, the injection and air-flow
characteristics).

Figure 10-354 shows ignition delay data obtained by injecting liquid fuel
Sprays ito a high-pressure heated constam-Volime boamb.*? Figure 10-351
shows ignition delay data from a steady-flow high-pressure reaetor where vapor-
Wed Tue] was mixed mipidly with the heated air siean** The match between the
form of Bq, (10.35) and the datais clear, Vigure 10-35b also shows an equivalence
tlio dependence of the ignition delay, Representative values for A, a, and Ey for
fq. (10.35), taken fromthese and other studies, are given in Table 10.3. Ignition
delay times calculated with these formulas for various diesel engines are given in
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544 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

TABLE 103

Constants for Arrhenius equation for ignition delay :*4
Tylms) = Ap" exp [E,/(RT)] 
 

 

Conditions Parameters

Investigator Apparatus Fuel Pp, atm TK n A ER, K

Spadaccini Steady No.2 diesel 10-30 650-900 2 2.43 x 1079 20,926and TeVelde*? flow
No. t

Spadaveini Steady No. 2 diesel 10-30 650-900 1 4.00 x 1071° 20,080and TeWelde*? flow
No, 2

Stringer Steady Diesel 30-60 770-980=0,757 0.0405 5,473et al.45 flow 45-50 cetane
number

Wollfer*® Constant- Fuel with 8-48 590-782 1.19 0.44 4,650volume cetane number
bomb > 50

Hiroyasu Constant- Kerosene 1-30 673-973 1.23 0.0276 7,280et al.?® volume
bomb
i

Table 10.4. Air pressures and temperatures at TC piston position were estimated
from measured eylinder pressure dita, Measured ignition delay limes in these
types of engines are: 0.6 (0 4 ms for lowcompression-ratio DI diesel engines over
a wide range of operaling condjlions; 0.4 to L ms for high-compression-ratioane
turbocharged D1 diesel engines! 0.6.10 1.5 ms for IDI diesel engines,**

The variation io the calculated delay Gimmes can be attributed lo several
factors:

1. In some cases the correlations are being extrapolated outside their original
range of operating conditions.

2. The methods used to detect the start of combustion, and hence the duration of
the delay, are not identical.

3. The experimental apparatus and the method of fuel-air mixture preparation
are different.

The third factor is probably the most significant, As has been explained, the
phenomenon of autoignition of a fuel spray consists of sequences of physical and
chemical processes of sibstantial complexity. The relative importance of euch
process depends an the ambient conditions, on fuc] properties, and on bow ihe
fuel-air mixture is prepared. For example, fuel evaporation times are significant
in cold engines, but not under fully wacmed-up conditions. Thus, an equation of
the simple form of Bq. (10.45) can only fit the dats over a limited range of eondi-
lions. The correlations of Spadaccini and TeVelde** have much highor activallal!
energies. Normally, lower values of £,/R imply that physical processes such ay
vaporization and mixing are important and relevant to chemical processes. THUS,
fuel preparation. mixture inhomogeneity. heal loss, and nonuniform flow patterns
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TABLE 10.4

Calculated ignition delay times**  

Conditions Tig, ms  

Spadaccini and
  

    

TeVelde*?

Speed, Ps T, - Stringer Hiroyasu
Engine revimin atm=K No. 1 No. 2 et a5 Wolfer*® et al?
IDI Diesel

1. Low swirl 600 45.6 690 17.3 382 6.26 3.94 9.60
1200 49,3 747 1.47 383 3.22 2.15 3.90
1800 52.5 758 0.86 244 2.76 1,82 3.13

2. High swirl 600 45.2 674 363 769 7.60 4.68 12.5
1200 48.4 72 4.18 103 4.25 2.75 5.67
1800 51.8 744 1.47 407 3.19 2.08 3.82

DI Diesel

1. Low compression 42.8 781 0.57 1.37 2.60 1.92 2.39ratio

2. High compression 1500 58.8 975 0.0015 0.0060 0 508 0.407 0.322ratio
  

affect the ignition delay. While the work of Spadaccini and TeVelde probably
describes the chemical ignition delay moreaccurately, since great care was taken
to obtain a uniform mixture and flow, the experiments in constant-volume bombs
with diesel-type fuel injectors are more relevant to the diesel engine compression-
ignition combustion process because they include the appropriate physical and
chemical processes. The available engine ignition delay data suggest that for
delays less than about 1 ms, the rate of decrease in delay with increasing tem-
perature becomes muchless than that indicated by the data in Fig, 10-35. Thisis
due to the increasing relative importance of physical processes relative to chemi-
cal processes during the delay period. Thusrelations of the form of Eq. (10.35)
should be used with caution.

In general, ty is a function of mixture temperature, pressure, equivalence
rativ, and fuel properties (though no accepted formfor the variation with equiva-
lenve ratio is yet established). In the above referenced studies, the fuel was
injected into a uniform air environment where the pressure and lerperature only
changed due to the cooling effect of the fuel-vaporization and fuel-heating pro-
cesses. _In an engine, pressure and lemperalture change daring the delay period
due to the compression resulting from piston molion To account for the effect of
changing conditions on the delay the following empirical integral relation is usu-
ally used:

feit tid (4i (*) dt=1 (10.36)tsi v

Where t,; is the time of start of injection, z,, is the ignition delay period, und 7 is
the ignition delay at the conditions pertaining at time t. Whether the variation in
conditions is significant depends on the amountof injection advance before TC
that is used and the length of the delay.
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$46 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

10.6.4 Physical Factors Affecting Delay

The physical factors that affect the development of the fuel spray and the air
charge state (its pressure, temperature, and velocity) will influence the ignition
delay. These quantities depend on the design of the fuel-injection system and
combustion chamber, and the engine operating conditions. The injection system
variables affecting the fuel-spray development are injection timing, quantity,
velocity, rate, drop size, and spray form or type. The relevant charge conditions
depend on the combustion system employed, the details of the combustion
chamber design, inlet air pressure and temperature, compression ratio, injection
timing, the residual gas conditions, coolant and oil temperature, and engine
speed. Data on these interactions are available for different types of diesel
engines. The trends observed with the different diesel combustion systems are
generally similar, though some of the details are different. In this section the
ignition delay trends during normal (fully warmed-up) engine operation are con-
sidered. The dependence of the ignition delay on engine design and operating
variables during engine starting and warm-upis also very important, and may be
different from fully warmed-up behavior due to lower air temperature and pres-
sure.

INJECTION TIMING. At normal engine conditions (low to medium speed, fully
warmed engine) the minimum delay occurs with the start of injection at about 10
to 15° BTC.‘” The increase in the delay with earlier or later injection timing
occurs because the air temperature and pressure changesignificantly close to TC.
If injection starts earlier, the initial air temperature and pressure are lower so the
delay will increase. If injection starts later (closer to TC) the temperature and
pressure areinitially slightly higher but then decrease as the delay proceeds. The
most favorable conditions for ignition lie in between.

INJECTION QUANTITY OR LOAD.Figure 10-36 shows the effect of increasing
injection quantity or engine load onignition delay. The delay decreases approx-
imately linearly with increasing load for this DI engine. As load is increased, the
residual gas temperature and the wall temperature increase. This results in higher
charge temperature(andalso,to a lesser extent, charge pressure) at injection, thus
shortening the ignition delay. When adjustment is made for this increasing tem-
perature, it is found that increasing the quantity of fuel injected has no significant
effect on the delay period under normal operating conditions. Under engine start-
ing conditions, however, the delay increases due to the larger drop in mixture
temperature associated with evaporating and heating the increased amount of
fuel.*’ This latter result should be expectedsinceit is the first part of the injected
fuel which ignites first; subsequent injected fuel (above the minimum required to
maintain the fuel-air mixture within the flammability limits during the delay)
does not influence the delay.

DROPSIZE, INJECTION VELOCITY, AND RATE. These quantities are deter-
mined by injection pressure, injector nozzle hole size, nozzle type, and geometry.
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| i pee | Ignition delays measured in a small four-stroke cycle
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 DIdiesel engine with r, = 16.5 as a function ofload at

bmep, kPa 1980 rev/min. Fuel cetane numbers30, 39, and 52.48

Experiments by Lyn and Valdmanis*’ have shown that noneof these factors has
a siuniheunt effect on the delay. Al normal operuiing conditions. inGreasing injec-
Hon pressits produces only modest deereases in the delay, Doubling the nozzle
hole diameter aj constant injection pressure to increase the fuel flow rave (by a
Rian of about 4) and intrease the drop size (by about 30 percent) had ne sigrli-
caol effect on the delay, Studies of different nozzle hole geometries showedthat
the length/diimeter ratia of the nozvle was not significant; nor did changes in
nocae lype (multihole, pintle, pintaux) cause any substantial varialion in delay at
nernal engine ¢onditions.

INTAKE AIR TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE Figure 10-35 showed values of
ination delay for diesel fuels plotted against the reciprocal of charge lemperature
lor several charge pressures at the time of injection The intake air temperitinre
ind pressure will aHlect the delay via their eflecr ov charge conditions hiring the
Helay period, Figure 10-37 shows the effects of inlet air pressure and lemperarire
48 U Tunchon of engine load, The fundamental ignition data available show a
sirang dependence of (gtiition delay on change temperatures below abour 1000 K
M the Gme of injection, Above about 1000 K, the data suggest (hat the charge
lomperiiure is no longer se significant. Throwgh this temperature range (here 1s
in effec! of pressure al the time of injection on delay: the higher the pressure the
fhorier (he delay, with (he effect decreasing aS charge femperstures inercase and
elay decreases. Since wir femperiiiire and pressure during (he delay period ure
‘uel Tinportant variables, other engine variables that affeet the relation between
the ihlet air state and the charge stare al (he (ime of injection will influence the
delay, Thus. at increase in ihe compression ratio will deercuse the lenition delay,
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FIGURE10-37

Effect of inlet air pressure and temperature on ignition delay over load range of small DI diesel at
1980 rev/min. (a) Engine naturally aspirated and with 1 atm boost; inlet air temperature T, = 25°C;
50 cetane numberfuel. (4) Engine naturally aspirated; J; = 25 and 66°C; 34 and 50 cetane number
fuel.*®

and injection timing will affect the delay (as was discussed earlier), largely due to
the changes in charge temperature andpressureat the time ofinjection.

ENGINE SPEED.Increases in engine speed at constant load result inaslight
decrease in ignition delay when measured in milliseconds; in terms of crank angle
degrees, the delay increases almost linearly.*® A change in engine speed changes
the temperature/time and pressure/time relationships. Also, as speed increases,
injection pressure increases. The peak compression tenrperature increases with
increasing speed due to smaller heal loss Wiring the compression stroke."

COMBUSTION CHAMBER WALL EFFECTS. The impingement of the spray on
the combustion chamber wall obviously affects the fuel evaporation and mixing
processes) Impingement of (he fuel jet on the wall occurs, lo some extent in
almost all of the smaller, higher speed engines. With the “M" system. tins
impingement is desired to obtain a smooth pressure nse. The ignition delity with
the "MM" system is longer than m conventional DI engine designs.*” Engine anil
combustion bamb experiments have been earricd oul lo examine the efleat of
wall impingement on (he ignition delay, Figure 10-38 shows the effect of jet wall
impingement on ignition delay measured in a constant-yvolume combustion
homb, for a ratge of air pressures and temperatures, and wall temperatures:
The wall was perpendicular to the spray und was plitced LOO om fromthe nowle
tip, The data shows that Lhe presence of the wall reduces the detay at the lower
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FIGURE10-38

Effect of spray impingement on wall 100 mm from nozzle on ignition delay from combustion bomb
studies. (a) Effect of air temperature as a function of air pressure; T, = T,;,. (b) Effect of wall tem-
perature at 440°C air temperature.”°

pressures and temperatures studied, but has nosignificanteffect at the high pres-
sures and temperatures more typical of normal diesel operation. Engine experi-
ments where the delay was measured while the jet impingement process was
varicd showed analogous trends. The jet impingement angle (the angle between
the fuel jet axis and the wall) was varied from almostzero (jet and wall close to
parullel) 9 perpendicular, The delay showed a tendency to become longer as the
Impingeinent arjgle dévreascd. The most importunt result is not so much the
mentees change in delay butthe dilitrence in the initial rate of burning that results
from ibe differences in fuel evaporation and fuel-air mixing rates.

SWIRL WATE. Changes in swirl rate change the {vel evaporation and fuelair
Tan processes. They also affect wall hear transtee during compression and,
henee, (he charge temperature at injection. Only limited engine studies of the
effect of swirl rate variations on ignition delay have been made At normal oper-
dling enpine speeds, the efleet of swirl pate changes on the delay are small, Under
engine star fing conditions (low gingine speeds and compression femperu(ures) the
Sect is much more important?” due presumably to the higher rates of evapo
TAlian and mixing obtained with swirl,

OXYGEN CONCENTRATION. The oxygen concentnaition in the charge tte
Which (he fuel ts injected would be expected to inflence the delay. The oxygen
Pnacentration is changed, for example. when exhaust gas is recycled to the intake
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sl. ° %a, varied, constant 05 Effect of oxygen density in gas on ignition delay in
single-cylinder DI engine of 1.3-dm? displacement
with r,=15 at 1800 rev/min. Oxygen density

0 0 changed by recycling exhaust gas at constant inlet0 0.5 | 1.5
Relative oxygen density

density and by varying inlet pressure from 0.5 to
3 atm with air,*?

for the control of oxides of nitrogen emissions (see Chap. 11). Results of a study
carried out in a single-cylinder DI engine operated at a constant air/fuel ratio
(30: 1), manifold temperature, injection timing, and speed (1800 rev/min), where
the oxygen concentration was varied by recirculating known amountsof cooled
exhaust, arc shown in Fig. 10-39.4° Oxygen density is normalized by the natu-
rally aspirated no-recirculation test value. As oxygen concentration is decreased,
ignition delay increases.

10.6.5 Effect of Fuel Properties

Since both physical and chemical processes take place during the ignition delay,
the effects of changes in the physical and chemical properties of fuels on the delay
period have been studied. The chemical characteristics of the fuel are much the
more important. The ignition quality of the fuel, defined by its cetane number,
will obviously affect the delay. The dependence of cetane number on fuel molecu-
lar structure is as follows. Straight-chain paraffinic compounds (normal alkanes)
have the highest ignition quality, which improves as the chain length increases.
Aromatic compounds have poorignition quality as do the alcohols (hence, the
difficulties associated with using methanol and ethanol, possible alternative fuels,
in compressicon-ignition engines). Figiire 10-40 illustrates these effects. A base fuel
was blended with pure paraffinic (normal, iso-, and cycloalkanes), aromatic, and
olefinic hydrocarbons of various carbon numbers, by up to 20 percent by volume:
The base fuel, a blend of 25 percent j-hexadecane and 74 percent isooctiine, hai
a cetane numberof 38.3. The figure shows that the resultinyignition delays corre:
late well as a function of cetane numberat constant compressionratio and engine
operating conditions. Addition of normal alkanes (excluding n-pentane and lower
carbon number alkanes) improve the ignition quality. As the chain length of the
added paraffin gets longer (higher carbon number) the cetane number improve
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FIGURE10-40

Effect of type of hydrocarbon structure on ignition quality offuels in DI diese! combustion process at
constant compression ratio and engine operating conditions.5°

ment increases. Isoalkanes, depending on the degree of branching, degrade igni-
tion quality (unless the branching is concentrated at one end of the molecule,
when these types of isoalkanes improve ignition quality). Cycloalkanes and aro-
matics generally reduce the cetane number, unless they have a long n-alkane
chin uthiched 10 the ring. The cetane number of a fuel {a measure ofils ability to
auloignite) generally varies inversely with its octane number (a meusure ofits
abilily Lo resist wutoignition: see Fig. 9-69 for the effect of hydrocarbonstructure
on knock). The cetane number of commercial diesel fuel is normally in the range
40 to 55,

Engine ignition delay data with diesel fuels of different cetane number, at
various constant loads and speeds, shown in Fig. 10-41, demonstrate similar
trends. Within the normaldiesel fuel cetane number range of 40 to 55, an approx-
imately linear variation is evident. However, decreasing fuel cetane number below
about 38 mayresult in a more rapid increasein ignition delay.

Cetane number is controlled by the source of crude oil, by the relining
Process, and by additives or ignition accelerators. Just as it is possible to reduce
the tendeney to knock or auloignilé in spark-ignition engine fuels by adding
untiknock agents, so here are additives that improve the ignition quality of
“OMpression-igniion engine fuels, Cienerally, substances thal increase (he (en-
dchey io knock enhance igition, and vice versa lenition-accelerating additives
Include organie peroxides, nitrates, nitrites, and Various sulfur compounds. The
Most ipartint of these commercally are the alkyl nitrates (isopropyl nitrate,
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FIGURE10-41

Effect of fuel cetane numberonignition delay over the load and speed range of 6.2-dm? eight-cylinder
IDI swirl-chamber diesel engine. Top curve indicates typical fit between data and least-squares
straight line over this cetane numberrange.**

primary amyl nitrates, primary hexyl nitrates, octyl nitrate).°? Typically, about
0.5 percent of these additives by volumein a distillate fuel gives about a 10 cetane
number increase in a fuel’s ignition quality, though their effectiveness may
depend on the composition of the base fuel. The incremental effect of increasing
amounts of ignition-accelerating additives on cetane number decreases.**
Usually, the ignition delay obtained with cetane improved blends are found to be
equivalent to those obtained with natural diesel fuels of the same cetane number.
Two potential practical uses for ignition accelerators are in upgrading the igni-
tion characteristics of poorer quality diesel fuel and (in much larger amounts)
making possible the use of alcohols in compression-ignition engines.

The physical characteristics of diesel fuel do not significantly affect the igni-
tion delay in fully or partially warmed-up engines. Tests with fuels of different
front-end volatility (over the cetane number range 38 to 53), and with substan-
tially different front-end ignition quality for the same average cetane number,
showed no discernible differences. Fuel viscosity variations over a factor of 2.5
were also tested and showed nosignificant effect.4® Thus, in a warmed-up engine,
variations in fuel atomization, spray penetration, and vaporization rate over rea-
sonable ranges do not appear to influence the duration of the delay periud signifi-
cantly (see also Sec. 10.5.6 on fuel vaporization).
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10.6.6 Correlations for Ignition Delay in Engines

Manycorrelations have been proposed for predicting ignition delay as a function
of engine andair charge variables. These usually have the form of Eq.(10.35) and
have been based on data from more fundamental experiments in combustion
bombs andflow reactors. An importantfactor in assessing the appropriateness of
any correlation is howit is to be used to predict the magnitudeofthe delay.If an
equation for predicting the complete delay process (including all the physical and
chemical processes from injection to combustion)is required, then the data show
that such a simple form for the equation is unlikely to be adequate for the full
range of engine conditions (see Table 10.4). However, if a model for the autoigni-
tion process of a premixed fuel-air mixture during the delay period is required,
for use in conjunction with models for the physical processes of fuel evaporation
and fuel-air mixing, then correlations such as those listed in Table 10,3 may be
sufficiently accurate.

An empirical formula, developed by Hardenberg and Hase*? for predicting
the duration of the ignition dclay period in DI engines, has been shownto give
good agreement with experimental data over a wide range of engine conditions
(see Fig, 10-42).5* This formula gives theignition deluy (in crank angle degrees) in
‘rms of charge temperature 7’ (kelvins) and pressure p (bars) during the delay
(taken as TC conditions) as

_ 1 1 2 \0-63tig(CA) = (0.36 + 0.225,) exp [eda = im—3a) | (10.37)
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FIGURE10-43

Exponent for polytropic model of compression process in Eq. (10.39) and corresponding end-of-
compression air temperature at TC. Warm and cold DI diesel engine with 130 mm stroke.**

where S, is the mean piston speed (meters per second) and R is the universal gas
constant (8.3143 J/mol-K). E, (joules per mole) is the apparent activation
energy, and is given by

618,840

ls Fete (10.38)

where CN is the fuel cetane number. The apparent activation energy decreases
with increasing fuel cetane number. The delay in millisecondsis given by

T.q(ms) = ti(CA)
7 0.006

where N, engine speed, is in revolutions per minute. Values for T' and p can be
estimated using a polytropic model for the compression process:

Tn = Trt Pro = P 7" (10.39a,b)Te c ife

where n is the polytropic exponent(see Sec. 9.2.2), r, is the compressionratio, and
the subscript / denotes intake manifold conditions. Values of Lhe polytropic expo-
nent are given in Fig. 10-43 for u direct-injection diesel under warm and cold
engine operating conditions.*?53
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10.7 MIXING-CONTROLLED COMBUSTION

10.7.1 Background

Parlier sections of this chapter have developed our eurvent understvading of ibe
dividual processes which together make up the torgl jechion-mAang-hurning
aCUChCo—OMIZAbAN, Vaporizauon, fuel Spray developmenr, sir entrainment,
ipnitron, nel combustion, While the phenomenological model developed by Lyn®
provides souislaetary logical links between Ubese provesses, quantitative links are
ill lacking. Especially difficult (o qaanhfy are ihe relations beiween Poel Spray
behavior, fame structure. and fuel burning mute the ares of focus of this section
The color photographs of the SOMpression-ignition combustion process in differ-
ent Lypes Of diesel engines in Figs. 10-4 ad 10-5 (see calor Plate between 398 and
499) show how the flame immediately following ignition spreuds rapidly and
onvelops the spray. Depending on the spray configuration, the visible Name may
then fill almost (he enuire combustion chamber, The fame avd Spray geometries
dre closely related. Mixing processes are alsa critical during the ignition delay
period: while the duration of the délay period is wol influencedin a mayor way by
ihe rates of spray processes which together vontrol * mixing,” the amount of fucd
mixed with air to wilhic combustible limits diiring ihe delay (which alfects ihe
cule Of pressufe rise once ignition has occrred) obviously is directly related to
mixing rates, Thus substantial observational evidence supporls Lhe TOPKIN >
controlled churacterof diesel engine combustion,

However, while it is well aecepted (hal diese! cambustion iy normally eon-
trolled by the fiel-ur mixing ratte, fundamentally based qguaniilalively wecurite
madels for this coupled mixing and combustion process ure nat yer available
The diMcullies are twofold. First, the spray geometry im real diesel cambastion
systems is extremely complex. Second, the phenomena which must be described
jand especially the unsteady iurbulent diffusion diese! engine fame) are inade-
Hintely understood, Current capabilities for modeling these phenomena art
reviewed my Chap. 14, Thermodyiamic-based models of the diesel combustion
PrGeess With atomization, vaporization, wnspray development deverihed by
empiricul or tirbilentyjel-based submodels have heen developed and used to
Predic( burning rates. These ace described in Secs. 144.3 and Jda4.4. und shaw
rolanable hut Nol preaike agreement with data Fluidsmechanic-hased models of
ar flow, fuel spray behavior, and combustion wre under active development (sae
Sec. $45), While realistic air-Howpredictions are now feasible. predictions of
spray bebwvior are less well developed and combustion-rate predictions are still
OX poratey

In the followime sections, the evidence linking spray characteristics to flame
structure an! burming rates is summarized

10.7.2. Spray and FlameStructure

The structure of each fuel spray is that of a nurrow liquidwentaining core
(densely filled with drops of order 20 ym in diameter) surrounded by a much
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A. 1.17 ms witer SOL B. O 13 ms after A

a.
>,

 

ve,
Bée= ‘ ee p

F, 5.6 msafter A

 
  

D, 2.6 ms alter A E. 31 msafter A

Cc) a Ce
Air or fuel-air mixture—Liquid fuel Luminous fame Combustion products
FIGURE10-44

Tracings of outer boundary of liquid fuel spray and flame from high-speed movies of diesel com-
bustion taken in a rapid-compression machine, looking down on piston through transparent head,
First occurrence of luminous flameat A, 1.17 msafter start of injection. End ofinjection at D.°”

 
  

larger gaseous-jet region containing fuel vapor (see Fig. 10-20). The fuel concen-
tration in the core is extremely high: local fuel/air equivalence ratios near the
nozzle of order 10 have been measured during the injection period. Fuel concen-
trations within the spray decrease with increasing radial and axial position at any
given time, and with time at a fixed location once injection has ended.** Thefuel
distribution within the spray is controlled largely by turbulent-jet mixing pro-
cesses. Fuel vapor concentration contours determined from interferometric
studies of unsteady vaporizing diesel-like sprays, presented by Lakshminarayan
and Dent,°° confirm this gaseous turbulent-jet-like structure of the spray, with its
central liquid-containing core which evaporatesrelatively quickly once fuel injec-
tion ends.

The location of the autoignition sites and subsequent spreading of the
enflamed region in relation to the fuel distribution in the spray provides further
evidence of the mixing-controlled character of combustion. Figure 10-44 shows
how this process occurs under conditions typical of direct-injection quiescent-
chamber diesel engines. It shows tracings of the liquid fuel spray and flame
boundaries taken from high-speed movies of the injection and combustion pro-
cesses with central injection of five fuel jets into a disc-shaped chamber in a
rapid-compression machine.°’ These and other similar studies show that autolg-
nition first occurs toward the edge of the spray, between the spray tip (which may
by then have interacted with the combustion chamberwalls, and which contains
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(a) CO (6) CO,

FIGURE10-45

Panton consi) OO-tied OO. copcentration in w phone Don! the sariy axis ileulotes) hon ae
vomposilion (its obtained with & ripil-acting Sampling valve wa Lirge 30.5-cr hore DL Guieseeni-
chamber diesengine wilh 5 — 1285 operated at 300 revyenin, (jection stats 17" BTEC, ‘pi tiennoc8 ATC) micetion ende SAT"

later-injected fuel as explained in Sec. 10.5.2) and the injector nozzle. Experiments
where air/luel ratia coniours for a gaseousfuel jet injected into a swirling air llow
in a rig simulaied the fucl-air mixing process in open-chamber diesels,5® under
conditions chosen (o match a set af diesel combustion rapid-compression-
Inschine experiments Where the autoignition siles and subsequent fame develop-
ment were recorded on movies*” showed {hat wiloignilion oceormd) In a
ednucnirapen band beiween the equivalence ratios of 1 and 1.5, Subsequent
flame development. along mixture contours clese to stwichiometric, occurs
nipidly, 46 indicated in Pig. [O-44. Initially, this is thought to he due to sponta-
feows ignition of regions close to (he first ignition site due to the lemperaturé rise
Henwciated with the sirong pressure wave which emanates from each (unition site
dus to local rapid chemical cnergy release, Also, spontaneous ienilion at addl-
Hionu! sites on the same spray, well separated [rom tbe original ignition locaven,
cay occur, Tirbuleat mixiog provides another fame-spreading mechaaism. From
(his port Hime development is rapid, and the gas Capdosion which occurs on
burning defooms the original spray form. These processes take place in cach fucl
splay ip i closely comparable though nor oecessarily identical manner. Com-
bustiow movies guch as those in Figs, 1D and }0-d4 showthat flame capidly
Snvelops cach spray once spontaneous ignition occurs.

Gas-sampling data indicate that the burned gases within (he Pame-
enveloped spray ure only parthilly reacted and may he fuel-rich. Figure LOS
Shows CO and CO, concentration contours determined from rapid-wcting
Sarminl: valve measurements from the combustion chamber ofa large quiescent
hamber two-stroke cycle diesel engine." The contour maps shown correspond
to the centerline of one of the five injected fuel sprays. Lijeetion commenced at
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558 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

17° BTC and ended about 5° ATC; ignition occurred at 8° BTC. The contours at
3° BTC show high CO concentrations in the burned gases which now occupy
most of the spray region, indicating locally very fuel-rich conditions. Later, at 12°
ATC,fuel injection has ceased, this rich core has moved outward to the piston-
bowl wall, and combustion within the expanded spray region is much more com-
plete. This oxidation of CO,as air is entrained into the spray region, mixes, and
burns, releases substantial additional chemical energy.

The role of air swirl in promoting much more rapid fucl-air mixing in
medium-size and smaller diesel engines is evident from similar gas-sampling
studies in engines with these different combustion systems. The variation of gas
species and unburned hydrocarbon concentrations within critical regions of the
combustion chamber have been mapped out by a numberofinvestigators.°'~®>
These data show that during the early stages of injection and combustion, the
boundaries of the individual sprays can be identified as they are convected
around the combustion chamber bowl by the swirl. The fuel distribution within
the combustion chamberis highly nonuniform. However, within cach spray, suffi-
cient air has mixed into the spray to bring the peak fuel/air equivalence ratios
within the spray, in the outer regions of the chamber, to close to stoichiometric
values.°* This substantially different character of the spray with swirl is clear
from the data in Fig. 10-46. Figure 10-46a shows equivalence ratio values deter-
mined from gas sampling, versus crank angle, from several studies with different
designs of combustion chamber. While the local values obviously depend on the
relation of the sample valve location to spray position at any given crank angle,
the much lower values of equivalence ratio with swirl relative to quiescent cham-
bers, during injection and the early stages of combustion, clearly indicate that
swirl enhances mixing rates substantially. As combustion ends, these data indi-
cate relatively uniform fuel distribution within the combustion chamber,atleast
on a gross geometric scale. However, carly in the combustion process the high
CO levels, found in all these combustion systems as shown in Fig, 10-46b, indi-
cate that the burned gases are only partially reacted. With quiescent chambers
this is largely due to lack of oxygen. With swirl, however, substantial oxygen is
present. Whether the high CO with swirl is due to kinetic limitations or to
smaller-scale mixture nonhomogeneities is unclear.

10.7.3. Fuel-Air Mixing and Burning Rates

The model of diesel combustion obtained from heat-release analyses of cylinder
pressure data identifies two main stages of combustion (see Fig, 10-9), The first is
the premixed-combustion phase, when the fuel which has mixed sufficiently with
air lo form an ignitable mixture during the delay period is consumed. The second
is the mixing-controlled combustion phase, where rates of burning (at least it
natutally aspirated engines) are lower. Experimental evidence from heal-release
analysis indicates that (he majority of the fuel (usually more than 75 percent)
burns during the second mixing-controlled phase. Such evidence forms the basis
for the heat-release models used in diesel engine cycle simulations. For examples
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560 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

the fraction of the fuel 8 which burns in the premixed phase has been correlated
by Watson et al. (see Sec. 14.4.3) by the relation

a é
c
 

f=il- (10.40)Tig

where ¢ is the fuel/air equivalence ratio, ty the ignition delay (in milliseconds),
and a + 0.9, 6 0.35, and ¢ +04 are constants depending on engine design.
Equation (10.40) shows the expected trends for the premixed fraction, with
changes in the overall equivalence ratio ¢ (increasing injection duration as load ig
increased) and changes in the ignition delay.

That the fuel-burning or heat-release rate is predominantly mixing con-
trolled is supported by the following types of evidence, Estimates of the rate at
which fuel-air mixture with composition within the combustible limits is produc-
ed in diesel sprays under typical engine conditions, based on a variety of
turbulent-jet models of the spray (e.g., sce Refs. 29, 36, and 59 and also Sec,
14.4.3), show that mixing rates and burning rates are comparable in magnitude,
Estimates of characteristic times for the turbulent-jet mixing processes in diesel
combustion chambers show these to be comparable to the duration of the heat-
release process, and much longer than characteristic times for evaporation and
the combustion chemical kinetics.>% **

Then, measured diesel-combustion heat-release profiles show trends with
engine design and operating parameter changes that correspond to fuel-air
mixing being the primary controlling factor. Examples of heat-release profiles
measured in rapid-compression-machine studies of diesel combustion, shown in
Fig. 10-47, illustrate this clearly. The rapid-compression machine had a disc-
shaped chamber of 10 cm diameter with a 3.1 cm clearance height at the end of a
compression process through a volumeratio of 15.4; a five-hole centrally located
fuel-injector nozzle was used. Figure 10-47a shows the heat-release profiles for
different initial air temperatures which produce different ignition delays. Longer
delays allow more fuel to mix to within combustible limits during the delay, so
the peak premixed heat-release rate increases. However, the mixing-controlled-
phase heat-release-rate magnitudes are essentially the same because the spray-
mixing processes are little affected by these changes in air temperature. Figure
10-47b and c shows that heat-release rates throughout the combustion process
are increased by increased fuel-injection rate (achieved by increasing the fuel-
injection pressure) and by swirl. Both these changes increase the fuel-air mixing
rates within the fuel spray and therefore increase the heat-release rate during the
mixing-controlled combustion phase.

Diesel engine heat-release rate trends, as design and operating variables are
changed, can be related to mixing rates in analogous fashion. Table 10.5 sum-
marizes the trends that have been investigated. The directional effects of changes
in engine parameters on the ignition delay period and the fuel-air mixing rate are
ali consistent with the measured changes in premixed and mixing-controlled
heat-release rates, The controlling role of fuel-air mixing in the diesel enginefuel
spray on combustionis clear.
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TABLE 10.5

i Effects of engine design and operating variables on heat-
release rates  || Effect on

| Reference Parameter varied Ta Hh 2, On

5, 64 Injection rate f * Tt tT t
65 Turbocharger boost fT 1 * 1 *
66 Compression ratio | Tt * Tt *
66 Numberofinjector holes f * T Tt tT
67, 68 Injection advance | t * tT *
67, 68 Swirl T * T t +
67 Intake-air temperature | t * tT *
68, 69 Injection pressure T : t tT T
11, 69 Speed f * Tt tT tT 

tig, ignition delay; 1, = (dm/de),,, fuel-air mixing rate; é, = (dQ/dt),, heat-release
rate during premixed-combustion phase; @,, = (dQ/d0),,, heal-release rate during
mixing-controlled-combustion phase. | increase; | decrease; * minoreffect.
Source: From Plee and Ahmad.**

PROBLEMS

10.1. Describe the sequence of processes which must occur before the liquid fuel in the
injection system in a direct-injection compression-ignition engineis fully burned.

10.2. Small high-swirl direct-injection CI engines have fuel conversion efficiencies which
are about 10 percent highcr than values typical of equivalent indirect-injection
engines. (IDI engines are used because they achieve higher bmep.) What
combustion-system-related differences contribute to this higher efficiency?

| 10.3. In a diesel engine, because the fuel distribution is nonuniform the burned gas tem-
| perature is nonuniform. Consider small fuel-air mixture elementsinitially at 1000 K

and 6,5 MPa at top-center with a range of equivalence ratios. Each element burns
at essentially constant pressure. Calculate (using the charts in Chap.4, or an appro-
priate chemical equilibrium thermodynamic computer code) the burned gas tem-
perature for mixture equivalenceratios of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2. Assumethe fuel is

| isooctane.

10.4. The levels of combustible species in the exhaust of a direct-injection diesel engine
are: HC, 0.8 g/kW-h; CO, 3 g/kW-h; particulates, 0.7 g/kW -h. If the specific fuel
consumption is 210 g/kW -h calculate the combustionefficiency.

|

|
| 10.5. Consider the naturally aspirated direct-injection diesel engine in Fig. 1-23 operating
| at 2300 rev/min and an equivalence ratio of 0.7. Estimate the following:

| (a) Massofair in each cylinder per cycle, mass, and volume(asliquid) of diesel fuel
| injected per cylinder per cycle.
| (b) Estimate the average drop size [e.g., use Eq. (10.32)]. The cylinder pressure at

timeofinjection (close to TC) is 50 atm; the fuel injection pressure is 500 atm.
(c) Assuming all fuel droplets are the same size as the average drop, how many

drops are produced per injection? If these drops are uniformly distributed
throughout the air charge at TC, what is the approximate distance between

\| drops? (Neither of these assumptions is correct; however, the calculations iluse
trate the difficulty of the fuel-air mixing process.) 
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10.6. Estimate the following quantities for a typical direct-injection diesel fuel spray. The
injection pressure is 500 atm; the cylinder pressure during injection is 50 atm.
(a) Assuming that the flow through the nozzle orifice is incompressible and quasi

steady, estimate the liquid fuel velocity at the orifice exit. At this velocity, how
long would the fuel take to reach the cylinder wall? The bore is 125 mm.

(b) Each nozzle orifice diameter d, is 0.34 mm and L,/d, = 4. Determine the spray
angle and plot spray tip penetration versus time.

(c) Use Eq. (10.32) to estimate the initial average drop size assuming that the injec-
tion process in (a) above continues for 1 millisecond and the injector nozzle has
four orifices.

10.7. Diesel fuel is injected as a liquid at room temperature into air at 50 atm and 800 K,
close to TC at the end of compression. If the overall equivalence ratio is 0.7, esti-
mate the reduction in average air temperature which would occur when thefuel is
fully vaporized and uniformly mixed. Assume such mixing takes place at constant
volumeprior to any combustion.

10.8. Using Eq. (10.37) estimate the ignition delay in milliseconds and crank angle
degrees for these operating conditions in Table 10.4: low swirl IDI diesel 600 and
1800 rev/min; high swirl IDI diesel 1800 rev/min; DI diesel low and high compres-
sion ratio. The fuel cetane numberis 45; stroke = 0.1 m. Discuss whether the pre-
dicted trends with speed, swirl, and compression ratio are consistent with Sec.
10.6.4.

10.9. The compression ratio of truck diesel engines must be set at about 18 so that the
engine will start when cold. Using Eqs. (10.37) to (10.39) develop a graph oftq (in
degrees) as a function of compression ratio for r, = 12 to 20. Assume p; = 1 atm,
T, = 255 K, n= 1.13, speed = 100 rev/min, bore = stroke = 120 mm,fuel cetane
number = 45.If the ignition delay must be less than 20° CAfor satisfactory start-
ing, what compression ratio is required?

10.10. Equation (10.40) predicts the fraction f of the fuel injected into a direct-injection
diesel engine which burns in the premixed phase. Plot # as a function of t,4 for
¢ = 0.4. Show that for turbocharged DI diesel engines where 7,, is 0.4 to 1 ms, the
premixed combustion phase is much less important than it normally is for naturally
aspirated engines wheret;, is between 0.7 and 3 ms.
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11.1 NATURE AND EXTENT OF
PROBLEM

Spark-ignition and diesel engines are a major source of urban air pollution. The
spark-ignition engine exhaust gases contain oxides of nitrogen (nitric oxide, NO,

tnd small amounts of nitrogen dioxide, NO,—collectively known as NO,),
tatbon monoxide (CO), and organic compounds which are unburned or partially
iirned hydrocarbons (HC). The relative amounts depend on engine design and

Uperaling conditions but are of order: NO,,, 500 to 1000 ppm or 20 g/kg fuel:
EO, 1 to 2 percent or 200 g/kg fuel; and HC, 3000 ppm (as C,) or 25 g/kg fuel.
Piston blowby gases, and fuel evaporation andrelease to the atmosphere through
Wnts in the fuel tank and carburetorafter engine shut-down, are also sources of

burned hydrocarbons. However, in most modern engines these nonexhaust
fs are effectively controlled by returning the blowby gases from the crank-

© lo the engine intake system and by venting the fuel tank and carburetor float
Vl through a vapor-absorbing carbon cannister which is purged by some of
fh¥ine intake air during normal engine operation. In dicsel engine exhaust, i

Nrations of NO, are comparable to those from SI engines. Diesel hydro-
F ee emissions are significant though exhaust concentrations are lower by

# factor of 5 than typical SI engine levels. The hydrocarbons in the exhaust

[oe  
OY also condense to form white smoke during engine starting and warm-up.

567
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568 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

Specific hydrocarbon compounds in the exhaust gases are the source of diese]
odor. Diesel engines are an important source of particulate emissions; between
about 0.2 and 0.5 percent of the fuel mass is emitted as small (~0.1 um dia meter)
particles which consist primarily of sooi with some additional absorbed hydro.
carbon material. Diesel engines are not a significant source of carbon monoxide,

Use of alcohol fuels in cither of these engines substantially increases alde.
hyde emissions. While these are not yet subject to regulation, aldchydes would be
a significant pollutant if these fuels were to be used in quantities comparable to
gasoline anddiesel. Currently used fuels, gasoline and diesel, contain sulfur: gas.
oline in small amounts (<600 ppm by weight S), diesel fuel in larger amounts
(<0.5 percent). The sulphur is oxidized (or burned) to produce sulfur dioxide,
SO,, of which a fraction can be oxidized to sulfur trioxide, SO, which combines
with water to form a sulfuric acid aerosol.

In general, the concentrations of these pollutants in internal combustion
engine exhaustdiffer from values calculated assuming chemical equilibrium. Thus
the detailed chemical mechanisms by which these pollutants form and the
kinetics of these processes are important in determining emission levels. For some
pollutant species, ¢.g., carbon monoxide, organic compounds, and particulates
the formation and destruction reactions are intimately coupled with the primary
fuel combustion process. Thus an understanding of the formation of these species
requires knowledge of the combustion chemistry. For nitrogen oxides andsulfur
oxides, the formation and destruction processes are not part of the fuel com-
bustion process. However, the reactions which produce these species take place in
an environment created by the combustion reactions, so the two processes are
still intimately linked. A summary of the mechanisms by which these pollutants
form in internal combustion engines provides an introduction to this chapter. In
subsequent sections, the details of the basic formation mechanisms of each pol-
lutant and the application of these mechanisms to the combustion process in
both spark-ignition and compression-ignition engines will be developed.

The processes by which pollutants form within the cylinder of a convention
al spark-ignition engine are illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 11-1. The schematic
shows the combustion chamber during four different phases of the engine oper
ating cycle: compression, combustion, expansion, and exhaust. Nitric oxide (NO)
forms throughout the high-temperature burned gases behind the flame through
chemicalreactions involving nitrogen and oxygen atoms and molecules, which do
not attain chemical equilibrium. The higher the burned gas temperature, thie
higher the rate of formation of NO. As the burned gases cool during the expan=
sion stroke the reactions involving NO freeze, and Jeave NO concentrations far
in excess of levels corresponding to equilibrium at exhaust conditions. Carbon”
monoxidealso forms during the combustion process. With rich fuel-air mixtures
there is insufficient oxygen to burnfully all the carbon in the fuel to CO,; alse, in
the high-temperature products, even with lean mixtures, dissociation ensures
there are significant CO levels. Later, in the expansion stroke, the CO oxidalon”
process also freezes as the burned gas temperaturefalls.

The unburned hydrocarbon emissions have several different sQuEeEA?
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Pliniit compression and combustion, the increasing cylinder pressure forces ij
‘tome of the gas in the cylinder into crevices, or narrow volumes, connected to the
eon chamber: the volumes between the piston, rings, and cylinder wall

€ largest of these. Mostofthis gas is unburned fuel-air mixture; much ofit
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570 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

escapes the primary combustion process because the entrance to these crevices js
too narrow for the flame to enter. This gas, which leaves these crevices later in
the expansion and exhaust processes, is one source of unburned hydrocarbon
emissions. Another possible source is the combustion chamber walls. A quench
layer containing unburned and partially burned fuel-air mixture is left at the wal]
whenthe flame is extinguished as it approaches the wall. While it has been shown
that the unburned HC in these thin (<0.1 mm) layers burn up rapidly when the
combustion chamber walls are clean, it has also been shown that the porous
deposits on the walls of engines in actual operation do increase engine HC emis.
sions. A third source of unburned hydrocarbonsis believed to be any engine oj]
left in a thin film on the cylinder wall, piston and perhaps on the cylinder head,
These oil layers can absorb and desorb fuel hydrocarbon components, before and
after combustion, respectively, thus permitting a fraction of the fuel to escape the
primary combustion process unburned. A final source of HC in enginesis incom-
plete combustion due to bulk quenching of the flame in that fraction of the
engine cycles where combustion is especially slow (see Sec. 9.4.3). Such conditions
are most likely to occur during transient engine operation when theair/fuel ratio,
spark timing, and the fraction of the exhaust recycled for emission control may
not be properly matched.

The unburned hydrocarbons exit the cylinder by being entrained in the
bulk-gas flow during blowdown and at the end of the exhaust stroke as the
piston pushes gas scrapedoff the wall out of the exhaust valve. Substantial oxida-
tion of the hydrocarbons which escape the primary combustion process by any of
the above processes can occur during expansion and exhaust. The amountof
oxidation depends on the temperature and oxygen concentration timehistories of
these HC as they mix with the bulk gases.

One of the most important variables in determining spark-ignition engine
emissions is the fuel/air equivalence ratio, ¢. Figure 11-2 shows qualitatively how
NO, CO, and HC exhaust emissions vary with this parameter. The spark-ignition
engine has normally been operated close to stoichiometric, or slightly fuel-rich, to
ensure smooth and reliable operation. Figure 11-2 shows that leaner mixtures
give lower emissions until the combustion quality becomes poor (and eventually
misfire occurs), when HC emissions rise sharply and engine operation becomes
erratic. The shapes of these curves indicate the complexities of emission control.
In a cold engine, when fuel vaporization is slow, the fuel flow is increased to
provide an easily combustible fuel-rich mixture in the cylinder. Thus, until the
engine warms up and this enrichment is removed, CO and HC emissions are
high. At part-load conditions, lean mixtures could be used which would produce
lower HC and CO emissions(atleast until the combustion quality deteriorates)
and moderate NO emissions. Use of recycled exhaust to dilute the engine intake
mixture lowers the NO levels, but also deteriorates combustion quality. Exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR) is used with stoichiometric mixtures in many engine
control systems. Note that the highest powerlevels are obtained from the engine
with slightly rich-of-stoichiometric mixtures and no recycled exhaust to dilutethe
incoming charge. As wewill see, several emission control techniques are require
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to reduce emissionsofall three pollutants, over all engine operating modes, and
achieve acceptable averagelevels.

In the diesel engine, the fuel is injected into the cylinder just before com-
bustion starts, so throughout most of thecritical parts of the cycle the fuel dis-
tribution is nonuniform. The pollutant formation processes are strongly
dependent on the fuel distribution and how that distribution changes with time
due to mixing. Figure 11-3 illustrates how various parts of the fuel jet and the
flame affect the formation of NO, unburned HC,and soot (or particulates) during
the" premixed " and “mixing-controlled” phases of diesel combustionin a direct-
Injection engine with swirl. Nitric oxide forms in the high-temperature burned
as regions as before, but temperature and fuel/air ratio distributions within the
burned gases are now nonuniform and formationrates are highest in the close-
io-stoichiometriv regions. Soot forms in the rich unburned-fuel-containing core of
the fuel Sprays, within the flame region, where thefuel vapor is heated by mixing
With hot burned gases. Soot then oxidizes in the flame zone whenit contacts
‘burned oxygen, giving rise to the yellow luminous character of the flame.
Wydrocarbous and aldehydes originate in regions where the flame quenches both
Mm the walls and where excessive dilution with air prevents the combustion
NMocoss from either starting or going to completion. Fuel that vaporizes from the
‘Nozzle sac volume during the later stages of combustion is also a source of HC.
Combustion generated notse is controlled by the early part of the combustion
ae the initial rapid heat release immediately following the ignition-delayWer G

‘
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| 112 NITROGEN OXIDES
11.2.1 Kinetics of NO Formation

While nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO,) are usually grouped together
as NO, emissions, nitric oxide is the predominant oxide of nitrogen produced
inside the engine cylinder. The principal source of NO is the oxidation of atmo-
spheric (molecular) nitrogen. However, if the fuel contains significant nitrogen,
the oxidation of the fuel nitrogen-containing compoundsis an additional source
of NO. Gasolines contain negligible amounts of nitrogen; although diesel fuels
contain more nitrogen, currentlevels are not significant.

The mechanism of NO formation from atmospheric nitrogen has been
studied extensively.! It is generally accepted that in combustion of near-
stoichiometric fuel-air mixtures the principal reactions governing the formation
of NO from molecular nitrogen (and its destruction) aret

O+N,=NO+N (11.4)

N+0,=NO+0 (11.2)

N+OH=NO+H (11.3)

t This is often called the extended Zeldovich mechanism. Zeldovich’ was the first to suggest (he
importance of reactions (11.1) and (11.2). Lavoie et al.? added reaction (11.3) to the mechanism; li
does contribute significantly.
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FIGURE11-3

Summary of pollutant formation
mechanisms in a direct-injection
compression-ignition engine
during “premixed ” and “ mixing-
controlled” combustion phases,
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TABLE 11.1

Rate constants for NO formation mechanism!
=—_—_—err—

Rate constant, Temperature—Uncertainty,
Reaction cm?/mal-s range, K factor of or %

(t) OFN,+NO+N—7.6 x 10'3 exp [—38,000/T] 2000-50002
(-)N+NO3N,+0 16 x 103 300-5000 +20% at 300 K

2 at 2000-5000 K

QQ) N+0,+NO+0 6.4 x 10° T exp [—3150/7] 300-3000 +30% 300-1500 K
 

2 at 3000 K

(-2}0+NO>0,4+N 15 10° T exp [—19,500/T] 1000-3000 +30% at 1000 K
2 at 3000 K

G) N+OH-+NO+H 4.1 x 10! 300-2500 +80%
(-3)H+ NO-+OH+N=2.0 x *0'4 exp [—23,650/T] 2200-4500 2LL

The forward and reverse rate constants (k;* and k;, respectively) for these reac-
tions have been measured in numerous experimental studies. Recommended
values for these rate constants taken fromacritical review of this published data
are given in Table 11.1, Note that the equilibrium constant for each reaction, K.;
(see Sec. 3.7.2), is related to the forward and reverse rate constants by K,, =
kp /k; . The rate of formation of NO viareactions (11.1) to (11,3) is ziven by [see
Bags. (3.55) and (3.58)]

d[NO]
— = kTLOJEN2] + ky [N][O.] + kj [N]LOH]

~ ky [NOJ[N] — kz [NO][O] ~ ks [NO][H] (11.4)

Where [ ] denote species concentrations in moles per cubic centimeter when k,
live the values given in Table 11.1, The forward rate constant for reaction (11.1)
find the reverse rate constants for reactions (11.2) and(| 1.3) have large activation
enérgies which results in a strong temperature dependence of NO formationtates.

A similiar relation to (11.4) can be written for a[N]/dt:

m7 K{LOJN2] — kf ENICO,] ~ KS [NILOH]

— k; [NOJ[N] + ky [NO][O] + ks [NO][H] (11.5)

Fine [N] is much less than the concentrations of other species of interest
(10 * mole fraction), the steady-state approximationis appropriate: d[N]/dt1s

ht equal to zero and Eq. (11.5} used to eliminate [N] The NO formation rate
tn becomes

INQ 1 ~— [NO]?(KaNQ] 2k[OJIN,] 3 [NO] A (O2IENo)
dt 1+ ky [NO](kz [O02] + ks [OH])

MEK = (etker Vk /ke>),

(11.6)

==
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574 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

TABLE 11.2

Typical values of R,, R,/R,, and R,/(R, + R3)t

 
Equivalence
ratio Ryt RR, R,/(R, + Ry)

0.8 5.8 x L075 1.2 0.33
1.0 2.8 x 1075 2.5 0.26
1.2 7.6 x 107° 9.1 0.14

+ At 10 atm pressure and 2600 K.
t Units gmol/cm? -s.

NO forms in both the flame front and the postflame gases. In engines,
however, combustion occurs at high pressure so the flame reaction zone js
extremely thin (~0.1 mm) and residence time within this zone is short. Also, the
cylinder pressure rises during most of the combustion process, so burned gases
produced early in the combustion process are compressed to a higher tem-
perature than they reached immediately after combustion. Thus, NO formation
in the postflame gases almost always dominates any flame-front—produced NO,It
is, therefore, appropriate to assume that the combustion and NO formation pro-
cesses are decoupled and to approximate the concentrations of O, O,, OH, H,
and N, by their equilibrium values at the local pressure and equilibrium tem-
perature.

To introduce this equilibrium assumption it is convenient to use the nota-
tion R, = kf [O].[N.]. = k;[NO].[N]., where [ ], denotes equilibrium con-
centration, for the one-way equilibrium rate for reaction (11.1), with similiar
definitions for R, = k3(N].[O2],=k;[NO][O], and R; = k3[N].LOH],
= ks[NO],[H],. Substituting [O],, [O2]., [OH]., [H]., and [N2], for [O},
[O,], [OH], [H], and [N,] in Eq.(11.6) yields

a[NO]__2R, {1 — ((NOV/LNO},)’}
dt 1 + ([NOJ/[NO],)Ri/(Rz + Rs)

Typical values of R,, R,/R, and R,/(R, + R3) are given in Table 11.2. The diller=
ence between R,/R, and R,/(R, +R) indicates the relative importance of
adding reaction (11.3) to the mechanism.

The strong temperature dependence of the NO formation rate can be
demonstrated by considering the initial value of d[NO]/dt when [NO]/[NO]. <
1. Then, from Eq. (11.7),

d[NO]
dt

 
(11.7),

= 2R, = 2k7[O].[Nz]. (11.8)

The equilibrium oxygen atom concentration is given by

[Oo] = KyolO)?
(RT)! (11.9)
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Temperature, K 700 K, 15 atm air.?

where Ko) is the equilibrium constantfor the reaction

40, =O

and is given by

~ 91,090Kyo) = 3.6 x 10° exp (3) atm‘/? (11.10)
The initial NO formation rate may then be written [combining Eqs. (11.8), (11.9),
(ind (11.10) with kf from Table 11.1] as

I[NO]_6x10°° — 69,090ie ance ( $ ro.#°0N.1. mol/em>+s (11.11)
The strong dependence of d[NO]/dt on temperature in the exponential term is
evident, High temperatures and high oxygen concentrations result in high NO
formationrates, Figure 11-4 shows the NO formationrate as a function of gas
{eMperaiure and fuel/air equivalence ratio in postflame gases. Also shownis the

adiabatic flame temperatureattained by afuel-air mixtureinitially at 700 K at a
Sonstant pressure of 15 atm. For adiabatic constant-pressure combustion (an
‘PPropriate model for each element of fuel that burns in an engine), this initial
NO formation rate peaks at the stoichiometric composition, and decreases
tipidly as the mixture becomes leaner orricher.

A characteristic time for the NO formation process, tyg, can be defined by
_,_1 a[Noq

"No TNO], di
 

(11.12)
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576 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

[NO], can be obtained from the equilibrium constant

Kno = 20.3 x exp (—21,650/T)

for the reaction

O,+ N, =2NO

as [NO], = (KnolO.].[N2].)"’?. Equations (11.11) and (11.12) can be combined
to give

8 « 10°'°®T exp (58,300/T)
1 (11.13)

where tyg is in seconds, T in kelvins, and p in atmospheres. Use has been made
of the fact that %,,0.71, For engine combustion conditions, tyq is usually com-
parable to or longer than the times characteristic of changes in engine conditinns
so the formation process is kinetically controlled, However, for close-to-
stoichiometric conditions at the maximum pressures and burned gas tem-
peratures, Tyo is of the same order as typical combustion times (1 ms) and
equilibrium NO concentrations maybe attained.

Evidence that this formation model is valid under conditions typical of
those found in engines is provided by high-pressure combustion bombstudies.
Newhall and Shahed* have measured the NO production, using the q-band
absorption technique, behind hydrogen-air and propane-air planar flames propa-
wating axially jn a cylindrical bomb. Some results are compared with predictions
made with this kinetic scheme (coupled with an “unmixed” combustion caleu-
lation to determine local pressure and temperature; see Sec. 9.2.1) in Fig. 11-5,
The agreementis excellent. Note that the NO concentration rises smoothly from

   
5 x 1077
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TABLE 11.3 |

Typical nitrogen contentofdistillate fuels?—SS

   Fraction Average nitrogen, wt % Range, wt % |
Crude 0.65 =
Heavy distillates 1.40 0.60-2.15
Light distillates 0.07 0-0.60———_$=s_—_—a

vlose to 4era, lihicating that at these high pressures there is negligible NO pro-
ducuon within the fame front itself.

Fuel nitrogen is also a source of NO via o different and yet Lo be fully
explained mechanism, Table 113 shows (he typical Nirogen eentent of
petroleum-derived [Wels During distillation, the fuel nitrogen is concentrated in
the tugher boiling fractions. In distillate fuels, the MOEN Gan EXisE AS amines
ahd (ing compounds (e.g. pyridine. quinoline, und carbazoles), Diiring com-
bustion (hese compounds are likely to undergo some thermal decomposition
prior fo enlecing the combustion zone. The precursors to NO formation will
therefore be low molecular weixh| nitrogen-containing compourtds such as NH,,
HCN, and CN. The detailed information on the kinetics of NO formation from
these compounds ts limited. Gaidaten ta NO is usually rapid, occurring on a
(ime sGile Comparable to that of the combustion reactions, The NO yield
famonnt of (lel nitrogen converted ta NO) is sensitive lo the fuel/air equivalence
fdtio, Kelauvely Ligh NO yields (approaching 100 percen() are ohtained for lean
id Stoichionietrie mixtures; relatively low yields are found for rich mixtures, NO
yields are only weakly dependent on temperature, in contrast to the strong tem-
Neittuire dependence of NO formed from atmospheric nitrogen.|

 
 
 11.2.2. Formation of NO,

Chemie! equilibrium considerations indicate that for burned gases at typical
time temperatures, NO,/NOratios should be negligibly small. While experimen-
1M! data show this 1s true for spark-ignition engines, 1n diesels NO, can be |0 to
aV) percent of the total exhaust oxides of nitrogen emissions.* A plausible mecha-
Nsm for the persistence of NO,1s the following.© NO formed in the flame zone
Hin be rapidly converted to NO,via reactions such as

 
  
  
   
 

NO + HO, -» NO, + OH (11.14)
SUbsequently conversion of this NO, to NO occursvia

NO, +O>NO+0, (11.15)  
   

 
less the NO,formed in the flame is quenched by mixing with cooler fluid. This

consistent with the highest NO,/NO ratio occurring at light load
iallesels, when cooler regions which could quench the conversion back to NO

Widespread.5  
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FIGURE 11-6

(a) NO and NO, concentrations in SI engine exhaust as function of air/fuel ratio, 1500 rev/min,
wide-open throttle; (b) NO, as percent of total NO, in diesel exhaustas function of load and speed.‘

Figure 11-6 shows examples of NO and NO, emissions data from a spark-
ignition and a diesel engine. The maximum value for the ratio (NO,/NO)forthe
SI engine is 2 percent, at an equivalence ratio of about 0.85, For the diesel this
ratio is higher, and is highest at light load and depends on engine speed.

It is customary to measure total oxides of nitrogen emissions, NO plus
NO,, with a chemiluminescence analyzer and call the combination NO,. It is
always important to check carefully whether specific emissions data for NO, are
given in terms of mass of NO or mass of NO,, which have molecular weights of
30 and 46, respectively.

11.2.3. NO Formation in Spark-Ignition Engines

In conventional spark-ignition engines the fuel and air (and any recycled exhaust)
are mixed together in the engine intake system, and vigorous mixing with the
residual gas within the cylinder occurs during the intake process. Thus the fuel/
air ratio and the amount ofdiluent(residual gas plus any recycled exhaust) Is
approximately uniform throughout the charge within the cylinder during com-
bustion.t Since the composition is essentially uniform, the nature of the NO fot
mation process within the cylinder can be understood by coupling the kineti@
mechanism developed in Sec. 11.2.1 with the burned gas temperature distribution
and pressure in the cylinder during the combustion and expansion processes. The

+ It is well known that the mixture composition within the cylinder is not completely uniform ani
varies from one cycle to the next, Both these factors contribute to cycle-by-cycle combustion valli
tions. For the presentdiscussion, the assumption of mixture uniformity is adequate.
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580 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

alternative idealization Uhat the burned gases mix rapidly and are thas ooilora
isee Sec, 9.2.1), ihe NO formation kinetic model [Eq. (11.7)] i¢ used to ealeulate
NO concentrations in these burned pas elements, using Lhe equilibrium coneen-
iranons of the species GO, O,, N,, OH, and H corresponding to (he average
fuel/air equivalence ratia avd burned gas fraction of the mx(ure aod these pres-
sure and Jemperature profiles, the rate-limiled concentration prefiles in Pig. Tl-7e
are obtained Also shown ave the NO concen raons that would correspond to
chemical equilibriumat these condivons, The rate-conttolled concentrations tise
feom the residual gas NO concentration, lagging the equilibrium levels, then
cross the equilibrium levels and “ freeze“ well above the equilibmun valocs corre-
sponding lo exhaust conditions Depending on details of engine operating cond).
tions, the rate-limited concentrations may or may not come close to equilibrium
levels at peal eylinder pressure and guts fenperature. Also, (he amount of decorm-
position (rom peak NO levels which occurs during expansion depends on engine
conditions as well as whether the mixture clement burned early or late.’

Onee the NOchemistry hes frozen during the early part of the expansion
stroke, integration over al) elements will give the final averune NO concentration
in ibe cylinder which eqaals the exhaust concentration. Thus, if | NO} is the local
muss fraction of NO,then the average exhaust NO mass fravtion is given by

{NO} = {v0}, dx, (11.16)
where {NO}, is the final frozen NO mass fraction io the element of charge which
burned when the mass fraction burned was vy, Nove that {WO} = [NO[Mya/e
where Myo = 30, the molecular weight al NO. The average exhaust concentra
tion of NO as a molefraction is given by

Mexh

Myo

and the exhaust concentration in ppm is Xnoav 10°, The earlier burning [ric-
tions of the charge contribute much more to the exhausted NO than do |oter
burning fractions of the charge: frozen NO concentrations in these early-burning
elements can be an order of magnilade higher than conventrations in late-
harning elements, 11) the absence of vigorous bulk gas motion, the highest NO
concentrations ocetr nearest the spark plug

Subsiantial experimental evidence supports this description of NO formas
tion in spark-ignition engines. The NO eoneentration gradient across the bus neal
pus in the engine cylinder, due to the tnperature gradient, las been sermon:
sirated using was samplinyt techniques"'” and Using measurements of (be chevnilt-
minescent radiation from the reaction NO) + O— NO, + fv to determine (he
local NO concentration. Figure 11-8 shows NO concentration data ds a fometion
of crank angle, taken by Lavoie'® through twa different windows um the cylindel
head of a specially constructed L-head engine where each window was a dilleren
distance from the spark plug. The stars indicate the estimated inital NO uoneers
tration that results from mixing of the residual gas with (be fresh charpe, ™ ther

XNoav = {NO} (11.17)
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The asterisks mark estimated initia! conditions| and flame arrival times. The dashed lines are cal-

vs i | culated rate-limited conventrationa for parts ofle —+ : :50 0 20 40 60 charge burning at these flume arrival times with
Crank angle, deg zero initial NO concentration,!°

time of arrival of the flame at each window. The observed NO molefractions rise
smoothly from these initial values and then freeze about one-third of the way
through the expansionprocess. NO levels observed at window W,, closest to the
spark plug, were substantially higher than those observed at window W,. The
dashed lines show calculated NO concentrations obtained using the NO forma-
tion kinetic model with an “unmixed” thermodynamic analysis for elements that
burned at the time of flamearrival at each window. Since the calculated values
started from zero NO concentration at the flame front (and not the diluted
residual gas NO level indicated by the star), the calculations initially fall below
the data. However, the difference between the two measurement locations and the
frozen levels are predicted with reasonable accuracy. Thus, the rate-limited for-
Mation process, freezing of NO chemistry during expansion, and the existence of
NO concentration gradients across the combustion chamber have all been
observed.

The most important engine variables that affect NO emissions are the fuel/
air equivalenceratio, the burned gasfraction of the in-cylinder unburned mixture,
and spark timing. The burned gas fraction depends on the amount of diluent
such as recycled exhaust gas (EGR) used for NO, emissions control, as well as
the residual gas fraction. Fuel properties will affect burned gas conditions; the
effect of normal variationsin gasoline properties is modest, however. Theeffect of
Yariilions in these parameters can be explained with the NO formation mecha-
list’ described above- changes in the time history of temperature and oxygen

*Sicentration in the burned gases during the combustion process and early partOl the expansion stroke are the importantfactors.1!
AQUIVALENE:

. RATIO,Figure 11-9 shows theeffect of variations in the fuel/airMWlivalence ratio on NO emissions. Maximum burned gas temperatures occurat
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Fucl/air equivalence ratio
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| -\| FIGURE 11-9Oy oF 3 a7~=«Variation of exhaust NOconcentration with A/F and

A fuwi/uly equivalence ynbo, Sparb-jynition engine, 1600
F rev/min, 1, = 50 peroen|, MBT timing."

¢ = 1.1; however, at this equivalence milo OxyRen concentriutions are low. As the
mixture is enriched, burned gas temperatures full. As the mixture is leaned out,
incraasing oxygen concentration inbally offsets the falling, gas lemperilires and
NO emissiuns peak al= 0.9, Dejailed predichons of NQ gancentrations un Nie
burned gases suggest thal the concentration versus Ome histories under fel-lean
condilions are different in character from those for fuel-rich conditions, In lean
mixtures NO concentrations freeze carly in the expansion process and little MO
decomposition oecurs, In rich mixtures, substantial NO) decomposition occors
from the peak conceolrabons present when the cylmder pressure Js & maannein,
Thus m lean mixtures, gas condirens. al the lime of peak pressure are cspeciully
significant.’

BURNED GAS FRACTION, The unburned mixture in the cylinder contains fuel
vanor, ait, and burned gases. The burned gases ure residual jis from the previows:
cycle und any exhaust gas recycled ta the intake for NO, emissions contro). The
residual gas fraction is influenced by load, valve timing (especially the extent of
valve overlwp), and, to a lesser degree, by speed, air/fuel ratio, and compression
ratio ag described in Seo. 64. The burned gases act as a diluent in (he woburned
nxtore: Lhe wbsolute temperature reachedafter vombustion varies inversely wilt
the burned gas mass fraction, Henee increasing the burned gas fraction redluces
NOemissionslevels. However, it ulso reduces the combustion cate and, (herelors,
makes stable combustion more difficult to ackieve (see Sees. 9.3 and 94).

Figure 11-10 shows (he effect af increasing the bummed gas fraction Vy reeVvs
cling exhaast gases lo the intake system just below the throttle plate, Sulostintidl
reductions in NO concentrations are achieved witli 15 to 25 percent BGR, whiell
is about the maximum amount of EGR the engine will tolerate under panmal
part-throtile conditions. OF course, increasing the PGR al tixed eneine joad andl
speed increases the Mmlet manifold pressure, while fuel Now and ain (ew erat
appreaxmmatcly constintThe primary effect of the burned gas diluent in the unburned miiure on the
NO formation process is that it reduces flame temperatures by increasing the
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NO,ppm

FIGURE 11-10

Variation of exhaust NO concentration with per-
cent recycled exhaust gas (EGR). Spark-ignition
engine, 1600 rev/min,4= iconte a f 4,=50 percent, MBT tim-

   
hout capatily of the cylinder charge, per unit massoffuel. Figure 11-11 shows th
cect of different diluent gases added to the tngine intake flow, in a sinal :
evlmder engine operated al constant speed, fuel low, and air flow.!3 The dia in
Fig, !l-l1a showthat equal volume percentagesof the different diluents praduce
different reductions in NO emissions. The same data when plotted against diluent
heat capacity (diluent mass flow rate x specific heat, c,) collapse to a single
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584 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

curve} A similiar study where the burned gas fraction in the unburned charye
way varied by changing the valve overlap, compression ratio, and EGR, separ,
ately, showedthat, under more realistic engine operating conditions, It 18 the hea
capacity of the total diluent mass io the in-eylinder mixture (hat 1s impertant
Whether the diluent mass ts changed by varying the valve overlap, BGR,or even
ihe compression titio is net important.!*

EXCESS AIR AND HGR. Because of the above, it 18 possible ta correlate (he influ
ence of engine operating variables (such as alr/fuel ratio, engine speed, and loaul)

1 variables (such as valve timing and compression ratio) on NO emis~
sions with two parameters: which define the in-cylinder mixture composition) (the
fuel/air equivalence ratio (often the arr/fuel ratio is used instead) and the gas/fuel
ratio. The gas/fuel ratio (G/F) is given by

i| G total mass in cylinder a A (: _ Xp ) (11.18)

and desig

~ 1— x,| F fuel mass incylinder =F

where ), 1s the burned gas fraction [Eg. (4.3)]. These together define the relative
proportions of fuel, air, and burned gases in the in-cylinder mixture, and hence

Nn ”

10

751

FIGURE Wit
Correlation between gas /uel cau (G/T) (nd inet
caled apecifie NO, emissions at various nip) fuel
nilics (4/F) and vuliunerrie ellicwenees (Hy) Spark
ipnition engine opurnted ul J400 rev/min with spark
imine celerded fe yove O95 cit reves (plan brake

IndicatedspecificNO,emissions,g/kW-h
2.5)

   
Gas/fuel ratio torque.'*

 

+ Some ofthe scatter in Fig. 11-11 is due to the fact that the residual gas fraction is slightly different
i for each diluent.
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will correlate NO emissions.t Figure 11-12 shows the correlation of specific NO
cinisions, Irom 4 four-cylinder engine, over a wide range of engine operating
conmMilions with the air/fuel ratio and gas/fuel ratio, Lines of constant air/fuel
raid and Volumetric efficiency are shown; the direction of increasing dilation
will residual gas and BCR al constant air/fuel rao is to the right, Bxcessive
dilutiow resulls in poor combustion quslity, purtial burning, and, eventually,
mistire (see See, 9.4.39), Lowest NO emissions consistent with good fuel consump
ijon (avoiding the use of rich mixtures) are obtained with a stoichiometric
mixture, with as much dilution as the engine will tolerate without excessive dete-
rioration in combustion quality.!5

Comparisons between predictions made with the NO formation model
{described al the beginning of this section) and expelimental data show good
agreement with sormal wimeints of dilution?® With extreme dilution, at NO
levels of about 100 ppm or Jess, the NO formed within the flame reaction zone
cannot, apparently, be neglected. Within the flame, the concentrationsof radicals
guch as O, OH, and ff can be substantially in excess of equilibrium levels,
tesulling in much higher forniation rates within the Jame than in the postflame
gases, I( is believed that the mechanism [reactions (11.1) to (11.3)] and the forma-
tion rate equation (11.6) are valid. However, neglecting flame-front-formed NOis
no longer an appropriate assumption.!7

SPARK TIMING.Spark timing significantly affects NO emission levels. Advanc-
ing the timing so that combustion occurs earlier in the cycle increases the peak
cylinder pressure (because more fuel is burned before TC and the peak pressure
moves closer to TC where the cylinder volume1s smaller); retarding the timing
decreases the peak cylinder pressure (because more of the fuel burnsafter TC).
Higher peak cylinder pressures result in higher peak burned gas temperatures,
and hence higher NO formation rates. For lower peak cylinder pressures, lower
NO formation rates result, Figure 11.13 shows typical NO emission data fora
spark-ignition engine as a function of spark timing. NO emission levels steadily
decrease as spark timing is retarded from MBTtiming and moved closer to TC.
Since exact determination of MBT timing is difficult (and notcritical for fuel
consumption and power where the variation with timing around MBT 1s
Mbdesi), there is always considerable uncertainty m NO emissions at MBT
Wming. Often, therefore, an alternative reference timing is used, where spark 1s
fSlirded from MBT timing to the point where torque is decreased by 1 or 2
Peiven! from the maximum value. Great care with spark timingis necessary to
pee accurate NO emissions measurements under MBT-timing operating con-ition,

a

T Sink Virnge alse afte
' cts NO emissions, as disctsserl next. The above discussion relates to engineswith Uniliny at MIT or with torque at a fixed percentage of (and close to) the maximum.
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3000

NO,ppm
1000 

FIGURE 11-13  

= __—Sia = Variation of exhaust NO concentration with spark
| retard. 1600 rev/min, 4, = 50 percent; left-hand end

Spark timing, deg BTC of curve corresponds to MBTtiming for each 4/F.!?

11.2.4 NO, Formationin Compression-Ignition
Engines

| The kinetic mechanisms for NO and NO, formation described in Sees, 11.2.1 and
11.2.2 and the assumptions made regarding equilibration of species in the

| C—O—Hsystem apply to diesels as well a8 to gpark-innitian engines, The ert.
| cal difference, of course, is that injeetian of fuel into the eylinder occurs just| lefore combustion starts, and that nonuniform burned gas temperiture and com

posilion result from this nonuniform fuel distribution during combustion, The
fuel-air mixing and combustion processes arc extremely camplex. During the

| “premixed” or uncontrolled diese] combushen phase immediately followmg the
ignition delay, fuel-air mixture with a spread in composition about sloichinmetrte
burns due lo spontanecus ignition and flame propageban, During the mixing
controlled combustion phase, the burning mixture ts likely to be closer to slot
chiometric (the Name structure is (hat of a turbulent, though unsteady, diVusion
flame), However, throughout the combustion process mixing between already
burned gases, air, and lean and rich unburned fuel vapor—air mixture oecurs)
changing the compusition of any gas elements that burned al & particular equiva
lenee ratio. In addition to these composition (and hence [eraperalbre) chalpes
due to mixing. temperature changes due to compression and expansion cecur as
the cylinder pressure rises andfalls.

The discussion in Sec. 11.2.1 showed that the critical equivalence ratio for
NO formation in high-temperature high-pressure burned gases typical of cngmes

. is close to stoichiometric. Figure 11-4 is relevant here it shows the initial NO
formation rate in combustion products formed by burning a mixture of a Lypicul
hydrocarbon fuel with aur(initially at 700 K, at a constant pressure of [5 Un)
NO formation rates are within a factor of 2 of the maximum value for 0.85
¢sil

The critical time period is when burned gas temperatures are at #7
\| maximum 1.¢., between the start of combustion and shortly after the necunrents

of peak cylinder pressure. Mixture which burns early in the combustion Prorat 
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Concentrations of soot, NO, and other combustion product species measured at outer edge of bowl-
Inpision samibustion chamber(la¢ation S) of qureyeant C1 diesel wiih) rapid sampling valve. Cylinder
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is especially importantsince it is compressed to a higher temperature increasing
the NO formation rate, as combustion proceeds and cylinder pressure increases
Aller the time of peak pressure, burned gas temperatures decrease as the cylinder
Mises expand. The decreasing temperature due to expansion and due to mixing of
Migh-(ern perature gas with air or cooler burned gas freezes the NO chemistry
This second effect (which occurs only in the diesel) means that freezing occurs
mont rapidly in the diesel than in the spark-ignition engine, and much less
feeoInpasition of the NO occurs.

The above description is supported by the NO concentration data obtained
eanws gas was sampled from within the cylinder of normally
Weis "nieswith special gas-sumpling valves and analyzed. Figure
Histon Reece Seas ol baa concentrations, (hrough the com-
BE siuieooe, thoes i eo a tSpud-weting sampling valye Cr ms open time)

Ric eatin, Weetinn| fase engine, Concentrations at different positions
amber were obtained; the sample valve location for the Fig.
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FIGURE 11-15

02 Ratio of cylinder-average NO concentration at
1 given crank angle (determined from cylinder-

i ! i 4 4 dumping experiments) to exhaust NO concen.
-20 —10 0 10 20 30 40 tration. DI diesel, equivalence ratio = 0,6,

Crank angle, deg injection timing at 27° BTC.'°

11-14 data is shown. Local NO concentrations rise from the residual gas value
following the start of combustion, to @ peak al the point where the local burned
gas equivalence rao changes from rich to lean (where (he CO, concentration
has its muxinmurm value). As (he local burned gas equivalence rauio beoories
leaner due to mixing with excess air, NO concentrations decrease since formation
becomes much slower as dilution occurs. At the time of peak NO concentrations
within the bowl (15° ATC), most of the bowl region was filled with flame. The
total amount of NO withm the cylinder of this type of direct-injection diesel
during the NO formation process has also been measured,!? At a predetermined
jime in one cycle, once steady-state warmed-up engine operation had been
achieved, the contents of the cylinder were dumped into an evacuated Link by
rapidly cutting open a diaphragm which had previously sealed off the Link
system. Figure 11-14 shows how the ratio of the average cylinder NO concentrae
tion divided by the extiaust concentration varies during the combustion process,
NO concentrations reach a maximum shortly after the time of peak pressure.
There is a modest amount of NO decomposition. Variations in engine speed have
little effect on the shape of this curve. The 20 crank angle degreesafter the start af
combustionis the critical time period.

Results from similar cylinder-dumping experiments where injection (ining
and load (defined by the overall equivalence ratio) were varied also showed that
almost all of the NO forms within the 20° following the start of combustion. AS
injection timing is retarded, so the combustion processis retarded; NO fonnits
tion occurs later, and concentrations are lower since peak temperatures aft
lower. Theeffect of the overall equivalence ratio on NO,, concentrations is showtl
in Fig. 11-16. At high load, with higher peak pressures, and hence temper alurtie
and larger regionsof close-to-stoichiometric burnedgas, NOlevels increase. Rott
NO and NO,concentrations were measured, NO, is 10 to 20 percent of oti
NO, Though NOlevels decrease with a decreasing overall equivalence ratty)
they do so muchless rapidly than do spark-ignition engine NO emissions (Hee
Fig. 11-9) due to the nonuniform fuel distribution in the diesel. Though tH
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wymounl of fuel injevted decreases proportionally us the overall equivalence vati
is decreased, much of the fuel stil) burns close lo stoichiometric. Thus NO ee
sions should be renghly proportional to the muss of fuel fatetiod ( vévided
burned wis pressures and temperatires do wot change greatly). ~—

Similar gas-sampling Studies have been done with Indirect-Lnjéciton diesel
egies, Modeling studies suggest hat mest af the NO forms within the a
chamber and is then Leansported into the main chamber where ife stauitiorn
freeze as rapid iruixinig with air occurs. However, the prechamber srastota toh
load, operates righ overall so some additional NO can form Me die rok —
bustion products are diluted through (he stoichiometric compasitian 26 Figu =
1-17 shows local NO coneventrations and equivalence ratios 3 u fubeti _ iY
crank angle détermined with a rapid-ncling sampling valve at different locations
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PUGUIME 11.17
1) NO concentrati i i i
‘i Tatlons measured with rapid sampling valve and (b) calculated equivalence ratios atWenn) di ; ‘
Ruinsne from the wall in swirl chamber of IDI diesel engine, as function of crank angle000 rev/min,injection at 13° BTC,ignition at 5° BTC,?! 7
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590 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

withiu lhe prechamber af a Comet swirl chamber IDI engine.?? The gas mixture
rapidly becomes stoichiametric or {uel-nch, Composition nonuniformities across
the prechwinber are eubstantial, Peuk NO concentrations, as expected, corre-

ly to lagally Stoichiometric rogions. Because the mixture
the burned guses expand (after the time of
and 10° ATC), substantial NO decomposi-

ever, by this time much of the gas

spond approximate
remains fieleriel in the prechamnber as
peak presstire which occurs between 6
Hon within Ube prechamber can occur How
(and NO) in the prachamber has been transferred to the main chamber where
(freezing of the NO chemistry will occur, Cylindér-gas dumping experiments,
where both main chamber and prechamber gases were dumped and qiencteal,
confirm this deseription, Cylinder uyverage NO conveatrations, determined by
rapidly. opening a diaphram which separated the engine cylinder trem an evay
uated tank at predetermined points in the eyele of an otherwise normally oper-

rapidly once combustion starts, until (he NO chemistryas
boul LS ATC, Litthe cet NO decamposition occurs.*? eat.

ained from pressure data analysis for the same IDI
e-half complete at the time the

ated TIDY engine, rist
effectively frozen al a
release-rate diagrams obt
enpine indicate that combustion es only about on
NO formation process ceases.

Dilvents added to the intake air isach #3 reeycled exhaust) ure effective at
reduce the NO formavon rate. and therefore NO, extrust emissions, As will)
spark-ignition engines, the effect is primarily one of reducny the burned gas \em-
perature for a giver) mass af {uel and oxygen burned. Figure 11-18 shows the
effect of dilation of the intake aie with Ny COs, and exhaust yas on NO,
exhaust levels2? The heat capacity of CO, (per yoole) al the temperatuecs rele
vant to diesl combustion ts about twice that of N,. ‘Thai of exhaust was is
slightly higher than (hal ol N,. Therefore these data show that the effeet is pri-
marily one of reduecd burned gas Lemperalures, Note that the compasilion of the
exlaust gas of a diesel varies with lowed. At idle. there is Tittle CO, and H.0. and
the composition does not differ much from thal of air, At bygh load the heal

FIGURE 11-18
Effect of reduction in oxygen concentration by dif-
ferent diluents (exhaust gas, CO,, N,) on NO,
emissions m DI diesel. Bore = (40 mm,

l fe stroke = 152mm, r,=143, Speed = 1300 rev
21 20 12 18 17 16 min, fuel rate = 142 mm’/stroke, injection |miny

at 4° BTC.”*

 
  

 
  

Oxygen concentration, vol %
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Cormelition OF NO) emissions iilex Elva, foe o Wide runge Of operating comulliOns with reciprocal of
Moichiometric mixture Minnie temperature fore ju) DY enyinca: (h)
vaned by addition of different diluents and owygen2276standard comdiiians,

1D) engines. Flame lemperuiures
alles of Ely, normalized with value at

capacity increases as the concentrations of CO, and H,O are substantially
higher. Similar studies in an inidireet-injection engine show comparable trends.
Addition of diluents [exhaust gas (EGR) and nitrogen] reduce peak flame tem-
peratures and NO, emissions; also, addition of oxygen (which corresponds to a
reduction in diluentfraction) increases flame temperatures and therefore increases
NO, emissions.2¢

Confirmation that NO forms in the close-to-stoichiometric burned gas
Tegions and the magnitude ofthe stoichiometric burned gas temperature controls
NO, emissions is given by the following. Plee et al.25-2° have shown that the
feels of changes in intake gas compesition (with EGR, nitrogen, aroun, and
oxygen addition) and temperature on NO, emissions can be correlated by

Elxo, = constant x exp (g) (11.19)i

H(kelvin) is the stoichiometric adiabatic flame temperature (evaluated at a suit-
whle reference point: fuel-air mixture at top-center pressure and air temperature)
Ftc _ overall activation energy. Figure 11-19 shows Elyo, for a range of
Savers Meeecositions and temperatures, and two DI and two IDI engines for
Bbc air ay speeds, normalized by the engine NO,level obtained for stan-
Paice: 8 > Plotted on a log scale against the reciprocal of the stoichiometric adia-

ame at TC conditions. A single value of E/R correlates the data over two
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592 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

orders of magnitude. There is, of course, some scatter since the model used is
overly simple, and load, speed, and other engine design and operating parameters
affect the process. The overriding importance of the burned gas temperature
of close-to-stoichiometric mixture is clear, however.

11.3 CARBON MONOXIDE

Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions from internal combustion engines are con-
trolled primarily by the fuel/air equivalence ratio. Figure 11-20 shows COlevels
in the exhaust of a conventional spark-ignition engine for several different fuel
compositions.?” When the data are plotted against the relative air/fuel ratio or
the equivalence ratio, they are correlated by a single curve. Forfuel-rich mixtures
CO concentrations in the exhaust increase steadily with increasing equivalence
ratio, as the amount of excess fuel increases. For fuel-lean mixtures, CO concen-
trations in the exhaust vary little with equivalence ratio and are of order 1073
mole fraction.

Since spark-ignition engines often operate close to stoichiometric at part
load andfuelrich at full load (sec Sec. 7.1), CO emissions are significant and must
be controlled. Diesels, however, always operate well on the lean side of stoichio-
metric; CO emissions from diesels are low enough to be unimportant, therefore,
and will not be discussed further.

v1
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7F ¥ 04
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FIGURE 11-20 aVariation of SI engine CO emissions with eleven fuels of different H/C ratio: (a) with air/fuel ratio; ()
with relative air/fuel ratio 4.27
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Thelevels of CO observed in spark-ignition engine exhaust gases are lower
than the maximum values measured within the combustion chamber, but are
significantly higher than equilibrium values for the exhaust conditions. Thus the
processes which govern CO exhaust levels are kinetically controlled. In premixed
hydrovarbon-air Names, the CO concentration increases rapidly in the flame zone
iQ & faximum value, which is larger than the equilibrium value for adiabatic
combustionof the fuel-air mixture. CO formation is one of the principal reaction
steps in the hydrocarbon combustion mechanism, which may be summarized by!

RH >R > RO, > RCHO > RCO—>CO (11.20)
where R stands for the hydrocarbon radical. The CO formed in the combustion
process via this path is then oxidized to CO,at a slower rate. The principal CO
oxidation reaction in hydrocarbon-air flamesis

CO +OH=CO,+H (11.21)
The rate constantfor this reaction is*

1102

iL is generally assumed that in the postflame combustion products in a spark-
ignition engine, at conditions close to peak eyele temperatures (2800 K) and pres-
sures (15 to 40 aim), the carbon-oxypen-hydrogen system is equilibrated. Thus
CO concentrations in the immediate postflame bummed Buses are close to equi-
librium, However, as the burned gases cool during the expansion and exhaust
strokes, depending on the teviiperature and cooling rate, the CO oxidation
process [reaction (11.21)] may not remain locally equilibrated.

Newhall carried outa series of kinetic calculations for an engine expansion
stroke assuming the burnedgas at the time of peak cylinder pressure was uniform
and in equilibrium.”® Of the reactions important to CO chemistry, only three-
body radical-recombinationreactions such as

T

ke = 6.76 x 101° exp (a) cm4/gmol (11.22)

H+H+M=H,+M (11.23)
H+OH+M=H,O04+M (11.24)
H+0,+M=HO,+M (11.25)

Were found to be rate controlling. The bimolecular exchange reactions and the
{( oxidation reaction (1 1.21) were sufficiently fast to be continuously equili-
brited Only during the later stages of the expansion stroke was the CO concen-
(ration predicted to depart from equilibrium, as shown in Fig. 11-21. Using this
levhnique: to predict average CO levels at the end of expansion over a range of

*y\iivalenceratios (rich to lean), Newhall obtained a good match to experimental
Mitta (see Fig. 11-22). The kinetically controlled aspects of the CO emissions
Mechanism have thus been confirmed.

These calculations showed that a partial equilibrium amongst the bimolecu-
Mitr ExXChian pe Teactions occurred a posteriori. Analyses based explicitly on this
Wrtal equilibrium assumption (which are considerably simpler) have been
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Carbonmonoxide,molefraction
=s wo

FIGURE 11-21
Results of kinetic calculations of CO con-

} cL i centrations during expansion stroke following
' 0 | 2 3 4 5 TC combustion in SI engine; stoichiometric
ail Time, ms mixture.?*

  
carried out.?® 3° The appropriate three-body atom and radical recombination
reactions [e.g., (11.23) to (11.25)] were treated as the rate-limiting constraint on
the total numberofparticles or moles per unit volume of burnt gases, i.e.,

1\ dn - +(3) a= SRR (11.26)
V is the volume of the elemental system considered, n is the total number of
moles, R;* and R; are the forward and backward rates for reaction i, and k
represents the number of three-body recombination reactions included. All other

y Experimental |measurements

—— Calculation,
end of expansion 

  
  

Carbonmonoxide,mole%
FIGURE 11-22 i
Predicted CO concentration at end of expansion
stroke, compared with measured exhaust concentTs
tions, as function ofair/fuel ratio. Equilibrium levels {
at TC combustion and exhaust conditions alsa”
shown.7®

  
Air/fuel ratio
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yeactions Were assumed (a be equilibrated. The studies usmg this simplified
kinetic model have confirmed that at peak cylinder pressures and temperatures,
equilibration limes for COare faster than times charactevistic of changes in burnt
gay cooditons dae to compression or expansion, Thus the CO concentration
rapidly equilibrates in the burnt gases just downstream ofthe reaction zonefol-
jowing combustion of the hydrocarbon fuel, However, it has already been
poinicd out in See, 9.2.1 that ihe burnt pases ure wot oniform in leniperature,
Algo, the blowdownof cylinder pressure to the exhanst manifold level during the
enllaust process and the decrease in gas lemperature that accompanies it occupies
a substanttul portion of the cycle—abuul 60 crank angle degrees. Thus, ihe
tomperalure- and pressure-tinse profiles of parts of the charge at dillerent loca-
(ions throughout the cylinder differ, depending on when ihese parts of the charge
burn aod when they exit the cylinder through the exhaust valve and enter the
exhaust manifold.

The results of an idealized calculation which illustrate these effects are
shown in Fig. 11-23. The CO mole fractions in different elements or parts of the
burnt gas mixture are plotted versus crank angle; x, is the fraction of the lotal
charge which had burned when each element shown burned; z is the mass frac-
jon which had left the cylinder at (he time each clement left the cylinder, The
paclial equilibnom ealeulations show the burned gases are close to equilibrium
jintil About 60 crank angle degrees afer top-cenler, During the exhaust blow-
downprocess after the exhaust valve opens, gas which leaves the cylinder early
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(z <1) cvals more rapidly than gus which leaves late le =1) In these caleu-
lations, mixing beiween gas clements which burnat different times was neglected.
It can be seen that u CO gradient exists across the burned wases and that the CO
concentration in the exhaust gases is unlikely to be uniform. Experiments with
single-cylinder engines support these vonelusions that CO is in equilibrium
diirimy the combustion process but deviates from equilibrium late in the expan-
sion stroke (e... see Refs. 10 and 31).

Conclusivns (rom these detailed studies are as follows. The measured
averaye exhaust CO concentrations for fuel-rich mixtures are clase to equilibrium
concentrations in the burned gases during the expansion process. For cluse-to-
stoichiometric mixtures, the partial equilibrium CO predictions are in agreement
with measurements and are orders of magnitude above CO equilibrium concen-

| trations corresponding to exhaust conditions. For fuel-lean mixtures, measured

| CO emissions are substantially higher than predictions trom uny of the modelsbased on kinetically controlled bulk gas phenomena. One possible explanation of
| this lean-mixture diserepancy is that only partial oxidation to CO may occur of

some of the unburned hydrocarbons emerging during expansion and exhaust
from crevices in the combustion chamber and from anyoil layers or deposits on
the chamberwalls.

While many questions aboul details of the CO oxidation meehanisiys
remain, us # practical miitter exhaust eMussions are determined by the Mel/sir
equivalence ratio. The degree of control achieved within the engine to date has
come from improving mixtore uniformity and leaning-on! the tatake mixture, by
multieylinder engines, becausy CO increases rapidly as the inlet mixture beeories
richer than stoichiometric, cylinder-to-cylinder varwtions i equivalence cutio
about the mean value are important; nonuniform distribution can significantly
increase average emissions. Thus improved cylinder-to-cylinder fuel/air ratio clis-
tribution bas becorne essential, Also, because it is necessary to enriely the fuel-air
mixture wheo the engine is cold, CO cnissions doring engine warm-lup are muel)
higher than envissions in the filly warmed-up stale Further, 1 (ransient engine
operation dunnaceleraGion und deceleration, control of fuel metering haa bad
to be improved, Additional reductions 10 CO heyond what cau be achieved wi the
engine are possible With exhaust treatment devices, which are reviewed in See
11.6. Oxidation of CO in the exhaust sysiem without use of special exhaust real
ment devices does not occur to any significant degree because the exhaust yas
lemperative is too low (Fig, 11-23 shows that the CO oxidation reactions effec
lively {reeve as Uie pas passes througl) (he exhaust valve).

| 11.4 UNBURNED HYDROCARBON
| EMISSIONS
i) 11.4.1 Background

i Hydrocarbons, or more appropriately organic emissions, are the consequence of
incomplete combustion of the hydrocarbon fuel. The level of unburned hydrocat
bons (HC)in the exhaust gases is generally specified in terms ofthe total hydrts
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: late (z = 1). In these calcu- TABLE 11.4

 

   

 

 

different times was neglected. Hydrocarbon composition of spark-ignition engine exhaust |burned gases and that the CO (by class)

»¢ uniform. Experiments with Carbon, percent of total HC |
; that CO is in equilibrium |
2quilibrium late in the expan- Paraffins Olefins Acetylene Aromatics |
‘e as follows. The measured | Se = ie : x
xtures are close to equilibriumprO

yansion process. For close-to- |
) predictions are in aereem.7 carbon concentration expressed in parts per million carbon atoms (C,).+ While }IDS) equilibrium2 total hydrocarbon emission is a useful measure of combustion inefficiency, it is |fuel-leanai not necessarily a significant index of pollutant emissions, Engine exhaust gases qtions from any ofthe mo contain a wide variety of hydrocarbon compounds. Table 11.4 shows the averagepone possible explanation of breakdownbyclass of the hydrocarbonsin spark-ignition engine exhaust gases,eeeuon to co may ocgur both with and without a catalytic converter, with gasoline fuel. Some of these
uring expansion and esaust hydrocarbons are nearly inert physiologically and are virtually unreactive from
apanyjoilblayersoudeposits oo the standpoint of photochemical smog. Others are highly reactive in the smog-

tae : roducing chemistry. (Some hydrocarbons are known carcinogens, see Sec,e CO OSE oan 152), nae on their potential for oxidant formation in the photochemical smog |we determined by the fuel/air chemistry, hydrocarbon compoundsare divided into nonreactive and reactive
validni ae engme tondate hag categories. Table 11.5 shows one reactivity scale which has been used to estimate
ung-out a Oe muxture, 1 the overall reactivity of exhaust gas hydrocarbon mixtures, Other scales are used |y as tHe inlet mixture become for the same purpose.** Scales that assign high values for reactivity to the olefins !Ene m Se ratg {like Tuble 11,5), which react most rapidly in the photochemical smog reaction, il' distribution can significantly probably best approximate smog-formation potential near the sources of hydro-t-to-cylinder fuel/air ratio dis: carbon pollution. The simplest scale, which divides the HC into two classes—
aecessary poenreaae tue methane and nonmethane hydrocarbons—probably best approximates the end
‘ing engine warm-up are mug result for all HC emissions, All hydrocarbons except methane react, given enoughe. Further, in ene ee time. More detailed breakdownsof the composition of spark-ignition and dieselntrol of fuel metering has a engine exhaust HCareavailable in the literature.24: 35
ad wns em lee ceent Fuel composition can significantly influence the composition and magni- }2s, which are Teviewed in Seg tude of the organic emissions. Fuels containing high proportions of aromatics
ut use of special exhaust treat- and olefins produce relatively higher concentrations of reactive hydrocarbons iFO Caeoeae However, many of the organic compounds foundin the exhaust are not presentoxi

valve).

+ This is because the standard detection instrument, a flame ionization detector (FID),1s effectively a
*arbon atom counter €,g,, one propane molecule generates three times the response generated by one
Misihane molecule, Some data in the literature are presented as ppm propane (C,), or ppm hexane
I); to convert to ppm C, multiply by 3 or by 6, respectively, Older measurements of hydrocarbon ;

. eof Slstions were made with nondispersive infrared (NDIR) detectors which had different sensitivitiesissions, are the consequenc lor the different hydrocarbon compounds. For gasoline-fueled engines, HC emissions determined by |he level of unburned hydrocal* FID analyzers are about twice the levels determined by NDIR analyzers,?2 thoughthis scaling is not |ed in terms ofthe total hydro: aes
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TABLE 11,5

Reactivity of classes of hydrocarbons 

Hydrocarbons Relative reactivity+
C\-C, paraffins
Acetylene
Benzene

C, and higher molecular weight
paraffins

Monoalkyl benzenes
Ortho- and para-dialkyl benzenes
Cyclic paraffins

Ethylene
Meta-dialkyl benzenes
Aldehydes

1-Olefins (except ethylene)Diolefins

Tri- and tetraalkyl benzenes

Internally bondedolefins

Internally bonded olefins with
substitution at the double bond 100

Cycloolefins
ooeeeeeeSFM

+ General Motors Reactivity Scale (0-100), Based on the NO, for-
mation fate for the Lydrocurhon relative to the NQ, formativn rate
for 2,3-dimethyl-2-benzene ‘4

in the fuel, indicating that significant pyrolysis and synthesis occur during the
combustion process.

Oxygenates are presentin engine exhaust, and are known to participate in
the formation of photochemical smog. Some oxygenates are also irritants and
odorants. The oxygenates are generally categorized as carbonyls, phenols, and
other noncarbonyls. The carbonyls of interest are low molecular weight ulde-
hydes and aliphatic ketones. The volatile aldehydes are eye and respiratory travl
irritants. Formaldehyde is a major component ($20 percent of total carbonyls):
Carbonyls account for about 10 percent of the HC emissions from diesel pas«
Senger car engines, but only a few percent of spark-ignition engine HC emissions:
Phenols are odorants and irritants: levels are much lower than aldehyde leveli
Other noncarbonyls include methanol, ethanol, nitromethane, methyl formate
Whether these are significant with conventional hydrocarbon fuels is unclear.
Use of alcohol fuels increases oxygenate emissions. Both methanol and aldehyd 7
emissions increase substantially above gasoline-fueled levels with methanol-fueled
spark-ignition engines. 
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11.4.2 Flame Quenching and Oxidation
Fundamentals

Flame quenching or extinction occurs at the walls of engine combustion cham-
pers. The cool walls of the chamber act as a sink for heat and the active radical
species generated within the flame. Quenching of the flame occurs under several
different geometrical configurations: the flame may be propagating normalto, |
parallel to, or at an angle to the wall; the flame may quench at the entrance to a |
orevice—a thin volume with a narrow entrance to the combustion chamber such
as the region between the piston crown and the cylinder wall. When the flame |
quenches, it leaves a layer or volume of unburned mixture aliead of the flame, |
(Whether this results in unburned hydrocarbon emissions depends on the extent
to which these quench region hydrocarbons can subsequently be oxidized.)

Flame-quenching processes are analyzed by relating the heat release within
the flame to the heat loss to the walls under conditions where quenching just
occurs. This ratio, a Peclet number(Pe), is approximately constant for any given
geometrical configuration. The simplest configuration for study is the two-plate
quench process, where the minimum spacing between twoparallel plates through
which a flame will propagate is determined. The Peclet numberfor this two-plate
configurationis given by:

MS eyAT — Th) Pa Sitp ydPe, = = pit “ge :ey ky(Tp — T/dgy k, (11.27)
 

which is approximately constant over a wide range of conditions. p, S;, Cp T,
4nd k are the density, laminar flame speed, specific heat at constant pressure, gas
(temperature, and thermal conductivity, respectively, with the subscripts u and f
rélerring to unburned and flame conditions. d,, is the two-plate quench distance.
The wall temperature and unburned gas temperature are assumed to be equal;
\hik assumption is also appropriate in the engine context since there is ample

and synthesis occur during the lite during the compression stroke for a thermal boundarylayer to build up to i
Wiiokness of at least the quench distance.

Lavoie*® has developed empirical correlations for two-plate quench-d are knownto participate in ped Fewygen: ‘ Ulstanive data for propane-air mixtures’ only limited data for liquid hydrocarboncygenates are also irritants and
ized as carbonyls, phenols, and
are low molecular weight alde-
jes are eye and respiratory inact
$20 percent of total carbonyls)
HC emissions from diesel pas-

‘k-ignition engine HC emissiong:
iuch lower than aldehyde levelé

nitromethane, methyl ormilts
hydrocarbon fuels is unclear

ns. Both methanol and aldehyde
aeled levels with methanol-fueled) Bs

Juels such as isooctanearesvailable. The data in the pressure range 3 to 40 atm
ie well fitted by

95 0.26 min (1, 1/2)Per = (2) (11.28)
Witte p is the pressure in atmospheres and ¢ is the fuel/air equivalence ratio. The
MWe-plate quench distance d,. is then obtained from Eq (11.27) and Prandtl
Mimber and viscosity relations for the flame conditions (see Sec. 4.8 or Ref. 36).

‘he the ou size crevice region into which a flame will propagate can be |Mined,

Forthe process of a flamefront quenching ona single wall, there are many
ble geometries. The simplest is where the flame front 1s parallel to the wall

3
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600 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

and approaches it head on. The one-wall quench distance d,,, defined as the
position of closest approach of the reaction zone to the wall, scales with flame
properties in a similar way to the two-plate quench distance. Thus, a one-wal|
Peclet numberrelation can be formed:

| ;an 5 c oli d,
Pe, =~4 eB (11.29)

ke,

; | where the subscript u denotes properties evaluated at unburned gas conditions,
Using the wall temperature as representative of the unburned gas tem.

| perature (because the thermal boundary-layer thickness is greater than typicalquench distances), Lavoie showed that
il d, Pe

| fos OL 92dy, Pe, (11.30)

| tances for spark-ignition engine conditions are 0.2 to 1 mm; these distancesrep-
resent the minimum crevicesize the flame will enter. Single-wall quench distances
are, therefore, in the range 0.04 to 0.2 mm.

| While a fraction of the fuel hydrocarbons can escape the primary com-
i bustion process unburned or only partially reacted, oxidation of some of these

hydrocarbons can occur during the expansion and exhaust processes. Hydrocar-
bon oxidation rates have been determined in a numberof different studies and
several different empirical correlations of the data in the form of overall reaction
rate equations have been proposed. A reasonablefit to the experimental! data on
unburned HC burnupis the rate expression :*°

a{HC] —18,735\. . (p\an —6.7 x 10'5 exp (=)incko,(5) (11.31)
where [ ] denotes concentration in moles per cubic centimeter, Xy¢ and Xo, are
the mole fractions of HC and O,, respectively, ¢ is in seconds, T in kelvins, and
the density term (p/RT) has units of moles per cubic centimeter. The spread in

| the data about this equation is substantial, however.

| Studies of combustion of premixed fuel-air mixtures at high pressure iffclosed vessels or bombs have been useful in identifying the mechanisms by which
hydrocarbons escape complete combustion. The residual unburned hydrocarbons:

| left in the bomb following a combustion experiment have been shown to come
primarily from crevices in the bomb walls. Unburned HC levels were proportion-
al to total crevice volume, and decreased to very low values (~ 10 ppm C) as all
the crevices were filled with solid material. Thus wall quench hydroca rbons
apparently diffuse into the burned gases and oxidize following the quenching”

| event.?’ Analytical studies of the flame quenching process, and postquench di fue

| | is a reasonablefit to the single-wall quench data. Typical two-wall quench dis.
|

sion and oxidation with kinetic models of the hydrocarbon oxidation process, are
in agreement with these bomb data.** Flame quenching can be thought of a8
two-stage process. Thefirst step is the extinction of the flame at a shortdistanes
from the cold wall, determined by a balance between thermal conduction of heal
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from the Hot reaction zone to de wall and heat released in {he reaction zone by
the Haine reactions. The seeond step is. the posiquench diVusion and oxidation
ooturnog on a ine seale ol one or a few millisceonds after quenching, The diffe
sion and enadaiion process ultimately reduces (he mass of wall quench hydrocar-
bons 10 several Orders of magnitude belowits value al the time al quenching.

Closed-vessel combustion experiments have alsa been used to show thal ail
javers oo (he Walls of the bomb cause wa merease in residual wiburned HC levels
after combustion js complete. The uddilional We’ that result on expenments with
gil films present are primarily (>%5 percent) (acl molecules, and are directly pro-
portional 10 the amount of off placed on the walls of ihe reautor and the salu-
bility of the speettic fuel in the off, These results show thar absorption of fuel in
(he oil ocears prior to ignition, This dissalved fuel is then desorbed inte the
burned gases well after combustion is vomplete, Thus fuel absorption into and
desorption from any oil layers is a potentially important engine HC mecha-* roll
niart

11.43 HC Emissions from Spark-Ignition
Engines

Unburned hydrocarbon levels in the exhaust of 4 spark-ignilion engine under
nofmual opening conditions are typeally th the range L000 to 2000 ppm C,, This
corresponds lo belween aboul | and 24 percent of the fuel How into the engine:
ihe engine combustion efficeney is high, As indicated in Fig. 11-2, WC emissions
rive pypily ws (he mixture becomes substantially richer than. stoichiometric,
Whien combustion qiialily delenorates, ei. with very lean mixtures, HC emis-
SKS Can Tise ripidly duc to incomplete combustion or misfire in a fraction of the
engine’s operating cycles. As outlined in Sec. 11.1, there are several mechanisms
that contribute to total HC emissions. Also, any HC escaping the prrmary com-
bustion process may oxidize in the expansion and exhaust processes. While a
camplete description of the HC emissions process cannot yet be given, there are
‘Sulliciont fundamental data available to indicate which mechanismsare likely to
i most important, and thus how major engine variables influence HC emission
lovely,

Four possible HC emissions formation mechanisms for spark-ignition
Wngines (where the fuel-air mrxture 1s essentially premixed) have been proposed
() flame quenching at the combustion chamber walls, leaving a layer of
linburned fuel-air mixture adjacent to the wall; (2) the filling of crevice volumes
Wit) unburned mixture which, since the flame quenches at the crevice entrance,
Stipes the primary combustion process (3) absorption of fuel vapor into oil
lier on the cylinder wall during intake and compression, followed by desorp-

~ NOD of fuel vapor into the cylinder during expansion and exhaust: (4) incomplete
HOMbUGON in a fraction of the engine’s operating cycles (either partial burning

YY complete misfire), occurring when combustion quality is poor (e.g. during
oe transients when A/F, EGR, and spark timing may not be adequately

Pontrollint). In addition, as deposits build up on the combustion chamber walls,
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FIGURE 11-24
Variation in HC concentration and HC mass flow rate at the exhaust valve during the exhaust
process. SI engine operating at 1200 rev/min and @ = 1.2, unthrottled.*°

HCemissions increase. Whether the deposits constitute an additional mechanism
or merely modify one of the above mechanismsis unclear.

All these processes (except misfire) result in unburned hydrocarbonsclose
to the combustion chamber walls, and not in the bulk of the cylinder gases, Thus,
the distribution of HC in the exhaust gases would not be expected to be uniform.
Experiments have been done to determine the unburned HC concentration dis+
tribution in the exhaust port during the exhaust process to provide insight into
the details of the formation mechanisms. Gas concentrations were measured with
a rapid-acting sampling valve placed at the exhaust port exit. Figure 11-24 shows
results from these time-resolved HC concentration measurements. HC concentra:
tions vary significantly during the exhaust process. Gas which remains in the
exhaust port between exhaust pulses has a high HCconcentration, so purging
techniques where air or nitrogen was bled into the exhaust port were used to
displace this high HC gas while the exhaust valve was closed. The high HC
concentration in the blowdown exhaust gasesis clearly discernible, as is the rapid
rise in HC concentration toward the end of the exhaust stroke. The eylinder-exiL
HC concentrations were then multiplied by the instantaneous exhaust gas Mass
flow rate to obtain the instantaneous HC mass emission rate from the cylinder
throughout the exhaust process, also shown in Fig. 11-24. The unburned HC are
exhausted in two peaks of approximately equal mass: the first of these coincides:
with the exhaust blowdown mass flow pulse (which removes the majority of the
mass from the cylinder); the second occurs toward the end of the exhaust stroke
where HC concentrations are very high and the massflow rate is relatively low”
Other experiments have confirmed these observations.*! Clearly, mixing 0
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unburned HC wath the bulk cylinder gases nweurs during expansion and/or the
exhaust blowdown process. Then, the final stages of piston motion during the
exhaust stroke push most of the remaining fraction of the eylinder mass wilh ils
high JtC concentrabion inte the exhaust. This would be expected to lewve a high
concentralion of HE jn the residual was in the cylinder, Experiments conducted
in Whiell (he valve mechanism of a single-cylinder engine was arranged to disen
gage (UTINe Operation and trap residual pases in the cylinder confirm this. For
one sel of typical engme operating conditwns, approsmmuaicly one-third of the
hydrocarbons lef unburned in an engine combustion event was retained the
eylinder and recyeled,**

TLAME QUENCHING AT THE WALLS. The existence of quench layers on the
cold voubustian chamber walls of a spark-iguition engine was shown phioto-
graphically by Daniel** Photographs ofihe fame region immediately wher fume
arrival at the Wall through a window in the cylinder bead showed & thin non
radiating layer adjacent to the wall. The quench layer thicknesses measured were
in (he range 1.05 to 04 mm (thinnest at bigh lead), in rough agreement wilt
predictions based On experiments in combustion bombs, However. wlore recent
work i bombs and enpines indicates that diffusion of hydrocarbons (rom the
sjucneh Maver role the burned gases andits subsequent oxidution occur on a time
scale of a few milliseconds, at least with smooth clean combustion chamber walls.
The constant-volume Combustion bomb date which Suppested this vonelusion
ind the kinetic calcilattons which support this explanation of why quench layers
ike nol agnificant with smwoth clean walls bave mready been described io Sec
4.2 The following evidence shows these conclusions are also valid in an
engine.

A special rapid-acting poppet valve was used in i single-cylinder engine to
sunple the gases from a torus-shaped region, of height of order 0.25 mm and
(linmeier about 6 mm, adjacent to the wall over a 1-ms period. Sampling was
Jepmited every cycle to provide a steady stream of sampled gases for analysis.
igure 11-25 shows the variation in concentrations of HCspecies through the
“nombustion, expansion, and exhaust processes, The fuel was propane (C,H,). The
fuel concentration drops rapidly to a low value when the flame arrives at the
Villve; at the same time, intermediate hydrocarbon product concentrationsrise
(ind then fall sharply to values below 1 ppm. Beginning at 60° ATC, all HC
*ntentrsijons rise and vary somewhat during the remainder of the cycle in 4
“Way that depends strongly on engine operating conditions. The observed rapid
“HWE in partial oxidation products immediately after flame arrival is consistent
“Wht the flame quenching shortofthe wall. The presence of CH2O and CH,CHO
Isignificant quantities indicates that low-temperature oxidation processes are
MeUtring, However, since all HC product concentrationsfall rapidly within 2 ms

trival to very low values, the unburned HCin the quenchlayer diffuse
Mlb the bulk burned gases and oxidize. The increase in HC concentrations later
W the cycle results from the sampling of hydrocarbons from sources other than
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Though quench layers on clean smooth combustion chamberwalls are not
a significant source of unburned hydrocarbons, it has been shown that wall
surface finish does affect exhaust HC levels. Comparisons have been made
between the standard “rough”as-cast cylinder head surfaces and the samecylin-
der heads when smoothed. The average exhaust HC concentration decreased by
103 ppm C, or 14 percent; the smoothed surface area was 32 percent of the total
combustion chamber surface area.** Buildup of deposits on the combustion
chambersurfaces also affect HC emissionlevels, as will be discussed later.

CREVICE HC MECHANISM.The crevices in the combustion chamber walls—

small volumes with narrow entrances—into which the flame is unable to pen-
ctrate have been shown to be a major source of unburned HC. Thelargest of
these crevice regions is the volumes betweenthe piston, piston rings, and cylinder
wall. Other crevice volumes in production engines are the threads around the
spark plug, the space around the plug center electrode, crevices around the intake
and exhaust valve heads, and the head gasket crevice. Table 8.1 showsthe size
and relative importance of these crevice regions in one cylinder of a production
V-6 engine determined from measurements of cold-engine components. Total
crevice volume is a few percent of the clearance volume and the piston and ring
pack crevices are the dominantcontributor,

The important crevice processes occurring during the engine cycle are the
following. As the cylinder pressure rises during compression, unburned mixture JS
forced into the crevice regions. Since these volumes are thin they have a large
surface/volumeratio; the gas flowing into each crevice cools by heat transfer (0
close to the wall temperature. During combustion, while the pressure continues
to rise, unburned mixture continues to flow into the crevice volumes. When the
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POLLUTANT FORMATION AND CONTROL 605

fume arrives af each creviee, it can either propagate into the crevice and fully or
pout lially burn the fuel and wir within the crevice or it can quench at the evevice
eoteunee, Whether (he flume quenches depends on crevice enuance geometry, lhe
sanipowition of the unburned mixture, and ils (hermodynamic slate as described
in Sec. 11.4.2. After flame arrival and quenching, burned gases will flow into each
crevice until the cylinder pressure starts to decrease. Once the crevice BS. [WES
sure is higher than the cylinder pressure, gas flows back from cach crevice inio
the cylinder.

The most important of these crevices, the vallimes between the juston, [is
ton rings, and cylinder wall, is shown schematically in Fig. 8-27. This crevice
consist Oa series of valumes, connected by How restrictions such as the nog side
clearance and cing gay whose geometry changes ag (he ring moves up and down
in (he rig groove sealing either at (he top or bottomring surface. The gas flow.
pregsure distribution, and ting motion are therefore coupled, and (heir belavior
during the compression and expansion strokes has already been discussed in Sec,
8.6. During compression and combustion, mass flows into the volumes in this
toll creVice region, Once the eylinder pressure starts to decrease (aller abour 15°
ATC) gas Hows oot of he lop of these evevice regions in Fig, 8-27 into the eylin-
der al low velocity adjacent to the cylinder wall The important resull is that the
faction of the total cylinder charge (5 (o LO percent) trapped in these regions at
the time of peak cylinder pressure escapes the primary combustion process, Most
of (lis gas flows back into the cylinder durmy the expansion process, Depending
om epurk plug location in relation to the position ofthe top ning wap, well above
4) percent of this gas cain be woburned Tuel-wir mixuire. Tes polental contribution
to unburned HC emissionsis obvious.

There is substantial evidence to support the above description of crevice
M€ phenomena and the piston ring crevice region in particular. Visualization
studicy in a special engine have identified the spark plug crevice outflow, low-
Nolocity gas expansion out of the volume above the first ring after the time of
Peak pressure, and thejet-like flows through the top ring gap later in the expan-
slr process when the pressure difference across the ring changes sign.*® Gas
‘impliny from the volume above the top rg, using a rapid-acting sample valve
metited in the piston crown, has shown that the gas composition in this Tegion
waresponds to unburned fuel-air mixture until flame arrival at the crevice
Hfilrunce closest to the sampling valve location. Next, product gases enter the
biBVict as the cylinder pressure continues to mse. Then, during expansion as gas

‘Hos out of this region, the composition of the gas sampled reverts back toward
M of the unburned mixture which enters the crevice region earlier.*’

Direct evidence that the piston and ring crevice regions are a major contrib-
®r to exhaust HC emissions comes from experiments where the volumeofthis

Wee region was substantially changed. Wentworth*® almost completely elimi-
iil this crevice by moving the top piston ring as close to the crown of the
1On as possible, and sealing this rmg at top and bottom in its groove with O

» Tests of this sealed ting-orifice design in a production engine showed
Wotions of between 47 and 74 percent from baseline HC levels over a range of
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FIGURE 11-26

(a) Piston top-land crevice volume.(b) Effect of increasing top-land clearance on exhaust hydrocarbon
emissions. Unthrottled spark-ignition engine, r, = 6, 885 rev/min, A/F = 13, MBT timing.*®

speeds and loads. Haskell and Legate,** in experiments in a single-cylinder CFR
engine, steadily inercased the piston top-land clearance (see Fig, | 1-26a) and mea-
sured the effect on exhaust HC emissions. Figure 11-266 shows the results: He
emissions increase as the top-land clearance increases until the clearance equals
about 0.18 mm, when emissions drop to the zero clearance level. This clearance
(0.18 mm) is close to the two-plate quench distance estimated from Eq.(11.27),
For piston top-land clearances above this value, the flame can enter the crevice
and burn up muchofthe crevice HC.

The relative importance ofthe different crevices in the combustion chamber
walls has been examined by using the cylinder head and piston of a four-cylinder
production engine to form two constant-volunie reactors or combustion
bambs.5° The cylinder head was sealed with a steel plate across the head uaskel
plane to make one reactor; the piston and ring pack and cylinder wall, again
sealed with a plate at the head gasket plane, formed the second reactor Each
reactor wasfilled with a propane-air mixture and combustion initiated with a
spark discharge across a spark plug; following combustion the burned gases wert
exhausted, sampled, and analyzed. The crevices were sequentially filled willl
epoxy or viton rubber, and after filling each crevice, the exhaust HC enssiot
level determined. It was found that the ring pack crevices produced approx
imately 80 percent of the total scaled HC emissions, the head gasket crevitl)
about 13 percent, and the spark plug threads 5 percent. All other HCsourcesiil
these reactors produced less than 2 percent of the total HC. While these nuibers
cannot be applied directly to an operating engine (the crevice filling and emply
ing rates in the bomb experiments are substantially different from these rates Il)
an engine), they do underline the importance of the ring pack crevice region.

Blowbyis the gas that flows from the combustion chamber,past the pistol
and into the crankcase. It is forced through any leakage paths afforded by tis
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piston-bore-ring assembly in response to combustion chamberpressure. Blowby
of gases from the cylinder to the crankcase removes gas from this crevice region
and thereby prevents some of the crevice gases from returning to the cylinder.
Crankcase blowbygases used to be vented directly to the atmosphere and consti-
tuted a significant source of HC emissions. The crankcase is now vented to the
engine intake system, the blowbygases are recycled, and this source of HC emis-
sions 1s now fully controlled. Blowby at a given speed and load is controlled
primarily by the greatest flow resistance in the flow path between the cylinder
and the crankcase. This is the smallest of the compression ring ring-gap areas.
Figure 4-30 shows how blowby increases linearly with the smallest gap area.
Figure 11-27 shows how exhaust HC levels decrease as blowby increases and
more crevice HC flows to the crankcase. Crankcase blowby gases represent a
direct performance loss. They are a smaller efficiency loss because crankcase
fases are now recycled to the engine intake system.

The location of the ring gap in relation to the spark plug also affects HC
emission levels, Experiments have shown that HC emissions are highest when the
{Op ting gap is farthest from the spark plug; the gas flowing mto the crevice
iirectly above the gap is then unburned mixture for the longest possible time.
With the top ring gap closest to the spark plug, HC exhaust levels are lowest
cause burned gas reaches the gap location at the earliest time in the com-

bustion process. The difference, highest to lowest, was between 9 and 42 percent
ifthe average level for any set of operating conditions, and in most cases was
thove 20 percent.5!

Thefate of these crevice HC when they flow back into the cylinder during
Pxpainsion and exhaust is not well understood. Both jet-like flows (e.g., that from
i ting gap) and low-velocity creeping flows(e.g., that from the piston top-land

Pievice) have been observed (see Fig. 8-29). While the former could mix rapidlyWith the high-temperature bulk burned gases, the latter will enter the cool gases
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608 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

TABLE 11.6

Amount ofgasflowing into and out of crevice regionst 

% mass ppm C 

Total gas in all crevice regions 8,2
Total gas back to combustion chamber 7.0
Unburned back to combustion chamber 3.7-7.0t 5000-9400
Unburned to blowby 0.5-1.2t
Total unburned escaping primary combustion 4.2-8.2t 

+ For V-6 engine operating at 2000 rev/min and wide-openthrottle.
t+ Depends on spark plug and ring gap location.

in the cylinder wall boundary layer and mix and (probably) burn much more
slowly. Hydrocarbon transport and oxidation processes are discussed morefully
below.

Table 11.6 presents a summary of estimates of the total mass of gas and
mass of unburned mixture in the piston, ring, and cylinder wall crevice region for
a typical spark-ignition engine.*® When compared to exhaust HC levels, it is
clear that these crevices are a major source of unburned hydrocarbons.

ABSORPTION AND DESORPTIONIN ENGINEOIL. The presence of lubricating
oil in the fuel or on the walls of the combustion chamber is knownto result in an
increase in exhaust hydrocarbonlevels. In experiments where exhaust HC con-
centrations rose irregularly with time, with engine operating conditions nomin-
ally constant, it was shown that oil was present on the piston top during these
high emission periods. When engine oil was added to the fuel, HC emissions
increased, the amount of additional HC in the exhaust increasing with the
increasing amountof oil added. The increase in exhaust HC was primarily unre-
acted fuel (isooctane) and not oil or oil-derived compounds.*! The increase in
HC can be substantial: exhaust HC levels from a clean engine can double or
triple when operated on a fuel containing 5 percent lubricating oil over a period
of order 10 minutes. (With deposits from leaded-fuel operation present on the
combustion chamber walls, however, a much smaller increase in exhaust HC was
observed.) It has been proposed that fuel vapor absorption into and desorption
from oil layers on the walls of the combustion chamber could explain these phe-
nomena.*?

The absorption and desorption mechanism would workas follows. The fuel
vapor concentration within the cylinder is close to the inlet manifold concentra-
tion during intake and compression. Thus, for about one crankshaft revolution,
any oil film on the walls will absorb fuel vapor. During the latter part of com-
pression, the fuel vapor pressure is increasing so, by Henry’s law, absorption will
continue evenif the oil was saturated during intake. During combustion the fuel
vapor concentration in the bulk gases goes essentially to zero so the absorbed
fuel vapor will desorb from the liquid oil film into the gaseous combustion pre
ducts. Desorption could continue throughout the expansion and exhaust strokes
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Some of the desorbed fuel vapor will mix with the high-temperature combusti
products and oxidize. However, desorbed vapor that remains in the cool bound.
ary layer or mixes with the cooler bulk gases late in the cycle may escape fi i
oxidation and contribute to unburned HC emissions. nate

Experiments, where measured amounts of oil were placed on the piston
crown, confirm that oil layers on the combustion chamber surface inereas
exhaust HC emissions. The exhaust HC levels increased in proportion to the
amount of oil added when the engine was fueled with isooctane. Addition of
0.6 cm® of oil produced anincrease of 1000 ppm C in exhaust HC conan
Fuel and fuel oxidation species, not oil oxidation products, were responsible for
most of this increase. Similar experiments performed withen fuel showed
no increase in exhaust HC emissions when oil was added to the cylinder, The
increase in exhaust HCis proportional to the solubility of the fuel in the an Th
exhaust HC levels decreased steadily back to the normal engine HClevel bef. :
oil addition, over a periodof several minutes. At higher coolant temperatures the
increase in HC on oil addition is less, and HC concentrations decreased Cae 7
themae. level more quickly. Increasing oil temperature would decrease vis-cosity, increasing the rate of drainage i iliBey gocion reot de foloe the sump.It also changesthe solubility

At the outer surface of the cil layer, the concentration of fuel vapor dis
solved in the oil is given by Henry’s law for dilute solutions in equilibrium: /

Ps
H

where X, is the mole fraction of fuel vaporin theoil, p, is the partial pressure of
pe vaporin the gas, andH is Henry’s constant. If the oil layer is sufficiently thinan hence diffusion sufficiently rapid, Eq. (11.32) can be used to estimate the mei
fraction of the fuel dissolved in the oil. Since Pr =p RT/V (where n,. is the
pene: of molesof fuel in the cylinder, T is the temperature and V thecylinder* _ >
: “a eA xy = Myoly + n,) 3 Nyo/M, for n, > n,,, (where ny is the numberof moles of fuel dissolved in the oil and n, is the numberof moles of oil),>? then

Myo 2, RT
np, HV

meson is sufficiently rapid for Eq. (11.33) to be valid if the diffusion time con-
slant ty is muchless than charactcristic engine times: i.e.,

xy (11.32)

(11.33)

é2

us < Nt
Re gs: . .

a. Fthe oil layer thickness, D is the diffusion coefficient for fuel vapor in the
faee aea speed. D for a hydrocarbon through a motoroil is of order
Ake i i K and of order 10 * cm?/s at 400 K. Oil film thicknesses on
Sins BSies vary during the operating cycle between about 1 and
the a ‘hus diffusion times for engine conditions are 10-! to 10>? s: for

nest oil layers approximate equilibration wouldbe achieved. A theoretical
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FIGURE11-28

Correlation between exhaust hydrocarbon emissions and oil consumption rate. Production piston
rings and sealed ring-orifice ring designs. SI engine at 1600 rev/min, imep = 422 kPa, equivalence
ratio = 0.9, r, = 8.0, intake pressure = 54 kPa, MBT spark timing.*”

study of this problem—the one-dimensional cyclic absorption and desorption of
a dilute amountof gas in a thin (constant thickness) isothermal liquid layer where
diffusion effects are important—has been carried out. It suggests that oil layers
on the cylinder wall could be a significant contributor to HC emission levels.*°

Correlations between engine oil consumption and exhaust HC emissions
provide a perspective on the relative importanceof oil absorption/desorption and
crevice mechanisms. Wentworth measured oil consumption and HC emissions in
a spark-ignition engine for a rangeof piston ring designs.*” Someof these designs
were of the sealed ring-orifice type which effectively eliminates all the crevices
between the piston, piston rings, and cylinder, and prevents any significant gas
flow into or out of the ring region, HC emissions increase with increasing oil
consumption for both production ring designs and the sealed ring—orifice designs,
as shown in Fig. 11-28. Extrapolation to zero oil consumption from normal con-
sumption levels shows a reduction in exhaust HC levels, but this decrease is
significantly less than the difference in emission levels between the production
and the sealed ring-orifice designs which effectively remove the major crevice
region. The production piston used had a chamfered top land. The HC emissions
for a normalpiston top-land design would probably be higher.

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

  

 
POOR COMBUSTION QUALITY.Flameextinction in the bulk gas, beforeall of
the flame front reaches the wall, is a source of HC emissions undercertain engin®
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openconliboans, As the cylinder pressure falls during the «
the temperature of the wiburned mixture ahevut of the Mame decreag $s. Th
(he biriing rate [the laminar fame spwed decreasey go the bursing mi tee
(952) decreases). If the pressure and tomperniure fall (oo rapidly th ts x =
be Abeesa has type of bulk quench his been observed fu aynck-igniace
mngrnes, i results in very hinh HC cones a + for ; AIFLIC ol
Bugine comblons where bulk guicccMipe tenickstrateoiensae
figh! load where engine speed is low and the residual gas Truetion “3 a a
hel dilaton wilh excessive EGR or overly lean mixtures uct with : ten itle
retarded combustion, Eyer if Steady-state eugine calibrations | IB. EGR.eu
spark liming are such thal bulk quenching dogs cot ove under trans om ( 1 ach
operauion these variables may nov he appropriately see ta avoid Bulau chk
in some cogine cycles due to the differen! dynamic eharauteristics i ot ee
subsystems whieh control (hese variables, eer

The existence of zones of stable and Hnstible envine operation wilh les
Jilule mistures has ilready been discussed (see Sec, ! Tansee ce
bustin aludies have shown thal, as mixture Conip.
(og. bY increasing EGR) and unburned was tern
con histiva become lower, combustion quality for variatitity) and engine stabi
iy delemorate. The staudyra deviation in a Parameter such be tried Stes foe
eflretive Pressure (which depends for its magnitude on (he ante Sey 2 Gthe
alitrt caf Combustion 4ind on the duration af the combustion Scania i oni :
net (Oa merease in the quinber of slower burning eycles thes apiecei
Worsea Lo (he vectirrence of partial burning cycles, tinal rielitteand dinally te Po uighcee e é ¥ to some muslipin
yele Bure 236 showed how unburned Hydrocarbon emissions from a alis
FEOIOL engine rise as the BGR rate iy increased wt constant load 4 Ud spee
wombustion quality (defined by the ratio of standard devi ap Ee
Pee TAD) deteriorates. IniGally the increase in HC is Modest and is cause
ae artaereee mechanisms deseribed above However,
eeeee ' B cycles are detected, fic cM ssions risc more rapidly due tw
pe ay © combustion of (he fuel ia the eylitider in these ceveles, Whe ish)
Byles =e combustian— occur the rise in HC becomes more cupid cil,<
ae sieoan of hulk pas quenching in a fruction of (he engine's

Byles CUE LO inadeyunte combustion quality 49 a source of HC, com-
fi | I € th I < ieC 5 o dese 2DHeel With the a CP SOUTHS Scrit end nh this sechion, has yet Wo be estat ished
Seine laa See “nd reducing ts Importanes, burging the
sn ee ne : valoh is completed before condificrs conducive ta
i 7 , 3 ng ¢xisl in the cylinder, does reduce chine wxhause HC

| Figure 11-29 shows “omparison af FC emissions from 3 moderate
MLE} Fale ¢ Tigine Ww | 4C e@ issi ns wi a haste b rh rate fieith t emiss ' i 4 ‘sti 0) ith @ TLS ul ate i
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612 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

 

 
EGRrate, %

FIGURE 11-29
Effect of increasing burn rate on tolerance to recycled exhaust gas (EGR) and HC and NO,emissions
levels. COV,,,,,,, defined by Eq. (9.50). ST engine at 1400 rev/min, 324 kPa imep, equivalence
ratio = 1.0, MAYtiming,**

conditions where combustion appears to be “normal,” and that this mechanism
is important in practice.

EFFECT OF DEPOSITS. Deposit buildup on the combustion chamber walls
(whieh oeeurs in vehicles over several thousands of miles} ts known Ler Increase
unbursed HC emissions. With leaded gasoline operation, the increase ww AC
emissions varies between about 7 and 20 percent, The removal of the deposits
results typically in a reduction wn HC emissions to close to clean engine levels,
With unleaded pagoline, while the deposit vormpusition is completely differunt
(carbonaceous rather than lead oxide), the mnereuse in HC enussions with hocu-
mulated mileage is comparable, Soft sooty deposits, such as those which accu
lute aller runniwe the engine on ad ich mixture, aise cause ao inurease in HC
emissions. Again, when (he deposils were removed the emission rate fell aboul 25
percent to (he original level 9 Studies with simalaid deposits (pisces of metal:
foam sheet 0.6 mmthick) attached to the cylinder head and piston alse ahowed
increases in MC) emussions. The ingrease varied between about TO and
100 ppm C/ern” of sinulated depasit area Vhe effect for a piven area of deposit
yaried with deposit location Locations close to the exhaust valve. where (he Mow
direction during the exhaust process would be expected to be directly into (he
exhaust port, showed the highest increase in emissions, e

It is believed (hat absorplion and desorption of hydrocarbons try [hese
surface deposits is the mechanisto that leads to-an increase in emissions, Deposit
can also build Up im the piston ring crevice regions. A reduetian in volume of
these crevice regions would decrease HC emissions (and such a de¢rease lis bee
observed), However, changes in piston-cylinder wall clearance due to deposits
can affect the flame-quenching process and could increase emissions “

HYDROCARBON TRANSPORT MECHANISMS.All of the above meyehanisms”
(except misfire) result in high hydrocarbon concentrations adjacent to the com
bustion chamber walls. While any jet-type flows outof crevices during the expan
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Schema ic of flow rocesses by which ring creyice HC and di om cylinder wall o: film‘ p. y HC desorbed from cyl! i
exit the cylir der: (a) exhaust blowdown Process; (b) d uring exhaust stroke: (c) end a exhauststr Oke,

son and exhaust strokes can tr:

a ene strokes can transport umburned HC into the bulk gases, mast ofin - HSCS, Ost oC
dev wall ville thee es the wall, Two mechanisms by which gas nearthe * .icc: , a 1¢ cylinder have been demonstrated, One i entrainment “, heS Os “the evil : ne aae = a out ld eVlinder which oveurg during (he exhaust sahil | -$5 F other is (he vortex generated i i ne etcorer during the exhaust stroke. : apn the Puakonactown-cylinder” wall

Figure 11-30i-.. on130Hfustrates these flow processes, In Fig. 11-30a the engine cylinSikes unborad-a valve opens during the blowdown process re.
BOsion acd x from the ring crevice regions, laid along the wall duringnc’ possibly HC from theoil film on the cylinder wall), is expanding?

ee eS Sec. 6.5). The rapid thinni
Miron.rian chamber walls during blowdown, which would result
| Sad © denser hydrocarbon-containing gas adjacent to the wall
ee ni. vai schlieren movies taken in a transparent engine.*® This

aeSeof any HC from the spark plug and head gasket crev-
hail the te ie to unburned HC in the blowdown gases which contaial HC emissions(see Fig. 11-24). During the exhaust stroke thisMUI gas entrainme int process w i i itishown in Fig ia s will continue, exhausting additional unburned H¢ 7

abou

eee
——
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614 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

The second mechanismstarts at the beginning of Mie exhaust strake im (he
piston crown-cylinder wall corner. The pishon motion during the exhaust stroke
surapes the boundary-hiyer pases off (he eylingler wall (which coutaia Lhe remain
der of the piston aud ring crevice hydrocarbons), rolls them Gp onto a vortex, and
pushes them toward the top of tte cylinder, This piston crown-cylinder wall
eorney flowts discussed in See, 8.7, and has been observed in transparent eritiries
ae well-as mm waler-fow enwine analog stiches, At tic end of the exhaust stroke
the height of this vortex ts comparable (0 the engine clearunce heyght. As shown
in Fig, 11-40, a recirculation flowis likely to build up in the upper carne of the
cylinder awayfrom the exhaust valve, causing ithe vertex to detach from the wall
ane partly sweep out of the cylinder, Io the corner nearest the valve, the flow is
deflected around jhe valve, also tending to pull part of (he yertex out of the
chamber. In this way it is pessible for a large part of the vortex, which tay
contains a substantial (raction of the unbarned HC originally located adjacent to
the cylinder wall, (o leave the cylinder at ihe end of (he exhaust stroke, Thies
sorte Howis thought lo be the mechanism thal leads to the hipl) HC eoncenim-
uons meastired al (he end of the exhaust process, which contributes the other talf
of ihe extausted HC muss (see Pig. 11-24), and to be responsible for the 11C
cencentailions measured tn (he residual gases being much higher than average
exhaust HC levels."* This atudy showed that at close to wide-open-thratlle cun-
ditions, only about iworthirds of the HC which fail to oxidize inside (he cylinder
were exhausted, though ¥3 percent of tre gas within the eyboder flows out
through (he exhaust valve. Uhe residual gas HC coneentration was about 11
limes the average exhaust level, AC pari-throttle conditions, where the cesnliitl
gas fraction is higher, it has been estimated (hat only about hall ofthe unreacted
HCip the cylinder will enter the exhaust.”

HYDROCARBON OXIDATION, Unburned hydrocarbons which escape the
primary eiigine cumbustion process by the mechanisms described above mus)
then survive Ue expansion and exhaust process without omdizing if they are to
appear in (he exhaust, Since the formation mechanisms prodace tinburned HCal
temperatures close Lo (he wall temperature, mixing with bulk burned gas must
take place first to raise the HO (emperature to ihe point where reaction call
oveur. The sequence of processes whichlinks the souee mechanisms to bydrocir
hons at (he exhaust exit is illustrated in Pip 11-31) it involves mixing and oxida-
Lon in both (he cylinder and the exhaust systen.

There is considerable evidence thal substanbal oxidavon Woes occur The
oxidation of wnburned HC in the quench lityers formed on the combustian
chamber walls on a time seale af order 1 ms after the fame is extineliished fas
already been discussed, Recause the quench layers are thin, diffusien of HCtate
the bulk burned gas is rapid Beeause ihe burned pases are still at a high (em
perature, Oxidation (hey occurs ginckly, Measurcments of in-eylinder HC com
centrations by yas sampling prior ia exhaust valve opening shawlevels uber! ss
io 2 times (he average exhaust level") "The exhaust uobucned HC ae 4
mixture of fuel hydrocarbon compounds ood pyrolysis and partial oadation pre
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Unburned HC sources:
Crevices

Wall phenomena
Bulk quench

 Post-combustion
in-cylinder mixing  
 
 
 

Oxidation products

“r Residual pase)

  
Oxidation products  Exhaust port

[ Exhaustpipe | 
FIGURE 11-31

Schematic of complete SI engine HC formation and oxidation mechani:sm within the cylinder andexhaust system. °?

ducts. While the relative proportion offuel compared to reaction product hydro-
carbon compounds varies substantially with engine operating conditions, an
average value for passenger car vehicle exhausts is that fuel compounds comprise
40 percent of the total HC. Though partially reacted HC are produced in the
flame-quenching process, these are closest to the high-temperature burned gases
and are likely to mix and burn tapidly That suchalarge fraction of the exhaust
HCare reaction products indicates that substantial postformation HC reactions
are occurring. There 1s direct evidence that HC oxidation in the exhaust system
oceurs.°* Since in-cylinder gas temperatures are higher, it is likely that mixing of
unburned HC with the bulk cylinder gases limits the amountof oxidation rather
than the reaction kinetics directly

Overall empirically based expressions for the rate of oxidation of hydrocar-
bons of the form of Eq. (11.31) have been developed and used to examine in-
cylinder and exhaust burnup. A ch istic ti iPp.Acharacteristic time ty. for this burnup processcan be defined “ PP

1 d[HC]
 1

SC ac (11.34)

pone ao expression similar to Eq. (11.31) for d[HC]/dt, Weiss and Keck®? haven aoe . . ‘Own that any HC mixing with the burned gases in the cylinder prior to exhaust
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616 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

hlowdown will oxidize. ‘The in-cylinder gas temperature prior to nlowdowh gen-
erally exceeds 1250 K; ihe chargcterixtie reaction time tyc is then less Lian 1 ms,
During blowdown the temperature falls rapidly to values typically less than
{000 Ke: ty. iS then grouter thas abou 50 ms. An experimental study of HC
exitiny, from a gimulaled crevice volume: has shown that complete HC oxidation
only oceurs when the cylinder gas Lenrperature is above 1400 K.°° Thusa large
fraction of the HCleaving erevice repious or oil layers during the exhaust process
cay be expected 16 survive with little further oxidation. Gas-sampling data show
little decrease in w-cylinder HC concentrations during the exhaust stroke, thus
supporting ths conelusiont#"* Overall, probably about half of the tntimed
Heformed by the source mechanisms deseribed above will oxidize within the
engine eylinder (Ihe exact amount cannot yer be predicied wilh ay aecurney, if
is tikely To depend on engine design and opening conditions”),

As shown schematically tn Pip, 11-31. oxidation of HC jo the exbausi
Often this is enhanced by air addition mio the port regita

system can) OCCMYensue Lhat adequate oxygen for futenal ys is available However, sinee the gas tem,
4 flow through the exhatist port

perature steadily decreases is the exhalisl gase
and manifold, the potential Lor He burnup eapully diminishes Te oxidize Ube
hydrocarbons ju the gas phase. is residence Lime of order 50 ms oF lenger i
tomperalures in excess of 600°C ure required, To oxidize carbon monoxide tem-
Perales 1 EXCESS of TOU" are requiced. Average exhaust gas temperatures at
the evlinder exit (at the exhaust valve plane) are ubout 80N"C; average gas tem-
peralures at the exhaust port exit are about G00"C.+ Figure 6-21 shows an
example of the measured cylinder pressure, measured gas temperature at the
exhaust port exit, and estimated mass flow Tate Into ihe port and gas lemipersiine
in the cylinder, during the exhaust process al a partthrottle operating condition,
Port residence time and gas (emperatures vary significanuy through the process,
Precise valued of these varuibles obviously depend om enpooe operating conde
tions. J is apparent that only 1 (he exbaust port and iipstrenm end af the manor
fold can wy significant gas-phase HC oxidation occur.

The importance of exhaust gas loraperutire to exaust system emissions
buroup iillustrated by the results shown i Pig. {1-32.°° The exhaust system of
a foureylinder engine wis modified by instulling, a seowen af heated and tsi
idted pipe to mamta the exhaust ges lemperature canstant 1 the absence of
any HC or CO burnup. The exhaust temperature entering this test section Wayyvavied by adjusting the engine operating conditions, The hgure shows CC) aad
HEconcentrations as finctions of residence (ime in the exhaust test section jor
effectively as a function of cistanee from the engine). 7, is the entering Bs ters
perituire, The exhaust composition was fuel lean wath 3 percent O» an ihe banned

lemperature of the exhaust gists throtiglinnt the+ Nowthat there is a signifies it Variation in theql) && hotter than the gas exhiusied at "he end of
exiiust process. The gas exhausted first is about
the process (see Sec. 6.5).
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3

CO,ppm S 
FIGURE11-32

Effect of exhaust gas temperature on HC and co
hurnup in the exhaust, SI engine at 1600 rev/min,

HC,ppmC 
0) a) ik==1s0 3007230 engine uir flow = 7.7 dm‘/s, lean mixture with 3%

Residence timc, ms O, and 13% (CO + CO,) in exhaust.®

gas stream. HC oxidation starts immediately (for T 2 600°C), the rate of oxida-
tion increasing rapidly with increasing temperature. Under fuel-lean conditions,
incomplete HC oxidation can result in an increase in COlevels, CO oxidation
commenceslater, when the gas temperature rises above the entering value due to
heat released by the already occurring HC oxidation. The further heat released
by CO oxidation accelerates the CO burnup process. These data underline the
importance of the exhaust port heat-transfer and mixing processes, Both mixing
between the hotter blowdown gases (with their lower HC concentration) and the
cooler end-of-exhaust gases (with their higher HC concentration) and mixing
between burned exhaust gas and secondaryair are important.

Engine experiments where the exhaust gas reactions were quenched by
timed injection of cold carbon dioxide at selected locations within the exhaust
port have shown that significant reductions in HC concentration in the port can
occur, Parallel modeling studies of the HC burnup process (based on instantane-
ous mass flow rate, estimated exhaust gas temperature, and an overall hydrocar-
bon reaction-rate expression), which predicted closely comparable magnitudes
and trends, indicated thai gas temperature and port residence timeare the critical
variables. The percen! of unburned HC exiting the cylinder which reacted in the
exhaust system (with most of the reaction occurring in the port) varied between a
few and 40 percent. Engine operating conditions that gave highest exhaust tem-
PerAtures (stoichiometric operation, higher speeds, retarded spark timing, lower
compression ratio) and longest residence times (lighter load) gave relatively
higher percent teductions, Air injection at the exhaust valve-stem base, phased to
Goincide with the exhaust process, showed that for stoichiometric and slightly
tith conditions secondary air flow rates up to 30 percent of the exhaust flow
Substantially increased the degree of burnup. Thetimingof the secondaryair flow
Telative to the exhaust flow and the location ofthe air injection point in the port

“4t€ knownto becritical,®4
Reductionsj: n exhaust port heat losses through theuse oflarger port cross-stetional areas (to reduce flow velocity and surface area per unit volume), inser-
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618 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

tion ofport liners to provide higher port wall temperatures, and attention to port
design details to minimize hat extratist gas Impingement on the walls are known
to increase the degree of reaction occurring in the port

SUMMARY.It will be apparent from the abovethat the HC emissions formation
process in spark-ignition engines is extremely comples, and that (ere are several
paths by which a smal) but important amount of the fuel escapes combustion Tr
is appropriate here to summarize the overall structure of (he spark-ignition
engine hydrocarbon emission problem and identify the key factors and engipe
variables that influence the different parts of that problem. Table 11.7 provides
such a summary. The total process is divided into four sequential steps: (1) the
formation of unburned hydrocarbon emissions; (2) the oxidation of a fraction of
these HC emissions within the cylinder, following mixing with the bulk gases; (3)
the flow ofa fraction of the unoxidized HCfrom the cylinderinto the exhaust; (4)
the oxidation in the exhaust system of a fraction of the HC that exit the cylinder,
The detailed processes and the design and operating variables that influence each
of these steps in a significant wayarelisted.

The four separate formation mechanisms identified in step 1 have substan-
tial, though as yet incomplete, evidence behind them. They arelisted in the most
likely order ofimportance. Bach has been extensively described in this section. 1j
is through each of these mechanisms that fuel or fuel-iir mixture escapes (he
primary combustion process. That fuel must then survive the expansion and
exhaust processes and pass through the exhaust system without oxidation if it is
to end up in the atmosphere as HC emissions. The rate of mixing of these
unburued HC with the hot bulk cylinder gases, the temperature and composition
of the gases with which these HC mix, arid the subsequent lemperature-time and
composition-time histories of the mixture will govern the amount of in-cylinder
oxidation that uccurs, The distribution of these HC around the combuslion
chamber is nonuniform (and changes with time); they are concentrated close to
the walls of the chamber. The fraction of these HC that will exit the chamber
during the exhanst process will depend on the details of the in-cylinder llow
patlerns that take (hens through the exhaust valve. Overall, (he magnitude ofthe
residual feaction will be one major factor; the residual gas is known (o be much
richer in HC than the average exhaust. In particular, the flow patierns jn the
cylinder toward the end of the exhaust siroke as the gas scraped off the cylinder
wall by the piston moves toward the exhaust valve will be important. Finally, 4
fraction of the unburned HC which leave the evlinder through the exhaust valve
will burn up within the exhaust system. Gas-phase oxidation in the exhaust ports
and hotter parts of the exhaust manifold is significant. The amount depends of
the gas temperature, composition, and residence time, If catalysts or a thermal
reactor are included in the exhaust system, very substantial additional redlction
in HC emission levels can occur. These devices ajid their operating charactenstes
are described in Sec. 11.6.
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TABLE 11.7

Critical factors and engine variables in HC emissions mechanisms_—_———

1. Formation of HC 2. In-cylinder mixing and oxidation
(a) Crevices (a) Mixing rate with bulk gas  (1) Crevice volume (1) Speed

(2) Crevice location (2) Swirl ratio
(relative to spark plug) (3) Combustion chamber shape

(3) Load () Bulk gas temperature during
(4) Crevice wall temperature expansion and exhaust
(5) Mixture compositiont (1) Speed

(b) Oil layers
(1) Oil consumption
(2) Wall temperature
(3) Speed

(c) Incomplete combustion
(1) Burn rate and variability
(2) Mixture compositiont (d) Wall temperature
(3) Load (1) Important if HC source
(4) Spark timingt near wall

(d) Combustion chamberwalls (2) Forcrevices: importance
(1) Deposits depends on geometry
(2) Wall roughness

3, Fraction HC flowing 4. Oxidation in exhaust system }out of cylinder

(a) Residual fraction (a) Exhaust gas temperature |
(1) Load (1) Speed \
(2} Exhaust pressure (2) Spark timing}
(3) Valve overlap (3) Mixture compositiont
(4) Compression ratio (4) Compression ratio
(5) Speed (5) Secondary air flow

(b) In-cylinder flow during (6) Heatlosses in cylinder
exhaust stroke and exhaust
(1) Valve overlap (6) Oxygen concentration
(2) Exhaust valve size and (1) Equivalence ratio

location (2) Secondary air flow
(3) Combustion chambershape and addition point
(4) Compression ratio (c) Residence time i
(5) Speed (1) Speed {

(2) Load |(3) Volumeofcritical

exhaust system component
(d) Exhaust reactor§

(1) Oxidation catalyst
(2) Three-waycatalyst
(3) Thermal reactor

(2) Spark timingt
(3) Mixture composition
(4) Compression ratio
(5) Heat losses to walls i

(c) Bulk gas oxygen concentration
(1) Equivalence ratio

 
t Fuel/air equivalence ratio and burned
t Relative to MBT timing,P Of at leas

gas fraction (residual plus recycled exhaust gas).

tas great an importance as engine details if present in total emission control system. See Sec. 11.6  
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620 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

11.4.4 Hydrocarbon Emission Mechanisms in
Diesel Engines

BACKGROUND. Diesel fuel contains hydrocarbon compounds with higher
boiling points, and hence higher molecular weights, than gasoline. Also, substan-
lial pyrolysis of fuel compounds occurs within the fuel sprays during the dresel
combustion process. Thus, the composition of the unburned and partially oxi.
dized hydrocarbons in the diesel exhaust is much mare complex than in the
spark-jgnilion engine and extends over i larger molecular size range, Gaseous
hydrocarbon emissions from diesels are measured using a hot particulate filter (al
190°C) and @ heated flame ionization detector. Thus the HC constituents vary
from methane to the heaviest hydrocarbons which remain in the vapor phase in
the heated sampling line (which is also maintained al about 190°C), Any hydro
carbonsheavier than this are therefore condensed and, with the solid-phase soot,
are filtered from the exhaust gas stream upstream of the detector. The particulate
emission measurement procedure measures a portion of total engine hydrocar-
bon emissions also. Particulates are collected by filtering from a diluted exhaust
gas stream at a temperature of 52°C of less. Those hydrocarbons that condense
at or below this temperature are absorbed onto the soot. They ure the extractable
fraction of the particulate: i.e., that fraction which can be removed by a powerful
solvent, typically between about 15 and 45 percent of the total particulate mass.
This section discusses gaseous hydrocarbon emissions; particulate emissions—
soot and extractable material—are discussed in Sec. 11.5.
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The complex heterogencons nature of diesel combustion, where fuel evapo-
ration, filelain and burned-tnburned gas mixing, and combustion can occur
simultaneously, has been diseusscd extensively in Chap. 10. As a result of this
compleaty, there are many processes that could contribute to diesel engine
hydrocarbon emissions. In Chap. 10the diesel’s compression-ipnition combustion
provess was divided into four stages: (1) the ignition delay which is the time
between the start of injection and ignition; (2) the premixed or rapid combustion
phase, during which the fiel that has mixed to within combustible limits during
the delay period hiirns: (3) the mixing controlled combustion phase, during which
{he fale of biirning depends on the rate of fuehair mixing to within (he combusti-
ble lomits: (4) (he late combustion phase where heat release continues at a low
rate governed by the mixing of residual combustibles with excess oxygen and the
kinetics of the oxidation process. There are two primary paths by which fuel can
escape this normal combustion process unburned: the fuel-air mixture can
become too lean to autoignite or to support a propagating flame at the condi-
lions prevailing inside the combustion chamber or, durthe primary com-
bustion process. the fucl-air mixture may be tow rich to ignite or support a flame,
This fucl can then be consumed only by slower thermal oxidation reactionslater
in the expansion process after mixing with additional air, Thus, hydrocarbons
remain unconsumed due to incomplete mixing or to quenchingofthe oxidation
process.

Figure | 1-33 shows schematically how these processes can produce incom-
plete combustion products. Fuel injected during the ignition delay (Fig. |1-33a)
will mix with air to produce a wide range of equivalence ratios. Someofthis fuel
will have mixed rapidly to equivalence ratios lower than the lean limit of com-
bustion (locally overlean mixture), some will be within the combustible range,
and some will have mixed more slowly and be too rich to burn (locally overrich
mixture). The overlean mixture will not autoignite or support {i propagating
flame at conditions prevailing inside the combustion chamber (though some of
this mixture may burn later if it mixes with high-temperature burned products
early in the expansion stroke). In the “ premixed’ combustible mixture, ignition
occurs where the local conditions are most favorable for autoignition. Unless
quenched by thermal boundary layers or rapid mixing with air, subsequent
autoignition or flame fronts propagating from the ignition sites consume the
combustible mixture. Complete combustion of overrich mixture depends on
liviher mixing with air or lean already-burned gases within the time available
before rapid expansion and cooling occurs. Ofall these possible mechanisms, the
“verieitn mixture path is believed to be the most important.~*

For the fuel injected after the ignition delay period 1s over (Fig. 11-33),
pid oxidation of fuel or the products of fuel pyrolysis, as these mix with air

)Note that under normal engine operating conditions, the combustion inefficiency is less than 2
Percent: see Sec. 49.4 and Fig. 3-9,
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622 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

results in complete combustion. Slow mixing of fuel and pyrolysis products with
air, resulting in overrich mixture or quenching of the combustion reactions, can
resuli in incomplete combustion products, pyrolysis products, and unburned fuel
being present in the exhaust.??

Hydrocarbon emission levels from diesels vary widely with operating condi-
tions, and different HC formation mechanismsare likely to be most important at
different operating modes. Engine idling and light-load operation produce signifi.
cantly higher hydrocarbon emissions than full-load operation. However, when
the engine is overfueled, HC emissions increase very substantially. As will be
explained more fully below, overmixing (overleaning) is an important source of
HC, especially under light-load operation. Undermixing, resulting in overrich
mixture during the combustion period, is the mechanism by which some of the
fuel remaining in the injector nozzle sac volume escapes combustion, and is also
the cause of very high HC emissions during overfueling. Wall temperatures affect
HC emissions, suggesting that wall quenching is important, and under especially
adverse conditions very high cyclic variability in the combustion process can
cause an increase in HC dueto partial burning and misfiring cycles.

OVERLEANING. As soon as fuel injection into the cylinder commences, a dis-
tribution in the fuel/air equivalence ratio across the fuel sprays develops. The
amount of fuel that is mixed leaner than the lean combustion limit (@, ~ 0.3)
increases rapidly with time.?? Figure 11-34 illustrates this equivalence ratio dis-
tribution in the fuel spray at the time of ignition. In a swirling flow, ignition
occurs in the slightly lean-of-stoichiometric region downstream of the spray core

Air swirl

 
_ @ > |, rich

— o=0

é b= oy
Injestion nozzle

v=

7
Fuel jet boundary

Ignition location Overmixed HC

FIGURE 11-34 a
Schematic of diesel engine fuel spray showing equivalence ratio (¢} contours al time of ignition:
$,, = equivalence ratio ai lean combustion limit (+0.3), Shaded region contains fuei mixed leaner
than ¢,.°"  
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where the fuel which has spent most time within the combustible limits is located.
However,the fuel close to the spray boundary has already mixed beyondthe lean
limil of combustion and will not autoignite or sustain a fast reaction front. This
mixture can only oxidize by relatively slow thermal-oxidation reactions which
will be incomplete. Within this region, unburned fuel, fuel decomposition pro-
ducts, and partial oxidation products (aldehydes and other oxygenates) will exist:
some of these will escape the cylinder without being burned. The magnitude of
the unburned HC from these overlean regions will depend on the amountoffuel
injected during the ignition delay, the mixing rate with air during this period, and
the extent to which prevailing cylinder conditions are conducive to autoignition.
A correlation of unburned HC emissions with the length of the ignition delay
would be expected. The data in Fig. 11-35 from a direct-injection naturally aspi-
rated enginc show that a goodcorrelation between these variables exists. As the
delay period increases beyond its minimum value (due to changesin engine oper-
ating conditions), HC emissions increase at an increasing rate.°’ Thus, overlean-
ing of fuel injected during the ignition delay period is a significant source of
hydrocarbon emissions, especially under conditions where the ignition delay is
long.

UNDERMIXING. Two sources offuel whichenter the cylinder during combustion
4nd which result in HC emissions due to slow or under mixing with air
have been identified. One is fuel that leaves the injector nozzle at low velocity,
Often late in the combustion process. The most important source here is the
fozzle sac volume, though secondary injections can increase HC emissionsif the
Problem is severe. The second source is the excess fuel that enters the cylinder
iinder overfueling conditions,

At the end ofthe fuel-injection process, the injector sac volume (the small
Yolumeleft in the tip of the injector after the needle seats) is left filled with fuel
ithe combustion and expansion processes proceed, this fuel is heated and

Yaporizes, and enters the cylinder at low velocity through the fozzle holes. This
Mel vapor (and perhapslarge dropsoffuel also) will mix relatively slowly with air
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Standard sac, volume = 1,35 mm?

ExhaustHC,ppmC wS

200}-

i) _. Approximate volumeofnozzle holesKe L st {jt j
—2 0 02 04 06 08 10 1.2 14

3

 
Nozzle sac volume, mm

FIGURE 11-36
Effect of nozzle sac volume on exhaust HC concentration, DI diesel engine, at minimum ignition
delay. V, = 1 dm3/cylinder, 1700-2800 rev/min.°7

and may escape the primary combustion process. Figure 11-36 shows HC emis-
sions at the minimum ignition delay for a direct-injection diesel engine as a func-
tion of sac volume, along with drawings of someof the injector nozzles used. The
correlation between HC emissions (under conditions when the overleaning
mechanism is least significant) and sac volumeis striking. The extrapolation to
zero HC emissions suggests that the fuel in the nozzle holes also contributes. Not
all the fuel in the sac volume is exhausted as unburned hydrocarbons. For
example, in Fig. 11-36 a volume of 1 mm? gives 350 ppm C, while I mm?offuel
would give 1660 ppm C,. The sac volume may notbefully filled with fuel. Also,
the higher-boiling-point fractions of the fuel may remain in the nozzle. Significant
oxidation may also occur. In indirect-injection engines, similar trends have been
observed, but the HC emission levels at short ignition delay conditions are sub-
stantially lower. The sac volume in current production nozzles helps to equalize
the fuel pressures immediately upstream of the nozzle orifices. A small sac volume
makes this equalization less complete and exhaust smoke deteriorates. The con-
tribution of sac and hole volumes to exhaust HC can be reduced to below 0.75 g/
kW -hfor a 1 dm?per cylinder displacement DI engine.°’

In DI engines, exhaust smokelimits the full-load equivalenceratio to about
0.7. Under transient conditions as the engine goes through an acceleration
process, overfucling can occur. Even though the overall equiyalence ratio may
remain lean, locally overrich conditions may exist through the expansion stroke
and into the exhaust process, Figure 11-37 shows the effect of increasing the
amountoffuel injected at constant speed, with the injection timing adjusted to
keep the ignition delay at its minimum value (when HC emissions from overlean-
ing are lowest). HC emissions are unaffected by an increasing equivalence ratlo
until a critical value of about 0.9 is reached when levels increase dramatically. A
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similar trend exists for IDI engines.°? This mechanism is not significant under
normal operating conditions, but can contribute HC emissions under acceler-
ation conditions if overfueling occurs. However, it produces less HC than does
overleaning atlight load andidle.?3

QUENCHING AND MISFIRE. Hydrocarbon emissions have been shown to be
sensitive to ol and coolant temperature: when these lemperalures were increased
from 40 to 90°C in a DI diesel, HC emissions decreysed by 30 percent. Since
jemion delay was maintained constant, overmixing phenomena should remain
approximately constant. Thus, wall quenching of the flame may also be 4 sivnifi-
cant source of HC, depending on the degree of spray impingement on the com-
bustion chamber walls. :

While cycle-by-cycle variation |i the combustion process in diesel engines is
generally much less than in spark-ignition engines, it can become significant
under adverse conditions such as low compression temperatures and pressures
und retarded injection timings, Substantial variations, cycle-by-cycle, in HC emis-
Mons are thoughtto result. In the limit, if misfire (no combustion) occurs in a
Iitction of the operating cycles, then engine HC emissions rise as the percentage
Of misfires increases. However complete misfires in « well-designed and ade-
pessely controlled engine are unlikely to occur over the normal operating
Pathe.

SUMMARY. There are two major causes of HC emissionsin diesel engines under
formal operating conditions: (1) fuel mixed to leaner than the lean combustion
pe during the delay period: (2) undermixing of fuel which leaves the fuel injec-
aSN at low velocity, late in the combustion process. Atlight load andidle,
inde 18 especially important, particularly in engines of relatively small
a size at high speed. In IDI engines, the contribution from fuel in the

ue sac volumeis less important than with DI engines. However, other sourcesAld : ae
ae velocity and late fuel injection such as secondaryinjection can be signifi-
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626 INTERNAL COMAUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

115 PARTICULATE EMISSIONS

11.4.1 Spark-Ignition Engine Particulates

There are three classes of spark-ignition engine particulate emissions: lead,
organic particulates (including soot), and sulfates.

Significant sulfate emissions can occur with oxidation-catalyst equipped
engines, Unleaded gasoline contains 150 to 600 ppm by weight sulfur, which is
oxidized within the engine cylinder to sulfur dioxide, SO;. This SO, can be oxi
dized by the exhaust catalyst to SO, which combines with water al ambient
temperatures to form a sulfuric acid aerosol. Levels of sulfate emissions. depend
on the fuel sulfur content, (he opérating conditions of the engine, and (he details
ofthe catalyst system used. Typical average automobile sulfate emission rates are
20 ma/km orless."

For automobile engines operated with regular and premium leaded gas-
olines (which contain about 0.15 g Pb/liter or dm*) the particulate emission rates
are typically 100 to [50 mg/km, This partioulate is dominated by lead com-
pounds: 25 to 60 percent of the emitted mass is lead.®* The particulate emission
rales are considerably higher when the engine is cold, following start-up. The
exhaust temperature has a significant effect on emission levels. The particle size
distribution with leaded fuel is about 80 percent by mass below 2 pm diameter
and about 40 percent below 0.2 am diameter. Most of these particles are pre-
sumed to form and grow in the exhaust system due to vapor phase condensation
enhanced by coagulation. Some of the particles are emitted directly, withoutsel-
tling, Some of the particles cither form or are deposited on the walls where
agglomeration may occur. Many of these are removed when the exhaust flowrate
is suddenly increased, and these particles together with rust and scale accountfor
the increase in mass and size of particles emitted during acceleration. Only a
fraction (between 10 and 50 percent) of the lead consumed in the fuel is
exhausted, the remainder heing deposited within the engine and exhaust system.

Use of unleaded gasoline reduces particulate emissions to about 20 mg/km
in automobiles without catalysts. This particulate is primarily soluble
(condensed) organic material, Soot emissions (black smoke) can result from com-
bustion of overly rich mixtures, In properly adjusted spark-ignition engines, 300}
in the exhaust is not a significant problem.

115.2 Characteristics of Diesel Particulates

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES, Diesel particulates consist principally of com-
bustion generated carbonaceous material (soot) on which some organic com-
pounds have become absorbed. Most particulate material results from
incomplete combustion of fuel hydrocarbons; some is contributed by the iubn-
cating oil, The emission rates are typically 0.2 to 0.6 g/km for light-duty diesels
an automobile, In larger direcl-injection engines, particulate emission rates ar
0.5 to 1.5 g/brake kWh. The composition of the particulate material depends on
the conditions in the engine exhaust and particulate collection system. At iem-
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peratures above 500°C, the individual particles are principally clusters of many
small spheres or spherules of carbon (with a small amount of hydrogen) with
individual spherule diameters of about 15 to 30 nm. As temperatures decrease
below 500°C, the particles become coated with adsorbed and condensed high
molecular weight organic compounds which include: unburned hydrocarbons,
oxygenated hydrocarbons (ketones,esters, ethers, organic acids), and polynuclear
aromatic hydrocarbons. The condensed material also includes inorganic species
such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and sulfuric acid (sulfates).

The objective of most particulate measurement techniques is to determine
the amount of particulate being emitted to the atmosphere. Techniques for
particulate measurement and characterization range from simple smoke meter
opacity readings to analyses using dilution tunnels. Most techniques require
lengthy sample-collection periods because the emission rate of individual species
is usually low, The physical conditions under which particulate measurements are
made are critical because the emitted species are unstable and may be altered
through loss to surfaces, change in size distribution (through collisions), and
chemical interactions among other species in the exhaust at any time during the
measurement process (including sampling, storage, or examination). The most
basic information 1s normally obtained on a mass basis: for example, grams per
kilometer for a vehicle, grams per kilowatt-hour for an engine, grams per kilo-
gram of fuel or milligrams per cubic meter of exhaust (at standard conditions).
Smoke meters measure the relative quantity of light that passes through the
exhaust or the relative reflectance ofparticulate collected on filter paper. They do
not measure massdirectly. They are used to determine visible smoke emissions
ind provide an approximate indication of mass emission levels Visible smoke
from heavy-duty diesels at high load is regulated. In the standard mass emission
measurement procedure, dilution tunnels are used to simulate the physical and
chemical processes the particulate emissions undergo in the atmosphere. In the
dilution tunnel, the raw exhaust gases are diluted with ambient air to a tem-
Perature of 52°C orless, and a sample stream from the diluted exhaustisfiltered
(0 remove the particulate material.

PARTICULATE COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE. The structure of diesel
particulate material is apparent from the photomicrographs shownin Fig. 11-38
of particulates collected from the exhaust of an IDI diesel engine. The samples
ure seen to consist of collections of primary particles (spherules) agglomerated
Mt aggregates (hereafter called particles). Individual particles range in appear-
ice from clusters of spherules to chains of spherules. Clusters may contain as
Maly as 4000 spherules. Occasional liquid hydrocarbon and sulfate droplets have

een identified. The spherules are combustion generated soot particles which
“ary in diameter between 10 and 80 nm, although most are in the 15 to 30 nm
Mike. Figure | 1-39 shows a typical distribution of spherule size (solid line) deter-
Miltted by sizing and counting images in the photomicrographs. The number-
Mean diameter (=) N,d/N) 1s 28 nm. The volume contribution of these
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.

 
FIGURE 11-38

Photomicrographs of diesel particulates: cluster (upper left), chain (upper right), and collection from
filter (bottom).7°

Numberofspherules Volumecontribution
FIGURE 11-39

Oo 1 20 30 40 50 60 Typical distributions of spherule diameter and
Spherule diameter, nm volume. 7°
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TABLE 11.8
Chemical composition of particular matter’?—————E————E——————————eee

  Idle 48 km/h

Extractable

composition Cy3H2904.5No.21 C43002sNoig
H/C 1.26 1.63

Dry soot
composition CH2799.22No.01 CHo.2100.15No.01
H/C 0.27 0.21 

spherules is shown as the dashed curve in Fig. 11-39. The volume-mean diameter,
( N, cd?) NYO. is 31 nm,

Determination of the particle size distribution with a similar techriitjtie
involves assigning a single dimension ta a complex and irregular agerepale, and
introduces uncertainties arising from only having two-dimensional images of par-
ticles available, Other approwches based on inertial impactors and electrical
serosol analysers have been used. Some of the data stiggest that the particle sive
iistrbulion is bimodal. The smaller-size range is thought to be liquid hydrocar-
hon drops and/or individual spherules characterized by number-mean diameters
af 10 to 20 nin; the lurger-size range is thought to be the particles of ayglomer-
ited spherules characterized by oumber-mean diameters of 100 to [AC nm,
However, other parbicnlate samples have not shown a bimodal distribution:
volume-mean diameters ranged from 50 to 220 nm with no notable trend with
vilher speed or load.7°

The exhaust particulate is usually partitioned with an extraction solvent
Wla soluble fraction and a dry-soot fraction, Two commonly used solvents are
dichloromethane and a benzene-ethanol mixture. Typically 15 to 30 mass percent
Ii extractable, though the range of observations is much larger (~10 to 90
fercent), Thermogravimetric analysis (weighing the sample as it 1s heated) pro-
duces comparableresults. Typical average chemical compositions of the two par-
Heulate fractions are given in Table 118, Dry soot has a much lower H/C ratio
thin the extractable material, Although most of the particulate emissions are
farmed through incomplete combustionoffuel hydrocarbons, engineoil may also
eontribate significantly. The number-average molecular weight of the extractable
Material shown im Table 11.8 ranged from about 360 to 400 for a variety of
‘npine conditions. This fell between the average molecular weight ofthe fuel (199)
‘intl that of the lubricating oil (443 when fresh and 489 when aged).’° Radioactive
Adcer studies in a light-duty IDI diesel have shown that the oil was the origin of
between 2 to 25 percent by mass of the total particulate and 16 to 80 percent of
Wit extractable organic portion, the greatest percentages being measured at the
Nighest engine speed studied (3000 rev/min). Ail of the oil contribution appeared
Wi the extractable material. The contributions from the different individual com-
WOunds in the fuel have also been studied. All the compounds tested—paraffins,
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FIGURE11-40

Lattice-imaging micrograph of a diesel particulate.”

olefins, and aromatics—contributed to the particulate emissions; as a group, aro-
matics were the greatest contributors. Eighty percent of the carbon-14 used to tag
individual fuel compounds was found in the insoluble fraction and 20 percentin
the soluble particulate fraction.”

In addition to the elements listed in Table 11.8, trace amounts of sulfur,

zinc, phosphorus,calcium,iron, silicon, and chromium have been found in parti-
culates. Sulfur and traces of calcium, iron, silicon, and chromium are found in
diesel fuel; zinc, phosphorus, and calcium compounds are frequently used in
lubricating oil additives.”°

A lattice image of a diesel particle is shown in Fig. 11-40; it suggests a
concentric lamellate structure arranged around the center of each spherule. This
arrangement of concentric lamellas is similar to the structure of carbon black.
This is not surprising; the environment in which diesel soot is produced is similar
to that in which oil furnace blacks are made. The carbon atoms are bonded
together in hexagonal face-centered arrays in planes, commonly referred to as
platelets. As illustrated in Fig. 11-41, the mean layer spacing is 0.355 nm (only
slightly larger than graphite). Platelets are arranged in layers to form crystallites.
Typically, there are 2 to 5 platelets per crystallite, and on the order of 10° crys-

 FIGURE 11-41

Platelet Crystallite Particle Substructure of carbon particle.”*
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tallites per spherule. The crystallites are arranged with their planes moreorless
parallel to the particle surface. This struvtore of unerdercd layers is called turbe
static The spherules, 10 to 50 nm in digmeter, are hised together to farm pel
tides a8 shown m Fig. 11-40. A single spherule contams 10° to 10 carbon
atoms.””’ a

A surface area of about 200 m?/g has been measured for diesel soot. A
gnoath-surhiced 30-nm diameter sphere wiih a density of 2 avem? would have a
gurfice/moass ratio of 100 m7/g, so the measured value is aboul twice the siiper-
ficial ices, Approxamating @ particle of agglomerated spherules by a single spliere
of 200 nim diuneter gives a surface/mass ration of 15 mé*/p.7" These data and esti-
mates of superficial area per unit mass indicate that diesel soot has low porosity,

SOLUBLE FRACTION COMPONENTS.Theextractable organic fraction of diesel
particulate emissions includes compounds that may cause health and
environmental hazards. Thus chemical and biological characterization of the
soluble organic fraction are important. Both soxhlet and sonification methods are
used to extracl (he organic fraction from particnlate samples, Because (he partic-
uliiies are mixtures of polar and nonpolar components, full extraction requires
different solvents; any one solvent is a compromise Methylene chloyidle is (he
most cwnimonly used extraciatt, however. Since a complex mixture of organic
compolinds is assoejated with diesel particulates, a preliminary fractionation
schenie is used to group similar types of compoundsbeforefinal separation and
Wenlificution. The scheme most frequently used results in seven fractions gener-
ally labeled as: basics, acidics, paraffins, aromatics, transitionals, oxygenates, and
elher insolubles. Table 11.9 indicates the types of components in each fraction
ani the approximate proportions. Thebiological activity of the soluble organic
fiction and its subfractions is most commonly assessed with the Ames
Sulmonela/mcrosomal test. With this test, a quantitative dose-response curve
#livwinw the mutagenicity of a sample compound is obtained. The Amestest uses
A THutan! strain of Salmonella (yphimurium that is incapable of producing histi-
ine. Mutagenicity is defined as the ability of a tested compound to revert
DUEK-(nutste—this bacterium to its wild state, where it regains its \tbility to
pduce histidine. '*

15.4, Particulate Distribution within the
Ovlinter

Méitstreneniy have been made of the particulate distribution within the com-
 bilatien chamberof operating diesel engines. The results provide valuable infor-

“MAGN on the particulate formation and oxidation processes and how these
i to the fuel distribution and heat-release development within the com-
ae chamber Techniques used to obtain particulate concentration data
Ra Se of Tapid-acting poppet or needle valves which draw a small gas

Me from the cylinder at a specific location and time for analysis (e.g., Refs. 21
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632 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

TABLE 11-9

Componentsofthe soluble organic fraction?*

| | Percent ofFraction Components of fraction total

Acidic Aromatic oraliphatic 3-15
Acidic functional groups
Phenolic and carboxylic acids

Basic Aromatic or aliphatic <1-2
Basic functional groups f
Amines

Paraffin Aliphatics, normal and branched 34-65
Numerous isomers

From unburned fuel and/or lubricant
Aromatic From unburnedfuel, partial combustion, and 3-14

| recombination of combustion products; from
lubricants

. | Single ring compounds |
| Polynuclear aromatics

;
|
( Oxygenated Polar functional groups but not acidic or basic 7-15

| Aldehydes, ketones, or alcoholsAromatic phenols and quinones |
; Transitional Aliphatic and aromatic 1-6
| Carbonyl functional groups

Ketones, aldehydes,esters, ethers
Insoluble Aliphatic and aromatic 6-25

Hydroxyl and carbonyl groups ]
High molecular weight organic species :
Inorganic compounds
Glassfibers from filters

| and 74), optical absorption techniques (e.g. Refs. 75 and 76), and cylinder
| dumping where the cylinder contents are rapidly emptied into an evacuated tank
i) at a preset time in the cycle (e.g., Ref. 77). Both DI and IDI engines have been

studied. Of course, concentration data taken at specific locations in the cylinder
during the engine cycle are not necessarily representative of the cylinder contents

| in general; nor do they represent the time history of a given massof gas. Thefuel
distribution, mixing, and heat-release patterns in the cylinder are highly nonuni-
form during the soot-formation process, and the details of gas motion in thé
vicinity of the sampling location as the piston changes position are usually
unknown.

In direct-injection diesel engines, the highest particulate concentrations art
foundin the core region of each fuel spray where local average equivalence ratios

| are very rich (see Secs. 10.5.6 and 10.7.2). Soot concentrations rise rapidly soon
after combustion starts. Figure 11-42 shows a set of sample-valve soot
concentration data from a large (30.5-cm bore, 38.1-cm stroke), quiescent, direct
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FIGURE 11-42

Piirlicillale concentrations, i g/m? at standard temperature and pressure, in various regions of the
fuel spray as « function of crank angle in quiescent DI diesel engine, measured with rapid sampling
valve. Different sample valve locations 1n combustion chamber and spray indicated onleft. Cylinder
hure 30.5 cm, stroke = 38.1 cm, 1, 12.9, engine speed = 500 rev/min, bmep = 827 kPa.74

Injection diesel engine which illustrates these points.” The particulate
foncentyitions on the fuel spray axis close to the injector orifice are remarkably
Hih (~200 to 400 g/m?at standard temperature and pressure). This corresponds

WW4large fraction of the fuel carbon in the extremely rich fuel vapor core being
“Impled as particulate (as soot and condensed HC species). Such high particulate
Ihetions of the local fuel carbon (~50 percent) have also been found in the very
Wel rich cores of high-pressure liquid-fueled turbulent diffusion flames. Pyrolysis
Ol tHe fuel is therefore an important source of soot. These very high local soot
Poncertrations decrease rapidly once fuel injection ceases and the rich core mixes
{loaner equivalence ratios. Soot concentrations in the spray close to the piston

“bow! outer tadius and at the cylinder wall rise later, are an order of magnitude
§.and decay more slowly. Away from the fuel spray core, soot concentrations
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634 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

FIGURE11-43
Particulate concentrations at various distances
fom wall of prechamber in awirbchumnber TD!

| diusel engine, measured wilh rapid sarapling, valveCrank angle, deg Engine sprac = L001) new) tiny infection at 12!ATC, ixniuon at §BTEC

 
Injection

centerline. A aseful compan-decrease rapidly with inereasing distance from the
alration in a seichiomelric} son with (hese soot concentrations is the fuel conee

a misture, about 75 g fuel/m*®. Approximate estimates of the mean soal comeentra:tion inside the cylinder through the combustion process suggests that almostall
(over 90 percent) of the soot formed is oxidized prior to exhaust. Similar results
huve been obtained in a small direct-injection engune with switl.7® 7° Peak soot
concentrations in the outer regions of the tue) spray were comparable (~ 18 e/
m*), Measurements were not made in the spray core near the injector orifives
hawever, based on the equivalence ratio results in Fig. 10-46, Sool concentratiins
would be expected to be lower die 10 ihe more rapid mixing with air that occurs
with swirl.

Similar data are available from sampling in the prechamber of an IDI swirl
chamber engine?! Figure | 1-43 shows soot concentrations 2, 10, and 15 mm
from the wall of the prechamber. Equivalence ratio distributions from this study
have already been shown in Fig, 11-17. Concentrations peak 5 to LO’ ATC at
levels ~2 g/m’; these are substantially lower than Ol engine peak soot concen-
(rations (presumably due to the more rapid mixing of fuel and air in the 1D)
engine). Concentrations in the prechambver att (Hest locations then decrease sub-:
stantially.

A better indication of average concentrations within the cylinder is given by
experiments. Measurements of the jotal number of seat

fracrion throngh the combustion process have been
egr diesel. The contents of the engine cylinder, at %

preselected point in [he evele, Were rapidly expelled through a blowdewn port
diluted, and collected in © sample bai. Figure Ll-44 shows one set of results
Particles first appear shortly alter the start of combustion (4 ta 5 ATE) The
number density rises to a maximum at ag” ATC and then falls rapidly as a cesull
of particle coagulation acd. possibly, oxidation, The exhaust particulate numbee

nth of te peak valoc. The volume fraction soot Jaladensity is less Than onele
jsoob mass concentration 1s proportional to volume fraction) show a much Hattere to oxidytionlmaximum cartier in fhe combustian process and a decrease (du
from 20 to 40° ATC to about one-third of the peak veloc. Oxidation apnarcnuly
ceases at about 40° ATCat these conditions.

total evlinder sampling
parlicles and saor volume
made to an TOL passenger
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 0 FIGURE 11-44
“ a Cylinder-averaye preticleenumnber density N and
04 ¢ A partite. volume {rection fy ma function of cranka oat “oe _Exhaust angle in IDI diesel engine determined from

0 =ott cylindit-dumpiny experiments. 1000 Tev/min,
TC 10 20 30 40 30 “110 420 ¢@=022, injection starts at 3.5° BTC. Gas

Crank angle, deg 5 volumesat standard temperature and pressure.?7

11.5.4 Soot Formation Fundamentals

The soot particles, whose characteristics have been deseribed in the abave jwu
sections, form primarily from the carhon in the diesel fuel Thus, the formation
process slurts with a fuel molectile containing 12 to 22 carban aos dnd an AC
rao of about 2, and ends up with particles typically a few hundred nanometers
In dhimtivicx, composed of spherules 20 (6 30am in diameter each containing
some 10” carbon atoms and having an H/C ratio of about 1. Most of the
Informatiad available on the fiindamentals of soot formation in combustion
tomes from studies 1 sinmple premixed und diffusion flanyes, stirred reaetors,
shack jubes, and constant-volume combustion bombs. A recent review" syn.
Marizes the extensive literature available from such suudies. Also. the production
of carbon black requires a high yield af soot fram pyrolysis of a hydrocarbon
feedstwck. and iheliterature (rom that field has much te camlribute (see Ref 41),
However, the characteristies of diesel combustion whieh muke it Unsuitable for
more fundamental studies—the high gs lemperatores and pressures, complex
fuel composition, domimance of turbulent mixing, the Unsteady nature of the
Process, and the three-dimensional geometry—alsa make it diffieult to interpret
Nindwinenial ideas regarding soot formation in the diesel context, There is much
Abo! Lhe soot formation process in diesel engines, therefore. thal is poorly ane
Meompletely iinderstoud

Soot formation takes place in the diesel combustion environment at tem-
Perattires between about 1000 and 2800 K, al pressures of 50 to 100 atm, and
With sufficient air overall to burn fully all the fuel. The time available for the
armatian of solid soot particles from a fraction of the fuel is in the order of

THillisecands Theresulting aerosol—dispersed solid phase particles in a gas—can
mM characterized by the total amount of condensed phase (often expressed as the

4601 volume fraction, F,. the volume of soot/total volume), the number of soot
Pérticles per unit volume (N), and the size of the particles (e g., average diameter
a) Fy, wn. and d are mutually dependent [eg., for spherical particles F, =
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636 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

(n/6)Nd3|, and any two of these variables characrertze the system. Lt ts mest
convenient to consider N and Fy as the independent vanables since they cach
relate to the “almost-separate” stages of soot particle generation (the sourve of
N) and sootparticle growth (the source of Fy).

These stages cuin be summarized as follows :°°

1. Particle formation, where the first condensed phase material arises from the
fuel molecules via their oxidation and/or pyrolysis products. These pradue(s
typically inclide various unsitrurated hydrocarbons, particularly acetylene and
its higher analogues (C,H), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH),
These two Lypes of molecules are considered the most likely precursors of soo)
sty Hares. The condensation reactions of gas-phase species such as these lead

yoce of the first seoognizable soot particles (often called nucley),
are very small (d@ <2 um) and the formation of large

lipible soot loading in the region ol their forma:
lo the appear

| These first purtieles
| numbers of them mvelve neg

tion.

2. Particle growth, which includes both surlace growth, cougulation, und aggre
gation. Surface growth, by whieh) the bulk of the solid-phase material ts gener
ated, involves the alachment of dus-phase species LO the surface of particles
and their incorporation into the particukue phase. Figure 11-45, where the log
of the molecular weight of a species 1s plotted against its hydrogen mole [rac
tion X,, illustrates some important points about ihis process, Sluring willl a
fuel molecule of X, 2 0.5 it is apparent that neither purely polyacetylene chagtmy
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FIGURE 11-45 . ‘ ~ Wo
Paths to soot formation on plotof species molecular weight M versus hydrogen mole fraction *n- 
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arowth tor purely PAH growth would lead to soot particles which have +) 10
the range 0.1 to 0.2, What is required is condensation ofspecies with the right |
hydrogen content, or condensalion of species with higher hydrogen content
follawed by dehydrogenation, or a combination of both these processes, Obvi-
ously some polyacetylenes and some PAHcansatisfy these requirements, as
can saturated platelets (e.g., C,,H»7; see Sec. 11.5.2), Surface growth reactions
lead (0 an increase in the amount of soot (F,) but the number ofparticles (N)
remains unchanged. The opposite is true for growth by coagulition, where the
particles collide and coalesce, which decreases N with Fy, constant. Once
surface growth stops, continued aggregation ofparticles into chains and clus-
ters can occur.

These stages of particle generation and growth constitute the soot forma-
tion process. At each stage in the process oxidation can occur where soot or soot
precursors are burned in the presence of oxidizing species to form gaseous pro-
ducts such as CO and CO,. The eventual emission of soot from the enginewill
depend on the balance between these processes of formation and burnout. The
emitted soot is then subject to a further mass addition process as the exhaust
gases cool and are diluted with air. Adsorption into the soot particle surface and
condensation to form new particles of hydrocarbon species in the exhaust gases
occurs in the exhaust system and in the dilution tunnel which simulates what
fiappens in the atmosphere. Figure 11-46 Illustrates the relationship between
(hese processes.’° Although they are illustrated as discrete processes, there is
some overlap, and they may occur concurrently in a given elemental mixture
fegion within the diesel combustion chamber. Of course, due also to the non-
homogeneous nature of the mixture and the duration of fuel injection andits
overlap with combustion, at any given time different processes are in progress in
different regions or packets offluid. The fundamentals of each of these processes
will now be reviewed.
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638 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

SOOT PARTICLE FORMATION.Empirically, it has been found useful to define
the composition of the fuel-oxidizer mixture at the onset of soot formation in
flames by the carbon/oxygen ratio. Equilibrium considerations indicate that soot
formation should occur when,in

C,H, + yO, > 2,CO + 5 H, + (m — 2y)Cs (11.35)
m becomeslarger than 2y: Le., the C/O ratio exceeds unity. The corresponding
fuel/air equivalence ratio is given by

c

o= (Ei + 6) (11.36)
where 56=n/(4m); @ is 3 for (C/O)=1, with n/m=2. The experimentally
observed critical C/O ratios are less than unity, however, varying with fuel com-
position and details of the experimental setup from about 0.5 to 0.8. Thecritical
C/O ratio for soot formation increases with increasing temperature butis only
weakly dependent on pressure. Beyond the carbon formation limit, the yield of
soot increases rapidly with increasing C/O ratio and is strongly enhanced by
increasing pressure.®°

It is obvious that soot formation is a nonequilibrium process. Yet despite
decades of study, the precise details of the chemistry leading to the establishment
of soot nuclei still elude investigators. Several different theories have been
advanced to explain the pyrolysis process—the extensive decomposition and
atomic rearrangement of the fuel molecules—that culminates in nucleation.
Reviews of these theories can be found in Refs. 73, 80, and 81. Often-cited mecha-

nisms are thermal cracking that results in fragmentation of fuel molecules into
smaller ones, condensation reactions and polymerization that result in larger
molecules, and dehydrogenation that lowers the H/C ratio of the hydrocarbons
destined to become soot. Three different paths to the production of soot appear
to exist, depending on the formation temperature. At the lowest temperatures
($1700 K) only aromatics or highly unsaturated aliphatic compounds of high
molecular weight are very effective in forming solid carbon through pyrolysis. At
intermediate temperatures typical of diffusion flames (21800 K), all normally
used hydrocarbon fuels produce soot if burned at sufficiently rich stoichiometry,
but appear to do so by following a different path. At very high temperatures,
above the range of interest for diesel combustion, a third nucleation process
seems likely that involves carbon vapor.’°

A simple mechanistic model for nucleation in the low and intermediate tem-
perature ranges which has considerable experimental support for its basic fea-
tures has been advanced by Grahametal.®? It is illustrated in Fig. 11-47. At low
temperatures, an aromatic hydrocarbon can produce soot via a relatively fast
direct route that involves condensation of the aromatic rings into a graphitelike
structure. Above about 1800 K, however, a slower, less-direct route is favored
that entails ring breakup into smaller hydrocarbon fragments. These fragments
then polymerize to form larger unsaturated molecules that ultimately produce
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Mechanistic model for formation of soot
from aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbon
compounds.7°

fxs
— ae: ag

Aliphatics iea
“s

soot nuclei. Aliphatic molecules can only follow this latter less-direct route. |
Experimental measurements in flames suggestthat polyunsaturated hydrocarbon
compounds are involved in nucleation, and acetylenes and polyacetylenes have
been detected that decrease in concentration as the mass of carbon formed
increases. Such observationsfit the indirect path in Fig. 11-47. Results of studies
of pyrolysis of benzene between 1300 and 1700 K support a physical conden- |
sation mechanism for the low-temperature path. This mechanism begins with the
transformation of the initial hydrocarbon into macromolecules by a gas-phase
reaction. The partial pressure of these macromolecules grows until supersatu- \
ration becomessufficient to force their condensation into liquid microdroplets. |
These become nuclei, and subsequently formed gascous macromolecules then
contribute to nuclei growth.”° i

SOOT PARTICLE GROWTH.Nucleation produces a large number of very small
particles with an insignificant soot loading. The bulk of the solid-phase material |
18 generated by surface growth, which mvolves the gas-phase deposition of hydro-
carbon intermediates on the surfaces of the spherules that develop from the
Nuclei, A qualitative description of the changes that occur as a function oftime in
i premixed flame during nucleation and surface growth 1s shown in Fig. 11-48,
The'sootfraction Fvy, in units of soot volume per unit volume of gas, 1s related to
the number density N and the volume-mean diameter ofthe soot particles by

Fy = ; Na? (11.37) |
#78 the actu
vollime

density y

il diameter of the spherules, or the diameterof a sphere of equivalent )
lo an agglomerated particle. The rate of change of particle number
vith time ¢ can be written

dN

aNa Na (11.38)  
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640 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

SootvolumefractionF,,particlesized, __particlenumberdensityN,hydrogen/carbonratio
FIGURE 11-48

   
2 \ Variation in soot volume fraction F,, particle

pL} number density N, particle size d, and soot
9 Time - hydrogen/carbonratio with timein a flame.’°

where N,, is the rate at which fresh nuclei appear and N,, is the rate of agglomer-
union of spheres or particles that collide and suck, AL the peak of the 4 curve,
N,=WN,. To the left of the peak, WV> N,, the particle diameter remajns essen-
tally conslint at the minimum delectable dinmeter and the (small) cise m soot
volume ts dominated by nucleation, To the right of the peak to the N clieve,
N,>N,. The number of agglomerating collisions is high becuase of the high
number densily; at the same ime nucleation ends because there is enough (is
persed surface arca for gascous deposition of bydrocarbon intermediates $0 the
prohability of generating new nuclei falls io ero. With nucleation halted sligitly
to ihe right of the N curve peak, all the subsequent inerease in soot volume
fraction (the majority) stems from surfave growth, To the right of the N curve
peak, the number densityfalls in the case illustrated by three orders of magni
tude. Thus is the result of agglomeration, which is responsible for a portion ofthe
increase in particle diameter. Agglomeration does not contribute to the rise in
soot volume fraction, F,. Surface growth that takes place on nuclei and on
sphertiles is responsible for forming the concentric shells (Somewhat distorted aod
warped) that constitute the outer partions of spherules and Which are distinct
from (he less-organized spliervle center (see Figs, 11-40 and 11-41). Surface
wrowth on agglomorated particles may partly fill in the erevices at the jugclures
of adjoining spherules to provide the nodular structure evidentin Pig. 1.40,"

Once particles have formed, interparticle collisions can lead to auelomer
ation, thereby decreasing the numberof particles and ioereasing their sive, Thier
types of agglomeration have been identified in soot formanop. During the eurly
stages of particle growth, collision of (wo spherical particles may result ya thetr
coayulation into a single spheroid This ts easy to visualize in hydrocarbon pyro!
ysis where the bewnnings of a soot particle may have the viseosity of a tarry
liquid.” Also, when the individual particles are small, rapid surface growth will
quickly resyore the original spherical shape.”* This process ovcurs up bo digo
elers Of about (O nm. On the other hand. Wfspherules have solidified before coll
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gion and surface growtly rites have diminished, the resulting particles resemble a
cluster in whieh (he oriyinal spherules retain much of their individual identity
After surface growth essentially ceuses, continued couleseenee of the sed partiwles
resiills in (he formation of chainlike siructures of discrete spbherules, This SUzests
cleciustalic¢ forces are sipaificant, Positive chiirge measured on these particle
chains is claimed to be the cause of their ebainlike structure,”This later
coalescence once surface growth ceases is termed aggregation.

It has been shown experimencilly that during coagulation the rate of
decrease Of particle number density was proportional to the product of a coagu-
lation cocliaent and the square of the number density:

——= KN? (11.39)

This is the Smoluchowski equation for coagulation of a liquid colloid. Based on
browrlitn motion, this equation is applicall: when the Knudsen number iratto of
mean free path to particle diameter) exceeds 10. K deperils on such factors as
paruicle sive and shape size disiribunon, aod the lemperaliure, pressure, and
densily of the gas: Equation (1139) has been used to predict cougulation rates in
low-pressure sooting Mumes.?"" It has alsa heen modified a> that I applies
where the particle size and mean free pail are comparable by using a more
complex eXpresston for A (see Ref 83), These studies show thal under vonditions
upproomating those in cnpne flames, the fraction of the initial number density
Na rennin at Limes is ziven approximately by

N w(K wtNo = (KNot) (11.40)
Thus as t increases, N/Ng decreases rapidly Although these coagulation calcu-
lajliiys are simplistic (in that many of the assumptions madeare not strictly valid
ime soot particles are not initially distributed homogeneously in the combustion
spiue. they are not monodisperse, and surface growth and oxidation may be
taking place during agglomeration), an overall conclusion 1s that the rate of coag-
iihon of spherules and particles to larger particles js very sensitive to number
density Thus the number of particles decreases rapidly with advancing crank
‘ingle in the diesel engine during the early part of the expansion process(see Fig.
at? and agglomeration is essentially complete well before the exhaust valve‘Hymns,

Throughout the soot formation process in |i flame, the H/C ratio of the
Hydrocarbons formed in the pyrolysis and nucleation process and of the soot
pusits continually decreases. The H/C ratio decreases from a value of about 2,

f Hole of commonfuels, to of order | in the youngest soot particles thal can be
‘“mpled. and then to 0.2 to 0.3 once surface growth has ceased in the fully
en soot.®° The latter stages of this process are indicated in Fig. 11-48.
Hibleciies, rhP. _ to the soot particles occurs by reaction with gas-phase
Tiss, ee eacting gas-phase hydrocarbons appear to be principally acety-

arger polymers adding faster than the smaller Small polyacetylenes
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642 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

undergo hirther polymerization it the gas phase, prestimably by the same mecha.
nisin leading lo nucleation. As.a result of preferential addition of the larger poly-
mers, the H/Cratio af the paruicles decreases loward ils steady-state value, Thus
most ofthe polyacetylenes added tmiist be of very high molecular weight or dehy-
Jrogenation must also take place 38

11.5.5 Soot Oxidation

iu the overall soot formation process, shown schematically in Fig. 11-46, oxida-
tiow of soot at the precursor, nucle, and particle stages can occur. The enirine
cylinder sool-concentration data reviewed in Sec, 11.5.3 indicate that a large frac-
tien of the soot formed is oxidized withit the eylinder before the exhaust process
commences. bn the discussion af dresel combustion movies in See, 10.3.1, dark
brown regions were observed in the color photagraphs (see color plate, Fig,
10-4); these were interpreted as soot particle clouds, and were seen to be sur-
rounded by a diffusion flame which appeared white from the luminosity of the
high-temperature soot particles consiimed in this flame. As air mixed with this
sout-rich reeion, the white flame esadicated the dark soot clouds as the particles
were burned up.

In general, the rate of heterogeneous meachons such as the oxidation of soar
depends.on the diffusion of reactants 10 and products from the surface as wall as
the kineuics of the reaction. Por particles less than about | wm diameter, diN-
sional resistance is minimal. The soot axidation process in the diese) cylinder as
\anelivally controlled, therefore, since particle sizes ure smaller than this ‘innit,
There are many species in or near the flame that could oxidize soot: examples are
O,, O, OH, CO,, and H,0. Recent reviews of soot formation” 7°:°° have con-
cluded that at high oxygen partial pressures, S001 oxidation can be correlated
with a semiempirical formeala biased on pyrographile oxidation studies, Por hiel-
tich and cluse-to-sloichinmetric combustion products, however, osidation by OH
has been shown to be more important than ©, ultick, at least al atmospheric
pressure.Li is argued on the basis of structural similarities thal (he rites of cxidano
of soot and vf pyropraphiles should be ihe same, This is a significant simplified
lion. Tt has proved difficult to follow (he oxidation of soot werosals 10 flames, and
if gare ts taken Lo sevend diffusional resistance, studies of bulk samples of pyra-
aruphite can ther be used as a basis for understanding soot oxidation: The semeempirical formula of Nagle and Strickland -C onstable has been shown®* tocorrelate pyrograptite oxidation for axywen partial pressures Po, = | alin and
(emperatures between 1100 and 2500 K. This formula ts based on the cartoeptthal there are lwo types of sites on the carbon surface available for ©; a itack:
For the more reactive type A sites, the oxidation rate is controlled by the frelon
of sites not covered by surface oxides (arid Wherefore is of mixed order, betweell
and | in po,) Type 8 sites are loss reavtive, and react ata rate whieh is fest ordet
in po. & Lhermal cearvangerncnt of 4 sites Into 6 sites ts also allowed (with rate
constant k,) A steady-state analyais of this mechanism gives 4 gurface. mass OF
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TABLE 11.10

Rate constants for Nagle and Strickland-
Constable soot oxidation mechanism®*—$—$mcm

Rate constant Units 

k, = 20 exp (—15,100/T) g/cm?-s+atm
ky = 4.46 x 107° exp (—7640/T) g/em?-s- atm
ky = 1.5L x 10° exp (—48,800/T) g/cm? +s
kz = 21.3 exp (2060/T) atm~!ee

dation rate w (g C/cm?-s):

 

w kaPo
— = | jr .1D ( z= Some + kg po,(1—x) (11.41)

where x is the fraction of the surface occupied by type A sites and is given by
kp \7?x=(14 } (11.42)Po: kp

The empirical rate constants determined by Nagle and Strickland-Constable for
this modelarelisted in Table 11,10. According to this mechanism, the reaction is
first order at low oxygen partial pressures, but approaches zero order
pressures. At a given oxygen pressure, the rate initially increases exp
with temperature (equivalent activation energy 1s k4/k, or 34,100
Beyond a certain temperature the rate decreases as the thermal rearra
favors formation ofless reactive B sites. When,at sufficiently high tem
the surface is completely covered with B sites, the rate is first order
partial pressure and increases again with temperature. ®°

Park and Appleton®* have compared this formula with oxidation rate data
obtained from pyrographite samples, carbon black particles, and with the avail-
able flame soot oxidation data. Figure 11-49 shows both the soot oxidation rate
predicted by Egs, (11.41) and (11.42) as a function of temperature and oxygen
partial pressure, and the above-mentioned data. The formula correlates the data
shown to within a factor of 2. Under diesel engine conditions, the O, partial
Pressure can be high (~ several atmospheres), as can the temperatures of close-to-
stoichiometric mixtures ( $2800 K),

Equations (11.41) and (11.42
that can be oxidized in a t
Present in stoichiometric
that mixing with air leane
Overall fuel/air equivalen
this process was comput
of 1600 rev/min and an
dite, and slow mixing
Tecession rate rises toa

at higher
onentially
cal/mol).
ngement

perature,
in oxygen

) have been used to estimate the amountof soot
ypical IDIdiesel engine. It was assumed that soot was

combustion products at selected times in the cycle and
d out the burned gas mixture at different rates until the

ce ratio was reached. Thesurface recession rate during
ed. Figure 11-50 shows sample results at an engine speed
overall cylinder equivalenceratio of 0.58. Fast, interme-
occurred in 30, 70, and 140°, respectively. The surface
maximum as Po, Mcreases and then decreases as the
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FIGURE 11-49

Specific soot oxidation rate measurements and predictions as a function of temperature and oxygen
partial pressure.**

falling gas temperature more than offsets the increasing oxygen concentralion,
While the shape of the recession rate versus time curves depends on the mixing
rale, the total amount of carbon burned (the area \nder each curve in Fig.
11-50) is about the same (0.1 pg/mm?*). However, the point im the cycle al whieh
the soot-containing burned gas mixture passes through stoichiometric is much
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FIGURE 11-50

Soot particle burnup rate in diesel combustion environment: (a) in early- and late-burnedfuel-air
elements with intermediate mixingrate; (b) for fast and slow mixing for early-burning elements.®3

more important. For the late mixing element shown (mixing lean of stoichiomet-
ric at 40° ATC), the total carbon mass oxidized is only 40 percent of that for the
early mixing calculation. This is due primarily to the decreasing gas temperatures
as the expansion stroke proceeds, and not the longer time available for burnup,**

For a spherical particle, the mass burning rate w (g/cm?-s) can be con-
verteti 10 a surface recession rate using

dr —w

dt p

where p is the density (+2 g/cm). The integrated values of w(t) when divided by
p then give the maximum radius of a soot particle that can be burned up.Inte-
grated values of 0.1 yg/mm?(estimated for TC start of burnup) correspond to a
radius of about 50 nm or diameter of 100 nm. Individual spherule diameters are
about 30 nm, so soot which mixes with air early in the expansionstroke is likely
to be fully burned. Thus the soot present in the exhaust would be expected to
come from regions which mix with air too late for the oxidation rate to be suffi-
cient for particle burnup.

Agglomeration will have an indirect influence on the amount of soot oxi-
dized throughits effect on surface area. In the limiting case of a spherical cluster,
 MOnodisperse spherules (10 SS 100) can be imagined as compacted into a
Sigle solid sphere of equal volume. Alternatively, the same n spherules can be
Imagined compacted into a cylinder of diameter equal to that of the original
apherules. Since oxidative attack is essentially an exterior surface phenomenon,
the surface/volumeratio is the appropriate measureof the effect of particle shape
50 soot mass burnuprate. It can be shownthat the sutface/volumeratios for the
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646 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

single sphere, cylinder, and individual spherule are in the ratio n~‘/°, 3, and 1,
respectively. Thus agglomeration will decrease the relative oxidation rate. In the
limit spherical clusters are less desirable than a chain; the larger the cluster the
bigger the relative reduction in surface area. However, the densely packed spher-
ule limit does not appear to be approached in practice. A specific surface area, of
about 200 m?2/g for diesel soot, has been measured.** A smooth-surfaced 30-nm
diameter spherule with a 2-g/cm? density has a surface/mass ratio of 100 m?/g;
the measured value is about twice this value, indicating low porosity and an
agglomerate structure whichis loosely rather than densely packed.°?

Equation (11.41) shows a maximum recession rate in combustion products
correspondingto a fuel/air equivalenceratio of about 0.9, Recent evidence shows
that in an atmospheric pressure environment with rich and close-to-
stoichiometric combustion products where O, mole fractions are low, oxidation
by OH radical attack is much moresignificant than oxidation by O or O,. The
OHradical may be important in oxidizing sootin the flame zone under close-to-
stoichiometric conditions.

11.5.6 Adsorption and Condensation

Thefinal process in the particulate formation sequenceillustrated in Fig. 11-46is
adsorption and condensation of hydrocarbons. This occurs primarily after the
cylinder gases have been exhausted from the engine, as these cxhaust gases are
diluted with air. In the standard particulate mass emission measurement process
this occurs in a dilution tunnel which simulates approximately the actual atmo-
spheric dilution process. A diluted exhaust gas sampleis filtered to remove the
particulate. After equilibrating the collection filter at controlled conditions to
remove water vapor, the particulate mass is obtained by weighing. In the pre-
scribed EPA procedure, the filter temperature must not exceed 52°C. For a given
exhaust gas temperature, thefilter (and sample) temperature depends onthe dilu-
tion ratio, as shownin Fig. 11-51.

Theeffect of the dilution ratio (and the dependent sample temperature) on
collected particulate mass is shown in Fig. 11-52 for a standard dilution tunnel,

600|- ,

B solE= 600 K
&boo T. = 400K EpA maximum
g | 2 ) | temperature3 = em

= 300; ——eeta Ambient temperature FIGURE 11-51 : :
2001. ‘ , - ‘ Effect of exhaust gas dilution ratio on the fempersiturened) gle a 6 8 10 of the collected particulate sample as a function of

 

Dilution ratio engine exhaust temperature T,.”°
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FIGURE 11-52

Sepa re Typical effect of dilution ratio on particulate mass
1 2 5 10 20 50 100 emission and its partitioning between extractable

Dilution ratio and nonextractablefractions,”°

 
where the total sample is partitioned into extractable and nonextractable frac-
tions. The nonextractable fraction is the carbonaceous soot generated during
combustion andis notaffected by the dilution process. With no dilution (dilution
ratio of unity) the difference between the total and nonextractable mass is small:
the bulk of the extractable fraction 1s acquired after the exhaust gas 1s mixed with
dilution air. Extensive studies of this dilution process have shown that both
adsorption and condensation occur Adsorption involves the adherence of mol-
ecules of unburned hydrocarbonsto the surfaces of the soot particles by chemical
or physical (van der Waals) forces. This depends on the fraction of the available
particle surface area occupied by hydrocarbons and on the partial pressure of the
gaseous hydrocarbons that drives the adsorption process. As the dilution ratio
increases from unity, the effect of decreasing temperature on the numberofactive
sites dominates and, as shown in Fig. 11-52, the extractable fraction increases, At
high dilution ratios, the sample temperature becomesinsensitive to the dilution
ratio (sce Fig. 11-51) but the decreasing hydrocarbon partial pressure causes the
extractable massto fall again. Condensation will occur whenever the vaporpres-
sure of the gaseous hydrocarbon exceedsits saturated vapor pressure. Increasing
dilution decreases hydrocarbon concentrations and hence vapor pressure.
However, the associated reduction in temperature does reduce the saturation
pressure. High exhaust concentrations of hydrocarbonsare the conditions where
condensationis likely to be most significant, and the hydrocarbons most likely to
condense are those of low volatility. Sources of low-volatility hydrocarbons are
the high boiling-point end of the fuel, unburned hydrocarbons that have been
Pyrolyzed but not consumedin the combustion process, and the lubricating oil.7°

Experiments with a passenger car IDI diesel, where the oil was tagged with
"radioactive tracer, have shownthat the oil can contribute from 2 to 25 percent
Of the total particulate mass, with the greatest contribution occurring at high
Speed. On average, over half of the extractable mass wastraceable to the oil. All
(he material traceable to the oil was found in the extractable fraction, indicating
{hal the oil did not participate in the combustion process, However. theoil is not
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648 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

alwaysa significant contributer: in another engine, fuel was the dominant source
of extractable material.”7!

11.6 EXHAUST GAS TREATMENT

11.6.1 Available Options

Our discussion so far has focused on engine emissions. Further reductions in
emissions can be obtained by removing pollutants from the exhaust gases in the
engine exhaust system. Devices developed to achieve this result include catalytic
converters (oxidizing catalysts for HC and CO, reducing catalysts for NO,, and
three-way catalysts for all three pollutants), thermal reactors (for HC and CO),
and trapsorfilters for particulates.

The temperature of exhaust gas in a spark-ignition engine can vary from
300 to 400°C during idle to about 900°C at high-power operation. The most
common range is 400 to 600°C. Spark-ignition engines usually operate at fuel/air
equivalence ratios between about 0.9 and 1.2 (see Sec. 7.1). The exhaust gas may
therefore contain modest amounts of oxygen (when lean) or more substantial
amounts of CO (whenrich). In contrast, diesel engines, where load is controlled
by the amountof fuel injected, always operate lean. The exhaust gas therefore
contains substantial oxygen and is at a lower temperature (200 to 500°C).
Removalof gaseous pollutants from the exhaust gases after they leave the engine
cylinder can be either thermal orcatalytic. In order to oxidize the hydrocarbons
in the gas phase without a catalyst, a residence time of order or greater than
50 ms and temperatures in excess of 600°C are required. To oxidize CO, tem-
peratures in excess of 700°C are required. Temperatures high enough for some
homogeneous thermal oxidation can be obtained by spark retard (with someloss
in efficiency) and insulation of the exhaust ports and manifold. The residence
time can be increased by increasing the exhaust manifold volume to form a
thermal reactor(see Sec. 11.6.3), However, this approach haslimited application.

Catalytic oxidation of CO and hydrocarbons in the exhaust can be
achieved at temperatures as low as 250°C. Thuseffective removal of these pol-
lutants occurs over a much wider range of exhaust temperatures than can be
achieved with thermal oxidation. The only satisfactory method known for the
removal of NO from exhaust gas involves catalytic processes. Removal of NO by
catalytic oxidation to NO, requires temperatures <400°C (from equilibrium
considerations) and subsequent removal of the NO, produced. Catalytic reaction
of NO with added ammonia NH,is not practical because ofthe transient varia-
tions in NO produced in the engine. Reduction of NO by CO, hydrocarbons,or
H, in the exhaust to produce N, is the preferred catalytic process. It is only
feasible in spark-ignition engine exhausts. Use of catalysts in spark-ignition
engines for CO, HC, and NO removal has become widespread. Catalysts are
discussed in Sec. 11.6.2.

Particulates in the exhaust gas stream can be removed bya trap. Due to the
small particle size involved, some type of filter is the most effective trapping
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molhod, The vecumulition of mass within the (rap und the inerease in exhaust
muilold pressure during Wap Operation are major development otdlisms Diesel
particulates, Once (rapped, can be burned up either by imtialing oxidation within
the tip With wa external beal source or by using a trap whieh contains Callie
Ba ee material, The operation of partictlate traps ig ceviowed briefly inSéc i :

11.6.2 Catalytic Converters

The catalytic converters used in spark-ignition engines consist of an active cata-
lytic material in a specially designed metal casinw which directs the exliWust gas
flow through the calalyst bed. The active material employed for CO and HC
oxidation or NO reduction (normally noble metals, though base metals oxides
wi) be used) must be distributed over a large surltiwe area so that the mass-
jranster charaetensites between the pas phase and te wetve catalyst gurllaod yr
sufficient to allow clase to 100 percent conversion with higli cavalyiic wetivity
The Iwo configurations commonly used are shown i Pig. 11-53, One svslem
einploys i ceramic honeycomb structure ey monolith held in aw metal eianp art the
exhaust stream. The acuve (coble metal) catalyst materral ts mipregnated inte a
highly porous allmmina washeval ubout 20 jm thick Uhat is applied to he [Hse
suyeway walls. The typical monolith has square-cross-seetion passapeways with
Ingid’ dimensions of ~ | nen sepirated by thin (1S to O38 mun) porous walls
The number of passageways per square ventimeter varies between about 30 and
ol), The washicoat, 5 to 15 percent of the weight of the monolith, has a surface
are of 100 (a 200 m?/g. The other converter desigy uses a bed of spherical
tetanic jigllels to provide a large suctuee ayea in contact with the flaw. Wath
pallet olilysts, the noble metal catalyst ig impregnated ite the lang lily porous
Aurinos of the spheneul alumina pellecs (typically 3 mm diametee) te a depth of
Abou 240 ym. The pellet material is chosen to have good ecugh and abrasian
fsishince alter exposure to temperatures af order OOOO The Mais flaw is
Hirscted wowthrough (he bed as shows to provide a large Mow area and low
Presvure drop, The gas flow is turbulent which vesults io hayth masstransier rates
I (he monolith catalyst passageways, it is laminar -

eeON CATALYSTS. The function of an oxidation catalyst is to oxidize CO
esto CO, and water in an exhaus! gas stream which typically
; —s, percent CO, and H,O, 100 to 2000 ppm NO, ~20 ppm SO,, | to
i. 2, 0.2 to 5 percent CO, and 1000 to 6000 ppm C, HC,often with
fle st} ounts of lead and phosphorus. About half the hydrocarbons emitted by

€ngine are unburned fuel compounds. The saturated hydrocarbons (whichCON prise
‘prise: some 20 to 30 percent) are the most difficult to oxidize. The ease ofWiticn, : ae .

oa Increases with increasing molecular weight. Sufficient oxygen must be
“Ht to oxidize the CO and HC. This may be supplied by the engine itself
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FIGURE11-53

Catalytic converters for spark-ignition engine emission control: (a) monolith design; (b) pelletized
design.®?
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POLLUTANT FORMATION AND CONTROL 651

rum tean of steichiometrie or wilh a Punp that introduces al inte the
exhaust ports just downstreamof the valve. Venturi air addition inte (he exhaust

: port using the pressure pulsabons generated by the exhaus| process can iulsa be
: usec fo (ide (he required air.

: Hecause of their high juirinsic activity, noble metuls are most suitable as the
caltlyue malenal They show higher specific wcuivity for NC oxidativn, are more
heemally cesistint to loss of low-temperature activily, and are much less deacts-
vated by the sulfur in the fuel thaw base metal ogides. A xiure of plitiniun (Pt)
und palladium (Pd) is most commonly used. For ihe oxidation of CO, olefins,
and methane, the specific activity of Pd ts bigher than that of Pt. For (he oxida-
ion af aromatic compounds, PL and Pd have similar aclvity. Por oxidation of
potfin hydrocarbons (with molecular size pereater than Cy), Pt is more aetive
(hon Pd. Pave noble metals sinter capidly in the 500 to 900RC lemperature riinyre
oxpenenced by exhaust catalysts, Since catalytic behavior is mamifesied exelu-
sively hy surface atoms, the aoble metals are dispersed as finely as possible on an
inert sUpporl such as 7-A,O, which prevents pacicle-to-purticle metal contact
and alppresses sintering. The particle sizé of the noble metal particls in a Tresh

        
vatalyst ts less than 50am, This can increase (o ~100 nim when the catalyst is
exposed co the high temperatures of ihe exhaust in vehecle operation, Typical

Suter wrap noble Melia) concentrations in a eommercsal lioneycomb catalyst are between |
and 2 w/t" of honeycamly volume, with Pt/Pd = 2 on 4 weight basis As a
rough rule of thumb, the ceramic honeycomb volume required ys about half the
engine displaced volume. This gives a space velocity through ihe converter
(volume [low rate of exhaust divided by converter volume) over the normal
engine operating ringe of 5 to 3per secondd,“4

The conpersion efficiency of « catalyst is (he ratio of the rate of mass
removal in the cwialyse of the particular constituent of Interest to the mass flow
fate of (tal constituent into the catalyst: eg, for HC

 
— Mic in ~ Myc, ou _ t Mc,outNeat = ia (11.43)

Muc,in Muc,in

The vernition of conversion efficiency of @ typical oxidizing catalytic converter
= . with) lemperalire ts shown mm Fig, 11-54. As high enough temperatures, the= ros stedyertaie conversionefftciencies of a new oxidation citlilyst are typivally 98 to
- ame OY percent foe COV and 9S percent or above for WC. However, (he catalyst ts

y (netfective uptil its Lemperature has risen above 250 toa JO0°C, The term ligit-vff
fempencure is offen used ta describe the temperature at which the catalyst

— Outlet gas Becomes niure than 30 pereent effective
The above numbers apply lo fresh noble metal oxidation catalysts: as cata-

lets spend (ime in service their effectiveness deteriorates, Catalysis. involves (he
aidsorpuon of the reactants onto surface sites of bigh activity, followed by chemi- 1
Gl reaction, then desprption of the products. Calalyst degradation involves both
Mie Weauiivation of these sites by catalyst poisons and a reduction in the effective !
Pes of these sites (hrough sintering, Poisoning wilects both (he Warm-up dnd

iy aSi\

(a) monolith design; (b) pelletized
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oO o| “ ' : Conversion efficiency for CO and HC as a
200 ~—«-300 400.500 function of temperature for typical oxidizing

Temperature, °C catalytic converter.®?

steady-state performance of the catalys|, When poisoning occurs, calalyiie Activ.
ity ks impeded through prolonged contact will) interterng elements that ether
physically block ihe active sites or mlerael chemically with (he active material
The lead in fuel antknock agents and the phosphorus in oil additives are tte
most omportim poisons, Though lead antiknock agents are nol added to the
gasoline used with calalyst-equipped Vehicles, Lis “vnleaded” fuel can be con
laminated with small amounts (~ (0 mg Pb/dm) from the fuel disinbution
system, Between 10 and $0 percentofthe lead in the fuel ends up on the catalyst.
Its effect on catalyst conversion efficiency depends on the amount of lead on the
catalyst, as shown in Fig. 11-55. Lead depresses (he catalytic oxidation of HC fa
a ereater extent than oxidalion of CO. The oxidagon uetivily of sarurated bydea-
carbons is particularly depressed. The extent of the poisonme that results: tren
traces of critical elements in the fuel and oil depends on which elements are
present and the amounts absorbed, as well as (le composition of the catalyst and
ifs Operating conditions (espectilly its temperauure).°" Sintering ts promoted by
exposiire of (he catulyst to high operating lemperatures, Ut involves The migralion
and agglomeration of sites, (hus deereasing their active surface area, Siren
slows warm-up bul has minimal effect on the steady-state conversion efficiency.

The oxidution kanetics of CO over Pt and Pd noble metal catalysts can be
described by

d[CO] = K1Pco Poo
dt (1+ Kz Poco + Ka Pac)’(1 + K4 Po)

 
(11.44)

where K, to Ky and # are constants albany given lenmperatire, andl Pew s Poss Mac:
and pye are the partial pressures of carbon monoxide, oxygen, hydracurbons, and
nitric oxide, respectively, A similar relationship cau be whiten for the olefinand
aromatic HC oxidation rate (these being the mast reactive hydrocarbons), These
relationships incorporate the fact that the rates of CO and HC oxidation are
inhiblled by high CO and reactive HC concentrations, and that NO conecntlas
lions. in the range 0 to 1000 ppm sirangly inhibit oxidation also. The oxidation
rate of paraffin hydrocarbons varies with the first power of the HC partial pres
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3 a9 8~ HC conversion efficiency as a function
= 20 of lead concentration on catalyst.

0 — ol ‘i Total HC conversion on left; non-
001 01 1.0 io methane HC conversion on right.

Lead oncatalyst, weight % 0.001-0.013 g Pb/dm!in fuel.©*

sure, is inhibited by CO, olefins, and NO,andincreases as the O, partial pressure
is decreased Lo near-stotchiomerric values.®®

It will be apparent from the above that two extremely important consider-
ations lor successful use of catalysts for automotive uyplications are the test pro-
cedure that is usect to measure emissions and the methods used to determine if

the catalyst has the required durability, The U.S. Federal Test Procedure requires
that the vehicle undertest be at a temperature of 16 to 30°C for 12 lwurs prior to
the test and that emissions are measured from the timetheignition key is turned
on until the test has ended. In spark-ignition engines the mixture fed into the
engine during start-up is enriched substantially (carburetors have a choke to
accomplish this; additional fuel is injected with port or manifold fuel injection),
The yatjonale is that if sufficient fuel is added to the inlet air, enough will evapo.
rate to start the engine. However,until the rest of the fuel is consumed, the engine
then runs rich and emits high concentrations of CO and HC. Thecatalyst is cold
at this time, and until it warms up,these emissions will pass through without
seuction. It is |iportant thal the catalyst be brought to its lighr-olf temperature
#8 quickly as possible (preferably in less than 60 s) and that mixture enrichment
during start-up be held to a minimum. Thuscatalysts should have low thermal
Inertia for rapid warm-up and low light-off temperatures for CO and HC, so they
hecome effective quickly The closer they are placed to the engine (he ister they
Will reset light-off, However, they will thea experience Higher (temperatures when
Nlly warmed up wud so be more susceptible to (herrau! degradation. While it is
Tot too diMfcull fo prepare catalysts (hat wre highly effective when (resh, it is
Much more dificult ro maintain eflectiveness over extended mueage (50,000 miles)
In Which the catalyst is exposed to high temperaluces and catalyst poisons, These
OU degrade both cold-start and warmed-up performance. Also, catalyst dura-
bility ty aflected. by engine durability. A oy engine mulfuretion that will expose the
CAlllyst to Excessive ammounts of unburned fucl (such as ignition failure, mishre
With (oo loan a mixture, or excessively rich operation) will severely overheat the
wala ysl

Oxidation-catalyst-equipped vehicles may «mit sulfuric acid adrasol.
Unleides) gasoline contains 150 to 600 ppm by weiglit of S, which leaves the
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Temperature, °C catalysts.%*

 

combustion chamber as SO,. This SO, can be oxidized by the catalyst to SO;
which combines with water at ambicnt conditions to form an H,SQO,aerosol.

The SO, can be chemisorbed on the alumina catalyst surface; when large pellet
beds are used, considerable storage of SO, at temperatures <500°C can occur.
At higher catalyst temperatures, this stored SO, is emitted as an SO,-SO,
mixture. SO, production can be controlled by lowering or raising the catalyst
temperature. Figure 11-56 shows that at low temperatures SO; production is
kinetically limited; at high temperatures SO, production is thermodynamically
limited. Palladium and rhodium produce less SO, than Pt and have comparable
HC and COcatalytic activity. By decreasing oxygen concentrations leaving the
catalyst to ~ 1 percent, SO, production can be substantially reduced.°*

NO CATALYSIS. NO is removed by reduction using the CO, hydrocarbons, and
H, in the exhaust. The reactions are shown in Table 11.11. No catalyst is avail-
able for the decomposition of NO to O, and N, (thermodynamically favored at
exhaust temperatures) which is sufficiently active for use in engine exhausts. NO
reduction can be carried out under rich conditions where there is an excess of
reducing species over oxidizing species. The catalyst used under these conditions
is referred to as an NO reduction catalyst. Such a system requires a follow-up
oxidation catalyst, together with addition of air from an air pump before the
oxidation catalyst, lo remove the remaining CO and hydrocarbons. Such i
two-bed system can remove all three polliitants (NO, CO, and HC) from the
exhaust. However, the rich uperation necessary for NO reduction results in a fuel
consumption penalty and constrains the performance of the NO catalyst since a
fraction of the NO removed is converted to ammonia NH; rather than N,. NH;
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TABLE L111

Possible NO reactions under
reducing conditions®* 

1. NO+CO+43N, + CO,
2, 2NO + SCO + 3H,0 + 2NH, + 5CO,
3. 2NO + CO+>N,0+ CO,
4,NO+H,—>4N,+H,0
5, 2NO + 5H, > 2NH, + 2H,O
6. 2NO+ H,>N,0+ H,0_—_——s

Reactions 3 and 6 occur at 200°C, which is below
that usually found in auto exhausts.

formation under rich operation in the first bed must be small in this two-bed
system because the secand (oxidation) calulyst readily oxidizes NH, back to NO,
Reduction of NO by CO or H, can be accomplished by base metal catalysts (e is
CuO, NiO) in the temperature range 350 to 600°C). However, these catalyst
materials uré deactivated by sulfur and have shawn limited thermal stability
whe used in Vehicle exhausts, Alumina-supported noble metal catalysts reduce
NO with CO-H, mixtures. Their NO-reduction activity is in the order
Ru> Rh > Pd > Pt, Ruthenium (Ru) and rhodium (Rh) produce considerably
less NE, than Pd or Pt under slightly rich conditions, While these properties
make ritheniiim @ desirable NO catalyst, it forms volatile oxides under oxidizing
conditions which results in loss of ruthenium from the alumina supporl.”*

THREE-WAY CATALYSTS, If an engine is operated at all times with an air/fuel
ratio ut or close to stoichiometric, then both NO reduction and CO and HC
oxidation can be donein a single catalyst bed. The catalyst effectively brings the
exhaust gas composition to a near-equilibrium state at these exhaust conditions:
Le., | composition of CO,, H,O, and N, Enough reducing gases will be present
to reduce NO and enough O, to oxidize the CO and hydrocarbons. Such a
catalyst is called a three-way catalyst since it removes all three pollutants simulta-
neously Figure 11-57 shows the conversion efficiency for NO, CO, and HC as at
function of the air/fuel ratio. There is a narrow range ofair/fuel ratios near stoi-
chiometric in which high conversion efficiencies for all three pollutants are
achieved. The width of this window is narrow, about 0.1 air/fuel ratios (7 x 10-3
in equivalence ratio units) for catalyst with high mileage use, and depends on
catalyst formulation and engine operating conditions.

This window 1s sufficiently narrow to be beyond the control capabilities of
an ordinary carburetor though it can sometimes be achieved with sophisticated
carburetors and fuel-injection systems. Thus closed-loop control of equivalence
Tatio has been introduced. An oxygen sensor in the exhaust 1s used to indicate

Wiether the engine ts operating on the rich or lean side of stoichiometric, and
Mevide: a signal for adjusting the fuel system to achieve the desired air-fuel
isUlre(see Sec, 7.4), Holding the equivalenceratio precisely on the chosen near-
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stoichiometric value is not a practical expectation of such a feedback system, and
the equivalence ratio oscillates around the set point in an approximately periodic
manner as the fuel flow is varied. Experimental data show (hat there is a con.
siderable widening of the air/fuel ratio window whereall three pollutants are
eliectively removed, with cyclic variation of the fuel flow. The maximum conver
sion in the middle of the window is reduced, however, from its value when there
are no fluctuations. The effect of fluctuations depends on the frequency; fre-
quencies of about 0.5 to | hertz are most effective and the usable winduw (at
lower conversionefficiencies) can be broudened to about 1 air/fuel ratio, Some of
the benefits of fluctuations in equivalence or air/fuel ratios are available even
without any deliberate attempt 10 produce such variations with closed-loop fesa-
back. Open-loop systems exhibit variauons in the air/fuel ratio during normal
vehicle operation.

Because of these cyclic variations in exhaust gas composition abouta set
point close to spolchiomeiric, it 3s desirable that the catalys| be able to redler
NO whena slight excess of oxygen is present (on the lean side) and remove CO
and HC when there is a slight deficiency of oxygen (on the rich side), Rhodiwuais
ihe principal ingredient used in commercial catalysis to remove NO. [tas very
active for NO reduction, is much less inhibited by CO and sulfur compounds,
and produces less NH; than Pt To remove NO under slightly lesa-of
stoichiometric conditions. the catalyst must react the CO, H,, or HC with NO
rather than with O,. as the exhaust was passes through the catalyst bed,
Rhodium shows some NO reduction activity slightly lea of stoichiometric. On
the rich side, the three-way catalyst window is determined by hydrocarbon and
CO removal, Platinum is most commonly used for HC and COoxidation; It has
good activily under stoichiometric and slightly lean conditions, When sufficient
rhodiumiv present, the participation of PUin NO removal is minimal, fn the nielt
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FIGURE 11-57
Conversion efficiency for NO, CO,
and HCfor a three-waycatalyst as
a function of exhaust gas air/fuel
ratio.°°
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regime, the three-way catalyst consumes all the oxygen that is present in the
exhaust, and as a consequence removes an equivalent amount of CO, H,, and
hydrocarbons; it is thought that the H, is removedfirst. In addition, the water-
gas shift reaction

CO + H,O =H, + Co,

and the steam-reforming reaction

Hydrocarbon + H,O > CO, CO,, H,

can consume CO and HC. The exhaust contains an H,/COratio of about 4 (see
Sec. 4.9.1), where the equilibrium ratio at 500°C is about 4. Considerable CO
removal can be expected if the water-gas shift equilibrium is approached. Plati-
num is active in promoting this equilibrium. For large molecular weight paraffin
hydrocarbons, andfor olefins and aromatic hydrocarbons,the equilibrium for the
steam-reforming reactions lies to the right. This reaction can therefore lead to
considerable hydrocarbon removal. Rhodium is particularly active in the steam-
reforming reaction; platinum is also active.®*

The conversions of NO, CO, and hydrocarbons in a three-way catalyst
operated with cyclical variations in equivalence ratio are larger than estimates
based on summation of steady-state values during the cycle. At least part of the
improved performance is thought to be due to thé ability of the catalyst to
undergo reduction-oxidation reactions. Such a catalyst component is usually
referred to as an oxygen-storage component. In its oxidized state it can provide
oxygen for CO and hydrocarbon oxidation in a rich exhaust gas environment,
and in the process be reduced. When the exhaust cycles to lean conditions, this
reduced component can react with O, or NO (which removes NO directly or
indirectly by reducing the O, concentration). The oxidized component can then
oxidize CO and HCin the nextrich cycle, etc. Components such as ReQ, or
CeO, which exhibit this “redox” behavior can be included in three-way catalyst
formulations. Commercial three-way catalysts contain platinum and rhodium
(the ratio Pt/Rh varying substantially in the range 2 to 17) with some A,O;,
NiO, and CeQ, . Aluminais the preferred support material.®*

11.6.3 Thermal Reactors

In Secs, 11.3 and 11.4.2 it was explained that oxidation of CO and HC occurred
during the expansion and exhaust processes in the cylinder of a conventional
spark-ignition engine and, under certain circumstances, in the exhaust system.
Oxidation after passage through the exhaust port can be enhanced with a thermal
reactor—an enlarged exhaust manifold that bolts directly onto the cylinder head.
1f8 function is to promote rapid mixing of the hot exhaust gases with any second-
My air injected into the exhaust port (required with fuel-rich engine operation to
Produce a net oxidizing atmosphere), to remove nonuniformities in temperature
4nd composition in the exhaust gases, and to retain the gases at a high enough
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FIGURE 11-58

Schematic of exhaust thermal reactor
for HC and CO oxidation.

temperature for sufficient time to oxidize much of the HC and CO which exits
the cylinder. An example of a thermalreactor design is shown in Fig. 11-58.

The temperature levels typically required for bulk gas oxidation of HC and
CO in a reactor are about 600 and 700°C, respectively. Note that they are con-
siderably higher than those required for equivalent conversion in a catalytic con-
verter and that higher temperatures are required for CO oxidation than for HC
oxidation. The exhaust gas temperature in the manifold of a conventional engine
is not sufficient (o achieve any substantial reduction in engine exhaust port emis-
sions. To achieve greater reductions, the reactor must be designed to reduce heat
losses and increase residence time. In addition, to achieve rapid warm-up after
engine start, a low thermalinertia reactor is desirable. Typically, a thin steel liner
acts as the core of the reactor inside a cast-iron outer casing; with suitably
arranged flow paths, this construction holds heat losses to a minimum by ther-
mally isolating the core.

The effectiveness of the reactor depends on its operating temperature, the
availability of excess oxygen mixed throughout the reacting gases, and the
reactor volume. The operating temperature depends on thereactorinlet gas tem-
perature, heat losses, and the amount of HC, CO, and H, burned up in the
reactor. This latter factor is important: 1.5 percent CO removal results in a
220 K temperature rise. As a consequence, reactors with fuel-rich cylinder
exhaust gas and secondaryair give greater fractional reductions in HC and CO
emissions than reactors with fuel-lean cylinder exhaust (which do not require any
secondary air). As has already been explained, a higher core gas temperature is
required to burn up the samefraction of CO which enters the reactor as of HC
which enters. For lean engine exhaust gas, where the reactor core gas tem-
peratures are a hundred degrees K lower than under fuel-rich operation, substan-
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POLLUTANT FORMATION AND CONTROL 659

tial reductions in CO emissions are difficult to achieve. For very lean operation, |
HCburnup becomes marginal.

A practical limitation ta reactor effectiveness with fuclrich GHEINe Oper
aljon is Mixing of secondary dir and engine exhaual gases in (he exhaust port and
ilie reactor core. The secondary air flow with a conventional air pulp is cHleo-
tively shut off by the exhaust blowdowe process, and Virtidlly na oxidation
vccurs in the exhaust port because (he air und exhaust mises are sepregaied,
Mining in the reactor itself is promoted by sintably arranging the reactor inlet
and exif ports and by using baffles. In systems with conventional secondary air
pumps, Maximum reductions in CO and HC oceur with 1 1a 20 percent excess
wir a the mixture, However, even with vory high reactor core gas temperatures,
(O00 percent HC and CO oxidation is not achieved due to incomplete mixiiny,
Improved control of secondary air flow has been showy le increase Significantly
OO emissions buriupFIGURE 11-58

Schematic of exhaust thermal reactor

for HC and COoxidation. 11.6.4 Particulate Traps

An exhaust treatment technology that substantially reduces diesel engine particu-
late emissions is the trap oxidizer. A temperature-tolerantfilter or trap removes

f the HC and CO whichexits the particulate material from the exhaust gas; the filter is then “cleaned off” by
nis shownin Fig. 11-58. oxidizing the accumulated particulates. This technology is difficult to implement
bulk gas oxidation of HC and because: (1) the filter, even when clean, increases the pressure in the exhaust

tively, Note that they are con- system; (2) this pressure increase steadily rises as the filter collects particulate
t conversion in a catalytic con- matter; (3) under normaldiesel engine operating conditionsthe collected particu-
‘or CO oxidation than for HC late matter will not ignite and oxidize; (4) once ignition of the particulate occurs,
iifold of a conventional engine the burnup process must be carefully controlled to prevent excessively high tem-
min engine exhaust port emis- peratures and trap damage or destruction. Trap oxidizers have been put into
ust be designed to reduce heat production for light-duty automobile dicsel engines. Their use with heavy-duty

» achieve rapid warm-upafter diese] engines poses moredifficult problems due to higher particulate loading and
ble. Typically, a thin steel liner lower exhaust temperatures.
n outer casing; with suitably Types of particulate filters include: ceramic monoliths, alumina-coated wire
losses to a minimum byther- mesh, ceramic foam, ceramic fiber mat, woven silica-fiber rope wound on a

porous tube. Each of these hasdifferent inherent pressure loss and filtering effi-
its operating temperature, the ciency. Regeneration of the trap by burning up thefiltered particulate material
the reacting gases, and the tin he aceonrplished by raising is temperature to the ignition point while pro-

js on the reactor inlet gas tem- Viding OxvEen-conlaming exhaust its CO support combustion and carry away the
O, and H, burned up in the heal veleswed. Diesel particulate matter ignites at about 500 to 600°C. This is
sent CO removal results in a Above (he normal temperature ofdiesel exhaust so either the exhaust gas flowing
actors with fuel-rich cylinder (necneh the lip during regenerition must be heated (positive regeneration) or
nal reductions in HC and CO ENO coust be made to occur at a lower temperature with catalytic materials
aust (which do not require any On the tray) ar added to thefuel ({cutalylic regeneralum). Catalytic coatings on the
higher core gas temperature 1S tap reduee the ignition lenpevatiure by up to 200°C
ch enters the reactor as of HC Figure 11-39 shows  veramic-coated trap oxidizer mounted on the exhaust |
re the reactor core gas tem- System of a turbocharged IDI diesel engine. The trap is a ceramic honeycomb }
er fuel-rich operation, substan- With half the wells closed at the inlet end ind the other half of the cells clased wt
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FIGURE11-59

Catalytic ceramic-monolith partic-
ulate trap oxidizer mounted on
exhaust of turbocharged automo-
bile diesel engine.°®

the exit end. Thus the particulate laden exhaust is forced to flow through the
porous ceramic cell walls. The outside of the honeycombis insulated and the trap
is mounted close to the engine to maintain as high a trap temperature as possible.
The pressure drop across the unloaded trap increases from 0,02 atm at 1000
rev/min to 0.15 atm at the maximum engine speed of 4500 rev/min. As the trap
loads up, the pressure drop increases, requiring more fuel to be injected to com-
pensate for the loss in power. This leads to higher exhaust temperature which
eventually results in catalytic ignition of the particulate. The particulate oxida-
tion rate depends on the trap temperature. With suitable trap location and
design, the regeneration process is largely self-regulating. The particulate emis-
sions from the engine are reduced by 70 percent or more.*°

PROBLEMS

11.1. Figure 11-2 shows concentrations of NO, CO, and HCin a spark-ignition engine
exhaust as a function of fuel/air equivalence ratio. Assume the concentration scale
is parts per million. Explain the trends shown as the mixtureis first made richer
and then leaner than stoichiometric.

11.2. Figure 11-2 is for a spark-ignition engine. Construct a similar qualitative graph of
NO, CO, and HC concentrations versus equivalence ratio for a direct-injection
four-stroke cycle diesel engine.

11.3. A spark-ignition engine driving a car uses, on average, 120 grams of gasoline per
mile traveled. The average emissions from the engine (upstream ofthe catalyst) are
1.5, 2, and 20 grams per mile of NO, (as NO,), HC, and CO, respectively. The
engine operates with a stoichiometric gasoline-air mixture. Find the average con-
centrations in parts per million of NO,, HC (as ppm C,), and CO in the engine
exhaust.

11.4. Calculate the average combustion inefficiency corresponding to the spark-ignition
engine emissions levels given in Prob. 11.3. Include any hydrogen you estimate
would be present in the exhaust stream.
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FIGURE 11-59
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A three-way catalytic converter is used with the spuirk-Ipnition engine in Prab. 11.3.
For 10 percent of the driving time, the catalyst is cold and ineffective, and dives not
reduce the engine's emissions. For 90 percentof the time, the catalyst is hot and has
conversion efficiencies as given in Fig. 11-57. Estimmte the average vehicle emissions
of NO,, HC, and CO in gramsper mile.

Figure 15-11 shows the variation in NO and HC émissions as concentriilions (ppm)
in the exhaust of a spark-ignition engine as a function of speed and load. Convert
these dati to graphs of |ndicated specific NO aud HC emissions (a/k Wh) versus
speed and imep. Assume 7, (based on aimospheric air density) = imep
(kPal» 1073

Use the data in Fig, 11-44 to estimate:

(a) The exhaust particulaté emissions as a fraction of the maximum particulate
loading during the eyele.

(b} The maximim measured soot loading and the exhaust soot loading as fractions
of the fuel carbon,

(c) The equivalent sphere size of each soot particle at the number density peak (22°
ATC) dnd ip the ewhaus(

Ass\ime a particulite density of 2 g/cm. Note that the gas volumes in Fig. 11-44
are (letermined at standard temperilime and pressure.

Explain the following emissions trends. Highest marks will be given for succinct
summaries of the important technical issues.
(a) Nitric oxide (NO) emissions from diesels and spark gnition engines as (he

eyuvalence ratio 15 varied show significantly diferent bebavior (see Figs. 11.9
and 11-16). Redraw (hese graphs on the same plot and explain the different
trends for these two types of engines as ¢ decreases on the lean side of stoichio-
metric.

(b) Recirculation ofa fraction of the exhaust gases to the intake is used to control
engine nitric oxide emissions at part load, Exhaust gas recycle is usually more
effective with spark-ignition engines than with diesels, as shown in Fig. P11-8.
Explain why these trends are different.

 
 

: OO Dieselm

ql 8 NA doveratt = 9-5
Zig fe ™

Iz a, ™~

oe aol [i|10 20 30
EGR, % FIGURE P11-8

(c) Brike specitic particulate emissions from diesels are a nsujor problem, Partiou-
lite emiusions fram conventional spark-ignivion engines are oepligible. Brielly
ewplain why the particulate emission levels (rom those two types of ensrmes arc
$0 slifferent in magnitude,
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(d) Diesels have low carbon monoxide (CO) emissions. Spark-ignition engine CO
emissions when averaged over a typical urban automobile trip (cold engine
start, warm-up, cruise, idle, acceleration, etc.) are substantial and require a cata-
lyst for effective control. Explain this difference in average CO emissions
(upstream of anycatalyst) from these two types of engines.

The following questionsrefer to an engine with these geometric and operating char-
acteristics (see Fig. 11-26a): ¢ = 1.0; compression ratio = 8:1; bore = 100 mm;
stroke = 100 mm; piston diameter above top ring = 99.4 mm; distance from piston
crown top to top ring = 9.52 mm; volumetric efficiency = 0.8; temperature in cylin-
der at the start of compression = 333 K; pressure in cylinder at start of
compression = | atm; mixture temperature before entering cylinder = 30°C; brake
specific fuel consumption = 300 g/kW -h.

A substantial fraction of spark-ignition engine hydrocarbon emissions comes
from the crevice between the piston crown and cylinder wall. Gas is forced into this
crevice as the cylinder pressure increases and flows out of this crevice as the cylin-
der pressure decreases. The gas in the crevice can be assumed to be at the wal)
temperature, 400 K. The gas pushedinto the crevice aheadof the flame is unburned
mixture; the gas pushed in behindtheflame is burned mixture. About two-thirds of
the crevice gas is unburned. The maximum cylinder pressure is 3 MPa.
(a) Calculate the mass fraction of the cylinder gas which is in the crevice between

the piston and cylinder wall and above the first piston ring, at the time of peak
pressure.

(b) Assuming that half of the unburned fuel in this region is oxidized within the
cylinder and a further one-third is oxidized in the exhaust port, calculate the
engine HC emissions from this source in parts per million (ppm C,) by volume.

(c) Calculate the ratio of brake specific hydrocarbon emissions to brake specific
fuel consumption.

(d) Calculate the brake specific hydrocarbon emissions in grams of HC per
kilowatt-hour.

Nitric oxide, NO, forms via reactions (11.1) to (11.3). Reaction (11.1) is “slow” and
reactions (11.2) and (11.3) are “fast,” so the initial rate of formation of NO is given
by Eq.(11.8):

d[NO]
le

 
= 2k [N2].[0].

where [ ] denote concentrations in gram-moles per cubic centimeter, kj is the rate
constant for reaction (11.1), ant! the factor of 2 enters because the N atom formed
in (L1.1) immediately reacts via (11.2) or (11.3) to give an additional NO molecule:

— 38,000
k} = 7.6 x 10"?1 cxp( T ) cm?/gmol-s

where T is in kelvin.

Using the equilibrium composition data provided for mole fraction atomic
oxygen (QO), molecular nitrogen (N,), and nitric oxide (NO):
(a) Plot the formation rate of NO as a function ofthe equivalence ratio at 3000 K

and 5.5 MPa, and as a function of temperature for a stoichiometric mixture at
5.5 MPa.
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(b) Estimate approximatcly the time taken to reach equilibrium NO levels at
@ = 1, 2750 K and 3000 K, 5.5 MPa.

(c) If the stoichiometric mixture inducted into the engine reaches 3000 K and
3.5 MPaafter Combustion. in (he absence of any exhaust pus reelreuhitien, eal
vultte the percentage 6! the exhaust that must he recyelcd 10 the nuke fat the
initial intake Lenmperature) lo reduee (he NO forniation rate by a facia of 4
(assume the final pressure 5.5 MPa stays the same; of course, the final tem-
perature decreases as the exhaust gasis recycled).

  

  

 

  

p=5.5 MPa @ = 1.0, p=5.5 MPa

Molefraction Mole fraction

b TK) Oo N, 1K) oO N, NO

0.9 3000 2.1 x 107? 0.73 2500 6 x 1075 0,73 =
1.0 3000 1.5 x 1073 0.73 2750 5 x 107+ 0.73 4x 107-3
Ll 3000 1x 1073 0.73 3000 1.5 x 1073 0.73 8 x 1073
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his chapler reviews the operaling characte
MUON aK) CoMpression-inition eogioes The performance, efficiency. aya emis
sions Of these engines, and the effect of changes in major design and Operating }
variables, are related to the more fundamental materi;
thermodynamics, fluid flow, heat transfer, and [ric
ters, The intent is to provide data on, and an expl
ating elutracteristics,

rstics of the common types of spark-

; |il On cogine combistion,
fron sleveloped in carher clap.
ahation of, actual engine aper-

13.1) ENGINE PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS

"he practical engine performanve parame
Specific fuel consiimption, Pe
Volume. Jy

(CES of interest aC PoWer. tergue. dil |wer and lorque depend on an engine's displaued
Chap. 2 4 set of normalized or (imensionless performance and emus:

SIOME |XiraMmelers. were defined (to eliminafe the effects of engine size. Power, |
lorgue, amd fuel CONSUMPpHON Were expressed in terms of these pararocters (See,7 ‘
14) atid the significance o! these parameters over an engine's load and speed

215). Using these normalized Piremeters, the offeer of
an be mude explicit. The power P can be expressed as:

P=mep 4,5,/4 (four-stroke cycle)
P=mep 4,5,/2 (two-stroke cycle)

MuNge was discussed (See
UNiNe size ¢

(15.1)
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824 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

The torque T is given by

T = mep V,/(4n) (four-stroke cycle)
15.2T = mep V,/(2z) (two-stroke cycle) (15.2)

Thus for well-designed engines, where the maximum values of mean effective
pressure and piston speedare either flow limited (in naturally aspirated engines)
or stress limited (in turbocharged engines), power is proportional to piston area
and torque to displaced volume. Meaneffective pressure can be expressed as

F

mep = 17, Quy r=) (15.3)
for four-stroke cycle engines [Eq. (2.41)], and as

F

mep = ty te AQuyPail G (15.4)

for two-stroke cycle engines [Eqs. (2.19), (2.38), and (6.25)]. The importance of
high fuel conversion efficiency, breathing capacity, and inlet air density is clear,
Specific fuel consumptionis related to fuel conversionefficiency by Eq. (2.24):

 

(15.5)

These parameters have both brake and indicated values (see Secs. 2.3, 2.4, and
2,5). The difference between these two quantities is the engine’s friction (and
pumping) requirements and their ratio is the mechanicalefficiency y,,.

The relative importance of these parameters varics over an engine’s oper-
ating speed and load range. The maximum or normal rated brake power(see Sec.
2.1) and the quantities such as bmep derived from it (sce Sec. 2.7) define an
engine’s full potential. The maximum brake torque (and bmep derived from it),
over the full speed range, indicates the ability of the designer to obtain a high air
flow through the engine over the full speed range and use that air effectively.
Then over the whole operating range, and most especially those parts of that
range where the engine will operate for long periods of time, engine fuel con-
sumption andefficiency, and engine emissions are important. Since the operating
and emissions characteristics of spark-ignition and compression-ignition engines
are substantially different, each engine type is dealt with separately.

15.2 INDICATED AND BRAKE POWER
AND MEP

The wide-open-throttle operating characteristics of a production spark-ignition
automotive engine are shown in Fig. 15-1. The power shown is the gross powé!
for the basic engine; this includes only the built-in engine accessories.? The
maximum net powerfor the fully equipped engine with the complete intake and
exhaust system and full cooling system is about 14 percent lower, The indicated
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FIGURE 151

Gross indicated, brake, and friction power (P,, P,, P,), indicated, brake, and friction mean effective
pressure, indicated and brake specific fuel consumption, and mechanicalefficiency for 3.8-dm? six-
cylinder automotive spark-ignition engine at wide-open throttle. Bore = 96.8 mm, stroke = 86 mm,
r, = 8.6.

power was obtained by adding the friction power to the brake power; it is the
average rate of work transfer from the gases in the engine cylindersto the pistons
during the compression and expansion strokes of ihe engine cycle (sce Sec. 2.4),
The indicated mean effective pressure shows a maximum in the engine’s mid-
speed range, just below 3000 rev/min. The shape of the indicated power curve
follows from the imep eurve. Since the fulltoad indicated specific fuel Const
fion (and hence indicated fuel conversion efficteney)] varies little over the full
Speed range, this variation offull-load imep and power with speed is primarily
due to the variation in volumetric efficiency, 4, [see Eq. (15.3)]. Since friction
Mean effective pressure increases almost linearly with increasing speed, friction
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power will increase more rapidly, Hence mevhanical HlAcienoy detriases with
Increasing speed from a owsximum of about 09 at low Speed to 0,7 at S000 rev/
min. Thus bmep peaks at a lower speed than Imepi

| maAmuM at about 4300 rev/min:
decrease tn FP), The
percent fro

The brake power shows a
creases in speed above this value result in a

5000 indicated fue! conversion elliciency incregyes by about 10
m 0.3) to 0.34 over the speed range 1000 to 4000 rev/niin, This is

primarily due to the decreising impurtance of heat transfer per cycle withincreasing speed.

: At part load ut fixed throttle position, Uiese pararieters behave similarlyhowever, at higher speeds torque and me;135mm,r,=16;>(6)1.8-dm?four-cylindernaturally

 

"<a
=eo

S
ig
2

3oa

g

4 an effective pressure decrease more7 2 rapidly with tneredsing speed than at full load The throttle chokes ile flaw at£ a aac: P
18 ® g lower and lower speeds as the throttle open area is reduced, increasingly limitingte zg g the air flow (see Fig, 7-22), The pumping component of total friction also

a < IMcreases as the enpine is thrattled, ilécreasing mechanical efficiency (see Figs.a 13-9 and 13-10),
—_ +, : ribs :1s € “i Figure 15-2 shows full-load indicated and brake power and mean effective

« ae ll pressure for ratucally aspirated DE and IDI compression-ipnition Chines, Bxoept\ z i i at Nigh engine speeds, brake forgue aod mep vary only moclesily with cagineNA {2 oa & speed sinee ihe intake system of the diesel cun have larger How areus thaw (he
= r oS se intake of ST engines with their intake-system fuel transport requirements. TheOo S s : be ge . ®= 6 g a ' part-leud torque aod bmep characteristics (at fixed HmounE Of fucl injected per+ na ‘ ‘ oo. —S'S cycle) have @ similar shane to the full-load chargetevistics in big, 18-2 Thegas p Ba d ' decrease in torque and bmep with increasing Chgne speed ts due primarily to theWA*2I8 5 pF increase in Mriction mep with speed (see Figs. 13-7. 13-11, and | 3-12). Decreasing=] wa ; ‘\ PI ze 8 BS coring Neat traasfer per cyele and decreasiny atr-fow rate, as 4 eed iieressis,5 ay ll 5 ; ; ”! ' \ oe Nhilye moxlest addi|jonul Impacts,

2S| s gh e
wy at a= OU ,| nN oO B 5

& a5 ap Ar 1 ¥7 ne gy -| 2 gus [5.3 OPERATING VARIARLES THAT
c Fs é AFPECT SI ENGINE PERPORMANCE,= Aos —— ray aT 4\ e f 238 EFFICIENCY, AND EMISSIONSo ®

=f 4 = 7 oO :\ ag S 3 § The major operating variables that affect spark-ipnition engine performance, effi }| & p28 ciency, and emissions at any given load atid speed are: spark timing, fuel/air or@ io im ‘4 ‘ e . Ee\ a2 ar/tucl ratio relative to Ue sinichiomethe rado, and fraction of (he exhaust pasesa8 g thal are reeyeled for NO. enrission sontra), Load ix. of course, varied by varyiol& 2 '| 48 fag the ier manifold pressure. ‘The effert af these variables will now he reviewed. og Bo .| eas
ou 8

| aBas 15ges oo.
| vi & oa 31 Spark Timing
| Sees | §.3 einer tomas Dsmn gg gure FF and the aChOMpanyiarg jext explain bow variations in spark (iviogno - ; 3 :fz 6 # relavive to topecenter aflected the pressiire development in the ST engine cylinderOa

IT combustion Starts ao early in the evele, the work transfor from the pislow tothe gases in the oyhinder at the end of (he compression stroke is too lunge: ilSOMbUuslioOn starts tow |Wle, the peak cylinder pressureig reduced and (he expan.
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828 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

sion stroke work transfer from the gas to the piston decreases. There exists a
particular spark timing which gives maximum engine torque at fixed speed, and
mixture composition and flow rate. It is referred to as MBT—maximum brake
torque—timing. This timing also gives maximum brake power and minimum
brake specific fuel consumption. Figure 15-3a shows the effect of spark advance
variations on wide-open-throttle brake torque at selected speeds between 1200
and 4200 rev/min for a production eight-cylinder engine. At each speed, as spark
is advanced from an initially retarded setting, torque rises to a maximum and
then decreases. MBT timing depends on speed; as speed increases the spark must
be advanced to maintain optimum timing because the duration of the com-
bustion process in crank angle degrecs increases. Optimum spark timing also
depends on load. As load and intake manifold pressure are decreased, the spark
timing must be further advanced to maintain optimum engine performance.

The maximum in each brake torque curve in Fig. 15-3a is quite flat. Thus
accurate determination of MBT timingis difficult, but is important because NO
and HC emissions vary significantly with spark timing. In practice, to permit a
more precise definition of spark timing, the spark is often retarded to give a 1 or
2 percent reduction in torque from the maximum value.

In Fig. 15-3a the mixture composition and flow rate were held constant at
each engine speed. If the mixture flow rate is adjusted to maintain constant brake

| --- 1% loss line
x BL spark advance

260%) rev/min

 
420

 

 20°. Ad,

e 11 L100° 10% EGR| z +
s 400
& e
z a = 08
ra ge
‘3 o 3=m 380 a

1.0
} $ = 1.0, 46, = 60°, 0% RGR
1 except where noted

360 I I—20 ~10  -5 MBT +5

TC 10 20 30 40 50 + Retard|Advance

Spark advance, deg BTC Spark advance
(a) ©)

FIGURE 15-3

|

|

| (a) Variation in brake torque with spark advance, eight-cylinder automotive spark-ignition engine at
wide-openthrottle, at engine speeds from 1200 to 4200 rev/min. 1 percent torque loss from MBT and
spark advancefor borderline knock are shown.° (b) Predicted variation in brake specific fuel con-
sumption (normalized by MBT value) with spark retard at several different part-load engine condi-
tions.® 7 
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forgue, the effect of spark tiniog variations on fuel CODSUMIPIION al comstmarit
engiae load can be evaligted Figure |S5-3h shows restlls obtained with a com-
purer simulition of (he Sheine operating cyele.”’ The curves for several different
parl-load operating conditions und barn durations (irom fast (a slow) huve boon
normalized and fall essentiatly: on lop of each other, Five degrees of retard jn
Spark Uoting have only yi modest effect on fel consumption: fur 10. to 20° retired,
the ympact is much more signilicayy(.

Spark tominie afforts peak cylinder pressure and (herefore peak unburned
and bummed eas temperatures (see Sec. Q21) Retarding spark lining from the
OPNreduces hese variables. Retarded lintme is sometimes used therefore lor
NO, emission central (gee hig. 11-13 and Accompanying text) and to ayeid
Kaovk (see Sec. 96,1), The eXMAUSL Temperate ia aso allected by spark timing
Retarding tining from Mit increases exhaust lemperatuve: bolh engine eff.
seioy and Heat loss jo the combustion chamber walls (seu Fig, (2-27) ure
decreased. Retarded liming is sometimes used (a rediice hydruesrbon emissions
by increasing the traction oxidized duone expansion ane exhausl due to the
higher burned pas letpera(ures that resull (see Sec 14.4,3), Retarded Giming may
he vised ol enpine idle to bring the ignition paint closer te TC where conditions
lor avejding mishre are nore favorable;

15.3.2 Mixture Composition

fhe unburned misiure in the engine cylinder consists of fuel loormiually
vaporized), wit, and burned gases, The burned gus fraction is the residual wus plus
any recycled exhaust used for NO control, Mixture composition during com-
bustion is most critical, since this deterrjines the development of the combustion
process whith governs the engine's Operaling eluaracteristics. White Substantial
cHoris urc made to produce a aniferm mixture within the cylinder, some nonuni-
fonmilics remain (see See 9.42), In a given vylinder, cyele-by-cyele variations in
average chnege composition exist. Also, within cach cylinder in a piven enemne
eyeie, tbe fuel, air, EGR, and residual gae are not completely mixed, and come
Position nonuniformilies across the charge may be sipnificeant}+ These together
produce variations jn composition at the spark plug location (the eritien| cevion
sinew the carly srauos of flame development influence the rest af the combusten
Process) whieh Can be of order 10 pervent peak-to peak (sce Fig. 9-34) Iq addi
“On, mo multievinder engines, the average ain fuel, and EGR flow cures ta each
“vlinder wre not identical, 7 ypival eylindér-to-cylinder variations have standard
eviations of +5 percent of the mean lor air flow rate and fuel flow rate (giving a

t This aspect of mixture nonuniformity is least well defined. Mixing ofthe fresh mixture (fuel, air, andEGR) with residual gasis likely to be incomplete (see Fig. 14-36), especially at light load when theTesidual gas fraction is highest. With intake-port fuel-injection systems, there is evidence of incompletefuel-air mixing due to the fact that the air flow and fuel flow processes are not in phase.? When theengineis cold,fuel distribution within the cylinder is known to be nonuniform.
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830 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

+7 percent variation in the air/fuel ratio) for steady-state engine operation. Fait
cylinder-(o-cylinder flow rates may hive higher variability, Under unsteady
unpine operating conditions all {liese variations can be higher

it is necessury to consider the effect of mixture composition chalges on
engine operating and emissions characteristics In Iwo regimes: (1) wide-open
throttle (WOT)ur fall load and (2) pari throttle or lowd, At WOT. the engine wir
flaw. is the maximun that the engine will induct,f Pucl Dew can be varied, but aiy
flaw is ae by engine design varkibles and speed. At part throtile, av flow. fel
flow. and EGR flow can be varied. Evaluation of mixture composition chanpes al
part load should be done ut fixed (brake) load amd speed, i.e, wader condivins
where (he cugine provides the desired torque level af the specified speed, ‘To
mainlain torque (or load or broep) constant as mixture composilion 1% yinied
normally requires changes in throttle setting (and if EGR 4s varied, chafiges ia
“GR Now-vontrol valve scrting). This distinction between part-load compartsans
at specified (arqae er bmep, rather than at constant throttle actiings (which gives
essertially constant air How), is important because the pumping Work cémponent
of engine friction will yary at constant engine load as mixture composition
chunges. ALconatant throule setting and speed, (he pumping work remains essen.
tially unchanged.

Mi/FUEL OR KOUIVALENCE BASIO CHANGES. Mixture composition effects
ure usually discussed in terme of (he air/fuel ratio (or fuel/air ruitio) because jy
eneine ats, the airand fuel flow rates to the engine can be measured directly and
bevstise the {uch metering system is designed to provide the appropriate fuel flow
for the actial air flow ut each speed und load, However, the relative prapdir lions
of fuel und atc cam be stated more generally in terms of the fuel/air equivalenee
ratio @ [the actnal fuel/air ratio normalized by dividing by the stowhionwini¢
fuel/alr ratio, see Eq, (3.8)] or the relative air/fuel ratio 2 [see Ea, (3,9). The
combustion characterisues of fuel-uir mixtures and the propectes of combustion
products, which govern engine performance, afficiency, und emissions, correlale
beat for a wide range of Miels relative \o the storehiometric mixture proportions.
Where appropriate, therefore. the equivalence ratio will be used as the defining
parameter. Equation (7,1) carrverts the air/fuel ratio with gasoline to the equiva
Jeyee ratio.

Phe theoreboal basis for understanding the effect of changes in the equiva
lence ratio is We fucl-asr cycle results in Wigs, 59 and 5-10, where the indicate!
fuel conversion elficiency and mean effective pressure are shown as a funetinn Vit
(he fuel/air equivalence ratio, @, The mean elfective pressure peaks slightly 10h of
sioiehrametric, between= 1 and bd. Due to dissociation al the high tome
peruturcs following combustion, molecular oxygen is present th the burned pases
tinder stoichiometric ecanditions, so some additional fuel can be added jel pare

+ EGRis normally zero at WOT,since maximum torque is usually desired.
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tially burned, This incresses the temperature and the number of moles of the
burned gases in the cylinder. These effects increase the pressure to give increased
power and mep. Fuel conversion elficieney decreases “pproximately as 1/h, as the
mixture is richened above stoichiometric (> )) die to the decreasing com-
busiion efficiencyassociated with the nchening mixture.

Por mixtures lean of Storehionedric, the theoretical fuel conversion effi-
ciency increaseslinearly as @ decreases below 1.0. Combustion of mixtures leaner
tlian stoichiometric produces products al lower temperature, and willy less disse-
ciation of the tratomic molecules CO, and HO, Thus the fraetin of the ehemi-
cal Gnergy of the fuel which is réleased as sensible energy wear TC is treater:
hence a greater fraction of the fuel’s energy is Wansterred as work 10 the piston
during expansion, andthe fraction of the fuel’s tvailable energy rejectod to the
exhaust system decreases (see Sec. 5.7). There is u discontinuity in (he fuel conver-
sion efficiency and inyep curves at the stachiometric point; the burned gas com-
position is substantially different on the rich vindthe lean sides of g = 1.

Figure 15-4 shows gross indicated specific fuel consumption data for a six-
cylinder spark-ignition engine at wide-open throttle and 1200 rev/min,? and
values of gross indicated mean effective pressure and tus
deriveu fromthe isfc dutw. In these enginetests, the fuel-ajr mixture was prepared
in two different ways: (1) with the normal carburetor anid (2) with a hearea yapor-
izing tank to cnsure intake-mixture uniformity, Shupes of the practical elicieney
curves und the theoreticul curves in Fig. 5-9 differ Cylinderste-eylinden air/nel
rilio muldistribution prevents the carbureted Cogine operating leaner than
$ = 0.85 (A/F ~ 17) without misfire under these conditions. While use of a fuel
vaporizing and mixing tank essentially removes this muldistribution and extends
‘he lean misfire limit, 4,,; does not continue to increase as @ decreases. The
reasonsfor this are that cycle-to-cycle pressure fluctuations and the total dura-

4 conversion efficiency
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Fuel/air equivalence ratio
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410 bmep = 325 kPa
390+ 1400 rev/min FIGURE 15-5

MBTtiming Effect of combustion chamber design
= 370 and burn rate on spark-ignition engine
z 350+ brake specific fuel consumption. (a)
8 1.6-dm* four-cylinder engine with con-
g 330 ventional combustion chamber and
° ah 1.5-dm? four-cylinder engine with

compact fast-burning high-compression-
290 ratio chamber beneath the exhaust valve

on with r, = 13, both at bmep of 250 kPa
and 2400 rev/min.!° (6) Predictions from
thermodynamic-based computer simula-
tion of engine cycle for 5.7-dm° cight-

Fuel/air equivalence ratio cylinder engine at bmep of 325 kPa and
(b) 1400 rev/min with MBTspark timing.®

 
06°07 08 09 10 1.1 1.2

tion of the burning process increase as the mixture becomes leaner: both these
factors degrade engine efficiency. Since the spark advance is set for the average
cycle, increasing cycle-to-cycle dispersion produces increasing imep (and hence
7,,:) losses in “nonaverage” cycles due to nonoptimum timing. The lengthening
burn duration directly decreases efficiency, even in the absence of cyclic varia-
tions.

Engine fuel consumption andefficiency well lean of stoichiometric depend
strongly on the engine combustion chamber design. Figure 15-5 shows twosets
of engine bsfc data, for a conventional combustion chamber and a compacthigh-
compression-ratio chamber, at constant load and speed (250 kPa bmep and
2400 rev/min) as a function of equivalence ratio. Also shown are bsfc results
obtained from a thermodynamic-based computer cycle simulation of the spark-
ignition engine operating cycle (at 325 kPa bmep and 1400 rev/min).° Though
the load and speed are different, the behavior of the data and predictions forrich
mixtures, @ > 1, are comparable. On the lean side of stoichiometric, however, fuel
consumption depends on the combustion characteristics of the chamber. The
faster-burning compact high-compression-ratio chamber shows. decreasing bsie
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uNthe lengthening bitin duration aad larger cycle-by-cycle variations cause
bsft to increase. For the slower-hurnine conventional chamber, this deterioration

i IN Combusiion starts to. over alinust immediately on the lean side of sioichiomer.
fis and fuel constonpiion worsens fur ob S09

Thus the equivalence ratio fur eplinnom fuel consumptien ata given Joad
depends on the details of clamber design (imelinting cCOMpression ratio) anid
MINE Preparation quality, Le also varies for a given chamber over the part- |throide load and speeri tange. Por lithter louds ane lowes speeds i 15 closer to
stoichiometric since (he residyal Fas Iriction is higher and combustion quality is
poorer with erealer dilution and a1 loWer Speeds.

At part load, as the air/fuel ratio is varie) al Constant brake load, the
pumping work varies, and this also contribules to the brake speeific fuel con-
sumption and efficiency variation with eqiWalence ratio, Pigore 14-6 shows the
#ross and net indicated fuel conversion Uliciencjes and brake efGivieney as a fune-

yal combustion chamber and

n>? four-cylinder engine with
act fast-burning high-compression-

tion of equivalence ratio wt Part-throtile constant lowd anu specd poiJRE 15-5 a (325 kPa bmep and [400 rev/min), caleulated using a ihermod\namic-buged com-2engine } puller simulation of the engine's operating cycle. The difference between the netev cpecific fuel consumption. (a) } und gross indicated curves illustrates the magnitude of the elfect of the PUNpgn? four-cylinder engine with con- | work changes, Part-throvie SOMmparisons of dillerent opersling conilians should
be dime st constant brake load (lorgue or hmep) and speed: the Lask ihe elvine
Is required (3 performis (hen the same, At Canstant bmep and speed, the mecha.

chamber beneath the exhaust valve nical rubbing triction Is essentially fixed: thus jer imep is constant (ined “raas
r, = 13, both at bmep of 250 kPa imep will Vary if the pumpioe Mep Vitries).
400 rev/min.‘ (6) Predictions from Woke that all the engine data show 4 smooth transition betweentherich andtodynamic-based computer simula- lean characteristics at the stoichione#rre point, whereas the calculated sfc andof engine cycle for 5.7-dm° eight-

ler engine at bmep of 325 kPa and
rev/min with MBTspark timing.® 5
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834 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

efficiency churacteristics shaw a discontiavity in slope, The difference is due to
cylinder-ta-cylinder and oycle-by-cyele mixture composition variations’ and to
cycle-by-cycle cylinder pressure variations whieh exist (though to a lesser extent)
even in the absenee of these mixture variations. Averaging over these variations
smooths out the theoretical discontinuity in slope at @ = 1.0.

The equivalence ratio. requirements of a spark-ignition engine over the full
load and speed range can now be explained from the paint of view of per-
formance sod eMficiency. However, since emissions depend on ¢ also, emission
control requirements may dictate a different engine calibration, as will be dis-
cussed later. The mixture requirements in the induction system are usually dis-
cussed in relation to steady and transient engine operation. Steady operation
includes operation at a given speed and load over several engine cycles with a
warmed-tip engine. Transien! operation includes engine starting, eugine warm-bp
(o steady-state temperatures, and changing rapidly from one engine load and
gpeed fo another. The mixture requirements ofthe engine as defined by the com-
position of (he combustible mixture at the time of ignition, while they vary some-
what with speed aod load, are essentially the sume forall these operating modes, t
However, the methods used to prepare the mixture prior to entry to the cylinder
must be modified in the transient modes when liquid fuels are used, to allow for
variations in the liquid fuel flow and fuel evaporation rate in the intake manifold
as the air flow varies and as the manifold andinlet port pressure and temperature
change. The transicnt fuel metering requirements for adequate mixture prep-
aration are discussed in Chap. 7.

At all load points at a given speed, the ideal equivalence ratio is that which
wives minimum brake specific fuel consumption al the required load, However,
once Wide-open-throtile air flow has been reached,increases in power can only he
ablained. by inoveusing the fuel flow rate, The equivalence rao requirements for
oplimum-elficiency steady-state engine operation can be summarized on & plot of
equivalence ratio versus percent of maximum au flaw al any given speed, A
typical plot was shown in. Fig. 7-1, For part-throttle operation, unless dictated
olherwise by emission control requirements, the equivalence rtta Is set elose 10
the equivalence ratio for minimum fuel consumption consistent with avoidiog
partial burning or misfire in one or more vylinders. AL very light lowd the best
bs mixture is richer to compersate for slower Aame speeds at lower mixiure
density and increused yesidual fraction. As wide-open throttle is approached, the
mixture is richened to obtain maximum power.

The exhaust gas temperature vires with the equivalence ratio, The exhaust
gas Temperature alse varies continuously as (he gas leaves the engine cylinder
and flows (hrounh the exhaust port and the manifold and pipe (sce Sec, 6.5), 80
an appropmate definition of ad average exhaust gas temperature should be used

+ Except during start-up and cold engine operation, when a substantial part of the fuel within the
cylinder can bein the liquid phase.
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836 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

lence ratio oxygen concentrations are low. As the mixture is leaned out,
increasing oxygen concentrationinitially offsets the falling gas temperatures and
NO emissions peak at ¢ ~ 0.9. Then, decreasing temperatures dominate and NO
emissions decrease to low levels.

Figure 15-7 also shows the effect of variations in equivalence ratio for lean
mixtures on unburned hydrocarbon emissions. For rich mixtures, Fig, 11-2
shows that emissions are high. This is primarily due to the lack of oxygen for
afterburning of any unburned hydrocarbons that escape the primary combustion
process, within the cylinder and the exhaust system. HC emissions decrease as the
stoichiometric point is approached: increasing oxygen concentration and
increasing expansion and exhaust stroke temperatures result in increasing HC
burnup. For moderately lean mixtures, HC emissionlevels vary little with equiv-
alence ratio. Decreasing fuel concentration and increasing oxygen concentration
essentially offset the effect of decreasing bulk gas temperatures. As the lean oper-
aling limit of the engine is approached, combustion quality deteriorates signili-
cantly and HC emissions start lo rise again due lo the oceunrence ol occasional
partial-burning cycles. For still leaner mixtures, HO emissions rise more rapidly
due to the increasing frequency of partial-burning cycles, and even (he occurrence
of completely misfiring cycles (see See, 9.4.3). The equivalence ratio alt whiel)
purtial-burning and misfiring eyeles just start (o appear depends on details of tbe
engine combustion and fuel preparation systems, as well as (he load and speed
point.

The effect of equivalence ratio variations on CO emissions hasalready been
explained in Scc. 11.3 (see Fig. 11-20). For rich mixtures, CO levels are high
because complete oxidation of the fucl carbon to CO, is not possible due to
insufficient oxygen. For lean mixtures, CO levels are approximately constantat a
low level of about 0.5 percent or less.

Figure 15-7 indicates that if an engine can be designed and operated so that
its stable operating limil under the appropriate part-load conditionsts sufficiently
lean, excellent fuel consamplion and substantial control of engine NO, HC, und
CO emissions can be achieved. Such an approach requires good control of
mixture preparation and a fast-burning combustion chamber design (see Sec,
15.4.1). However, this lean-engine approach is not compalible with the three-way
catalyst system (see Sec. 11.6.2) which, with close-Lo-stoichiometric mixtures,
achieves substantial additional reductions in NO, HC, and CO emissions.

EXHAUST GAS RECYCLE. Exhaust gas recycle (EGR) is the principal technique
used for control of SI engitie NO, emissions (see Sec, 11.2.3) A fraction of (he
exhaust pases we recycled through a control valye from (he exhaust to the engine
intake system. The recyeled exhaust gas is usually mixed with the fresh fuel alt
mixture just below the throtile yalve. EGR acts, af part load, a8 an wdditional
diluent in the unburied gas mixture, (hereby reducing the peak lined gas bem
peratures and NOformationrates, Note that it is the (otal baroed gas fraction IM
the unburned mixture in the cylinder that acts as a diluent, These burned pases
are comprised of both residual gas from the previous cycle and exhaust pus
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burning chamber with open geometry und with induction-generated swirl.
Though addition of EGR lengthens both theflame development and propugation
Processes (as indicaial by the inersasine, MBT spark advance requirement with
increasing ER), the faster-hburning chamber fatlows (he anticipaied pattern of
simnificant bsfe reduetions until, al about 20 percent EGR, the wombustion
quality deteriorates. For the slower-burning combustion chamber, the tolerance
to dilution with EGRis muchless,

15.3.3 Load and Speed

One commwn way to present the operatinij: charicteristics of an internal com-
bustion enuine overits full load and Speed range is to plot brake specific fuel
consumption contours on a graph of brake mean effective pressure versus engine
speed. Operation of the engine coupled to a Uyoumometcr on jt test 4tind, over
its load and speed range, penerates (he torque iodfuel flow-rate data from which
such a performunce map is derived. Equation (2.20) relates bimep to torque, and
bsfc valiies are obtained from Eq. (2.22) at each operating point. Figure 15-10
shows an example of such a performance mapfor a four-cylinder spurk-ignition
engine. The upper envelope of the map is the wide-oper-throttle performance
curve. Points below this curve define the part-load operating characteristics,
While details differ frown) one engine to another, (he overall shapes of |hese maps
for spurk-renilion Cneines ave remarkably similar, When mean pisten dpecd a, is
vetd instead of crankshalt speed for the abscissa, the quaniilative similarity of
sueh MU pSs Over a Wade range of Chine Sizes Is more apparent.

Maximum bmepoccursin the mid-speed range; the minimum bsfc island is
located at a slightly lower speed and at part lpad. These map characteristics can
be tinderstood in terms of vanations in volumetric élliciency 4, gross indicated
fuel conversion efficieney My j, nd mechanical efficiency y,, as A/F, EGR(if used),
and the importance oF hear losses and fheuen chatme, via Eqs. (15.3) ane (15.5),

Meanpiston speed, m/s
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OL | al LL — cylinder fast-burn _spark-ignition
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Engine speed, rev/min bsfe in gramsper kilowatt-hour. !3
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840 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

The maximum bmepcurvereflects the variation with speed of 7,, the decrease of
tlm as S, increases, and the increase of myj. as 5, increases due to decreasing
importance of heat transfer per cycle. The bsfc contours have the following expla-
nation. Starting at the minimum bsfc point, increasing speed at constant load
increases bsfc due primarily to the increasing friction mep at higher speeds (which
decreases 7,,). While 7, ;, increases as speed increases, friction increases dominate.
Decreasing speed at constant load increases bsfc due primarily to the increasing
importance of heat transfer per cycle (which decreases 7, ,,). Friction decreases,
increasing 7,,, but this is secondary. Any mixture enrichment required to main-
tain a sufficiently repeatable combustion process at low engine speeds (see Fig.
7-1) contributes too. Increasing load at constant speed from the minimum bsfe
point increases bsfc due to the mixture enrichment required to increase torque as
the engine becomes increasingly air-flow limited. Decreasing load at constant
speed increases bsfc due to the increased magnitude offriction (due to increased
pumping work), the increased relative importance of friction, and increasing
importance of heat transfer (which decreases 77;.).

The effects of speed and load variations on NO and HC emissions are
shown in Fig. 15-11.'* NO concentrations increase moderately with increasing
speed at constant load. At lower loads, the proportional increase in NOis greater

3000pe

   
2000 }—

A
- Pa

UY 1500 ~
eea a

is}

& me
500 [- | 4000OK Qo 5—3000

a ao

Ea —} 2000 —-
°
z

— 1000

SSaSSeehy)Abee
1200 1600 2000 300 400 500 600 700

; imep, kPaSpeed, rev/min
7 )(a)

FIGURE 15-11

Variation in spark-ignition engine HC and NO,emissions with (a) engine speed at 379 kPa imep and
(b) load (or imep) at 1250 rev/min. Equivalence ratio = 0.9, MBTspark timing, r, = 7.1*
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than at higher loads.® The residual gas fraction decreases as speu!
clfect being greater at lower inlet manilold pressures (lighter loaels) (see Fig, 6-19)
Also, the relative importance of heat trivisfer per evele Ww less as speed ier
(see Fig. 12-25), which would also be «x poeted (O increase NO Conn tration
With ingreasing low (at constant speed), NO cencentrations alse incresye. Avain,
as inlet imunifold pressure and load increase, (fe residual gas fraction decreases
(Fig. 6-19); also, the relative importanceof heal transfer per cycle Ucorerses with
increasing load (Fig. 12-25).

The hydrocarbon concentration trends with speed and load changesare the
opposite of the NO concentration trends. As indicated in Table 11.7, speed and
load are likely to affect several of the HC formation mechanisms, the in-cylinder
maxing of usburned hydrocarbons whieh escape combustion with the bulk gases,
and (he traction of the i-cylinder HC which escape wito the exhauslL Hawever,
hot snohgh is yel kuewn about the details of these Processes to make these
dependences explicit. UI OxVser is available, oxidation of unburned hydrocarbons
both within the cylinder and in the exhaust system will be significantly enhanced
by increases in speed since the expansion stroke and exhaust process gas tem-
peratures increase substantially, due to the reduced significance of heat transfer
per cycle with increasing speed. This more thanoffsets the reduced residence time
in the cylinder and in the exhaust. Measurements of the percent HC reacted in
the exhaust port as a function of engine speed show the same proportional
reduction in the exhaust emissions data in Fig. 15-11.'° The rationale for the
variation with load is less clear. As load increases at constant speed, expansion
and exhaust stroke temperatures increase, and the in-cylinder oxidation rate, if
oxygen is available, will increase. However, as the exhaust gas flow rate increases,
the residence time in critical sections of the exhaust system decreases and a
reduction in exhaust port HC oxidation occurs,!® The net trend is for HC con-
centration to decrease modestly as load is increased.

d INCres ses, Lhis

RaaSees.

15.3.4 Compression Ratio

The ideal gvele anilysis of Chap, 5 showed hat indicated fuel vornverion elfi-
eNe\ Mchiased continuously wilh compression ratio wovording Ie Bg. (5 3))
With y= 13, this relation alse roaiches closely (he fuel-aie eyele prediclions with
= 1.0. However, in an vetual engine olber processes which Influewee erigine
Pecormynce and efficeney vary with changes in cOonmpression ratio: pumely, com-
hustion rate and stability, heat ceanster, and Inetion. Over (he load and speed
Fajec, ile relative frpuet that these processes Wave on power and elficieney
varies suse. Hence, ihe applicability of Hq, (5.31) is open to question. Also, while
Ihe poametrie compression ratio (ratio of maxinva ta minimum eylinder
YOllime) is well defined, the aciual compression and eXpUunsiON processes m
ours depend on valve (ining details and the importance of flaw through the
Vilves while they are opening or closing (whiely depends on engine speed), OF
POUFSe, OUF ability 10 increase: Lhe compression rate is limited by the octane
SHAliLy of available fuely aud knock (sce Sec. 9.6.1),
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842 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

Only a few studics have examined the effect of compression ralio on spark-
ignition engine performance and efficiency over a wide range of compression
ratios, Figure 15-12 showsresults obtained at wide-open throttle at 2000 rev/min
with a series of eight-cylinder 5.3-dm? displacement engines, from the most exten-
sive of these studies.!? Gross-indicated and brake fuel conversion efficiencies and
mean effective pressures are shown. Indicated mep was obtained by adding
motoring friction mep to brake mep. The mep data were obtained with (A/F) and
spark liming adjusted to give maximum torque, for the efficiency data, (A/F) and
spark timing were adjusted to give maximumefficiency. The mechanical efficiency
remained essentially constant at 0.89 overthe full compression ratio range. The
volumetric efficiency was also constant at 0.825. Both n,j, and mep show a
maximum at a compression ratio of about 17; for higher compression ratios
efficiency and mep decrease slightly, This trend was explained as being due to
increasing surface/volume ratio and slower combustion, and is also due to the
increasing importance of erevice Volumes: at the higher compression ratios
studied the combustion chamber height became very small.

To assess more broadly the effect of compression ratio variations on fuel
conversion efficiency, several data sets have been normalized and compared in
Fig. 15-13 which shows the ratio of fuel conversion efficiency at the given com-
pression ratio divided by the efficiency at r, = 8, for wide-open-throttle engine
operation. The agreement for r, = 14 is good, Over the compression ratio range
that js accessible to ST engines with available fuels (r, < 12), fel conversion effi-
ciency increases by about 3 percentper unit of compression ratio increase. Note,
of course, that engine power increases by about the same amount.
 

   
 

r 1300

—| 1200

mep, kPa

= 1100

| FIGURE 15-12
Effect of compression ratio on indi-

—) 1000 cated meaneffective pressure and fuel

L J 2000 rev/min conversion efficiency. 5.3-dm? eighté WOT eylinder spark-ignition erigiie at 2000
0.3 MBTtiming rev/tnin «and~~wiiltsopen throttle.

Equivalence ratio and spark timing
| | | |_| [== oh an adjusted for maximum torque for mep
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 data; adjusted for minimum fuel con-

Compressionratio sumptionforefficiency data.*”  
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844 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTAIS

efficiency improvement is between | und 3 percent per weit of compression ratip
inerease, depending oncylinder size and operaling conditions.

The exhaust temperature deereases as compression ratio and efficiency
increase until the conypression ralio corresponding ty waximiim efficiency is
reached, IL has also been shown (hal heat losses to the combustion chatnbes
walls, as @ fraction of the fuel's chemical cnergy, also decrease as (he compression
ratio and efficieney both inerease.’”

The effect of compression rallo changes on NO emissions is amall. Seme
studies show a modest Increase in speetiic NO emissions @s the compression patio
increases al constaul load and speed; other stiidics show a slight decrease,
Increasing Ne compression cilia increases exhaust hydrovarhion emissians,
Several (reads callld contribute: increased importance of sfeviee Volumes at teh
r.; lower gas. temperatures during, He latter part of (he expansion stroke, this
producing less NC coudation in the cylinder; decreasing residual gas fraction,
(hus inereasing (he fraction, of in-cylindes HC extiausted; lower exhaust tem-
peratures, henceless oxidation in the exhaust system.

15.4 SI ENGINE COMBUSTION
CHAMBER DESIGN

15.4.1 Design Objectives and Options
There has always been extensive debate over the optimum SI engine combustion
chamber design. There are a large number of options for cylinder head and
piston crown shape, spark plug location, size and number of valyes, and iilike
port design." Debate revolves around igsves Such as chamber compactness,
surface/volume ratio. Name (ruvel leneth, and use of swirl and aquish types of
mixture motion. Figure 15-15 shows exaniples of several commontypes of con
bustion chamber shapes. Over the pasl lew years a CONSeNsMs has developed
which favors faster-burning combustion-chamber designs; A chamber design
where the fuel burning process takes place faster, ie., occupies a shorter crank
angle interval at a given engine speed, produces a more robust and repentable
combustion pattern that provides emission control andefficiency gains simulta
neously. A faster-burning chamber with its shorter buen time permits operation
with substantially higher amounts of EGR, or with very lear mixtures, within the
normal constraints of engine smoothness and response. This yreaten emissions
control within the engine can be achieved, snd at part loud at this higher level of
dilution a faster-burniny, chamber shows an improvement in fuel consumption
due to (he reduced pumping work, rechiced heat transfer (due (oO lower burned
gas temperatures), and reduced amount of dissociation in Ue burned pases.”

The maior combustion chamber design objectives whieh relate to engine
performance and emissions ares (1) fast combustion process, with low cyele-by?
cycle variability, oven the full eowine operating range; (2) a high volumetet eft
ciency at wide-open throttls, (3) meoimnum heal loss to the combustion chunher
walls; (4) a low fuel octane requirement.
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FIGURE 15-15

Examples of commonspark-igniti i iples ignition engine combustion chamber sh: :
bowl-in-piston ; (c) four-valve pent roof; (d) hemispherical,?! -oe”

Many methods for praducmg a “fast bura” bave been proposed, These
towlude ways of making Lhe combustion chaniber shape mare com vac 1m 1Vi “
the spark plug lo a more centri) location within the ehamber. aie two ste
und increasing i-cyliider sas motien by ecrealine swirl dure the inditction
Process or during (he hitter stages of compression ‘ : ’ .

A faster combustion process relayve jo more moderate burn rate engines
‘lots result in a direct engine eMciency gain, other factors being equal. The i
wlude of this direct gain is relatively modest, Experimental studies of fhe effectof
a0 increase m buen pate from moderate to fast at constant iain load, a6 4
and rmxlure composition show that (his effect is a few percen| at meal 23 ‘Com
oneaes Henge operdting cvele Confirm these experimental obser

ans: while a decrease in toral burn duration from 100 ta 60" (slow to
Moderate burn} does result in a 4 percent decrease in bste, a deere‘a use in bduration frem GO 1 30" gives only a further ae

ae. 1.3 percent bsle decreage,”
Sea ) areas importance ts the fact that the faster burn process is rare robust

usulis in the sogine beinable (6 qperate satisfactorily with much more
BGR. wi C isr much leaner, without a large deterioration in combiistion quality, Magtei
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846 (NTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

burning chamber designs exhibit much less cycle-by-cycle variability. This ability
| to operate with greater dilution at part load while maintaining a short burn

duration and low cycle-by-cycle variability, permits much greater control of NO,
within the engine with 20 or more percent EGR without any substantial increase
in HC emissions(see Fig. 11-29), or permits very lean operation. In both cases the
efficiency gain relative to moderate burn rate engines, which must operate with less
dilution, is sizeable.2+

High volumetric efficiency is required to obtain the highest possible power |
density. The shape of the cylinder head affects the size of valves that can be
incorporated into the design. Effective valve open area, which depends on valve
diameter and lift, directly affects volumetric efficiency. Swirl is used in many
modern chamber designs to speed up the burning process and achieve greater
combustion stability. Induction-gencrated swirl appears to be a particularly
stable in-cylinder flow. Swirl results in higher turbulence inside the chamber
during combustion, thus increasing the rate of flame development and propaga-
tion. Gencrating swirl during the intake process decreases volumetric efficiency.

Heat transfer to the combustion chamberwalls has a significant impact on

engineefficiency. It is affected by cylinder head and piston crown surface area, by |
the magnitudeof in-cylinder gas velocities during combustion and expansion, by
the gas temperatures and the wall temperatures. The heat-transfer implications of
a combustion chamber should be included in the design process.

Knock effectively limits the maximum compression ratio that can be used
in any combustion chamber; it therefore has a direct impact on efficiency. Knock
is affected by all the factors discussed above.It is the hardest ofall the constraints
to incorporate into the design process becauseofits obvious complexity.

Knowledge of the fundamentals of spark-ignition engine combustion, in-
cylinder gas motion, and heattransfer has developed to the point where a ration-
al procedure for evaluating these factors for optimum combustion chamber
development and design can be defined. The next (wo sections develop sucha
procedure.

 
15.4.2. Factors That Control Combustion

Our understanding of the structure of the spark-ignition engine flame as il
develops and propagates across the combustion chamber(see Secs. 9.4 and 9.4)
allows us to relate the physical and chemical factors that control this process to
the relevant engine design and operating parameters. The following factors allecl

| the flame development and propagation processes:

1. Geometry. Combustion chamber shape and sparkplug location.
2. Flow field characteristics. Mean velocity, turbulence intensity, and character-

istic turbulence length scale in the unburned mixture during combustion.
H|| 3. Unburned mixture composition and state. Fuel, equivalence ratio, burned gas

fraction, mixture pressure and temperature.  
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FIGURE 15-16

Comparison of burn angles (0-10 percent burned, 10-90 percent burned, 0-90 percent burned; see
Fig. 9-13) for ten different spark-ignition engine combustion chamber geometries and spark plug
locations. Burn angles are normalized by angles for slowest burning chamber: disc with side plug.?®

bustion is increased. The faster combustion process comes primarily from the
higher turbulence intensity; however, the decreased characteristic turbulence
scale that accompaniesthe increased turbulenceis also significant since it results
in a shorter characteristic burning time [see Eg. (14.39) and the accompanying
text]. It is important to note that the fuel conversion efficiency of higher-
turbulence chambers at the same operating conditions can be lower than for
normal chambers, despite the faster burn rates, due to the higher heat transfer
that accompanies the higher in-cylinder velocities. For example, predictions
based on the combustion model defined by Eqs. (14.33) to (14.35), where the
characteristic mixture speed u, was increased by a factor of two, showed that the
0 to 10 percent and 10 to 90 percent burn durations decreased by about one-
third. However, the indicated fuel conversion efficiency decreased by about 6
percent due to the predicted 15 percentincrease in heat transfer.?°

Mixture composition andstate affect the burn rate through the dependence
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of laminar tame Speed on teiperature, pressure, fuel/4i) equivalence ratio, and
borned gis fraction (residual eas and EGR): see Sec, 9.4.3 and Eus. (14.33) to
(14.35). Table 15, | campires the burn durations for « stoichiometric mixture, alean mixture with = 08, and a stoichiometric mixture with 20 percent EGR.
The values of the laminar faye Wpeed al the lime of spark ape also. given
(conditions at spark as well as compastboen are different in each vase) Thelongerburn durationsof the more diliite mixture:

$ fire clear, Note thai EGR as 4 diluenthas 4 much more deleterious effect on combustion than does air at these approx-imately equallevels of dilution.

All the Abavewdeseribed factors—flame geornetry, fluid motion, and mixture
COOIPOSIlOM -eNM vary cyele-by-cycle, and therefore contribute to combustion
variability (see See, 9.4), €yclic differences in gas motion in the vicinity of the
spark plug resule in diflerenees in motion of the flame kernel duringits earlystages of development. Differences in turbulence result in difterences in the rates
at which the initially smooth surface of the flame kernel becomes wrinkled and
convoluted by the flow. Different initial flame center motioyis change the ge0-metrical interaction of the flame front with the combustion chamber walls later in
the flame propagation process. Differences in the amount of fuel, air, and EGR
which enter each cylinder cycle-by-cycle, the n inuinilormity in composition of the
eaterinp charge, and any incimpilete mixing of that entering charze with the
residual gases in the cylinder also contribute to combustion variability. These
composition nonuniformities lead to differences in the early stages of flame devel-
opment. The vartadions in ie amounts of fuel, air, and EGR that enter cavl)
eylinder eyele-hy-cycle and jn the uniltirmity of that mixture are factors within
ihe direct eantrol of the engine desienes

A fasi combustion Process reduces cyclic combustion variability for the fol-
lowing reasons. With 4 faster burn, optimum spark timingis closer to top-center:
mixtiire temperature and Presstire at the time of spark. are Nighee, so the laminar
Hanspeed at the start of comlistion is greater, This, combined with the higher
turbulence of most fast-burn concepts, results in faster Dani ker nel development
TABLE 15,1

Effect of excess air and recycled exhaust on burn dura-tion

Se
Burn durations, degree

EGR, 4,, = S, at 6,,
> % degree 010% 10-90% cm/s
1.0 0 340 22 17 75
0.8 0 336 26 21 52
1.0 20 324 31 28 23
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850=INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

More rapid initial flame growth results in less variation in flame center motion
during the critical flame-development phase. The resulting geometric variations
in the flame front/chamber wall interaction are therefore reduced; this decreases
the variations in burn rate that result from these geometric variations. Also, the
faster burning process ends earlier in the expansion stroke. Thus the problem of
occasional slow burning cycles, partial burning cycles, and eventually misfire,
which occurs with dilute mixtures under normal burning conditions due to quen-
ching of the combustion process as gas temperatures fall during expansion, is
largely avoided (see Sec. 9.4.3).

15.4.3 Factors That Control Performance

VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY. Combustion chambershapeaffects volumetric effi-
ciency through its constraints on maximum valve size and through the degree of
swirl (if any) that the chamber and port designs produce to achieve the desired
combustion characteristics. To obtain maximum performance and to reduce
pumping losses, the size of the valve heads should be as large as practical; the
valve sizes that can be accommodated depend on cylinder head layout. Table 6.1
fists the typical maximum valve sizes that can be accommodated into several
common chamber shapes(see Fig. 15-15). The approximate mean piston speed at
maximum power is a measure of the maximum air flow that each engine design
can pump. Note that of the two-valve configurations, the designs with inclined
valve stems permit substantially greater maximum air flow. The four-valve pent-
roof design, which also has inclined valve stems, is the best of those listed sinceit
accommodates the largest valve and port areas (there are other four-valve head
designs which are comparable).

Swirl can be generated during the intake process through suitable port,
valve, and head design. It requires either that the flow through the intake valve
be directed tangentially into the cylinder so that gas flows through oneside of the
valve opening preferentially (e.g., through the use of masksto restrict flow at the
mask location or through the use of a tangentially directed port or a flow deflec-
tor in the port just upstream of the valve), or requires the use of a helical intake
port that imparts an angular velocity to the flow before it enters the cylinder. In
cither case the inlet flow enters the cylinder with higher velocity than it would
have in the absence of swirl; hence the pressure drop across the valve is
increased, and maximum air flow through the cylinder is reduced. Well-designed
helical swirl-generating ports (see Sec. 8.3.2) appear to be the best way to create
swirl. However, geometric and production constraints often prevent the incorpo-
ration of such ports into the cylinder head design, and other swirl-generating
methods must be used. The engine maximum-power penalty associated with gen-
eraling significant swirl is of order 5 to 10 per cent.

Since swirl is only required at part-throtile operation when enhancement of
the burn rate is mostcritical and is not usually required at full throttle when the:
flow restriction penalty is most significant, induction systems with a separate
passage for the part-throttle air flow, where only this separate passage generates
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AWitl are jin attractive option. Howeve
oftset by 4 hipher cost due to the addjtj
the double passage and the indiv
flow control

 t, the gams iw vohwmetric efficiency are
onal complexity in port and manifald wf

rdual throttle valves required in Gach part for

Swirl can be Intensified CUTINE compression With bowl-in-piston combustion
chambers by decreasing the moment of inertiw of (he in “cylinder chitrze ‘a the
piston moves toward lop-center, and thereby inereasing its angular velocity Veet
Seu, B33) An advertage here is that the swirl level generated during itduetion ts
less than would be required without the compression-produced radially inward
motion of the charge. This approach can be used with corritnstinn chamber
designs (HAL are axisymmetric and compact, Swirl canalsa he generared by Squish
Motton toward the end of compression with a suitable design of chariber the
tuvantope af Uhis approach js that there is no induc '
Volimetnieeffiviency penalty, However, ihe cylinde
date for either intens|Ving or
henve have smaller y

clion-stroke sWirl-enerating
r head geometries proposed ta

generating swirl tive vertical valve Steins, and
alve sizes whieh in Chemselyes restrict air flow, Also, the

cylinder head weometry required to energ Te im a
lirger surfuce urea than more open ch
windy higher heal losses

The impact of conventional sadially inward squish motion (see Sec #4) on
in-cylinder lurbienee, and henwe combishion, iy: Unclear. Chambers with sigwili-can squish are also more compact: for {lis reason alone (hey would be faster
burning. :

sWitl during vompression hus a
Anber desivns and, therefore, has sini

HEAT TRANSPRR. The convective en' gine heat transfer to the combustion
chamber walls is described. hy equations of the form of (12.2): @g., Eq. (12.21).
The heatetransler coefficient 4s usually correlated by expressions of the form of
bg, (123) whieh relate the Nusselt. Reynolds, and Prandtl numbers (see Sec+ . wt fs

(24). Thus combustion chamber surface area, and especially the surface area in
cantaet with the burned pases, ls Important. Gas velocity is also important: it
influences the heatctransfer pate (through the Reynolds number. Various charac-
lene velocities have been used in the Reynolds number toscale heat transfer:
Mean ptston speed. mean in-cylinder gas velocity: turbulence intensi(y either
individually or in combination. Both of these variables area and velovit are
affected by combustion chamber design “at

Studies of engine performance Using thermodynamic-based simulations of
(he engine's operating cycle (sce See 14.4) provide data that indicate the inpor-
lilice of changes in heat transfer Ad inirt-throtle operating conditions, sucha) . +3 bey lath a mbes ' q . 1NMoowON cuculations show that a 10 percent change m combustion chamber
heal losses results in a change of between 2 and 5 perceal in brake specific fue!
SOMSUMpPUOn; an average fucl consiimption chinge of about one-third the magn
tule: af the heat-tragster change (and of Opposite sign) is an appropriate rule oftNinib 25 27 ean

‘

anh At wide-open throttle, the effect on mean ellective pressure is compa-ate

5 a 10 perce change in heat transtet results in about a 3 pereent chanve inney
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852 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

This impact of heat transler on engine efficiency and performance under-
lines the importance of combustion chamber details that affect heat transfer. For
the chamber shapes shown im Fig, 15-16, the total heat losses as a fraction of the
fuel’s energy, al fixed engine speed and intake conditions, were also caletlated.
Both chamber shape and spark plug details affect heat losses since togetber (hese
govern (he surface area of the hot burned gases in contact with the walls, The
open und hemispherical chambers had least heal transfer. Geometries such as the
bowl-tn-piston, Which obviously have a higher surface area, had about 10 percent
higher heal transfer, The effect of shifting the plug from a side to center location
depended on chamber shape. Open and bowl-in-piston chambers showed little
change; the hemispherical chamber showed a 4 percent reduction. Given 4
general chamber shape choice, the details of the actual design are important also;
it is easy to add substantial surface area with piston cutouts, plog bosses, and
cylinder head masking or squish regions which will deteriorale chamber per-
formance to a measurable degree.

Higher in-cylinder velocities affect heat-transfer rates through the Reynolds
number term in the heat-transfer coefficient correlation. Swirl- and squish-
generated flows increase in-cylinder gas velocities and will, therefore, increase
heat-transfer rates.

15.4.4 Chamber Octane Requirement

Knock limits an engine’s compression ratio, and hence its performance and effi-
ciency. The more fundamental aspects of knock were reviewed in Sec. 9.6. Knock
occurs when the end-gas autoignites prior to ils being burned up by the normal
flame-propagation process. The tendency to knock depends on engine design and
operating variables which influence end-gas temperature, pressure, and time
spent at high values of these two properties before flamearrival.

The presence or absence of knock in an engine depends primarily on the
antiknock quality of the fuel, which is defined by the fuel’s octane number(see Sec.
9.6.3). It determines whether or not a fuel will knock in a given engine under
given operating conditions: the higher the octane number, the higher the resist-
ance to knock. The octane number requirement of an engine is defined as the
minimum fuel octane numberthat will resist knock throughoutits speed and
load range. The following factors affect an engine’s octane requircment: (1) com-
position of the fuel; (2) chamber geometry and size; (3) charge motion; (4) spark-
advance curve; (5) inlet air, intake manifold, and water jacket temperatures, (6)
carburetoror fuel-injector air-fuel ratio calibration; (7) the ambient conditions-—
pressure, temperature, and relative humidity—during the requirement determi
nation.

The following illustrates the interaction between fuel factors and engine
operating variables. Figure 15-!7 shows the relation between spark advance,
torque, and speed in an cngine operating at wide-open throttle. The dashedlincs,
determined with a fuel of sufficiently high octane rating to avoid knock, show
MBTtiming as a function of speed, along with the spark-advancelimits for con-
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a Retard
a FIGURE 15-17

ia Relation between spark advance, speed,
_ and torque loss, for spark-ignition

engine at wide-open throttle, showing
i | i | | knock limit for specific gasoline and

0 2000 4000 typical spark-advance schedule that
Engine speed, rev/min avoids knock problems.?®

stant specified percentage torque reductions. The uppersolid line traces the spark
advance for borderline knock with a particular commercial gasoline. To avoid
knock with this fuel, the spark advance mustbe set to lose one percentof engine
torque at 800 rev/min, with the torque loss diminishing to zero at 1200 rev/min.
Above that speed this particular fuel allows operation at MBT timing without
knocking. The lower solid curve represents a typical spark-advance schedule at
WOT.It lies below the borderline knock advance (and results in a significant
torque loss) for the following reasons. One is that different commercial gasolines
with the same research octane number can respond differently to variations in
engine operating conditions. Calibrating the engine (i.e., specifying the schedules
for spark advance, A/F, and EGR) must be done with sufficient margin of conser-
vatism to avoid objectionable knock with the normal range of commercial gas-
olines over the full operating conditions of the engine. A second reason is
engine-to-engine production variability despite the close dimensional tolerances
of modern production engineering. For example, the effective compression pres-
sure in each cylinder of a multicylinder engine is not identical, due to geometric
and ring-pack behavior differences. The cylinder with the highest compression
pressure is most knock-prone. Allowing for corresponding effects of cylinder-to-
cylinder variations in A/F, EGR rates, and spark timing, it is obvious thatfor a
given operating condition in a multicylinder engine, one cylinderis more likely to
knock thanthe others. It is that cylinder which limits the spark advance.+ A third
teason for the discrepancy between actual spark-advance calibration and the
knock limit for a given engine andfuel is the octane requirement increase associ-
ated with the buildup of deposits on the combustion chamber walls over
extended mileage (see Sec. 9.6.3).

+ There is no assurance that the same cylinderwill be the principal offender in all engines of the same
Model, nor in a given engineatall operating conditions.
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854 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

In the example shown above, it was the problem of knock at low engine
speed which required the spark advance calibration to be retarded. Whether low-,
medium-, or high-speed knock is the limiting factor in a particular engine
depends on the sensitivity of the fuel, on engine design features, and especially
upon the engine’s spark-advance requirements for MBT. The knock-limited
spark advance determined from road octane rating tests will vary with engine
speed and fuel sensitivity, as shown in Fig. 15-18. Low sensitivity fuels will toler-
ate more severe engine operating conditions and vice versa. Figure 15-18), c, and
d shows a typical engine spark-advance characteristic superposed on the knock-
limited spark-advance plot. Depending on the fuel sensitivity and shape of the
spark-advance curve, the knock region may occur at low, medium, or high speed
(or notatall).

It will be apparent from the above discussion that defining the effect of
combustion chamber geometry on knock can only be done in an approximate
fashion. The importanceof fuel composition details, differences in engine design,
the variability between engines of the same type, and the effect of deposits all
make the quantification of trends as chamberdesign is varied extremely difficult.
One of the most important chamber variables is the compression ratio.
Figure 15-19 shows the relationship between the octane requirement and com-
pression ratio for a number of combustion chambers. The octane requirement
was defined as the research octane number of the fuel required to operate the
engine at WOT with the weakest mixture for maximum power with borderline
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FIGURE 15-18

Diagrams showing knock-limited spark-advance curves for fuels of different sensitivity and how these
can give low-, medium-, and high-speed knock in the same engine.??
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‘ |a FIGURE15-19é 80 ft
Octane requirement (gasoline research octanef nuinter), at wide-open throttle and MBT

=] | tinny. to avoid knock as a function of com-
Pression ratio for various combustion chamber

Compression ratio designs,!°

(or light) knock coinciding with MRT timing at the given speed. As is well
known, the octane reqgiiirement increases with TLIATCESING COMPASSION rabios (here
are, however, differences in the octane requirement between different
chanber at the sarse compression rativ. The chambers s(udied were dise-shaped
chambers, bathtub and four-valve (open chambers with sepuish) and voinpact high
compyéxsion ratio chambers (bowl or cup-Lype chambers in the piston crown ap
in the evlinder heal around one of the valves), In the Y te tI cOMpression ratio
range there are only modest differences bet Ween the chayibers studled. Al higher
compression rities, (L to 13) Lhe compact ehambers show a loWer octane reqiiire-
men! Which gives thema Ll toa 2¢

- Compression ratio advantige over (he more open
chambers. This advantage for the compact (and Ntthetuchwlenee) chambers comes
largely from the increased heat-transtor rates in these chambers. Whether the
liver turbulence is generated during intake or at the end of the compressiGn
‘iroke, it increases the heat transfer from [he: end-gis, Tednciag its temperature
und therefore its propensity to knoek. However, this tighee heat {raster also
reduces Chgine power and cfticiency
advantage aré reduced, here is same

types of

so (he benelits of the compression ratio
merease in the kyock-limited compression

Fallo With @ given fucl as burn time is decreased by using onc, two, three. and
then four spark plugs simullancously, with a piven chamber geameiry, but the
eect is much smaller than (he differences suggested by Fig. 15-19,23

Spark plug location within the chamber is an important factor affecting
Nevius reuiremen|, More centrally located plug Basitions shorten the flame
Favel path to ibe cylinder wafls and decrease the lime between spark discharge
4nd flame yerival at the end-pas location. This decreases the octane reqinremen(,
The position of the spark plug in relaviow to (he exhaust valve is also Lmpuruint:
It ls advantageous to burn the unburned mixture whieh has been heated hy
“ontact with the hot exhaust valve early in the combustion process
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856 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

TABLE 15.2

Engine conditions affecting octane number requirement 

 
Octane number requirement Octane number requirement
tends to go up when: tends to go down when:

1. Ignition timing is advanced. 1. Ignition timing is retarded.
2. Air densily rises due to 2. Engine is operated at higher

supercharging or a larger altitudes or smaller throttle
throttle opening or higher opening or lower barometric
barometric pressure. pressure,

3. Humidity or moisture content 3. Humidity of the air increases.
of the air decreases.

4. Inlet air temperature is 4. Inlet air temperature is
increased. decreased.

5. Coolant temperature is 5. Fuel/air ratio is richer or
raised. leaner than that producing

maximum knock.

6. Antifreeze (glycol) cngine 6. Exhaust gas recycle system
coolant is used. operates at part throttle.

7. Engine load is increased. 7, Engine load is reduced. 

Operating variables that affect the temperature or pressure time histories of
the end-gas during combustion or the basic autoignition characteristics of the
unburned fuel, air, residual mixture will also affect the engine’s octane require-
ment, The most important additional variables which increase or decrease octane
requirement in a consistent manner are listed in Table 15.2. Relative spark

Moderate turbulence High turbulence15
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FIGURE 15-20

Knock limits and lean cngine operating limits as function of compression ratio and relative air/fuel
ratio A (A = 1/¢) for moderate and high-turbulence engine combustion chambers.*?
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Advance has 4 Naor impAcl On knock; since il is also eusy to alist, bas the
chpine variable most commonly used lo central knock, Sunties show that (ypi-
vally 0.5 fo 10 ROM redietion is achieved per degree of retard?" Atmospheric
condilions —pressiire, temperature, and humidity—all affect the octune number
requirement?!

Phe fuel/air equivalence ratio affects the octane requirement of an cogine.
Phe highest requirement is for slizbily sich mixtures: increasing mebness and
leanness about this point deerease (he octane requirement Substasttully
Figure 15-20 shows the knock-linited compression ratio as a funetion of the cela
live pir/fuel ratio (A= Wah: 2 > J for lear mixtures) for conventional vite high.
irbwlence chambers, for two fuels with different octane ratings: Substantially
Ingher compression ratios can be used with lean mixtures especially with the
high-turbulence chimber which extends the lean limit The cookuil lemperature
affects. the octane requirement, Mieher coolant lemperaiure inereases (re inlet
mitre temperature, und reduces heal losses trem the end-was ty a@ modest
degree

15.4.5 Chamber Optimization Strategy

The discussion in the previous sections suggests that the following sequence of
steps in a combustion chamber development process is most logical. First should
come the selection of the best chamber geometry. Geometric optimization can
result in substantial benefits and carries no significant penalties. Chamber
geometry involves cylinder head and piston crown shape, and plug location.
Open chamberssuch as the hemispherical or pent-roof cylinder head, and clam-
shell, with near central plug location, give close to the maximum flame front
surface area (and hence a faster burn), have the lowest chamber surface area in
contact with the burned gases (and therefore the lowest heat transfer), and have
inclined valves which give high volumetric efficiency. Spark plug location close to
the center of the chamber is especially importantin obtaining a fast burn rate.
More compact chamber shapes than the open chamberslisted above, such as the
bowl-in-piston or chamber-in-head designs, do produce a somewhatfaster burn,
but with lower volumetric efficiency and higher heatlosses.

Followingthis first step, two problem areas may remain: the chamber may
have a higher octane requirement than is desired and the burn rate may not be
fast enough to absorb the high dilution required at part load to meet the emis-
sions and fuel consumptiongoals.

Positioning the spark plug as close to the center as possible will have
fediiced the vetane requirement for that particular churniber shape. Depeniing on
cliasoher desien detalls, some squish area could be introuiiced. However, ihe per-
ceived octane advantage of chamber designs which contain substantial squish is
offset, at least in part, by their higher heat losses. A unit compression ratio
increase results in a 3 percent or less increase 1 efficiency at part load. However,
if the measures required to increase the compression ratio from, say, 9 to 10
resulted in a 10 percent increase in heat transfer, engine efficiency would not
Improve.
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858 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

The next step should be to reduce the cyclic variability in the combustion
process to the maximum extent feasible, by improving the uniformity of the
intake fuel, air, and EGR mixture. Delivery of equal amounts of each of these
constituents to each cylinder, provision for good mixing between constituents in
the intake manifold and port, and accurate control of mixture composition
during enginc transients are all especially important. Also importantis achieving
closely similar flow patterns within each engine cylinder during intake so as to
obtain equal burn rates in all cylinders. Attention to these intake process and
mixture preparation details will always improve engine operation and carries no
performance penalties.

However, the burn rate maystill not be fast enough, especially during the
critical early stages of flame development, and cyclic variability may still be too
high to meet the engine’s performance goals. Then higher turbulence levels
during combustion must be achieved. This is usually best done by creating swirl
during the induction process. The appropriate method for introducing swirl will
depend on any geometric manufacturing constraints and cost issues. With no
geometric constraints, use of helical swirl-gcenerating ports or a divided intake-
port system with valves to control the flow at light load are likely to have the
lowest power penalties. It is especially important that only the minimum addi-
tional turbulence required to achieve the performance objectives be added at this
stage. Higher than necessary gas velocities within the cylinder result in excessive
heat losses and low volumetric efficiency.

In summary, to meet the objectives of a fast, repeatable, and robust com-
bustion process with high volumetric efficiency, low heat transfer, and acceptable
octane requirement, combustion chamber development should proceed through
the following steps.

1, Optimize the chamber geometry within the design constraints for the
maximum flame front area, minimum burned gas/chamber wall contact area,
and largest valvesize.

2, Obtain additional reductions in the cyclic combustion variability by improv-
ing mixture distribution and uniformity and by creating flow patterns into
each cylinder that are essentially identical.

3. Achieve any additional improvement in burn rate and cyclic variability
required to meet objectives by increasing turbulence to the minimum extent.
This is usually best done by creating swirl during the induction process.

15.5 VARIABLES THAT AFFECT CI

ENGINE PERFORMANCE, EFFICIENCY,
AND EMISSIONS

15.5.1 Load and Speed

The performance of a naturally aspirated DI heavy-duty truck diesel engine and
a small IDI engine at full load over the engine speed range have already been
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860 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

larger DI engine in Fig. 15-21, the maximum bmepis slightly lower. The best bsfc
is about 10 percent higher largely duc to higher friction mep, but in part due to
higher heat losses resulting from the less favorable surface/volume ratio of the
smaller bore engine and higher swirl, and lower heat-release rate of the M.A.N.
system. Note that the maximum mean piston speed for this engine, 13.3 m/s
at 5000 rev/min, is comparable to that of the larger medium-swirl engine in
Fig. 15-21 (10.7 m/s).

Figure 15-23 gives the performance characteristics of an automotive natu-
tally aspirated swirl-chamber IDI diesel engine. Maximum bmep values are
usually higher than those of equivalent size DI engines because without the need
to generate swirl during the intake process, the intake port and valve are less
restrictive and volumetric efficiency is higher, and because the IDI engine can be
run at lower A/F without smoking. The best bsfc values arc usually some 15
percent higher than valucs typical of equivalent DI engines. The best brake fuel
conversionefficiency of the engine of Fig. 15-23 is 32.5 percent.

Comparisons between naturally aspirated DI and IDI diesel engines of
closely comparable design and size indicate that the DI cngine is always more
efficient, though the benefit varies with load. At full load, differences of up to 20
percent in bsfc have been noted, especially in engines with larger displacement
per cylinder. At part load, the gain is less—of order 10 percent. Comparisons
should be made al equal emission levels, a task that is difficult to accomplish in
practice. Emission control with the DI engine is more difficult, so this constraint
reduces the benefit somewhat. Figure 15-24 shows a breakdownof the indicated
efficiency differences between the two systems. At full load (4/F = 18 to 20) the
IDI suffers a penalty of about 15 to 17 percent due in large part to the retarded
timing of the IDI combustion process and its long, late-burning, heat-release
profile. At light load, about 300 kPa bmep (A/F = 50), these combustioneffects
are small and the indicated efficiency penalty of the IDI (around 5 to 7 percent) is
due to the higher heat losses associated with the larger surface area and high-
velocity flow through the connecting nozzle of the divided-chamber geometry
and due to the pumping pressure loss between the main and auxiliary cham-
bers.*®

Note that all these diesel engine performance maps arc similar in general

Mcanpiston speed, m/s
 

800

= 600
a
& 400 FIGURE 15-23
& —: Performance mapfor 1.987-dm* five-cylinder natu-

36)

20- See $207 rally aspirated IDI swirl-chamber diesel engine.
“Road load114) Contours of constant bsfc in grams per kilowatt-

1000 2000 3000 4000 3000 hour shown. Bore = 76.5 mm, stroke = 86.4 mm,
Engine speed, rev/min r, = 23.5   
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Indirect injection

Direct injection

1000

  
 Injection timing \ Injection timing

800 |~ ——~—_ 18° BTC 18° BTC
——=— 12° BTC 1500+ \ ———12° BIC

NO,,ppmGry) HC,ppmC,    
0 200 400 600

bmep, kPa bmep, kPa

FIGURE 15-25

Effect of load on naturally aspirated diesel engine NO, and HC emissions at rated speed, with two
injection timings. Direct-injection and indirect-injection (prechamber) combustion systems. Six-
cylinder, 5.9-dm? displaced wolume, engine. DI: r, = 17, rated speed = 2800 rev/min; IDI: r, = 16.7,
rated speed = 3000 rev/min.3”
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FIGURE 15-26
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Hrak= spevific HC, NO, anid fuel consiimplion, und smoke PHLURSONS, ae a funtion of Ptrount recycledwalauut fy 2.4-dm3 four-cylinder high-switt DI diesel engine ay (250 rev/inin and 255 kPa Wimep,39

Reeycled exhaustyy, at fart load, can be used to reduce diesel engine NO,emissions. Note that since diese! engines Operate with the air fow unthirattled, at
part load the CO, and HO concentrations in exhaust gas are low; they are
essentially proportional to the fuel/air ratio. Because of this, high EGRlevels arePp : _ emissi .
NO, concentrations decrease as it Di diesel engine inlet air low is diluted ula
constant lwellng sate, The dilution is expressed in terms of OLVEEN Coneentratior
in the mixture after dilution. Figure | $27 shows how the EGR affects specificNO. nad HC, fre! censumpliag, and smoke for a small high-swirl DOP diesel
‘neine at typical automobile engine parct-load conditions. Effective reduction of
bsNO,is achieved and modest rediichons in bsC, with only a slight increase inhse. However, smoke increased as Hie EGR rate invreasedl“”

15.5.2 Fuel-Injection Parameters

Puel-injectlon timing essentially controls the crank angle ay w
starts, While (he state of the air nie Which the fuel is Injected changes 45 injeclon tintiog is Varied, and thus innition delay will vary, these élfecis are prediut-able (see See. 10.6.4), The fuel-injection rate, fuel nozzle design (

hich combustion

including qumberof holes), and foel-injection Pressire all affect the characteristics of the diesel fuel
Spray and its mixing with air in the Combustion chamber.

Fignre 15-28 shows the effet on performance and
iyjection timing, in (a) a mechon-swirl D7 diesel enjine
fixed sneed and comstant fuel delivery per eyele, th

emissions of varying
and (b) an TOT engine, At

¢ DI] engine shows an opumuni
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FIGURE 15-28

Effect of start-of-injection timing on diesel engine performance and emissions. (a) Medium-swirl DI
diesel engine with deep combustion bowl and four-hole injection nozzle, 2600 rev/min, fuel delivery
75 mm3/cycle,fuel/air equivalence ratio 0.69.37 (6) Swirl-chamber IDI engine, 2500 rev/min, 0 and 100
percent load.*°

bsfc and bmepat a specific start of injection for a given injection duration.t The
IDI engine experiments are at fixed bmep; here, bsfc at full load and fueling rate
at idle show a minimum at specific injection timings. Injection timing which is
more advanced than this optimum results in combustionstarting too early before
TC; injection retarded from this optimum results in combustion starting toolate.

Injection timing variations have a strong effect on NO, emissions for DI
engines: the effect is significant but less for IDI engines. Retarded injection is
commonly used to help control NO, emissions. It gives substantial reductions,
initially with only modest bsfc Dennis For the DI engine, at high load, specific
HC emissions are low and vary only modestly with injection timing. At lighter
loads, HC emissions are higher and increase as injection becomes significantly
retarded from optimum. This trend is especially pronounced at idle. For IDI
diesel engines HC emissions show the sametrends but are muchlower in magni-
tude than DI engine HC emissions.*! Figure 15-25 supports this discussion.*

 

+ This optimum injection timing gives maximum brake torque, though the designation MBT timing
is less commonly used with diesels than with SI engines.
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Boschsmokenumber
FIGURE 15-30

Tradeoff between NO, and smoke emissions for
quiescient single-cylinder DI diesel engine with
bore = 140 mm, stroke = 152 mm, _—r, = 14.3,

, eight-hole injector nozzle. Various speeds, fueling
0 700 400 600 800 1000 120) rates, injection timings, injection pressures, %

NO,, ppm EGR: constant A/F = 25.4°

  

 
with emission levels low enough to satisfy the constraints imposed by emission
standards. The variations of bsfc, NO,, and particulate emissions described
above involve tradeoffs that make achieving this goal especially difficult. One
well-established tradeoff is between bsfc and bsNO,. Injection retard from
optimum injection timing decreases bsNO,, at the expense of an increase in bsfe.
A second important tradeoff is that between NO, and particulate emissions, illus-
trated for a DI diesel engine in Fig. 15-30. Smokeis plotted versus NO, for a
range of speeds, loads(fuel per cycle), injection timings, injection pressures, and
EGR rates. The air/fuel ratio was maintained constant at 25 (@ = 0.58). The
figure indicates that for a well-optimized DI diesel engine, the smoke nitric oxide
tradeoffis relatively independent of engine speed, injection rate, injection timing,
and amount of EGR. A given reduction in oneof these pollutants through chang-
ing any one ofthese variables results in a given increase in the other pollutant.
This tradeoff exists for essentially all types of diesel engine, though the magnitude
depends on engine details.

15.5.3 Air Swirl and Bowl-in-Piston Design

Increasing amounts of air swirl within the cylinder (see Sec. 8.3) are used in
direct-injection diesel engines, as engine size decreases and maximum engine
speed increases, to achieve adequately fast fuel-air mixing rates (see Sec. 10.2.1),
In these medium-to-small size engines, use of a bowl-in-piston combustion
chamber(Fig, 10-1b and c) results in substantial swirl amplification at the end of
the compression process (Sec, 8.3.3). Here, the impacts of varying air swirl on the
performance and emissions characteristics of this type of DI engine are reviewed,

Since air swirl is used to increase the fuel-air mixing rate, one would expect
the overall duration of the combustion process to shorten as swirl increases and
emissions that depend on thelocal fuel/air equivalence ratio to be dependent of
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FIGURE15-32

Various bowl-in-piston chamber designs for DI diesel engines with swirl: (a) conventional straight-
sided bowl,37 (b) reentrant bowl,“ (c) square reentrant bowl.*¢

due to the geometric constraints imposed by the valves. An alternative design
with a reentrant bow! (Fig. 15-32b) is sometimes used to promote more rapid
fuel-air mixing within the bowl. The squish-swirl interaction with highly reen-
trant bowl designs differs markedly from the interaction in nonreentrant bowls.
Figure 15-33 shows the two different flow patterns set up in a diametralplane.
With a conventional bowl, the swirling air entering the bowl flows down to the
base of the bowl, then inward and upward in a toroidal motion. In reentrant
bowls the swirling air entering the bowl spreads downward and outward into the
undercut region, and then divides into a stream rising up the bowl sides and a
stream flowing along the bowl base. Reentrant chambers generally produce .
higher swirl at the end of compression, and maintain a high swirl level further |
 

 
FIGURE 15-33

Flow pattern set up in diametral plane
by squish-swirl interaction in (a) conventional
and (b) reentrant bowl-in-piston combus-
tion chambers. & cylinderaxis.*7
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into the expansion stroke,47 Reentrant chambers usually achieve lower HC and
smokv emissions and slightly lowerbsfe, especi

Squire cavity chambers (gee Mig. 15-332)
low cmissians in amaller-size OF diesel eneines,
und the chamber corners Produces

ally al retarded injection timings.
are alsi used with swirl to achieve

The interaction between the swirl
additional turbulence whiel), with fnel injectedinto the corners as shown, aclueves a more uniform mixture within the bowl,

The air flow field within bowl-in-piston combustion chambers when fuel
injection occurs is highly complex, Certain generalizations hold: e.g., reducing the
bowl dinmeter at a constant compression falio increases the swirl levels in the
bowl ar TC [see Ey, (8.35) and the Hccompanying text] which decreases smoke
and iwereases NO, and HC emissions,”” However, the ScqulisshesWirl interuction 1sdificult to woravel, espeaally with ihe of-eenter bawls often required due to the

is approached in a small high-swirl DI engine. The off-center baw! location
coupled With the wirl-squish interaction cuuse substantial asymmetry in the flowwithin the haw!

15.6 SUPERCHARGED AND
TURBOCHARGED ENGINE
PERFORMANCE

Che equations for OWE, fOrque, und mep in Sec. 214 shaw that these enoine1 r t
PEOCMLNParameters. dre Proportional to the mass of dir indietee per eyele.This depends primanly on inlet air densily, Thi3 the performance of an eapoe ofLiven displacement can he increased by compressing the inlet air prior to EHITY 1O
the cylinder. Methods for achieving higher iolet air density iu the pas eachinge
processes—mechanical Superchareing, turbocharging, and Press lire-wa ve
supercharging—are discussed in Sec, 6.8. The arrangements of the various Dracti-
Cal supercharping and turbocharging configurations ure shown in Fig. 6-37
Figures (11, G0, 6-03, 6-49. 6-53, und 6-58 show examples of the different
devices used to achieve higher inlet air densities, In this section the offeers of
hoosting air densily on engine performance are examined, Sparkignilion ond
COMpressian-(epilion engines are dealt With Separately. Power boosting vi
chirping and/or lurbocharging is common in dicse! engines: few ¢
cigines Are turbocharged, Knock Prevents the full potential of boostise from
being cealived in the latter lype of cigine. A more extensive discussion of turbo-
Charged engine aperition is provided by Watson ind Jnote*4

4 Guper-

park-agni tle

15.6.1 Four-Stroke Cycle SI Engines
The bmep of most prodiiction spark-MON eneines at Wite-open throttle isknock-limited over part of the engine speed range (see See, | 5.4.4). The compres:
100 Patio is usually set at _ sufficiently high value si (hat some spirk retard frorn
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870 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

MBTtiming is needed to avoid knock for the expected range of available fuel
petane rating and sensitivity (see Fig. 13-17). The propensity of the end-gas to

| knovk is inerégascd by inercases in end-gas temperature and pressure (sce Sec.
0.6.2). Nenee alltempts to bogst the output of a given size spark-ignilion engine
by an inlet sir compression devive that increases air pressure and temperature
will wguravate the koock problem, since end-gas pressure and temperature will
increase, However, the potential advantages of power boosting are significant.
The higher output for 4 giveo displaced volume will decrense engine specific
weight und yalume (Sec. 2.11). Also, if the power requirements in a apecific apphi-
cation (auch as an automobile) can be met with either a naturally aspirated SI
engine of a certain size or with a smaller size engine whichis turbocharged to the

| same maximum power, the smaller turbocharged engine should offer better fuel
economyat part load. At a given part-load torque requirement, the mechanical
efficiency of the smaller turbocharged engine Is higher, and if (he gross indicated
efficiencies of the engines are the same, the smaller engine will show a brake
efficiency benefit. In practice, it proves difficult ter realize much, of this potential
efficiency gain for the reasons described below. j

While a naturally aspirated spark-ignition engine may have sufficient
margin ofsafety relative to knock to allow modestinlet-air boost, any substantial
air compression prior to cylinder entry will require changes in engine design
and/or operating variables to offset the negative impact on knock. The variables
which are adjusted to control knock in turbocharged SI engines are: compression
ratio, spark retard from optimum, charge air temperature, and fuel/air equiva-
lence ratio.t Figure 15-34 shows how the knock limits depend on charge pres-
sure, temperature, fuel/air equivalence ratio and compression ratio for given
octane rating fuels. The difference in boost achievable with the premium and the
regular quality gasoline 3s sipnificatit, as expected (Sec, 9.6.4). Charge-air tem-
perature has a strong influence on allowable boost levels; lowerng the com-
pressed air lemperature prior to etry to the cylinder with a charge-air cooler
allows a substantially higher compression ratio to be used af a given boost level, ;
with a corresponding impact on engine cfficieney.f The boost pressure benelits al
the richer mixtures in Fig. 15-34a ( = 1.1 compared with 0.9) are largely due lo
the cooling effect of the additional fuel on the air charge, For example, Fil.
15-34) shows that, with a rich mixture and charge cooling to 60°C, a charge

| pressure of 1.5 atm can be utilized at optimum spark timing with a compression
ratio of 8. Without charge cooling, the same charge pressure can only be used
with a compressionratio of 6.*°

s)| In turbocharged SI cngines, the knock limit is usually reached at spark
| timings retarded from the MBT optimum. Figure 15-35 shows the brake mean

| + Valve timing changes ate often made too. These are done primarily to improve low-speed torque
| | where turbocharging has a limited impact.| t The turbocharged enginein Fig. 1-10 has an intercooler to reduce the inlet charge temperature.  
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872 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

retarded timing at high boost pressures. Since compression ratio reductions and
retarded ignition timings result in losses in efficiency, and unintended knock with
high boost pressures would be especially damaging, precise control of ignition
timing is critical. Most turbocharged SI engines now use a knock sensor and
ignition-timing control system so that timing can be adjusted continuously to
avoid knock without unnecessary retard. The sensor is usually an accelerometer
which senses above-normal vibration levels on the cylinder head at the character-
istic knock frequency. With a knock sensor, ignition timing can be automatically
adjusted in response to changes in fuel octane rating and sensitivity, and ambient
conditions.

Turbocharged SI engines where fuel is mixed with the air upstream or
downstream of the compressor, using carburetors or fuel-injection systems, have
been developed and used. Most modern turbocharged engines use port fuel injec-
tion. This provides easier electronic control of fuel flow, avoidsfilling most of the
pressurized manifold volume with fuel-air mixture, and improves the dynamic
response of the system by reducing fuel transport delays,

We now consider the performance of actual turbocharged spark-ignition
engines. Examples of compressor outlet or boost pressure schedules as a function
of speed at wide-open throttle for three turbocharged engines are shown in
Fig. 15-36. The essential features of the curves are the same. Below about 1000
engine rev/min the turbocharger achieves negligible boost. Boost pressure then
rises with increasing speed to 1.4 to 1.8 atm (absolute pressure) at about 2000
rev/min. Boost pressure then remains essentially constant with increasing engine
speed. The rising portion of the curve is largely governed by the relative size of
the turbine selected for a given engine. This is usually expressed in terms of the
A/R ratio of the turbine—theratio of the turbine’s inlet casing or volute area A
to the radius of the centroid of that area. Lower A/R values (smaller-capacity
turbines) give a more rapid boost pressure rise with increasing speed; however,
they give higher boost pressures at high engine speed, which is undesirable.*®: °°

Avoidance of knock is the reason why boost must be limited at medium to

FIGURE 15-36

Boost pressure schedules for three turbocharged
spark-ignition engines: (a) 3.8-dm? V-6 engine,
86.4 mm stroke, r, = 8;5° (b) 2.2-dm? four-cylinder
engine, 92 mm stroke, r, = 8.1;51 (c) 2.32-dm? four-

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 cylinder engine, 80 mm stroke, r, = 8.7.57 All sched-
ules are wastegate controlled.

Boostpressureaboveatm,kPa    
Engine speed, rev/min
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TABLE 15,3

Turbocharged spark-ignition engine performance’?
T

2 type 2.1-dm? TC 2,.3-dm? NA 2.3-dm' TC/AC
Displacement, dm3

, 2,127 2.316 2.316Bore x stroke, mm 92 x 80 96 x 80 96 80
Compression ratio 715 9.5 8 :
ae power, KWut rev/min 98 at 5400 83 at 5400 7 at 5300

Veltnum torque, NM -1mat reyimin 210 at 3800 184 at 2800 250Mdtiwun bnep, kPa 1241 en998 1356
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| —~—— Turbocharged -——-— Naturally aspirated

FIGURE 15-38

Comparison of bsfe contours (in grams per
kilowatt-hour) on performance maps of turbo-

4 ' charged and naturally aspirated versions of the
” 30 40 50 60 TH 80 90 100 same spark-ignition engine, scaled to the same

Percent maximum meanpiston speed maximum torque and mean piston speed.°*

Percentmaximumtorque 
bsfe, g/kWeh

three engines. The 2.1-dm* turbocharged but not intercooled engine (which also
does not have a knock sensor to control spark advance) requires a lower com-
pression ratio and achieves less of a bmep gain than the 2.3-dm> turbocharged
intercooled engine with its knock-sensor spark-advance control, which together
permit use of a higher compression ratio. Turbocharging the naturally aspirated
2,3-dm? engine, with the modifications indicated, results in a 36 percent increase
in maximum engine torque and a flatter torque-versus-speedprofile.

The brake specific fuel consumption contours of an engine produced in both
naturally aspirated and turbocharged versions are shown in Fig, 15-38. The data
have been scaled to represent engines ofdifferent displaced volume but the same
maximum engine torque. The smaller-displacement low-compression-ratio turbo-
charged engine (r, = 6.9) shows a reduction in bsfc at low speed and part load
due to improved mechanical efficiency. At high speed and !oad the larger-
displacement naturally aspirated engine has an advantage in bsfc due to its

|| higher compression ratio (8.2), less enrichment, and more optimum timing.*? In a
vehicle context, the low-speed part-load advantage of the smaller size but equal
powerturbocharged engine should result in an average fuel economy benefit rela-

| tive to the larger naturally aspirated engine. This benefit has been estimated as a
function of load. At full load the averageefficiencies should be comparable, at
half load, the turbocharged engine should show a benefit of about 10 percent, the
benefit increasing as load is decreased.*°

 
15.6.2 Four-Stroke Cycle CI Engines

| The factors that limit turbocharged diesel engine performance are completely
| different (o those that limit turbocharged spark-ignition engines. The oulput ofnaturally aspirated diesel engines is limited by the maximum tolerable smoke

emission levels, which occur at averall equivalence ratio values of about 0.7 to
0.8, Turbocharged diesel engine output is usually constrained by stress levels in

| critical mechanical components, These maximum stress levels limil the maximum| cylinder pressure which ean be tolerated under continuous operation, though the
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thermal loading of critical components can becomelimiting too. As boost pres-
sure is raised, unless engine design and operating conditions are changed,
maximum pressures and thermal loadings will increase almost in proportion. In
practice, the compressionratio is often reduced and the maximum fuel/air equiv-
alence ratio must be reduced in turbocharged engines(relative to naturally aspi-
rated engines) to maintain peak pressures and thermal loadings at acceptable
levels. The fuel flow rate increases at a much lower rate than the air flow rato as
boost pressure is increased. Limitations on turbocharged engine performance are
discussed morefully by Watson and Janota.*8

Small automotive indirect-injection (IDI) turbocharged engines are limited
by structural and thermal considerations to about 130 atm maximum swirl- or
pre-chamber pressure, 14 m/s maximum mean piston speed, and 860°C
maximum exhaust temperature.** Smoke and NO, emission standards are addi-
tional constraints. Figure 15-39 showsthe full-load engine and turbocharger per-
formance characteristics of a six-cylinder 2.38-dm? displacement Comet V
swirl-chamber automobile diesel engine. The maximum boost pressure is con-
trolled by a poppet-valve-type wastegate to 0.75 bar above atmospheric. The fuel
consumption map for this engine is shown in Fig. 15-40. Superimposed on the
turbocharged engine map is the map for the base naturally aspirated swirl-
chamber IDI engine of the same geometry and compressionratio (r, = 23). The
turbocharged engine has a maximum torque 46 percent higher and a maximum
power 33 percent higher than the naturally aspirated engine. The best bsfc values
are closely comparable.

The different methods of supercharging internal combustion engines were
reviewed in Sec. 6.8. Turbocharging, mechanical supercharging with a Roots
blower, and pressure wave supercharging with the Comprex are alternative
methods of boosting the performance of a small automotive swirl-chamber IDI
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Engine and turbocharger characteristics of six-cylinder 2.38-dm? swirl-chamber IDI automotive diese
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Meanpiston speed, m/s  
bmep,MPa 

bsfc contours in g/kW -h

 
——— L 4 L

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Engine speed, rev/s

FIGURE 15-40

Fuel consumption map(bsfc in grams per kilowatt-hour) for turbocharged (
rated (-- -) versions of 2.38-dm? six-cylinder swir!-chamber IDI diesel engine.>*

 
) and naturally aspi-

—~—1.2-dm3 Baseline (1) ---+1.2-dm? Turbo (4)
——1.2-dm? Roots (2) — 1.6-dim? NA engine (5)

1.2-dm3 Comprex,(3)
—:— with intercovler —--— without intercooler

charged 1.2-dm? swirl-chamber IDI diesel
engine. Baseline (1): naturally aspirated.
Supercharged with (2) Roots blower; (3)
Comprex (with and without intercooler);
(4) turbocharger. Larger displacement

Engine speed, rev/min 1.6-dm? naturally aspirated engine (5).**

7

| |3
& FIGURE 15-41
a Torque and brake specific fuel consump-

tion of naturally aspirated and super- | 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
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diesel engine. Figure 15-41 compares the torque and bsfe values obtained with
eachof these supercliarging methods on a performance mapfor a 1.2-dm° engine.

 
 

 

Values for a J.G4im* naturally aspirated IDI diesel engine are also shown. All
three approaches achicye elose io the desired maximum power of the 1.6-din’ NA |
engine (40 EW af 4800 rev/min: &e. |2-dm" turbo, 412 kW at 4500 rey/min:
L2-dm’ Comprex with intercooler, 42.3 kW ar 34500 rev/min: L2-dm" Roots.

Ns 47.6 kW at 4000 rev/min. The Comprex system produces the lijghest (arque al
i low engine speeds, even under unsteady engine operating: conditions, The density

of (he charge air determines (he amount of charge, and hence the torque, Chur
ait pressure and temperature for the three superchurping systems are shown an
Fig. 15-42, The Comprex (here without an intercooler) must Wave the bighest
charge pressure because i) hay the highest charge temperature Intercoolng

+ would be particularly effective in (his case.** |

Small high-speed high-swirl turbocharged direet-injection diesel cnyines i
(eg, stitible for aliomomle or lighttruek applications) have sunilay per
formance maps fo those of equivalent NOT engines (Figs, 15-39 and 14-10),
Maninbroep vilues are closely comparable: usually sliphtly higher boost i

== required Lo offset the lower voliimetne efficiency of ihe high-swirl-generating: port
und valve of the OL eagine, Best bsfc valyes for the DI ensine wre usually about
15 percent lower than of comparable IDIengines(see Ref. 56).

The opening churacteristics of larver medium-swirl turhochared DI
arged (——) and naturally aspi- diese! enamies are illustrated hy the data shown in Fiy, 15-43 The enginea
engine.** 12-dm" displacement six-cylinder heavy-duly truck engine, The combustion

chamber ts similar to that shown in Fig. 15-32¢, with a square combustion cavity
and relatively low levels of swir!. The swirl is generated by a helical part in one of
the two intake ports and a tangential port in the other in the four-valve cylinder
head. Both the engine’s operating map and the turbocharger compressor map
with the boost pressure curve superposed are shownfor two different compressor
impellors. The adoption of the backward-vaned rake-type impellor compared to
a more conventional design significantly increases low- and medium-speed per-

q g

15-41 g E
ad brake specific fuel consump- & 4
laturally aspirated and super- a 2,
.2-dm? swirl-chamber IDI diesel q
aseline (1): naturally aspirated. : —-= Comprex 6
‘ged with (2) Roots blower; (3) : ‘ —— Roots FIGURE 15-42
(with and without intercooler); Charge pressure and temperature with the IDI
charger. Larger displacement 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 diesel engine and different supercharging methods
aturally aspirated engine (5).°° Air flow rate, m?/s ofFig. 15-4155
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jasES(LASS ———— With backward-vaned impellor

 

    
oneal —-—— With conventional impellor

Conventional Backward vaned

1100 ;——— et

1000 F fi a900[Kk \: /3. /
800 ve i / 2a { es i if 3a i ' b / aa \ ae J jf 7 eoa WN \ yw fy 5FF , : / a
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500F 5 ye fi 4 |

400k= ee |
300 30 a 4

= SS At 20°C200 _ eel anh
40 60 80 100 35

Percent maximumengine speed Air flow rate, m3/min
(a) (b)

FIGURE 15-43

Performance characteristics of turbocharged 12-dm° six-cylinder medium-swirl heavy-duty truck DI
diese! engine, with two different compressor impellors: (a) fuel consumption maps; (b) compressor
maps with full-load boost operating line for engine with backward-vaned impellor superposed.
Bore = 135 mm,stroke = 140 mm, 7, = 16.°’

formance by improving the compressorefficiency over the engine’s boost pressure
curve (Fig. 15-43b). A wastegate is then used to control the boost level at high
engine speeds. The improvement in low-speed engine torque is apparent in
Fig. 15-43a. The dependence of the maximum torque curve on both engine and
turbocharger design details is clear. With boost pressure ratios limited to below
2, in the absence of air-charge cooling, maximum bmep values of 1.1 MPa are
typical of this size and type of diesel engine.

With structurally more rugged component designs, aftercooled turbo-
charged medium-speed diesel engines with swirl in this cylinder size range can
utilize higher boost and generate much higher bmep. Wastegate control of boost
is no longer required. Figure 15-44 shows the performance characteristics of a
V-8 cylinder engine with its compressor map and full-load boost characteristic.
This turbocharged intercooled engine achieves a maximum bmep of about
1.5 MPa and bsfc below 200 g/kW-h between the maximum torque speed and
rated power. Boost pressure at full load increases continuously over the engine
speed range.*®
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FIGURE 15-44

Performance characteristics of medium-speed turbocharged aftercooled DI diesel engine. (a) Torque,
power, smoke number, and bsfe for V twelve-cylinder version. (6) Compressor characteristics and
engine full-loadline for V-8 cylinder version. Bore — 128 mm,stroke = 140 mm,r, = 15,58

Cramples of values of combustron-rehuled parameters for thes (ype of engine
over the load ravge al ils maximum rated speed are shown in Fig. 15-49 for a
14.6-dim* six-cylinder turbocharyed aliereooled (0) diesel enwoe wilh a boost
pressure ratio of 2 at rated power. The ignition delay decreases to about 10°
(0.9 ms at 1800 rev/min) as load is increased. The bmep at 100 percent rated load
at (his speed is 1.2 MPa. Exhaust temperature increases substantially with
increasing load: maximum cylinder pressure increases to about 10 MPaat the
rated load. In this particular study it was found that these operating parameters
were relatively insensitive to fuel variations. The cross-hatched bands show data
for an additional nine fuels of varying sulfur content, aromatic content, 10 and 90
percent distillation temperatures.*°

Higher outputs can be obtained with two-stage turbocharged aftercooled
diesel engines, the arrangement shownin Fig. 6-37d. The performance character-
istics of such a high bmep (1.74 MPa) six-cylinder engine of 14-dm? displacement
are shownin Fig. 15-46. The high air flow requires an overall pressure ratio of 3
at sea level ambient conditions(rising to 4 at 3658 m altitude). This was obtained
at lower cost with two turbochargers in series (han with a multistage single tur-
bocharger. Al rated conditions, the maximum cylinder pressure is 12.7 MPa and
He maximum mean piston speed is 10.6 na/s

Additional gains m efficiency with these heavy-duty automotive diesel
engines. can be actueved with (urbocompounding: some of [he available energy in
the exhaust gases iy eaplured in a turbine which us weared direcily to ihe engine
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FIGURE 15-45

Operating parameters of 14.6-dm?six-cylinder turbocharged aftercooled DI diesel engine as a func-
tion of load at maximum rated speed of 1800 rev/min. Maximum rated power = 261 kW at
bmep = 1192 kPa. Points: standard diesel fuel. Shaded band: nine fuels of varying sulfur content,
aromatic content, 10 and 90 per centdistillation temperatures.*°
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z 24g Q Operating characteristics of 14-dm? six-
% 220 bsfc cylinder two-stage turbocharged alter-
§ cooled quiescent-chamber DI diesel
* ap tL 4 engine. Maximum  bmep = 1.74 MPa.
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drive shall, The above discussion indicates Chat iypical turbocharoed DY diesel |
engines achieve bsie levels of 21) ta 230 p/kW-h (brake fuel conversion ef-
cieneies of 04 to 038) With the increased cylinder pressiire Gipabiity, higher
fucl-injection pressures, and Jowerdempernture after codling of the ahave higher
bmep engines, bste values of 200 a/k WoW (0.42 brave elficiency) of lower can be
achieved. With lurbocompounding. hsfe galues can be reduced another 5 lo 6
percent to about 180 ¢/k Wh, or a brake eMficgeney of O47, at rated power”!

The lirpest folir-stroke cycle DE diese) engines are used for marine prejpul:
sn. An ¢kimple is ihe Sulzer 400 mm bore 480 mm stroke engine whieh pre:
dices 640 kW per cylinder al SRO rev/min (8, =A m/s), Very high bmnep levels
(2.19 MPa) are achiived at maximum continuaus rated power [hraiil progress

 

in Wurbocharger desiga aad cogine improvements which allow higher toaxumiuny
1 eylinder pressures, These, combined with optimization of gas exehiange und com-

bustion processes uchieve bale values of 18S ta 190 g/kWoh (45 to 46 percent
brake efficiency) °?

Many diescl system concepts. are bene examined which prome even
higher Output ancl/or efficiency, Variible-geometry Wrbochargec-turbine neevles
improve uliizaboo of exhaust gas available energy at low engine speeds. The
livperbar lurbachuruinp system—essealially a combination of a diesel engine
with a [free-running eas Wrhine (4 cambusion chamber is placed between (he
engine and the irbocharger Lurbine)- has the poteatial of ouch higher bmep.
Diese! systems with Gheemally insulated combustion chambers whieh reduce bent
losses aod iperease (he available exhaust energy heve the potential for improving

led DI diesel engine as a func- #fliciency and for increysing power through additional exhaust energy recoveryJoim rated power = 261 kW at
i t devices such as compounded turbines and exhaust-healed Rankine evelefuels of varying sulfur content, ,

systems."

15.6.3 Two-Stroke Cycle SI Engines

The iWeestroke cycle sparkigoition cnyine in ifs standard form employs sealed
crankease Induction and compression of the fresh charge prior (o charge transfer,
With compression and spark jenition iq the engine cylinder ultey charge transler.
The fresh ynjxture must be compressed lo stove exhuust svstem pressures, prior
ro entry to the cylinder, to wehieve eflective swlvenging of the burned gases. Twa-
stroke cycle scivenwog processes were dismissed in Sec. 6.6 The two-stroke
spark-ijmition engine is an especially simple and light engine concept and finds
its greulest use as 4 portable power solirce or on motorcycles Where these advan-
tages are important. Its inherent weaknessis that the fresh fuel-air mixture which
shari-cireuits the cylinder cireetly to the exhaust system during the scavenging

15-46 process ciastilulcs a significant fuel consumption penalty, and results in excessive
characteristics of 14-dm? six- imbuirned hydrocarbon emissions. {

wo-stage turbocharged after- This section briefly discusses the performance characteristics of small crank-
uiescent-chamber on ad cave campreasion two-stroke cycle RT engines, The performance characteristicsMaximum bmep=1. a. r

tio at rated power < 3 (power arid turque) of these engines depend on the extent lo which the displacedssure ratio a 7 7 i . “ _ ryt ‘ 4, =0mm, stroke = 152 mm. volliime is filled with fresh mixture. Le. the charging efhewney (Ra, (6.24), The
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882 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

fuel consumption will depend on both the trapping efficiency (Eq, (6.21)] and the
charging efficiency, Figure 15-470 shows how the trapping efficiency 1,, varies
with increasing delivery ratio A at several engine speeds for a two-cylinder
347-em? displacement motorcycle crankease compression engine. The delivery
ratio increases from about 0.1 at idle conditions lo 0.7 to 0.8 at wide-open throt-

  
  
  

  
 1.0 Speed, rev/min

 
, Perfect mixing e 2000
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| FIGURE 15-47

(a) Trapping and charging efficiencies as a function ofthe delivery ratio. (6) Dopenden
mean effective pressure on fresh-charge mass defined by charging efficiency. Tworcylind
displacement two-stroke cycle spark-ignition engine.

ce of brake
er 347-cm° 
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cy [Eq. (6.21)] and the 207 Power
ag efficiency 7,, varies z :
ds for a two-cylinder 16+

1 engine. The delivery } |
).8 at wide-open throt- i -——___ Torque 50 |12}- ae 40 g30»

z
— 20

gr i 10f

i 700
Inf 600 7
a _bsfe+500 8 FIGURE 15-48

—— {400% Performance characteristics of a
ol am! three-cylinder 450-cm>_two-stroke
be cycle spark-ignition engine. Maxi- |10

“ 3000 5000 ION) mum bmep = 640 kPa. Bore = 58 mm, |
Engine speed, rev/min stroke = 56 mm.®*

lk. Lines of constant charging eflicioney 4, [which equals Ay; see Eq (6.25)]
are shown. Figure 13-47" shows bmep plotted agwust these charging efficiency
Villies and the linear dependence onfresh charge muss retained is clear,

Porformanve curves for a three-cylinder 450-crm* Wwo-suroke cycle minicar
—a engine ure shown i Fie, 15-48, Maximum bmep is 640 kPa at about 4000 rov/

‘ min, Smaller motorcycle eqgines can achieve slightly higher maximam brnep at
higher speeds (7O00 rev/min), Fuel consumption al the maximum binep point ig
about0 kWh. Average [uel consimption is ususlly one-and-a-half lo two
times that of an equivalentfour-stroke cycle engine.

CO emissions from two-stroke eycle engines yary primarily with the fuel/air
equivdlenioae ratia in a maanor similar to that of four-stroke eyele engines (sec
Fig. 11-20). NO, cmissions are significantly lower than from four-stroke engines
due to the high residual yas rivlion resulting from the low charging efficrency.
Unburned hydrocarbon emissions from carhureted two-stroke engines are about
five lites as bigl as those of equivalent four-siroke engines die to fresh mixture
short-circuiting the cylinder during scavenging. Exhaust mass hydrocarbon emis-
sions vary approximately as A(1 —1,,)¢, where @ is the fuel/air equivalence
ratio.©?

15.6.4 Two-Stroke Cycle CI Engines

Large murine diesel engines (04 Lo 1 m bore) uijlize the two-stroke eyele. These
low-speed crigines with relatively few cylinders ure well suited to marine propal-
Son sutoc Ubey are able fo match the power/speed requirements of ships wilh
supple direct -drive arritngements. These engines ure tarhoeliarged (o achieve high

atiay (b) Pepetulgnce of trike brake mean effective pressures and specie Cutput The largest of these engines
leivacy. Tworuylinder 347-em' ean achieve brake fuel conversion efficiencies of Up Lo 34 percent, An example of

® large marme two-stroke engine is shown in Fig. 1-24, Over the past 25 years
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884 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

the output per cylinder of such engines bas inercased by a factor of more than
two, and fuel consumption has decreased hy 25 percent, These changes have been
achieved by increasing the muximund firing pressure to 13 MPa, and by refining
crilical engine processes such ay fuel myjection, combustion, supercharging, and
scavenging, The aniflow-scavenging process is now prelerred to loop scavenge
since it achieves higher acavenpine efficiency ut high stroke/bore ratios and
allows increases in the expansion stroke.”

The performance characteristics of a 540 mm bore Sulzer two-stroke
marine diesel engine with a atroke/bore ratio of 2.9 are shown in Fig. 15-49. The
solid lines show (he standard (urbocharged engine clupractcristics. The rated
speed for the engine is 125 vev/min, cortesponding to « maximum mean prstan
speed of 7.2 m/s. The rated bmep is 1.66 MPa, The minimum bsfe is 75
g/kW +h which equals a brake fuel conversion efficiency of 48 percent. For larger
lower-speed engines, the efficlency is higher. The dashed Ines show how the per-
formance ofthis engine can be ouproved by turborompounding. A proportion of
the engine's exhaust flow, at loads higher than 50 percent, i diverted from lhc
turbocharger idlet to a separate Lurbine coupled to the engine power tukeollges
vid An epicyelic speed-reduction gear and hydraulic coupling, The additional
mower recovered in this manser [rom the engine exhaust flow improves bsle hy
5 p/kW<h. At part load, when the full exhaust flow passes through (he turbo-
charger, an efficiency gain is also obtained, due to the higher scavenging pressure
(and therefore increased cylinder pressure) obtained with the full exhaust flow,
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“Performance characteristics of large
3 marine two-stroke cycle uniflow-wo

scavenged DI] diesel enginc. Bore =
580 mm, stroke/bore = 2.9, maximum
rated speed — 125 rev/min (mean piston
speed = 7.2 m/s), bmep (at rated power}
= 1.66 MPa. Solid line: standard turbo-
charged configuration. Dashed lines:
parallel turbocompounded configuration
at greater than 50 percent load. bsac:
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3 oe |1400 4 Injection, combustion, and per-“ao 7 formance characteristics of inter-
- ooaL ~ _hooa FI mediate-size turbocharged two-2 — a ;
z stroke cycle uniflow-scavenged DI

O.21- teo0 diesel engine. Bore = 230.2 mm,
0.20 stroke = 279.4mm and r, = 16.

( tsq0 Shallow dish-in-piston combustion
chamber with swirl. At maximum

i | 1 L | i =p] rated power at 900 rev/min,
340 420 500 580 660 740 820 900 bmep = 0.92-1.12 MPa depending

Engine speed, rev/min on application.°*

Both two-stroke and four-stroke cycle diesel engines of intermediate size
15-49 200 to 400 mm bore) are used in rail, industrial, marine, and oil drilling applica-ce characteristics of large € app!* en mr oycle urtibw tions. The performance characteristics of a turbocharged two-stroke cycleO-8 . . D soo . . . .Dl diesel engine. Bore = uniflow-scavenged DI diesel engine (similar to the engine in Fig. 1-5), with
stpoke/bore = 2.9, maximum 230.2 mm bore, 279.4 mm stroke, and a compression ratio of 16, are shown in
d = 125 rev/min (mean piston Fig. 15-50, Combustion in the shallow dish-in-piston chamber with swirl occurs
1 m/s), bmep (at agl smoothly yielding a relatively low rate of pressure rise. The pressure curve shownid line: ste urbo- . . .aan ia , aati lines: with peak pressure of 13.3 MPa is for full-load operation. The bmep at rated
: ura - i. D . . . .vbocompounded configuration Power at 900 rev/min is 0.92 to 1.12 MPa depending on application. The
thgn 50 percerit load. bsac: maximum mean piston speed is 8.4 m/s. The bsfe of 200 g/kW -h corresponds to

ific air conguimption.©? Ny.» = 0.42.
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FIGURE 15-51

Brake power and specific fue! consumption (grams per kilowatt-hour) map of four-cylinder 3.48-dm?
uniflow-scavenged two-stroke cycle DI diesel engine. Engine turbocharged at mid and high
loads; Roots blown at low loads. Maximum boost pressure ratio = 2.6. Bore = 98.4 mm,
stroke = 114.3 mm, r, = 18.°°

Smaller turbocharged two-stroke cycle DI diesel engines also compete with
four-stroke cycle engines in the marine, industrial, and construction markets. The
fuel consumption map of such a four-cylinder 3.48-dm? displacement uniflow-
scavenged two-stroke cycle diesel engine is shown in Fig. 15-51. The engine uses
a Roots blower to provide the required scavenging air pressure for starting and
light-load operation. At moderate and high loads the turbocharger supplies suffi-
cient boost and the blower is not needed; the blower is unloaded (air flow is
bypassed around the blower) under these conditions. The engine generates
138 kW at its rated speed of 2500 rev/min (mean piston speed of 9.5 m/s) and a
maximum bmep of 951 kPa at 1500 rev/min. The best bsfc is 225 g/kW-h and
the maximum boostpressure ratio is 2.6.

15.7 ENGINE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

The major performance characteristics of the spark-ignition and compression-
ignition engines described in previous sections of this chapter are summarized
here to highlight the overall (rends. Table 15.4 lists the major design features ol
these engines, the bmep at maximum engine torque, bmep and the value of the
mean piston speed S,, al maximum rated power, and the minimum value of bslc
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888 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

and the corresponding brake fuel conversion efficiency. It should be stressed that
there are many different engine configurations and uses, and that for each of
these there are variations in design and operating characteristics. However, these
representative values of performance parameters illustrate the following trends:

1. Within a given category of engines (e.g,, naturally aspirated four-stroke SI
engines) the values of maximum bmep, and bmep and S, at maximum rated
power, are closely comparable. Within an engine category where the range in
size is substantial, there is an increase in maximum bmep and a decrease in
minimum bsfc as size increases due to the decreasing relative importance of
friction and heat loss per cycle. There is also a decrease in 5, at maximum
poweras engine size increases. Note the higher bmep of naturally aspirated SI
engines compared to equivalent NA diesels due to the fuel-rich operation of
the former at wide-open throttle.

2. Two-stroke cycle spark-ignition engines have significantly lower bmep and
higher bsfc than four-stroke cycle SI engines.

3. The effect of increasing inlet air density by increasing inlet air pressure
increases maximum bmep values substantially. Turbocharging with after-
cooling gives increased bmep gainsrelative to turbocharging without after-
cooling at the same pressure level. The maximum bmep of turbocharged SI
engines is knock-limited. The maximum bmep of turbocharged compression-
ignition enginesis stress-limited. The larger Cl engines are designed to accept

| higher maximum cylinder pressures, and hence higher boost.4, The best efficiency values of modern automobile SI engines and IDI diesel
engines are comparable. However, the diesel has a significant advantage at
lower loads due to its low pumping work andleaner air/fuel ratio. Small DI
diesels have comparable (or slightly lower) maximum bmepto equivalent IDI
diesels. The best bsfc values for DI diesels are 10 to 15 percent better, however.

| | 5. In the DI diesel category (which is used over the largest size range—less than
100 mm bore to almost 1 m), maximum bmepand best brake fuel conversion
efficiency steadily improve with increasing engine size due to reduced impact

  
 

of friction and heatloss per cycle, higher allowable maximum cylinder pres-
sure so higher boost can be used, and (additionally in the larger engines)through turbocompounding. |

| | | PROBLEMS
ii|| 15.1. The schematics show three different four-stroke cycle gpark-ignition engine com-

bustion chambers. A and B are two-valve engines, C is a four-valve engine (two
inlet valves which open simultaneously, two exhaust valves), Dimensions in milli- ,
meters are indicated. A and € have normal inlet ports and do not generate any

l| swirl, B has a helical inlet port and generates substantial swirl, Spark plug locations
are indicated. All three engines operate at the same speed (3000 rev/min), with the

| sameinlet mixture composition, temperature, and pressure, and have the samedis-
placed volume.
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(a) Rank the chambers 1, 2, 3 in the order of their volumetric efficiency (1 = highest
1,)-

(6) Rank the chambers in order(i, 2, 3) of their flame frontal area (1 = highest)
when the massfraction burned is about 0.2 andthepistonis at TC.

(c) Given this relative flame front area ranking, discuss whether the ranking by
mass burningrate dm,/dtwill be different from the flamearea ranking.

(d) Briefly discuss the knock implications of these three chamber designs. Which is
likely to have the worst knock problem?

   

® Spark plug

ao, 7ae OK)5 Eif ‘ 7 Me

oS FE IS KES @Gensb8-) 636.) a (~36--)he Th ' tun, pin ‘s Imm, ara 3\ ; i16mm \eb@,“s eo “a = ca
~~ 13mm ———~

[-—100 mm——-| ¥ (==100 mm —> [—— 100 mm—]
A. 2-valve B. 2-valve C. 4-valve

Side plug Plug 16 mm from axis Center plug
Normal port Helical port Normal ports FIGURE P15-1

Figures 15-23 and 15-10 show the variation in brake specific fuel consumption
(bsfc) for a swirl-chamber IDI automobile diesel (D) and a conventional automobile
spark-ignition (SI) engine as a function of load and speed, respectively. From these
graphs determine, and then plot, brake fuel conversion efficiency: (1) as a function
of speed at full load and (2) as a function of load at a mid-speed of 2500 rev/min.
Both engines are naturally aspirated. Assumethe enginedetails are:
 

 
Compression Equivalence Displacement,
ratio ratio range dm?

Diesel 22 0.3-0.8 2.3
SI engine 9 1.0-1.2 1.6 

(a) List the major engine design and operating variables that determine brake fuel
conversion efficiency.

(b) Explain briefly the reasons for the shapesof the curves you have plotted and the
relative relationship of the D and SI curves.

(c) At 2500 rev/min, estimate which engine will give the higher maximum brake
power.

The diesel system shown in the figure consists of a multicylinder reciprocating
diesel engine, a turbocharger (with a compressor C and turbine T, mechanically
connected to each other), an intercooler (I), and a power turbine (Tp) which is
geared to the engine drive shaft. The gas and fuel flow paths and thegas states at
the numbered points are shown. You can assumethat the specific heat at constant
pressure c, ol the gas throughout the entire system is 1.2 kJ/kg-K and y = c,/c, =
1.333. The engine operates at 1900 rev/min. The fuel has a lower heating value of
42 MJ/kgof fuel.
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(a) What is the power (in kilowatts) which the turbocharger turbine (T;) must
produce? Whatis the gas temperature at exit to the turbocharger turbine?

(b) What is the power turbine power output?
(c) The heat losses in the engine are 15 percent of the fuel’s chemical energy

(my, Opn). Find the engine power output, the total system power output, and
the total system brake fuel conversion efficiency (friction effects in the engine
and power turbine are internal to these devices and do not need to be explicitly
evaluated).

 
 
 

Turbocharger

Power
turbine

0.018 kg/s

Geared to drive shaft FIGURE P15-3

The attached graph shows how the brake powerand specific fuel consumption of a
four-stroke cycle single-cylinder spark-ignition engine vary with the fuel/air equiva-
lence ratio at wide-open throttle. It also shows how the following efficiencies vary
with equivalenceratio:

The volumetric efficiency: 4,
The mechanicalefficiency: 7,, [Eq. (2.17)]

 

 
 

 
huaSSss bsfc,g/kWeh

 

 
 

Efficiency,% b3   
ty=

 
 

      
 

08 10 12 14 16
Equivalence ratio FIGURE P15-4
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1arger turbine (T;) must
-bocharger turbine? The combustionefficiency: 4, [Eq. (3.27)]

The indicated fuel conversionefficiency: 1, ; [Eq. (2.23)]
e fuel’s chemical energy The indicated thermal conversionefficiency: 4,; [Eq. (3.31)]
ystem power output, and (a) Derive a relation between the variables 4,;,4,, and »,;.
tion effects in the engine (b) Derive an equation which relates the brake power P, to 9,4 Mims Me>M%,i, and any
) not need to be explicitly other engine and fuel parameters required.

(c) Explain briefly why the variations of 9, %—5 Nes My.i> %,; With equivalenceratio
in the figure have the form shown (e.g., why the parameter is approximately
constant, or has a maximum/minimum,or decreases/increases with increasing
richness or leanness,etc.).

15.5. The diagram shows the layout of a low heat loss turbocharged turbocompounded
diesel engine. The engine and exhaust system is insulated with ceramics to reduce
heat losses to a minimum.Air flowssteadily at 0.4 kg/s and atmospheric conditions
into the compressor C, and exits at 445 K and 3 atm.Theairis cooled to 350 K in

the intercooler I. The specific heat of air, c,, is 1 kJ/kg:K. In the reciprocating
diesel engine, the fuel flow rate is 0.016 kg/s, the fuel heating value is 42.5 MJ/kg, |
and the heat lost through the ceramic walls is 60 kW.

The exhaust gases leave the reciprocating engine at 1000 K and 3 atm, and
enter the first turbine T,,, which is mechanically linked to the compressor. The
pressure between the two turbines is 1.5 atm. The second turbine T, is mechani-
cally coupled to the engine drive shaft and exhausts to the atmosphere at 800 K.
Thespecific heat of exhaustgases, c,, is 1.1 kJ/kg: K.
(a) Analyze the reciprocating diesel engine E and determine the indicated power  
 
  
 

3 : : . :
obtained from this component of the total system. If the engine mechanical

sific fuel consumption of a efficiency is 0,9 what is the brake power obtained from component E?
y with thefuel/air equiva- (b) Determine the power obtained from the power turbine T,.
followingefficiencies vary (c) Determine the total brake power obtained from the complete engine system

and the fuel conversion efficiency of the system. You can neglect mechanical
losses in the coupling between the powerturbine and the engine drive shaft.

Air 4 kpis
|

1.5 atm

Reciprocating 6 aeengine
E

4
Fuel, 0.016 kg/s FIGURE P15-5
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15.6. New automobile spark-ignition engines employ “fast-burn technology” to achicve
an improvement in fuel consumption and reductions in hydrocarbon (HC) and |
oxides of nitrogen (NO,) emissions. This question asks you to explain the experi-
mental data which shows that faster-burning combustion chambers do provide
these benefits relative to more moderate burn-rate chambers.

(a) Figure 9-36b showsthe effect of increasing the percent of the exhaust gas recy- |
cled to the intake (for NO, control) in a moderate burn-rate engine at constant

| speed and load, stoichiometric air/fuc] ratio, with timing adjusted for maximum
brake torque at each condition. COV,,,., is the standard deviation in imep
divided by the average imep, in percent. The different types of combustion are:
misfire, partial burn, slow burn, normal burn, defined in Sec. 9.4.3. Frequency is
percent of cycles in each of these categories. Use your knowledge of the spark-
ignition engine flamc-propagation process and HC emission mechanism to

explain these trends in COV,,,.,, HC, and frequency as EGRis increased.
The fast-burn combustion chamber uses two spark plugs and generates swirl
inside the chamber by placing a vanein the inlet port to direct the air to enter
the chamber tangentially. The swirl angular velocity in the cylinder at the end
of intake is six times the crankshaft angular velocity. There is no swirl in the
moderate burn-rate chamber which has a single spark plug andarelatively
quiescent in-cylinder flow. The table shows spark timing, average time of peak
pressure, average flame-development angle (0 to 10 percent mass burned) and
rapid burning period (10 to 90 percent mass burned) for these two engines.
Figures 11-29 and 15-9 show howthe operating and emission characteristics of
the fast burn and moderate burn-rate engines change as percent EGR is

increased. Explain the reasonsfor the differences in these trends in COV,,,.,,
bsfc (brake specific fuel consumption), and HC, and similarity in NO,. The
operating conditions are held constantat the same values as before.

(ba

 

 
burn burn | 

|I

| Fast Moderate
|

|
Spark timing 18° 40° BTC
Crankangle for {5° 16° ATC
average Piiax

| 0-10%burned 24° 35°
10-90% burned 20° 50°

15.7. Twoalternative fuels, methanol and hydrogen, are being studied as potential future i
spark-ignition engine fuels which might replace gasoline (modeled by isooctane 2

| C,H, ,). The table gives someof the relevant properties of these fuels.
| (a) For each fuel calculate the energy content per unit volume (in joules per cubic

| meter) of a stoichiometric mixture of fuel vapor and air at 1 atm and 350 K. i

Wl The universal gas constant is 8314 J/kmol: K. What implications can you draw |) from these numbers regarding the maximum power outputof an engineoffixed

geometry operating with these fuels with stoichiometric mixtures? :
| (b) The octane rating of each fuel, and hence the knock-limited compression ratio
I} of an engine optimized for each fuel, is different, Estimate the ratio of the

maximum indicated meaneffective pressure for methanol- and hydrogen-fucled
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engincs to that of the gasoline-fueled engine, allowing for energy density effects
at intake (at 1 atm and 350 K), at the knock-limited compression ratio for each
fuel, for stoichiometric mixtures. You can assumethat the fuel-air cycle results
for isooctane apply also for methanol and hydrogen cycles to a good approx-
imation, when the energy density is the same.

(c) The lean operating limit for the three fuels is different as indicated. Estimate the
ratio of indicated fuel conversion efficiency for methanol and hydrogen at their
lean limit and knock-limited compression ratio, relative to gasoline at its lean
limit and knock-limited compression ratio, at the same inlet pressure (0.5 atm).
Under these conditions, rank the fuel-engine combinations in order of decreas-
ing power output.

 

Gasoline

(isooctane) Methanol Hydrogen
Cys CH,OH H,

Stoichiometric F/A 0.066 0.155 0.0292
Lowerheating 44.4 20.0 120.1
value, MJ/kg
Molecular weight of fuel 114 32
Molecular weight of 30.3 29.4 21
stoichiometric mixture
Research octane number 95 106 ~90
Knock-limited 9 12 8

compression ratio
Equivalence ratio 0.9 0.8 0.6
at lean misfire limit

Small-size direct-injection (DI) diesel engines are being developed as potential
replacements for indirect-injection (IDI) or prechamber engines in automobile
applications. Figures 10-15 and 10-2 show the essential features of these two types
of diesel. The DI engine employs high air swirl, which is set up with a helical
swirl-generating inlet port (Fig. 8-13}. The injector is centrally located over the
bowl-in-piston combustion chamber and the injector nozzle has four holes, one in
each quadrant. The IDI engine (a Ricardo Comet swirl chamber), in contrast, has
no swirl in the main chamber, but generates high velocities and a rotating flow in
the prechamber during compression.

Figures 15-21 and 15-23 show performance maps for typical versions of
these two types of engines. Bmep, brake meaneffective pressure, is plotted against
engine speed. Brake specific fuel consumption contours are shown with the
numbers in gramsper kilowatt-hour.

The heat-release-rate profiles for these two types of engine at a typical mid-
load mid-speed point are shown versus crank angle in the sketch. @ has units of
joules per second.
(a) Explain the reasons for the differences in shape andrelative timing in the cycle

of the heat-release-rate profiles.
(b) Suggest reasons for the differences (magnitude and shape) in the maximum

bmepversus mean-piston-speed line for the DI and IDI engines.
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18.9.

15.10.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FUNDAMENTALS

(c) Evaluate the brake fuel conversion efficiency of each engine at its maximum
efficiency point, and at 2000 rev/min and road load (road load is the power
requirement to maintain a vehicle at constant speed; it is 2 bar bmep at 2000
rev/min), Explain the origin of the observed differences in efficiency at these two
operating conditions.

 

  
DI engine

[oo
| : SF IDI engine

 
HeatreleaserateQ

FIGURE P15-8Tc Crank angle

A four-stroke cycle naturally aspirated direct-injection diesel is being developed to
provide 200 kW of powerat the enginc’s maximum rated speed. Using information
available in Chaps. 2, 5, and 15, on typical values of critical engine operating
parameters at maximum power and speed for good engine designs, estimate the
following:
(a) The compression ratio, the number of cylinders, the cylinder bore andstroke,

and the maximum rated speed of an appropriate engine design that would
provide this maximum power.

(b) The brake specific fuel consumption of this engine design at the maximum
poweroperating point.

(c) The approximate increase in brake power that would result if the engine was
turbocharged.

Natural gas (which is close to 100 percent methane, CH,) is being considered as a
spark-ignition engine fuel. The properties of methane and gasoline (assume the
same properties as isooctane) and the engine details for each fuel are summarized
below (@is the fuel/air equivalence ratio).
 

 Natural gas Gasoline

Composition CH, CH,
Heating value, MJ/kg 50.0 443
Research octane number 120 94

Compression ratio 14 8
Displaced volume, dm? 2 2
Lean misfire limit ¢=05 o=08
Part-load equivalence ratio f = 0.6 o=09
Full-load equivalence ratio é=11 @=12 

As indicated in the table, the displaced volume of the engine is unchanged when
the conversion for natural gas is made; however, the clearance height is reduced to
increase thc compression ratio.
(a) Estimate the ratio of the volumetric efficiency of the engine operating on

natural gas to the volumetric efficiency with gasoline, at wide-open throttle and
2000 rev/min. Both fuels are in the gaseousstate in the intake manifold.
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(b) Estimate the ratio of the maximum indicated power of the engine operating
with natural gas to the maximum powerofthe gasoline engine.

(c) Estimate the ratio of the gross indicated fuel conversionefficiency of the natural
gas engine to that of the gasoline engine, at the part-load conditions given.

(d) Explain whether the NO, CO, and hydrocarbon specific emissions (grams of
pollutant per hour, per unit indicated power) at part-load conditions of the
natural gas engine will be higher, about the same, or lower than the NO, CO,
and HC emissions from the gasoline engine. Explain briefly why.

You can assume that the fuel-air cycle results derived for isooctane-air mix-
tures are also appropriate for methane-air mixtures.

Spark-ignition and prechamber diesel engines are both used as engines for pas-
senger cars. They must meet the same exhaust emission requirements. Of great
importance are their emission characteristics when optimized for maximum power
at wide-open throttle (WOT) and when optimized at cruise conditions for
maximum efficiency.
(a) Give typical values for the equivalence ratio for a passenger car spark-ignition

engine and a prechamber diesel optimized for maximum power at WOT and
2000 rev/min, and optimized for maximum efficiency at part load
(bmep = 300 kPa) and 1500 rev/min. Briefly explain the values you have
chosen.

(6) Construct a table indicating whether at these two operating conditions the spe-
cific emissions of CO, HC, NO,, and particulates are low (L), medium (M), or
high (H)relative to the other load point and to the other engine. Explain your
reasoning for each table entry.

For a naturally aspirated four-stroke cycle diesel engine:
(a) Show from the definition of meaneffective pressure that

bmep « 1,47, M.A F /A)

where bmep = brake meaneffective pressure
"iq = mechanical efficiency

y,; = indicated fuel conversionefficiency
4, = volumetric efficiency

F /A = fuel/air ratio

(b) Sketch carefully proportioned qualitative graphs of y,,, n,y;, 4,, and
(F/A)AF/A)soich Versus speed N at full load, and explain the reasons for the
shapes of the curves. Then explain why the maximum bmep versus speed curve
has the shape shownin Fig, P15-12.

Full load line

 
 bmep Loe

 

Speed —~ FIGURE P1512
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(c) The minimum brakespecific fuel consumption pointis indicated by the asterisk
(*) in Fig. P15-12 (see Figs. 15-21 and 15-22), Explain why brake specific fuel |
consumption increases with (1) increasing speed, (2) increasing bmep, (3)
decreasing bmep.
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